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M EXICO

Preface

·Redesigning the Future• one of the books most liked by me, starts with
the following line: ·1t you read newspapers and are still satisfied with the
state of the world, put this book down; it is not for you• (Ackoff, 1974). 1
think, the same idea still applies for this dissertation.
The next paragraphs are included here with all due respect to the
Lord and His vast knowledge and immense good intentions. Also, wishing
thoughtful reflections by the many lovers of the ·status Qua,• that still
wander around without clear objectives in their minds, and, passively or
apathetically are ·subsisting, • day in and day out in their boring jobs.
lt is ironic to think that quality problems might have begun since the
very moment of creation. In creating the world, its future users maybe
wer,_:. not even asked what they anticipated as needing. Possibly this is
the basic root cause of many of today's modern world's conflicts.
1 truly think that the first setback that our world had and is still
suffering since the very beginning of our known times, the ·creation•
moment, is somehow directly related with the traditional and systematic
approach that has been used countless times since those remete days by
human beings to design, construct, build, manufacture, service or deliver,
products and services. Very often those products or services are not yet
really required or completely expected by most of the customers of the
organization, or for that matter, ·creating the wrong 'Creation.'

N

We must start thinking now about planning fundamental changas in
our global or local culture, in changing our attitudes, and our values

without any delay or hesitation. Maybe it is time to go back to forgotten
simple basics! Which in the end will help human beings to create the
adequate products and services.
lf we do this last, it will surely let us accomplish better results. We
require to perform activities that can allow us to achieve continuous
improvement of ourselves, our families, homes, neighborhoods,
organizations, lands, countries, continents and why not our • Ancient
Created World,• beca use, our world, surely deserves it.
The world, is currently resigned and anxiously waiting to see if we
humans can finally start using our heads to ·think, plan, decide and act· in

more advanced and productive ways to assure that we have access to the
first product or service ever manufactured, survival.
1 think and believe it is our responsibility to do itl And, do it now!
There is no more time, resources or lives that we human beings can waste
anymore or any longer! lf we do not do it, we will finally need to pay for
our poor mental attitudes and mismanagement of the world's vast
resources and all the related capabilities being currently squandered. AII
those changas must be immediately started by asking first what is really
needed and afterwards plan to organize all available means and resources
at our hands to do just exactly that.
1 truly think that ·G-d,• foresaw with all his immense
·Entrepreneurial• vision, and did ask then for feedback purposes, all the
future inhabitants of the world about their future expected needs and
goods in regard to the Universe, and afterwards, made a wise decision!
Human beings are the sole blame far our world's •current situation. •

Please, now allow me to remember you J. F. Kennedy's great
words, expressed to the world on the 20th of January, 1961, at his
inauguration as 35th President of the United States of North America: ·My
fellowmen of the World, not ask, what can be done by the United States
for us, but what can we together do for freedom and dignity of men?·
(Bothwell, 1965).

John F. Kennedy was one of the persons I most

admirad as a young man.
·G-d· bless you, earthlings, still •alive· and •responsibly willing to
improve things around you continuouslY-!
lncluded in this thesis, for free, are presented and suggested
various tools and ideas that will surely help in all those important quests. 1
hope you will use them wisely. 1 have had the opportunity to employ all
the ideas presented here in sorne organizations, and I have been told that
significant changes were accomplished with them, as I will also present
later if ·G-o· allows time and permits me to do it.
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TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT STRATEGIC
OPERATIONS SYSTEM AND CONSUMER-USER NEEDS
EVALUATION WORKSHOP: AN HOLISTIC APPROACH TO
NEEDS ASSESSMENT FOR TOTAL CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION

JACOBO MOISES NEUMAN PRAES, Philosophy Doctor (Ph. D.)
Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey, <1995>

Supervisor: Linda Golden

The purpose of this Doctoral Thesis is to present and offer empirical
support for an holistic methodology specially designed to asses customer
needs and to develop an actionable managerial strategy to address those
needs. In so doing the focus is on Total Quality Management (TQM), but
before quality products and services can be developed customers' needs
need to be fully understood and considered. A great deal has been lately
written about TQM. However, when trying to implement TQM's particular
traditional philosophy and culture in different organizations, many have
completely forgotten customers and their needs, regardless of the
organization's top managers declared intent not to do so, and always try to
keep the customer as its most important source for business growth and
development. Total Quality Management must begin not just with the

xi

customer in mind as many say it should be done, but must start with a
clear understanding of the customer's needs.

Thorough and deep

understanding of customer needs, will allow modern organizations to
better define and deploy the required strategic operativa systems and all
their related functional operativa processes to offer adequate products or
services to current and future customers. The

·e-u

NEWN methodology

will be recommended as an appropriate tool to help top management in
the process of adequately defining its customers' current and future needs.
After customer needs are clearly defined, strategic and operative teamwork planning and behaving by all the personnel participating in the
organization, can be prometed to satisfy those previously verbally
expressed needs. Customer satisfaction and needs assessment has been
stressed as an essential part of what the new and necessary Vision and
Mission of modern enterprise should be, but sadly such crucial fact has
been very often also forgotten by many managers currently occupying the
top positions of the organization. This last fact even gets compounded for
Mexican organizations that were never part of those international
consultants and academicians research or implementation efforts.

lf

customer needs are better understood and known beforehand,
collaborators of the organization can be then better sensitized and
encouraged to voluntarily work towards the achievement of ·auality for
Total Customer Satisfaction• as a continuous and normal way of working
everyday. ·raM-SOS" and

·e-u NEW· methodologies were provento be

satisfactory individual and team-work tools in the process of improving the
quality of the products and services offered by the participating
organizations. Also, improved management attitude towards interna! and
externa! customers, appropriate culture development and improved
productivity results were actually achieved.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This dissertation will be found enjoyable and rewarding to anyone
interested in meditating about performing, although generally exercised
in reverse order, which is appropriate to first: Think, Plan, Decide, and
then Act.

1.1

lntroduction.

·in the broadest sense, Quality Planning consists of developing
the necessary products and processes to satisfy the needs of the
customers· (Juran, 1990).

This thesis presents an improved holistic approach for implementing
Total Quality Management (TQM).
discussed here will be referred to as:

The enhanced methodology
Total Quality Management

Strategic Operations System (TQM-SOS). The basic difference between
MTQM-Sos· and other approaches currently used to implement the
traditional ·raMM process in an organization, is that it demands the direct
involvement, participation, utilization, and application of the ·consumerUser Needs Evaluation Workshop (C-U NEW). •
Both methodologies must be implementad by senior, top, middle,
and lower level manager~ together with other collaborators of the firm in
order to successfully achieve the expected results by the organization.

1

In this dissertation, the

·e-u NEW· methodology will be presentad,

explained, and discussed as the most important empirical and practica!
contribution in implementing the ·raM-sos· methodology.
The main objective of the

·e-u

NEw· methodology is to help

management broaden its understanding and definition of current or
potential customers' verbally expressed needs.

Once known,

management will be able to define, design, and manufacture those
products or services needed by the customer. The resulting products or
services should satisfy customers needs much better than the actual
ones.
The objective of this thesis is to discuss both the ·raM-sos· and
the

·e-u

NEw· methodologies, as well as the results already achieved

by several industrial or service organizations. In these organizations, 1
was invitad to participate as a facilitator or consultant in special
organizad programs that taught management these methodologies. The
participation of top managers created a great learning experience. Later
these same managers implementad these methodologies at their
particular workplace.

Obviously, they took the time to adapt the

methodology to each one's work environment.
The principal intention of the training sessions was to teach and
sensitize managers to "TQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEW" methodologies. With

this in mind, it will be will shown how each organization applied the
methodology and the results that were achieved.
lt is interesting to note that originally the organizations had in
the traditional "TQM" methodology as a way of improvement, and
management adopted the principal ideas of the "TQM-sos· and
NEW" methodologies in its actual organizational changes.
2

mind
later
"C-U
The

applications and achieved results, discussed in this thesis, are taken
directly from these implementation efforts.
The important results achieved by the organizations that were
introduced to the ·raM-sos· and

·e-u

NEw· training sessions will be

reportad later in Chapter Five. In that chapter, the merits of using the
improved ·raM-sos· methodology to implement Total Quality
Management in modern organizations will be demonstrated.
lt also will be presented in this dissertation the different results that
were achieved after the training exercises of the ·TQM-sos· and the

u

·c-

NEW" methodologies were offered to graduate students (most were

studying part time and working full time in different organizations as
middle-level managers) of the Master of Business Administration as part
of their academic course work at the Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios
Superiores de Monterrey. The subject students were taking dealt with
Total Quality Management.
The questionnaires (see Chapter Four) administered to managers
and students in the training sessions of the ·TQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEW"

methodologies were applied sorne years later, in the case of the
industrial organizations, after the actual participation of top and middle
managers in the different sessions, and was part of this dissertation
research effort.

The questionnaires were designad to allow the

evaluation of the real-life results that these training and implementation
exercises had had for the managers that participated on a personal basis
and to evaluate the results achieved in those particular firms where the
methodologies were previously explained and voluntarily used.
The first Chapter presents the intended scope and the expected
importance and contribution that this work can have in the Mexican

3

-

-

environment and its possible application in other countries. There also
will be presentad operational definitions that are required to implement in

·e-u

NEw· methodologies
and to understand and appropriately use important terms such as
customer, consumar, and user, among others. Also discussed are
different operational definitions that are required to better understand
what customer needs are and the importance of the need of defining
them in the first place by any organization wanting to improve its products
or services for quality and productivity improvement purposes.

a modern organization the ·TQM-sos· and

The second Chapter will offer a comprehensiva literatura review of
the current importance and the related main objectives that Total Quality
Management has in our industrializad world, as well as a summary of its
historie development and possible implementation guidelines or
procedures.
The third Chapter discusses the importance of ·TQM-sos· and

·e-u NEW· methodologies for Mexican organizations.
lnformation dealing with customer satisfaction and needs
assessment methodologies used today in different organizations also will
be shown. Also discussed are the requirements that must be considerad
when implementing NTQMN in an organization and the different factors
such as needs, values, culture, vision, and mission that need to be
defined and managed as part of the strategic intent of the organization if
it is truly committed to attain quality and productivity for total customer
satisfaction and thus achieve the expected interna! growth and the
required business profitability of the firm.
Chapter Four discusses the improved process to implement Total
Quality Management Strategic Operations System (TQM-SOS) in an
4

organization and the different procedures it comprises.

Also, an

improved methodology to define and evaluate consumer and user needs
will be presentad. This methodology will be referred to as ·consumer
User Needs Evaluation Workshop (C-U NEW). •
Chapter Five discusses the results observad after various
organizations used the

·e-u NEWª methodology as part of their intended

approach to implen ent in their firms the traditional Total Quality
Management or the improved ·raM-SOS: The results achieved after
real-life applications of the main concepts of the "TQM-SOS" and the ·c-

u NEW"

methodologies in various industrial, manufacturing, and service

organizations also will be presentad in this chapter.
Empírica! support to recommend and employ the

·e-u

NEWª

methodology as an adequate procedure to be used by top management
and all the personnel wo~king for the firm to achieve total customer
satisfaction is included for review, too.
Finally Chapter Six presents conclusions and implications that this
work and the "TQM-SOS" and the
various organizations.

·e-u NEWª methodologies can

have in

Recommendations for further research and

development considering the strengths and weaknesses of these
procedures also are discussed.

1.1.1

Scope and lmportance of "TQM-SOS" and "C-U

NEW" Methodologies.
For years, marketers aroun_d the world have said that understanding
customer needs is paramount to developing effective corporate strategy.
Theoretical Marketing Concept and real marketing efforts present us with
the following paradoxes and comments. Deming (1982) argued that:
5

The principal utilization of consumar research should be to
reintroduce consumar reactions in the design of the product in
such a way that management would be able to anticipate
demands and changing requirements, and be able to establish
economical production levels. Consumar research is then a
communication process between manufacturar and potential
users of his product.
This communication process can be done today in an economical
and confident way using trial and sampling procedures designed
according to adequate statistical procedures.

Using this, the

manufacturar discovers how his product is behaving in actual
usage conditions, what people think about the product, why sorne
people buy it, and others do not, or why sorne might not buy it
again, and use such information to redesign the product, to
manufacture it according to the quality and uniformity that best fits
final users of the product at the price they can pay.
The Marketing Concept presentad by Kotler (1984) clearly states:
The key to achieving organizational goals consists in determining
the needs and wants of target markets and delivering the desired
satisfactions more effectively and efficiently than competitors.
Kotler ( 1984) also warned:
Fast Forgetting.
organization

Even after strong marketing is installed in an

and

matures

through

the

various

stages,

management must fight a strong tendency to forget basic
marketing principies.

Management tends to forget marketing

principies in the wake of marketplace success.
6

For example, a

number of major American companies enterad European markets
in the 1950s and 1960s expecting to achieve outstanding success
with their sophisticated products and marketing capabilities. A
number of them failed, and a major reason is they forgot the
marketing maxim: 'Know your market and how to satisfy it.'
American companies carne into these markets with their current
products and advertising programs instead of redesigning them on
the basis of what the market needed. American marketers failed to
appreciate the major cultural variations between and even within
European countries and the need to start where the consumers
are, not where their products are.
Kernan and Sommers, printed in the 17th chapter of their
collection, an article by John Douglas that presented an emerging
approach to deal with consumers:
The New Marketing Concept:

This new theory sounds almost

naive in its simplicity; that is, all marketing activity should start with
the consumar. While the consumer has always been important, he
has not always been the key figure in the design and manufacture
of the product. In the past years, the problems of reducing costs
and increasing efficiency have required the major efforts of the
corporation; however, a new focal point is being discussed. No
longer can the engineer demand the most attention.

The

important man on the emerging scene is now the consumar.
(Kernan & Sommers, 1968; Douglas 1968)
We know today that not many listened, heard, read, or understood
what Douglas, Kotler, or Deming meant. lt is argued also that Douglas'
comments are only partially acceptable. lf Douglas would have added
that the marketer and the top manager, along with the engineer must
7

work together in favor of the consumar, 1 would then agree with him, if
consumers would have assumed the important position Douglas
recommended. But this has not occurred.
More recently, the Management discipline also has offered the
Total Quality Management Concept emphasizing the importance of
customer satisfaction through quality products and services. While both
marketing and management are concerned with quality issues and
customer needs satisfaction, neither has merged to develop a customerbased methodology to better understand customer needs.

Customer

satisfaction must not be a hit-and-miss proposition.
When organizations and their managers begin with a clear
understanding of their customers' (consumers'-users') needs, they are
buying profitable stock in their survival.

Also, ·TQM-sos· will help

organizations to develop the adequate culture toward better team-work
efforts in favor of customer satisfaction.
In this work, it is argued that ·TQM-sos· is an appropriate
procedure to be followed by organizations (Mexicans first, then other
nationalities) interested in achieving "Total Consumer-User Satisfaction.·
The principal difference between the known procedures to implement the
traditional "TQM" approach in an organization and the NTQM-Sos·
methodology presented here is that this last one will include a special
section devoted to performing a thorough evaluation of the current and
potential needs of consumers and users, even before reviewing posterior
improvement or development in the new products and services offered to
them by the organization.
The revision of the current or future products or services needs
satisfaction will be done with the utilization of the NC-U NEw· that also
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will be fully described and justified in this thesis, and that is shown to be
a fundamental part of the process to satisfactorily implement the ªTQMsos· in modern organizations (see Figure 1).
In this thesis, it will be shown that improved ªTQMª implementation
results can be achieved with the utilization of ªTQM-SOSª if adequate
knowledge of current or futura customer needs is first defined and
analyzed by each organization with the help of the

·e-u

NEWª

methodology which will be considerad part of the ªTQM-sos·
technology.

lf modern organizations would

just follow this

recommendation and approach, then the New Marketing Concept
presentad in the 1960s by Douglas (Kernan & Sommers, 1968) will
become a reality.
The

·e-u

NEW" methodology has been shown to be a better

procedure to help define customers' needs in order to satisfy them later
with better products or services. Such organizational behavior has not
been completely agreed upon as one of the first top priority activities that
management should engage in their continuous managerial tasks
everyday. Empirical evidence for these statements will be presentad in
Chapter Five.
This thesis will help top Mexican or international managers
remember that the organization's main purpose and reason for existence
is to: Satisfy all its consumers'-users' needs with products and services
manufacturad and offered at an adequate price level.

These basic

operations, and/or marketing concepts, have been forgotten by many
managers and this has not helped them achieve the expected planned
corporate objectives. Such memory lapses have sometimes been very
costly, too.
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1.1.2

Contribution of "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW"

Methodologles.

•1 hope everyone will heed the following warning: Any enterprise
that does not practica Quality Control will not be around far long·
(lshikawa, 1989).

This dissertation discusses the principal guidelines far how to use the
ªTQM-sos· and the

·e-u

NEWª methodologies as well as the results

and information finally obtained during the actual participation of
managers of different organizational levels.
On those applications there participated also various managers,
customers, and suppliers. Participant managers in sessions where the
ªTQM-sos· and the

·e-u NEWª methodologies were

usad argued in the

questionnaires that the methodologies have been successfully applied in
various organization and executive training workshops since 1986, the
moment in time that both methodologies were developed.
·TaM-sos· and the

·e-u

NEWª methodologies are fully

documented and recommended far organizational applications in this
Doctoral Thesis as appropriate methodological tools to help senior
management in the process of adequately defining its customers' needs.
After these needs are defined, reviewed, and understood by everyone in
the organization, strategic and operativa team-work planning by all the
personnel participating in the firm can be recommended and fallowed
according to those customer's expressed needs to generate the required
products or services.
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With all the relatad information available in regard to the
customer's expressed needs, top managers will be able to more
efficiently deploy the ·TQM-sos· methodology to achieve ·auality for
Total Customer Satisfaction• in their daily operations.

Products and

services will be easier to design and manufacture if customers'
requirements and needs are better known beforehand and considerad
accordingly in the required design and product development and
research stages. (see Figure 2)
One of the most important contributions that the ·TQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEw· methodologies will offer Mexican management are the
applicability and implementation guidelines for the using the
methodologies. This is very important considering the ·1ack of general
knowledge and training most Mexican managers or workers have
available to help them apply ideas and suggestions in all kinds of
practica! situations• (Kras, 1989). This last fact was pinpointed by Kras
in her study of Mexican Top Management traits (for more details, see
Table 1).
the

lshikawa, one of the most respectad scholars behind Japan's
economic recovery after the Second World War, also confirmed before
his untimely death, the need of developing methodologies with similar
characteristics to the methodologies I am presenting here and applying
them in organizations to obtain the expected contributions of such
procedures.

lshikawa even offered the following comments and

recommendations in regard of the subject: ·Product Research (research
into the use of products and services)9 and ·service (Marketing)
Research technologies·:
Product research is extremely important in quality control;
although this point has been studied for many years, it is still not
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· -satisfactorily grasped, and not enough of this type of technology is
being accumulated. Service research has improved considerably,
but sales personnel still do not have a sufficient grasp of it and are
not trying to improve it. In sorne extreme cases, they do not even
have sufficient knowledge of the products they are selling.
lshikawa (1989)
Approaches as ªTQM-sos· and the

·e-u

NEWª methodologies

presentad here were not available during lshikawa's lifetime, as he
mentioned in severa! of his most important works

(lshikawa, 1986;

lshikawa, 1989).

1. 2

Operational Definltions.

There are many important concepts that must be defined and that are
related to most of the ideas behind this dissertation. Sorne will not be
operationalized directly while others will.

This section is offered to

provide the reader with a perspectiva of concepts relevant to the tapie
and its developmental conceptualization.
The methodology to define customer needs will be known as

·e-u

NEw· and the process to implement the traditionally known Total Quality
Management philosophy in an improved way in the organization and that
will be presentad also in this work will be named as ªTQM-SOS. •
A series of definitions for the terms and factors that will be
continuously used and talked about throughout the complete text of this
dissertation are introduced next. The purpose is to obtain consensus
about sorne terms that are currently used by many people but that do not
have common acceptance or are completely agreed about by everyone
in the scholarly field .

lt is important to note that these operational
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definitions were specially coined as part of the methodologies studied
and that their main purpose is to guida discussion.
Also, the definitions presentad here may not be agreed upon by
many of the readers, but they are offered as a starting point for their
consideration, review, and improvement, the principal objective of this
research.

Human knowledge, or abstraction, can be developed by

unknown people in different settings or by not well understood means
within the human brain, without meaning intentional piracy, or not giving
credit to experts, for lack of reference and bibliography reading spent
time.
In this Doctoral Thesis are used interchangeably the following
operational definitions.

Sorne of them will be used and accepted as

ultimate truths for the time being (but which can be modified and adaptad
if required by interested parties) for the complete support of this thesis,
pending further research and more in-depth thinking about the included
subjects.
Many of the concepts discussed in !his dissertation have
numerous unclear definitions.

Table 2 presents various definitions to

better understand this complete document and to compare them with the
definitions proposed in this paper.

Sorne are included to orient the

reader, others are more central to the theme.
For example, as shown in Table 2, needs are defined on
respectad references as: ªA lack of something required or desirable.
Necessity. Something required or wanted; requisita.• (The American
Heritage Dictionary, 1988). Or, as will be needed to operationally define
the term ªNeedsª for the better understanding of this thesis.
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This must be done because the previous definition is not very
helpful for managers or creates for them semantic problems when, for
example, needing to define such terms as ·customer's Needsª.

Needs:

Knowledge of customer needs is the basis for

understanding and achieving customer satisfaction. Operationally, the
term needs is defined as those special attributes and specific
characteristics verbally expressed and personally defined by, and
together with, the customer (consumer-user) as wants or expectations
that must be present in a product or service that the sama customer
wants and is expecting to receive now and in the future, which will fully
satisfy his or her requirements when receiving and using (as intended
and designad) such products or services now, or in the futura, for an
adequate paid price.
The ·e-u NEw· methodology presentad in this dissertation will
focus on salient needs and how managers can use first-hand knowledge
of these needs to implement

·raM-sos·

toward improved customer

satisfaction. In this thesis the term NNeeds• will be used interchangeably
and defined as:

Expressed and/or Verbalized wants or expectations

(NOTE: For other available traditional definitions of needs please, refer
to Table 2).
This dissertation explores in detail customer needs, hence,
presenting operational definitions about all relatad matters is important to
understand the terms used from this point on.
Other operational definitions are given for such terms as values,
culture, vision, mission, customers, consumers, users, quality, and
satisfaction. These are defined next.
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Also, other normal term definitions that are considerad important to
be reviewed, to better understand the methodologies being presentad in
this paper, will be included for your reference in Table 2. This knowledge
will surely help various organizations properly implement ·TQM-Sos· for
Total Customer Satisfaction.
Values: The set of beliefs and thoughts that influence the creation
of accepted and expected world rights, norms, and modes of behavior
allowed to exist within organizations or society which mentally help
regulate and define how people or groups can behave and act to enable
them to satisfy their current or future needs of an individual, or within a
given group or organization, in a particular moment of time .
.Culture:

The set of values and accumulated information,

knowledge, technical and manual skills and abilities, and gathered
technology level, that allows an individual, group, or organization to
define, procure, and use all the available resources and means at a
particular moment in time.

These will permit people to perform the

required activities or operations to generate the required products and
services to satisfy their own, and those of their consumers and users,
current and future needs in an efficient and productiva way and done
right at the first time.
Vision: The current projection, forecast, or preview of expected
future needs that directly depend on the impending forecasted and
expected changes in values that individuals, groups, or organizations will
have in the same future time span considered. Such future needs will be
satisfied with the expected available, or also easily achievable (within the
same span of time), products and services, due to the values and
materializad culture that an individual, group, or organization will have in
the same future span of time.
15

lf development of the necessary values, culture, and the reflectad
technology levels required to satisfy futura needs takes longar to be
achieved than the actual materialization or realization of the consumer's
or user's needs, which would be already required or expected to satisfy
thosa needs in such a particular time span, organizations will not be able
to satisfy them for real, and, we will be talking about or dealing only in the
domains of science fiction, because of the lack of the required knowledge
or technology level to manufacture or deliver the required products or
services to satisfy such already expressed needs.
The same happens in the cases when available technology would
have been used to develop products or services that are not yet needed
or expressed as required in the minds or actions of the potential
consumers or users, mainly because the values or sustaining culture that
will be needed or allowed to exist to support such products' or services'
applications or usage would have not yet been achieved or attained.
For products or services to be needed and seen as already
culturally and socially appropriate for their design, manufacturing,
marketing, sales, usage, or consumption, it is required the same pace
forward movement between needs and values (including its dependent
culture) (see Figures 3 and 4).
lt also is interesting to note that it must be forecasted and projected
simultaneously the expected values and its relatad culture advancement
or changes.

Such projections must be done also to define the futura

expacted neads that such changas will create or originate in tha futura
potential consumers or users (potential target markets) of the products or
services, that would be required in the same forecasted time span by
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them, and that would be required as wanted, to be able to satisfy their
futura needs.
We must project forward also the level of technology (dependent
on relatad culture level) that would be required to generate the required
products or services that would be needed in such same time span as
well (see Figures 3, 4, and 5).
Mission: The principal reason for the existence of the organization
is and must be stated along the following lines (NOTE: Remember that
the mission statement for particular organizations must include the
principal objective of the organization in its wording and also describe
the products or services it intends to offer besides the types of recognition
measures that will be presentad to the different stake holders that
participate in the whole operation of the organization): Satisfy the current
and futura verbally expressed as expected needs of its actual or potential
customers (consumers-users) with adequate products or services done
right at the first time without any excuses .... and at a productiva, efficient
and competitiva level of cost for the organization manufacturing or
generating them, and, that also offers sufficient value and satisfaction to
the direct or indirect consumers and or users of such products or services
for an adequate paid price level, while at the same time recognizing all
the efforts and satisfying all the personal needs and delivering
appropriate benefits to all the collaborators, employees, participants and
stake holders of the organization that continuously strive to improve the
quality of their work, products and services in honest ways.
The real authorization to operate and to be in business is given to
any organization from the environment and it is directly conveyed,
obtained, delivered or received by the monetary deposits made in the
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archas of the corporation by its continuously satisfied customers. (see
Figure 6).
Corporate Strategy: lt is contended also that corporate strategy
must be aligned and defined in such a way as to allow the organization
to achieve its mission or principal reason to exist: Corporate strategy is
then the pattern and process of decision making and acting in an
organization that determines and reveals its most important objectives,
purposes, and goals, produces the principal policies and plans for
achieving those goals, and defines the type and range of business the
company is to pursue, the kind of economic and human organization it is
or intends to be, and the natura of the economic and non economic
contributions it intends to make to its shareholders, employees,
customers and communities. (see Figure 7).
Consumar: The one that pays (monetarily) for the product, good or
service being considerad, and enjoys or suffers the particular physical
characteristics that the involved product or service has. This is realizad
when consuming (buying) it in arder to satisfy his or her expressed
needs .

.!..!..s.e.I:

The one that uses (purposely or without knowing) the

product or service being considerad and enjoys or suffers the particular
physical characteristics the same product or service has. This is realizad
when using it in arder to satisfy his or her expressed needs.
Customer:

Is the person or organization that can behave as a

consumar, user or both, of the productor service that is being required by
the individual or organization to satisfy their verbally expressed needs,
wants or expectations.
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~ : Is the current monetary/species amount that a consumar
would pay at a store or wholesale distribution outlet.

lt is also

qualitatively considerad equivalent to the level of real needs (received
value) actually satisfied, that the 'Product-Service' can provide for a
particularly interested 'Consumer-User' after 'Buying-Using' the
'Product-Service' in volved.•
Quality: Products and services that are offered at the adequate
price level to consumers and users that will completely satisfy their
verbally expressed needs (wants and expectations) done right at the first
time (productively) without any excuses.
Satisfaction: Is achieved by a consumar or user of a product or
service when his or her verbally expressed expectations and needs are
met or even slightly surpassed, if possible, by the product or service
received at the level of price paid to obtain them, without any required
hassle, returns, hidden faults or guarantee claims, and that can be used
as intended immediately after it is acquired and for all the expected
duration of the service lite of the product or service involved.
Total Customer Satisfaction Achievement or Total Ouality
Achievement: Is achieved at the exact moment in time in which the
customer evaluates and agrees that the product or service already paid
for, received and used adequately, completely satisfies the previously
expressed needs (wants and expectations) that he or she had before
such business transaction took place, regarding the same product or
service needed, and thus involved.

ªTQM-SOSª:

The operational definition that used in this

dissertation for the concept ·rotal Quality Management Strategic
Operations System• is: The managerial task of personally be thinking,
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planning, deciding, and acting to continuously define, promote,
participate, supervise and recognize all the participants of the
organization for their utilization of the statistical process tools available
for measuring and evaluating if the organization is actually offering its
current and might offer its futura consumers and users the products or
services they previously expressed as needing, at the adequate price
level that will completely satisfy their current and future verbally
expressed needs and expectations, where everything must be done right
at the first time by everybody without any excuses in all organizational
areas involved and even be voluntarily willing to improve everything on a
continuous basis to maintain the organization profitable and productiva.
At the sama time, everybody collaborating with the firm is sensitized to
respect the norms and values expected by its current and futura
organizational context and environment, while appropriately rewarding
and recognizing its employees for all their efforts done in the process of
delivering such products and services. lncludes as a starting major task
the usage of the Consumer-User Needs Evaluation Workshop (C-U
NEW) methodology to define such consumers and users expressed and
verbalized needs.

(NOTE: the corporate strategy statement required

within the ·TQM-sos· methodology was shown above).
To define and compare with what renown scholars and
organizations are currently employing as an accepted traditional ·TaM·
definition, please review the official U. S. Defensa Department and the
Mexican Secretary of Commerce and lndustry definitions thev offer for
Quality Management, which for your reference, are found (vith other
important definitions at the bottom part of Table 2. (see Figure 7).
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CHAPTER 2
STATE OF THE ART TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT AND
CUSTOMER NEEDS EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

ªWhy do people who do not have time for quality, always find the
time to do their work over again?· George Ellington.

This chapter presents a review of the current status and importance of the
traditional Total Ouality Management (TOM) system for modern individuals
or organizations interested in better satisfying their customer's needs. In
this thesis ·traditional TOMª will be referred to as those approaches
currently known as TO (Total Ouality), TOC (Total Ouality Control), OC
(Ouality Control), and CWOC (Company Wide Ouality Control).
Various authors, interested in ªTQMª utilization, have commented
that the successful implementation process of ªTOMª in different
organizations is not an event that occurrs by chance but rather as a
planned one that requires top management guidance and full-time
participation.
In their recent article, Dean and Bowen (1994) concluded that

·ro·

can be useful to develop new directions in the improvement of
Management theory; however, it was noted that

·ro·

has not been

properly researched and thus not used for practica! applications. Dean
and Bowen (1994) went further to strongly recommend and argue that
management theory research is urgently needed. They comment that:
•Areas in which theory development is clearly needed are: lnformation
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processing, strategy implementation, process improvement, and customer
focus and satisfaction. •

2.1

Historie Development and Present State of Knowledge

about 11 TQM 11 and Principal Supporters.

·auality is an achievable, measurable, profitable entity that can be
installed once you have commitment and understanding, and are preparad
for hard work• (Crosby, 1979).

Many have been interested in the development and in the implementation
process of the traditional ·raM· system in an existing organization. There
are also many different studies related to the same subject. To better
understand the development of the ·raM· system, a brief chronological
review of its historical implications and the various contributions of the
main proponents of the traditional ·raM· concept will be addressed in this
section.
The importance of the various techniques and tools currently used
by ·raM· reemerged worldwide because of the modern success that the
Japanese industry, strategically allied with its government, had in helping
the country recover and develop economically after its defeat in the
Second World War by the allied forces in 1945 (Walton, 1986; Ouchi,
1981 ).
The work of Walter Shewhart was greatly enriched in the late 1920s
by the contribution of two other important American statisticians that
worked with him: Harold Dodge and Harry Roming. They were mainly
interested in applying knowledge of the Statistical Process Control (SPC)
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tools they had developed to control the industrial environment in which
they participated.
Most of their efforts and studies were initiated at the Bell
Laboratories in 1924, when the lnspection Engineering Department was
originally created in that organization. The first ·shewhart Control Chart·
carne into existence that same year. ·rhe basic concepts of sampling
inspection by attributes· were presentad by Dodge in 1925 (Banks, 1989).
In the 1930s, J. Scanlon put forth the concept of quality control
through employee motivation and involvement that was called ·rhe
Sean Ion Plan.•

The essence of this plan was: •bringing employees

together with supervisors and managers so that they could collectively
consider ways of improving the overall quality of work lite (QWL)9
(Feigenbaum, 1983).
In 1939 ·Roming presentad his work on variable sampling plans in
his Ph. D. dissertation 'Allowable Averages in Sampling lnspection'
(Roming, 1939), • (Banks, 1989).
lt is important to note that ·rhe Shewhart Cycle• and the ·control
charts· developed by W. Shewhart and his associates Dodge and Roming
(Banks, 1989) were part of the same tools that Dr. Deming later taught
and introduced in Japan in 1950.
·rhe Shewhart Cycle· and the ·control charts· exportad to Japan
were specially used for continuous quality improvement. Such too\s were
originally based in the "Plan, Do, Check and Action steps• (Walton, 1986)
that Deming directly learned from Shewhart who developed them between
1924-1930 (Banks, 1989; Walton, 1986).
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lmmediately after the Second World War the Japanese people were
mentally and physically devastated, and lacked many decision choices
available for them to pursue their impending required subsistence and
futura economic development {Morita, 1987). The sama was true for most
of their organizations, due to the situation, both interna! and externa!, that
the country experienced after the Second World War.
To make things worse, Japanese products were considerad as
inferior worldwide and without proper market potential for their
international distribution and usage (Walton, 1986). A 'National Strategic
Development Plan' was developed to define future activities to improve the
drastic economic situation.
Japanese scientists, managers, and engineers, organizad and
supported by their recently founded {1946) Japanese Union of Scientists
and Engineers {JUSE), studied, reviewed, and adapted most of the Untted
States generated management research and applied the techniques
related to quality improvement in Japan. After thorough strategic planning
work within their organizations, and also throughout the country, defined a
successful implementation approach suitable for Japan (lshikawa, 1986).
Kenichi Koyanagy and a team of colleagues from ªJUSEª
participated in the country's development after the war.

They also

participated in the development of the first long-term ªNational Strategic
Development Plan• required to moderniza the Japanese industry. This
plan was esssential to the Japenese, because they had to find a way to
feed their starving and defeated people. Kaoru lshikawa joined •JUSEª in
1949 and also participated in the development of "TQMª concepts for the
Japanese industry (lshikawa, 1986).
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Japanese Quality-Productivity development ideas mainly
considerad also the same concepts that Armand Feigenbaum presentad
around 1951 in his book ªTotal Quality Control.ª
recommended and stated that:

Feigenbaum,

·11 an organization is interested in

improving the Quality-Productivity of their Products-Services, total
cooperation and involvement of ali areas, departments and individuals is
required besides responsible participation in the performance of their daily
work• (Feigenbaum, 1987).
Japan's Government and •JUSE· worked together in the design of a
visionary long-term (50 years) ·National Strategic Development Plan.•
The plan would allow them to bring back to economic life, a defeated
nation that only had one abundant natural resource: ·their own
impoverished, hungry, unqualified and uneducated people• (lshikawa,
1986). The profound changas that were required to improve the economic
situation in Japan were finally started between 1949-1950.
Although the plan was met with resistance from many senior
management personnel, the execution of the plan continued. lshikawa
commented that after the first

·oc· Basic Course offered in

September

1949:

lt became clear to us that physics, chemistry, and mathematics are
universal and are applicable anywhere in the world. However, in
the case of quality control, or in anything that has the term •control•
attached to it, human and social factors are strongly at work. No
matter how good the American and British methods may be, they
cannot be importad to Japan as they stand. To succeed, we had to
create a Japanese method. (lshikawa, 1985)
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Training on Statistical Process Control (SPC) was authorized later
as mandatory for all employees. Television and radio programs to train
the Japanese work force were developed to support the required effort.
lmprovements were slowl at first, even though exact guidelines had not
been completely defined or approved. These tasks, were only part of the
vast programs and activities that were required to achieve Japan's
impressive current successes.
Quality and World market share for Japanese products and
services have been steadily increasing since 1950, the year in which Dr.
Edwards Deming, an American statistician, was invited to Japan by the
Japanese Union of Scientists and Engineers.
Dr. Deming was the first American brought to Japan for consulting
and training reasons.

At the time, •JUSEª was directed by Kenichi

Koyanagy. Dr. Deming's purpose was to train plant engineers and middlelevel managers on ªSPC" techniques. (For more details about Deming's
teachings refer to Table 4.)
Remember that the methodologies taught at that time by Deming to
Japanese managers, supervisors, and engineers were developed by
Walter Shewhart, expert in statistics that worked for the Bell Telephone
Laboratories in New York between 1924-1930 (Banks, 1989). Those
techniques were personally explained and taught to Dr. Deming by Dr.
Shewhart in their multiple meetings expressly programmed for such
teaching-learning purposes (Walton, 1986).
Since that time, "SPC" tools have been part of the principal
methods and techniques used for quality improvement in Japan. lt is
important to note that most of these tools were not originally developed in
the country, however, and were successfully imported from the United
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States.

After careful consideration, these tools were adaptad to the

Japanese culture and environment (lshikawa, 1986).
Training for the Japanese from 1950-1954 was principally aimed at
production, engineering, and middle-level management personnel. The
principal subjects, technical mostly, covered by Dr. Deming, were: ªThe
Shewhart Cycle, the importance of observing statistical variation and
Statistical Process Control (SPC) with the help of control charts and their
application• (lshikawa, 1986).
The decision to offer training first to lower-level managers and
engineers was because top and middle management was not yet fully
convinced of the importance on personal direct participation, cooperation,
or support. Yet a one-day seminar on the subject was created specially
for sorne top managers' participation (lshikawa, 1985).
At first, top management only authorized lower-level workers,
production supervisors, low-level managers, and engineers to participate
in the first training and implementation efforts.

lshikawa (1989)

commented:
lnitially, however, Japanese quality control also suffered from
various problems.

The first was that statistical methods were

overemphasized, and this fostered mistaken impression that quality
control and statistical quality control were difficult.

Second, the

emphasis on standardization led to a tendency for quality control to
be carried out merely formally. The third problem was that top
management and department and section managers did not
develop much enthusiasm for quality control. (lshikawa, 1989)
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The importance of Deming•s contribution to the Japanese
development was presentad to him with the establishment in 1951 of the
ªDeming Prize. • The Japanese created this prize as a token of their
appreciation for Deming•s work.

The Japanese quality prize also

1

recognizes individuals contribution to the development of the statistical
methods and quality control. lt is also designad for organizations that
have achieved a status as a reliable manufacturar and for its quality of
products and services. The first prizes were financed with the proceeds
obtained from the sales of the publications of Deming•s conferences of
which all author rights were donated by him to the ªJUSEª organization
(lshikawa, 1989).
Japanese top management and all supervisory levels were finally
convinced of the value achieved from their continuous involvement in
"TQMª activities with the help and guidance of Dr. Joseph Juran. For this
reason, Dr. Juran, also an American scholar, was invitad by ªJUSEª to
lectura in Japan in 1954.
Juran offered special seminars for top and middle managers, where
he ·explained the functions required by them in the promotion of 'TQM' •
(lshikawa, 1986). Furthermore, he convinced them of the importance of
senior management's participation in the process of quality improvements.
He went on to clarify management's continua! involvement in various other
quality and productivity-related projects within the organization. The idea
is to salve related Quality-Productivity top priority problems at all levels.
Juran also stated that administrative functions are important in the process
of creating products-services coinciding with Feigenbaum.

(For more

details about Juran's current teachings, refer to Table 5.)
Perhaps had the Japanese people invited Dr. Juran first (1950) and
then Dr. Dem ing ( 1954) to offer their quality and productivity-related
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lecturas in Japan in the early 1950s, Japanese industry would have had
improved the quality of its products and services even faster than it
actually did.
The theories and related tools created by Feigenbaum, Shewhart,
Dodge, Roming, Deming and Juran's, all Americans, were at that time
reviewed and improved by Koyanagi, lshikawa, and •JUSE's· associates.
The purpose of the review was to adapt, modify, and change them in such
a manner that would permit them to successfully apply and implement the
theories in the Japanese organizations. In order to achieve the expected
results of Total Quality Control, the proper adaptations were made so that

·rae·

would be applicable to the Japanese culture, environment, and

unique characteristics.
American lndustry was oblivious during this historie period of
change for the Japanese organizations.

The improvement or

implementation of such technologies or even a slight interest shown by the
American industry when considering their products' or services' quality
improvement was null.

American industries' interests were mostly

centered on technological development as the rnain thrust of their
productivity and growth enhancements (lshikawa, 1989).
Taking into account all the theories (Shewhart's, Dodge's,
Roming's, Deming's, Juran's, Feigenbaum's, etc.), presented in the 1950s,
none was considered as fully applicable or economical within the United
States national boundaries. Rather they were successfully adaptad in
Japan. These theories served as a means of improving their productsservices, which up to that time, were considered worldwide as cheap and
without quality. The rejection by the United States of the basic ideas of
•quality and productivity• was due to the misunderstanding that ·High
quality has always implied lower production volume and higher costs· of
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products-services. Others believed that the right approach to achieve
reduced costs and higher volumes was only possible through technical
improvements (lshikawa, 1989).
Quality Circles, a natural result of the national application of the
different continuous quality improvement teachings and practicas in
different industries, only appeared in Japan around 1962 (Thompson,
1982).

Throughout Japanese industry, the ªCircles· emphasized the

importance of group participation within the manufacturing processes.
Worker productivity, participation, and involvement was greatly
improved also with the generalizad application of the various Statistical
Process Control tools taught to the Japanese work force.

Training

sessions and actual application of these techniques were made to their
daily activities and problem-solving situations. These sessions helped to
further improve the quality of the products and services being offered by
the different Japanese organizations that participated. lt was believed at
the time, that the person who performs any activity knows what is wrong
with the activity or process, or with the final product or service.
With Quality Circles responsible for the quality of the products being
manufacturad or the services being offered, the challenge was given to the
people directly in charge of the supervisory and manufacturing activities.
The increase in productivity and the quality results achieved in
Japan by most of the countries' organizations after being involved with
"TQM· and Quality Circles for more than 15 years, have lead many
companies to start to use other kinds of team approach techniques.
These techniques have been used for problem-solving analysis that has
worked successfully in other exercises throughout the organization, as is
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stated by lshikawa (1986). (For more details about lshikawas's teachings,
refer to Table 6.)
Thompson commented that:
Quality Circles soon became a vehicle to achieve limitad worker
participation in managerial decision making. Considering that the
Japanese inventad Quality Circles and have dedicated more than
twenty years to perfect them, it appeared logical to copy their
system. But it is not so. We must analyze their system and take
from it what we think would be applicable, the same way they took
certain things from our North American system, but caution is a
must when we try to perform a total transplant. In Japan, Quality
Circles work in an environment in which workers identify
themselves with the organization, and where compromise exists
with the group decision making process and great interest in worker
well being exists. (Thompson, 1982)
Many researchers have observad:

•commitment of top

management to the innovation was among the major central forces to
successful implementation• (Radnor & Sean, 1974). Radnor and Bean
were at that time studying the acceptance and use of operations research
findings in various companies.

lt seems, then, that top management should participate in the
process of implementing "TQM· in the same manner that Juran
recommended Japanese top executives do around 1954.
In general, policy implementation guidelines had not been
researched and studied in depth until a study by Beyer and Trice in 1978.
They identified from their study the impacts of mandatory legislativa
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changas on different organizations. Their research dealt with ·setting up
prograrns to deal with problerns of alcoholisrn arnong ernployees of the
federal governrnent. • Beyer and Trice (1978) even cornrnented that:
Despite the centrality and pervasiveness of the issues posed by
changa, there is little known about the processes by which changa
is deliberately brought about.

Much past scholarly work has

centered on the origins of changa. lt seerns equally important to
understand how change atternpts are planned and irnplernented,
how they are received, how they are resisted, and what factors
contribute to success or failure of such atternpts. (Beyer & Trice,
1978).
Beyer and Trice cornrnented that for thern, the key role in the
irnplernentation process of various policies begins with the supervisor:
THE IMMEDIATE SUPERIOR of an affected ernployee has a key
role in the irnplernentation of both of the federal policies studied. In
their general leadership role, they will also have irnpacts on the

ways in which the norrnative changes incorporated in the policies
will be viewed by their subordinates. A supervisor who is in clear
and active support of a policy rnay lead his subordinates into better
acceptance of the policy.

Conversely, a supervisor who is in

opposition or who feels no positiva support for a policy is likely to
inhibit support for the policy on the part of at least sorne of the
subordinates.
In addition, supervisors have sorne role in disserninating
inforrnation about a policy to subordinate, both in a general way and
in response to situations where further inforrnation on the policy
would be sought by a subordinate.
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Thus supervisors can be sean to have both a formal and an
informal role in policy implementation, including all of the phases of
the process:· diffusion and training, attitudinal receptivity and
change, and actual use of the policy. Three types of variables were
identified as possible influences on the implementation ... by these
supervisors: (1) individual characteristics of the supervisors
(demographic variables: age, sex and education, and personal
attitudes: attitude toward change itself, job involvement and
commitment to the organization, (2) Variables relatad to the
supervisory role: tenure within the organization, managerial level,
and nature of work supervisad, degree of work overload
experienced by the supervisor and, reward structure of the
employing organization, and finally (3) variables describing the
organizational characteristics of the installation in which the
supervisor worked: Organization size, union existence, percentage
of workers that were supervisors and the degree of centralization in
the decision making.
Line supervision will reflect to a significant degree the attitudes and
behavior of top management. (Beyer & Trice, 1978)
Summarizing Beyer and Trice's (1978) results, which is described in
detail in Table 3, it was observad:
a) The reward structure has profound effects on the implementation
of changes in the federal organizations and also at the managerial
level studied.
b) Expected use of the policy was higher in those organizations
where top management participation, positiva attitude toward
change and open support was higher.
e) 'Perhaps the main virtue of outside change agents, however, is
that they bring new information or expertise into the organization,
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and thus initiate changa and encourage its adoption.' (Beckhard,
1969)
d) Strong centralizad and formalizad control structure within the
installation was a majar inhibitor of the implementation process of
one of the policies being studied.
In more recent quality-related studies, Philip Crosby, an American
quality practitioner, in his book

Quanty Is Free, reports and comments

about his lite-long personal findings and achievments while working with
ªITT,· a U.S. based corporation.

Crosby argued:

ªFor American

enterprises to consider as an appropriate and feasible system the TQM, it
should be approached under economic perspectivas to make it attractive
for the organization, to get involved in it• (Crosby, 1979).
Crosby also stated: • 'Quality is free, 1

•

and what that really costs

the organization, are the mistakes and errors usually done by everybody
when not conforming to customer needs. Crosby even goes on to quote
Harold S. Geneen as saying: ·auality is not only right, it is free. And it is
not only free, it is the most profitable product line we have• (Crosby, 1979).
Lately, Philip Crosby, also recommends his personal approach to
developing and implementing traditional ·raM· efforts in different
organizations (refer to Table 7, for Crosby's suggestions). He noted: ·rhe
reason very little changas is that implementation is not attacked in a
methodical manner as a matter of corporate priority.

Somehow

management feels that if copies of the book are given to all members of
the management team, and if the subject is discussed, it will just happen•
(Crosby, 1984).
In recent years, many organizations have implemented Quality
Circles along with their quality improvement activities which have lead to
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positiva ªTQMª results. Almost all the newly developed approaches to
implement ªTQMª consider the important teachings by lshikawa, Deming,
Juran, Crosby, and Feigenbaum.
However, Blake, Mouton, and Allen (1987) suggested the use of a
broader application of teamwork efforts, across all the departments of the
organization, to achieve improvements in Quality-Productivity.
Blake et al. also argued that: •synergy helps the organization to
achieve: Productivity in a collective way, creativity and innovation when
things are done right and when the things that must be done are done and
that improves satisfaction of team members• {Blake, Mouton & Allen,
1987). The work just referred to by Blake, Mouton, and Allen (1987),
enlightens the use of team-work techniques in any organization interested
in continuously improving its performance.
On the other hand, Deming {1982), observad:
Solution of small or big problems, will not stop decay of American
industry, nor will do it extensiva use of computers, robots or
gadgets.

The benefits obtained from extensiva use of new

machinery also constitutes an empty hope.

The answer is not

either in the immediate massive training on statistical methods to
workers, or in the promotion of usage of quality circles. AII those
activities help, but only help to prolong the life of the patient; cannot
stop the decay.

Only the transformation of the American

management style and of the relations that exist between
government and industry, can stop decadence and give a new
opportunity to the American industry to lead the world. (Deming,
1982)
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Henkoff (1995) more recently argued that:

·Executives whose

excellence endures tend to have a wide-angle vision of the futura, a wide-

awake sense of opportunity, and wide-ranging respect for shareholders,
employees and customers.•
The historical development of ªTQMª and the different techniques
that have been directly usad to help improve customer satisfaction through
better products and services have been in continuous development since
the beginning of our times.
The people citad in this section, have helped to improve quality and
productivity in various parts of the world. But, 1 think that an improved
methodology to define what customers need will be an important stepping
stone in the futura enhancement of current approaches to improve
implementation efforts of the traditionally known ·raM· managerial
process in modern organizations.

2.2 Total Quality Management lmportance.

NTotal Quality is a ubiquitous organizational phenomenon that has
been given little research attention• (Oean & Bowen, 1994).

Dean and Bowen (1994) argued that traditional NTotal Qualitt consists of
three major principies: NCustomer Focus, Continuous lmprovement and
Teamwork.• They also commented that two of the principal areas required
by the Baldridge Quality Award evaluation, ·customer focus and
Management of the Quality Process are seldom covered in Management
literatura.• They go on to mention:
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lt is difficult to identify any major organization in which quality
issues are not in their agenda. Furthermore, many leaders of these
organizations have begun to question why management research
and education have not yet incorporated TQ to any great degree
(Robinson et al., 1991 ). Given its importance in practica, we risk
losing our credibility as management theorists by ignoring TQ in our
research. (Dean & Bowen, 1994)
Taking into account his vast experience and research, Kaoru
lshikawa (1989) commented:
The following are sorne of the benefits that have been already
demonstrated in Japanese companies that adequately implementad
Quality Control (QC):
*

Quality (in its narrow sense) is raised, and the number of

detective products decreases.
*

Quality becomes more uniform and the number of complaints

decreases. Complaints are dealt more quickly, and effective action
is taken to prevent their recurrence.
*

Reliability increases, confidence in the products improves and

customer's trust is obtained.
*

Total Costs decrease.

Unit costs improve, and value-added

productivity increases.
* Products can be sold at higher prices.

*

A quality assurance system is established, and the trust of

consumers and customers is obtained.
* Production volumes increase, and it becomes possible to prepare

rational production plans.
*

Wasteful work disappears, rework decreases and efficiency

improves.
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* Technology is established, engineers can be employed in their

true capacity, and technology improves.

Ways of employing

people, particularly engineers become more rational.
* lnspection and testing costs decrease.
* Contracts with suppliers, subcontractors, and consumers can be

rationalized.
* Sales routes expand.
*

Relationships and the flow of information within the organization

become smoother.
*

Research and development is speeded up and made more

etfective.
* Research investment becomes more rational.

*

Employees' humanity is respectad, personnel development

becomes possible, and workplaces become more cheerful.
*

Talent-spotting becomes possible, and people are able to

exercise their full capacities.
• Human relations improve, and barriers between departments are
broken down.
* People begin to speak a common language and understand each

other better.
* The whole of the company can be rationalized, and department

managers, section managers, supervisors, and foreman become
able to work more etfectively.
* Good market information is received more quickly.
* New-product development speeds up and improves. Products of

world beating quality can be made.
* People become able to talk frankly and openly.
* Meetings go more smoothly.
*

Plant and equipment repair and expansion can be done rationally

according to priority.
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* The entire company works together, anda system of cooperation

is established.
•

Decision making is speeded up, and policy deployment and

management by objectives improves.
• The corporate culture is improved.
* The organization becomes trusted.
* AII departments understand the idea of dispersion and becomes

able to utiliza OC techniques.
* The company and its factories cease to issue false data.
* Rationalization of all aspects of the organizationccs management.
*

Consumers, employees (including top management), and

shareholders profit. (lshikawa, 1988)
The GAO report {1991 ), showed the results of a survey on
Management Practices and Productivity Evaluation Measures. The survey
analyzed the performance of various important organizations in the United
States of North America. The focus of the report was on the key indicators
that are currently being utilized within the industries for their own
evaluation purposes.

The report showed that there exisited several

common features that principally contributed to each company's improved
performance:
Organizations with the best performance were those that:
1. Corporate attention was focused on meeting customer
requirements.
2. Senior management led the way in building quality values into
company operations.
3. AII employees were suitably trained, empowered, and involved in
efforts to continuously improve quality and reduce costs.
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4. Systematic processes were integrated throughout the
organization to foster continuous improvement. (General
Accounting Off ice, 1991 ).
GAO report goes on to mention:
ªPerformance indicators in each area GAO studied showed an
overall average annual improvement from the time companies
adoptad Total Quality Management to the publication of the latest
available data and also that companies used no 'cookbook'
approach in implementing a successful TQM System. (General
Accounting Off ice, 1991 ).
The GAO report also stated that:
The principal results observad, for 20 of the companies that were
among the highest-scoring applicants in 1988 and 1989 for the
Malcom Baldridge National Quality Award were:
1.

Companies that adopted quality management practicas

experienced an overall improvement in corporate performance. In
nearly ali cases, companies that used Total Quality Management
practicas achieved better employee relations, higher productivity,
greater customer satisfaction, increased market share, and
improved profitability. The principal indicators that were used to
define a company's performance were:

Employee relations,

Operating procedures, Customer satisfaction and Financia!
performance.
2. Each of the companies studied developed its practices in an
unique environment with its own opportunities and problems.
3.

Many different kinds of companies benefited from putting

specific Total Quality Management practicas in place. However,
none of these companies reaped those benefits immediately.
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Allowing sufficient time for results to be achieved was as important
as initiating a quality management program.
4. Somewhat better employee relations were realizad. Employees
in the companies GAO reviewed experienced increase job
satisfaction and improved attendance; employee turnover also
decreased. Other factors also studied were: safety and health and,
number of suggestions made to improve quality and/or lower costs,
which showed improvement too.
5. In regards to Operating Procedures the report shows: lmproved
quality and lower cost were attained. Companies increased the
reliability and on-time delivery of their product or service and
reduced errors, product lead time, and their cost of quality. Sorne
experts estimated that manufacturing costs could be reduced by
over 30 percent simply by eliminating scrap and rework that occurs
from correcting defects in the manufacturing process. The other
factors studied under this section also included: Order processing
time and lnventory turnover.
6.

Greater Customer Satisfaction was accomplished.

'Many

companies have changad their traditional view that quality involves
merely meeting technical specifications. They now recognize that
quality is defined by the customer and that companies must focus
on meeting customer needs and expectations.'
7.

lmproved Market Share and Profitability were attained.

As

measured by several ratios widely used in financia! analysis, the
impact of an organization's quality management practicas was:
lmproved profitability, Sales per employee, return on assets and
return on sales, that also increased in general for the sample being
studied. (General Accounting Office, 1991)
Taking a final look at the GAO report, it was found that:
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The diversity of companies studied showed that quality
management is useful for small companies {500 or fewer
employees) as well as larga and for service as well as
manufacturers. The companies GAO reviewed bagan to focus on
quality in the mid-1980s; their quality efforts are still evolving.
Nevertheless, these companies improved their performance on
average in about 2 1/2 years. Management allowed enough time
for results rather than emphasizing short-term gains. {General
Accounting Office, 1991)
Oswald and Burati { 1992) in their research for the Construction
lndustry lnstitute, reportad that successful implementations in
organizations dedicated mainly to the construction industry have shown
the following important results after applying the traditional Total Quality
Management philosophy :
1) Corporate attention is focused on meeting customer's
requirements. 2) lmproved customer satisfaction. 3) Senior
management personally and persistently leads the building of
Quality values into the company's operations. 4) More satisfied and
productiva work forces. 5) Employees are suitably trained,
empowered, and involved in continuously improving Quality and
reducing costs. 6) Reduction of direct costs. 7) Reduction of cycle
time. 8) Reduction of variability. {Oswald & Burati, 1992)

lt has been said many times that better customer satisfaction goes
hand-in-hand with improved financia! results, competitiva market position,
healthier market share, and organization growth. The General Accounting
Office {GAO) and Oswald and Burati have researched different
organizations in relation to the actual goals achieved by the firms after
successfully implementing ·TaM· systems. Their findings partially confirm
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all these achieved results after successful ·raM· implementations. (GAO,
1991; Oswald & Burati, 1992).
In most of the books, articles, papers and other references directly
relatad to the implementation process of the traditional ·raM· system that
were reviewed for this thesis, it was found that there exists reasonable
agreement with the general objectives and benefits that can be achieved
by organizations that successfuly implementad ·raM.ª

The reviewed

mataríais included: GAO, 1991; Oswald & Burati, 1992; Crosby, 1979,
1984; Deming, 1982; Feigenbaum, 1987; Juran, 1990; lshikawa, 1986,
1989; Harris, 1991; Collins, 1987; Townsend, 1990; Chang et al., 1992,
etc.
To stress the value and results that a full implementation of
traditional ªTQM· has had for different organizations that embraced such a
strategic mode of operation, an extensive review and comment about the
GAO Report presented by the United States General Accounting Office in
May, 1991, was done. The report was presented to the Honorable Donald
Ritter and was named: GAO,
Through Quality Efforts. •

·u.s.

Companies lmprove Performance

(General Accounting Off ice, 1991 ).

The

corporations that participated in the GAO study and fie!d research were:
Corning, lnc., Digital Equipment Corp., Eastman Kodak Company,
Ford Motor Company, General Motors: Cadillac Motor Division,
Globe Metallurgical, lnc., Goodyear tire and Rubber Company, GTE
Corporation, Hoechst Celanese Corp., lnternational Business
Machines Corporation: Rochester and Endicott, L. L. Sean, lnc.,
Milliken & Co., Motorola, lnc., Paul Revere lnsurance Group,
Seagate Technology, Timken Company, USAA lnsurance
Company, Westinghouse Electric Corp., and the Xerox Corporation.
(General Accounting Office, 1991)
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lt is important to note that sorne of the above-mentioned
corporations just mentioned above had already won the Malcom Baldridge
National Quality Award by the time the GAO report was developed in
1991. These include the next organizations: ·Motorola, Westinghouse
and Globe Metallurgical (in 1988), Milliken & CO. and Xerox Corporation
(in 1989), General Motors: Cadillac Motor Division (in 1990). •
(References: Malcom Baldridge Winners reports for the mentioned years).
The importance of mentioning that these corporations had won the
National Quality award is due to the need that these organizations
continua to have the need fot better understanding, defining, measuring,
and anticipating their customer's needs even after winning the award.
Taken a step further, sorne of these companies furthermore need to
redefine Total Quality Management. This was observad after reviewing
the Conclusions Report to the Columbia University Conference dealing
with ·Research lssues in TQM.· In the Columbia University Conference
participated the same Senior Managers and Chief Quality Officers
pertaining to sorne of the organizations that also were interviewed by the
"GAO" personnel.

Top managers participating in the conference

summarized their "TQM" deficiencias in the conference Conclusions
Report ("One Day Conference at Columbia University the 12th. of March
1991 Summary,• 1991).
Many organizations that attended the Columbia Conference, for
example, summarized that they still needed support on "TQM", help to
understand their customer's needs, explanations on the role of top
management in "TQM's" implementation efforts and a better description on
"TQM."
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Later in 1992, ·1sM Rochester-. also representad at the Columbia
conference, won the Malcom Baldridge National Quality Award (Malcom
Baldrige National Quality Award Criteria, 1992).
Greising (1994). on the other hand, still argues that many
organizations have not yet achieved the quality or productivity results they
were hoping to have resulting from the inappropriate considerations about
consumers' needs. These needs have been forgotten by many firms when
considering their traditional approach to ·raM· implementation.
Furthermore, Griesing argues that enhancements have been proposed to
the methodologies currently being used to closely include customer
satisfaction and economic considerations such as ·Return on Quality-.
Thus, in general it is not necessary to show in this Doctoral Thesis
that ·raM· can be successful and appropriate for different organizations.
lf adequately adapted and implementad, then ·raM· can help modern
organizations achieve the expected improved quality and productivity
sought. This improvement has been established in various research and
references similar to that of the GAO report or the Oswald and Burati
Report.

However, there is a need for improvement, which can be

achieved with various methodologies, including ·raM-Sos· and
NEW.•

·e-u

Using the current traditional ·rQM" methodology as a base, then
building on top with ·raM-SOS, • improvements are possible. Also, the
areas or industries where ·raM-sos· can be applicable are numerous.
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2.3 "TQMH lmplementation Approaches Being Recommended
and Used Currently.
·our focus begins with the customer, both externa! and interna!,
whom we define as 'anyone using our products, services or outputs.' We
define quality as ·satisfying the needs of our customers' • (Griffiths, 1990).
To discuss the different implementation procedures that have been usad
by different organizations, it will be necessary to describe sorne of those
guidelines in full, and others also currently used will be put in a table
format.
The most recent summaries of the theories and implementation
guidelines to achieve ·Total Quality Management· and recommended by
Deming, Juran, lshikawa, and Crosby can be found in Tables 4, 5, 6, and
7, respectively. In Table 8 there is a review of the most important group
processes currently in use.
Russell ( 1990) presentad a ·Practica! step-by-step business plan
for implementation of the quality improvement process, • and with it he
intends that those CEOs interested "can execute the theoretical principies
of quality into the reality of day-to-day business.· Table 9 shows sorne of
the suggestions presented by Russell. 1consider that his recent point of
view covers most of the important aspects required today to develop the
traditional ·TaM· in a modern organization, but that it is still improveable,
as will be shown later in this thesis.
Scholtes ( 1991) also off e red interesting comments about the
adequate procedure to implement "TQM· and Process lmprovement
methodologies in an organization. More details of Scholtes' suggested
procedures are presentad in Table 1O.
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Table 11 presents an approach recommended to achieve ªTQMª in
a purchasing environment offered by J. F. Cali (1993); it principally deals
with the application of the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) technique
to help organizations translate customer needs to engineering and
operativa specifications for manufacturing purposes.
The principal merit of ªQFDª technique lies in the fact that customer
needs are translated in specifications and guidelines that can be
appropriately used to start production of the products required by the
customers. One of the important points that ªQFDª has not yet made clear
is how to proceed, or the required process to be followed in order to obtain
the definition of those customer's needs which later will be the principal
inputs in the procedure.

The technique is lax on this point and only

...

,,u--

suggests the application of traditional group processes or marketing tools

.r

to define customer's needs.

r

Scott (1990) suggested ·TQMª implementation guidelines that that
can be used by any organization. Table 12, presents a summary of his
ideas.

Tenner and DeToro (1992) also offer ideas on the ªTQM·

implementation. Table 13 summarizes their recommendations.
While Scott offers interesting ideas to achieve ·TaM· in an
organization, Scott's suggestions are more like a series of tips to be
followed when pursuing ·TQM" implementation. Tenner and DeToro's
approach recommend a customer focus process improvement and total
involvement as major areas of activity for organizations intending to
implement ªTQMª successfully.
Their insights are interesting because Tenner and DeToro
conceptualize two different types of customers to be served, the ªBuyer
and user,· and that they might have different needs to be satisfied.
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Tenner and DeToro recommend the usage of Garvin's (1987) ·Eight
Dimensions of QualitY- and Berry, Parasuraman, and Zeithaml's (1985)
·Ten determinants of Service Quality• to satisfy the customer.

They

further suggest the usage of a similar approach as the one used by Boll et
al. (1989) for The Quality Assurance lnstitute (QAI), in which they
identified and ranked 20 characteristics of information systems that
customers expect to receive, to better understand customer needs and
afterwards satisfy them.
Weaver (1991) also presentad his ideas in relation to ·TaM·
implementation. Weaver argues that successful implementation of the
·TQM· process has not happened because adequate guidelines to
achieve such objectives are not readily available. Table 14, presents
Weaver's recommended ·Key concerns· and the steps he suggests to
implement ·TaM· in an organization.
Oswald and Burati ( 1992), in their enlightening research for the
Construction lndustry lnstitute, also developed and proposed an advanced
methodology to implement Total Quality Management.
The procedure presented by Oswald and Burati guides us in the
right direction and clearly explains which are the stepwise objectives that
should be attained in the implementation process. But further review and
enhancement of such proposed implementation plan is still required to
generaliza their approach to other fields of activity. The report presents
their research findings about a possible ·TaM· implementation process
guideline that can have adequate applicability for the construction industry
in the United States of America. Oswald and Burati's guideline can be
used as a possible guide line to develop an improved procedure for other
industries or organizations if the proper modifications and adaptations are
considerad.
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A summary of Oswald and Burati's (1992) work is presentad in
Table 15. Table 16 presents a review of SEMATECH's suggestiuns for an
adequate implementation of ·TQM" in an organization.
Slater (1991) presentad an interesting guideline to develop ·TQM·
in different organizations.

He argues that:

·The primary objective in

lntegrated Process Management (1PM) Step 2 is to convert the customer's
requirements into clearly identified processes which are measurable,
controllable, and assignable to specific people within the producer's
organization. • Slater goes on to recommend: ·More details on how to
accurately identify the customer's requirements and convert them to key
process varibles is contained in the "IPM" Step 2 manual.•
In the summary of ·1PM" Step 2 Slater suggests: ·srainstorm with
the people who interface regularly with the customer and survey for
customer's desired product attributes. • And, for more details Slater further
recommends to review the ·1pM· Step 2 manual in detail. To be frank,
•1pM· Step 2 manual• full explanation was not found in the mentioned
reference. But, the idea is in perfect agreement with what is required to be
done. (For more details on the •1pM· general model presented by Slater,
see Table 17.)
Motiska and Shilliff (1990) argued in their brief guideline: "Ten
precepts of Quality lmprovement,· that ·one of the most critica! activities
in quality improvement is preparing a clear, concisa description of the
product or service to be acquired or produced. •

Motiska and Shilliff

commented this in relation to the procurement activities in an organization
and further add that •A poorly written specification will invariably yield an
unsatisfactory product or service. Therefore, the content of the
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specification must be clear and free of ambiguous wording so the supplier
will understand what is required. •
Brocka and Brocka (1992) presentad a compendium of most of the
current ideas available to implement ·raM· in an organization and of the
principal ideas of the most renown masters in the Total Quality field.
Brocka and Brocka argued that the primary elements of Quality
Management are: 1. Organizational Vision, 2. Barrier removal, 3.
Communications, 4. Continuous Evaluation, 5. Continuous lmprovement,
6. Customer-vendor relationships, 7. Empowering the worker., and 8.
Training.
Neither Motiska and Shilliff nor Brocka and Brocka address the
question of how to fully define customer needs for design or specifications
final clarification and usage in the product or service generation.

2.3.1

Recommended Tools to Support and Enhance 11 TOM 11

lmplementation.

State of the art ·TQM" relatad tools recommend the usage of many
different procedures and techniques to help organizations obtain the
products or services that their customers require. Sorne used processes
were introduced in the previously mentioned tables.
Modern organizations and their senior managers wanting to better
satisfy their current or potential customers (target markets) must fully
study and understand recent works like:

Taguchy's Design of

Experiments, the improvements that ·aFo· methodology offers
organizations (see Table 11 ), Just in Time (JIT) techniques, Benchmarking
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approach, Process Reengineering considerations, Business Process
lmprovement, Slater's lntegrated Process Management, Ouality
Assurance teachings, ISO 9000 certification process, U. S. Quality
Baldridge Award application criteria, Mexican National Quality Award, and
finally the Japan's Deming Prize (see Table 6) among other support tools
currently used to help organizations improve the quality of their products
and services.
·strategic lntent• (Hamel & Prahalad, 1989) will lead all the involved
participants of the organization without any doubt or delay, to adequate
profitability, productivity, compensation, motivation, communication and in
general terms to achieve the expected ªTQMª results' levels. Hamel and
Prahalad also argued that:
Too many companies are expending enormous energy simply to
reproduce the cost and quality advantages their global competitors
already enjoy. lmitation may be the sincerest form of flattery, but it
will not lead to competitiva revitalization.

Strategies based on

imitation are transparent to competitors who have already mastered
them. Moreover, successful competitors rarely stand still. So it is
not surprising that many executives feel trapped in a seemingly
endless game of catch-up --regularly surprised by the new
accomplishments of their rivals.

For these executives and their

companies, regaining competitiveness will mean rethinking many of
the basic concepts of strategy.
One of the first activities that organizations must pursue to
implement traditional ªTQM· is to train and educate all the personnel on
the usage of different tools and techniques that they need to use for the
enhancement of their product and service quality.

Philosophical and

attitudinal matters must be addressed to improve ªTQM· implementation.
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People might accept changa or not. lt is top management's responsibility
to participate and be involved if successful ªTQMª implementation is
expected.
Crosby (1979), one of the most respectad ªTQMª implementation
•modern experts• points out in relation to Quality education that:
Once people reach the age of personal comfort with the world, they
stop learning and their mind runs on idle for the rest of their days.
They rely on cliches and habits.

They may progress

organizationally, they may be ambitious and eager, and they may
even work night and day.

But they learn no more.

People

subconsciously retard their own intellectual growth, a theory of
human behavior says this last. Sorne people are just not plain
interested in learning, that will make them have to changa. Quality
education must be then aimed directly at the individuals involved,
and needs to be directed towards the product, the service and the
customer. The three basic forms that such education takes are: 1.
Orientation to concepts and procedures of quality; the problems
that have a harmful effect on the product; and the expectations of
the customer. 2. Direct skill improvement in specific things. 3. A
continua! low-level but concentrated barrage of quality idea
communications to serve as reminders and conditioning, to make
quality a thought always in everyone mind. Nothing flashy, just
positiva ideas that are in good taste and current. (Crosby, 1979)
Caudron (1993) argued that:

MWithout careful analysis and

planning, total quality programs are doomed to fail.

The efforts have

better odds if the mandate comes from the top and the programs are
shaped by goals and action steps. • Caudron recommends that:
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1) CEOs must lead the way.
2) Use the Baldridge as a yardstick.
3) Use other methods for assesment:
a) Statistical measures of customer satisfaction (For
established quality assesment systems: like Federal

Express).
b) Marketplace review that reveals customer's needs and
expectations. (For companies that are just starting to asses
quality. This is recommended by the Juran lnstitute).
4) Tap the experience of successful firms.
5) Create action plans and set goals.
6) HR plays a role in quality start-up. (Caudron, 1993)
Weick (1984) in his classic article, •small Wins, • stated:
Alcoholics Anonymous has been successful in helping alcoholics,
partly because it does not insist that they become totally abstinent
for the rest of their lives. Although this is the goal of the program,
alcoholics are told to stay sober one day at a time, or one hour at a
time if temptation is severe. The impossibility of lifetime abstinence
is scaled down to the more workable task of not taking a drink for
the next 24 hours, drastically reducing the size of a win is then
aided by several other small measures such as phone calls, onehour meetings, slogans, pamphlets and meditations, which
themselves are easy to acquire and implement.
Small wins are controllable opportunities that produce visible
results. Much of the artfulness in working with small wins lies in
identifying, gathering, and labeling several small changas that are
present but unnoticed, changes that in actuality could be gathered
under a variety of labels.
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A series of small wins is also more structurally sound than a larga
win because small wins are stable building blocks.
The approach suggested by Weick with the ·small Wins· concept
focuses on a particular state of mind.

This train of thought will be

recommended for the planning and realization of all the activities to be
pursued during the different team-work efforts required, that is, when
attempting to develop the priority projects that will come out of the verbally
expressed needs of consumers and users. These needs are obtained
during the

·c-u

NEw· workshop participation.

The objective of such

priority projects will be to continuously improve the products or services
currently offered by the organization orto design the new ones that will be
needed in the near future.

2.4 Customer Satisfaction as an lmportant "TQM II Objectlve.

Customer satisfaction is one of the most important goals that traditional, or
enhanced, "TOM· processes are interested in achieving.
In his well-known writings Kaoru lshikawa (1985) commented that:
The first step in Ouality Control (OC) is to know the requirements of
the consumer. Another step in OC is to know what the consumers
will buy.

We engage in quality control in arder to manufacture

products with the quality which can satisfy the requirements of the
consumers.

We must emphasize consumer orientation.

To

practica quality control is to develop, design, produce and service a
quality product which is most economical, most useful, and always
satisfactory to the consumar.
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In the GAO (1991) report it was commented that:
1) •An essential attribute of TQM is the general understanding that
the customer is the final arbiter of quality. TQM is based on the
premisa that quality is driven by and defined by the customer.
Product and service attributes that create a perception of quality on
the part of the customer will increase customer satisfaction and,
ultimately, increase customer demand. •

2) •A critica! fea tu re in all of the quality improvement efforts we
reviewed was the adoption of a strong customer focus. Companies
used a variety of means --focus groups, customer surveys, and
meetings-- to better understand their customers. •
The GAO report further discussed that:
According to company executives, traditional marketing approaches
failed to bring to the surface the complex range of customer needs
and expectations. Several companies discussed with us,• the GAO
research team people, ·the 'Kano Model,' named for its creator, a
Japanese quality rnanagement expert. This model differentiates
between features the customer expects and features that the
customer does not expect but is delighted to find. According to the
Kano Model, traditional marketing has focused on expected
features and does not recognize opportunities to surprise and
delight the customer. Severa! companies required their sales and
marketing executives to meet with random groups of key customers
on a regular basis. We also found a number of companies that
brought key customers and suppliers into interna! product design
and development meetings. (General Accounting Off ice, 1991 ).
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After thoroughly reviewing Beyer and Trice's, and Crosby and
Feigenbaum's materials, discussed earlier, it is possible to summarize that
all of them support the following:
Top management must organiza and promote that everybody in the
organization participate in the Total Quality improvement efforts. This
includes the various activities that will be required to induce people to do
things 'Right the First Time'. The usage of the decision variable of 'Cost of
Quality' as managerial tool for measuring the organizations and
administrativa performance must be continua!.

lf the company can

maintain it's efforts then it will be in a better position to satisfy the
customer's needs. (For more details about Crosby's current teachings,
refer to Table 7., and for Feigenbaum's ideas, refer to his classic book
Total Ouality Control).
Whiteley, a member of The Forum Corporation, commented:
·Providing quality as the customer defines it means fully understanding
both dimensions of quality: Product quality (What you get) and Service
quality (How you get ift (Whiteley, 1991 ).
In the education field, where there are growing challenges,
customer satisfaction and product quality are more important for
institutions' survival and growth more than ever. Different conferences,
seminars, and meetings have been programmed lately to understand what
those challenges are and to strategically plan how to meet them.
In the ·auality & Education Conference:

Strategies far

Transformation, • that took place in November (1993) in Denver, Colorado,
participants coined the Denver Doctrine, which states:
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Education has customers. System wide, the customer is the nation,
the student is a partner in its outcome.
customer is the student.

In the classroom, the

The success of both depends on the

following:
1. An ongoing understanding of the needs of the customer.
2. ldentification and involvement of all participants.
3. An ongoing process which is accessible to all.
4. Measurements which enlighten and linked to
improvements.
5. Continuous revalidation in light of new information.
6. Mutual respect and trust.
7. Open, ongoing communication.
Remember: We are in this together, We are together for the
long term, We must succeed. (National Quality & Education
Conference Report, 1993)
In the Colorado Conference Executive Summary report it also was
noted that there is now a •growing national movement to meet the
revolutionary challenges of the future with a revolutionary approach -Quality Management• (National Quality & Education Conference Report,
1993).

The major challenge being faced by the American Education

System was expressed in the conference summary report as:
The great experiment in public education in America is at risk.

The

revolution in technology, information, and the demands of a world
economy are creating potentially more changas in the way people
will communicate and leam over the next ten years than have been
experienced in the last one hundred. The existing system, in all
respects, may not be able to meet the challenge. (National Quality
& Education Conference Report, 1993)
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In relation to ªQFDª utilization to improve customer satisfaction,
Havener (1993) strongly argued that:
In many companies, including product basad businesses, the
primary way to increase customer satisfaction is by improving
customer service rather than by providing products of superior utiliy
or functional value to the users.

Yet there is growing

acknowledgement that how the product performs, relativa to
customer's ideals and expectations, is the primary determinant of
customer satisfaction. This has led to more emphasis on product
design and redesign to provide a product that truly satisfies the
customer.

But first, companies must know what the customer

wants and what the customer defines as valuable. (Havener, 1993).
A recent mismanagement case in the transportation industry, as
stated by Henkoff (1995) in Fortune magazine, posed this question and
answer:
How do you drive a leading company with a vaunted brand name to
the brink of bankruptcy?
Try mismanaging technology, misreading your market and
alienating your shareholders.
Henkoff goes on to add:
Greyhound, which emerged from Chapter 11 protection in 1991,
seemed to be recovering until the company introduced a
computerized reservation and routing system that turned out to be a
real, uh, dog. 'Trips,' as the system was called, left thousands of
potential passengers unable to get through on the phone and
thousands of actual passengers stranded in terminals. Ridership
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plummeted as did Greyhound's stock price, sliding from a peak of
$22.75 in May of 1993 to just $1.75 in December of 1994.
Behind Greyhound's technological travails lay a fundamental
marketing mistake.

lnstead of concentrating on its traditional

customer base - lower-income riders making short trips- Greyhound
aimed at middle-class passengers traveling between big cities. In
so doing, the Dallas company steered itself straight into the flight
path of low-fare airlines like Southwest. Says Thomas Keller, a
senior analyst at Moody's lnvestor Service, which recently
downgraded Greyhound's debt: ·rhey had a marketing approach
that didn't effectively target their natural customers.
Aaron Gellman of Northwestern's Transportation Center says: 'I
think they can meet a substancial public need. They just need to
be very careful about promoting it, pricing it, and producing it.'
(Henkoff, 1995)
Taking a look at the global cost of failure and the significant
successes achieved by many Japanese, North American, and other
international companies, one can follow the trials in order to develop better
quality products and services.

2.5

Current Customer Needs and Satisfaction Assesment

Methodologies.

·Focusing on the customer's needs as the primary basis for
business strategy is the key to Japanese success· Shores (1990).
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This section presentes sorne comments and suggestions about currently
usad needs and satisfaction assesment procedures in various fields or
organizations.

2.5.1 Approaches Currently Used for Consumer-User Needs
Assesment

Customer needs assessmant is required to identify current, or future
needs of customers (consumers-users).
The Nominal Group Tachnique (NGT) can be used for various
purposes, and one of them, as Claxton, Ritchie, and Zaichkowsky (1980)
stated, can be in the consumar rasearch field. Claxton et al. commented
that very few applications axplaining its usage in such fields were found in
the literatura in general. The original field of utilization of NGT was in
organizational planning and consumar research, as its davelopers
Delbecq, Van de Ven, and Gustafson (1975) suggestad. Claxton et al.
(1980) also argued that: 'The NGT method offers two major advantages.
First, although a group technique, the structured nature of the session
output makes the analysis of individual perceptions possible. Second,
using the data analysis extensions developed in the current research, it is
possible to do both intra- and intergroup comparisons.·
Claxton et al. (1980) added:
The NGT method will be adequate in particular exploratory
consumar research areas as:
(1) Thinking up ideas in a creativa sense, as might be the interest in
product or program design, (2) Providing time and motivation for
articulation of ideas retrieved from memory, as might be the interest
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•,vhen studying information processing, and

(3) Providing a

prelimin~ry evaluation of ideas, as might be of interest when
identifying choice criteria. (Claxton et al, 1980)
The application of the ªNGTª to consumar research that Claxton et
al. (1980) presentad in their papar was mostly relatad to the problem oi:
·Assessing consumar shopping problems and pre-purchase search
tradeoffs associated with the selection of consumar products and
services.· lt is important to remember here that one of the principal uses
that ·NGT· technique has, as explained by Claxton et al. (1980) are:
The main purpose of the technique applicability is to achieve
consensus about the topic that is being studied and analyzed. This
application might be successfully used to define consum€·· needs
and afterwards develop the organizational structure capable of
delivering the products or services that are required by the
customers involved. The persons to be involved in this typs of
exercise must all be related to the product-service being evaluatod.
Not very many organizations seem to be using or well trainod in the
application of this useful tochnique. Most r)f them will rely in the
d.:cisi0n powers and abilities of top managers to perform the
decision by ihamselves and will not allow the people from the
organization to participate in the process.

This narrows ths

possiblnties of achieving a good solution to the problcm analyzed,
as is rocommended with the usage of the method h2ro proposed.
Deming (1982) goes further in his considerations about customer
neecls evaluati0n and assessment. !Jeming argued that:
To properly define quality it is necessary to measure the interaction
of the following three components: 1) The product itself. 2) The
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usar and how he/she uses the product, how it is installed, taken
cara, and what was originally expected from the product (due to
publicity or marketing presentations). 3) The instructions received
about product usage, customer training, service personnel training,
received repair service, and spare parts availability. (Deming, 1982)
Crosby (1984) said: ·we should first look at what our customers
think of our quality, and then at what is being done to improve it, • but clear
guidelines dealing with the exact procedure to accomplish such important
objectives are not completely defined and presentad for immediate
application.
Dougherty (1987) reminded us that: ·Product success is enhanced
if marketing, R&D, engineering, and manufacturing share information on
customer needs and about segments, technology, and manufacturing
capabilities,competitor strategies, business strategy, and pricing. •
In his last book, lntroduction to Ouality Control, lshikawa ( 1989)
strongly argued that:
'Quality Deployment' is mainly concerned with the problem of
inspecting true characteristics required by consumers, so product
substituta characteristics that are closely related to its true
characteristics and that significantly affect it are defined, and
afterwards find out how these are related to factors such as how the
products are used.
This last is called quality analysis, or product research in its wider
sense. American companies put a lot of effort into product research
and are good at quality control even if they have absolutely no
knowledge of statistical quality control. Quality control in Japan
used to be the opposite: many companies were way behind in
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product research and were not implementing quality control, even
though they had a good knowledge of statistical methods. This
meant quality planning and design were often at the whim ·of
designers or company directors, and inspection was carried out for
its own sake, not from the standpoint of the consumar. To improve
this state of affairs, more effort must be put into quality analysis and
product research, not just into production research.

More joint

research together with customers is also needed.
Russell (1990) pointed out that:
The first key to quality, continuous focus and satisfaction, sets a
standard as well as a target for the organization. The organization
must set its sights on the customer, both internally and externally.
The standard is continuous (never-ending),
satisfaction.

100 percent

Just as the environment keeps changing, so do

customer requirements and expectations.
Every individual of an organization must design and produce
products and services that provide the maximum value to the
customer. Providing a product or a service may require severa!
steps, involving many people and functions. In every step thereare
customers and suppliers, each adding value, to meet the
expectations of the final externa! customer.
Conversely, Kelly, Donnelly, and Skinner (1990) commented that:
·one unique aspect of services is that customers are often part of
the production and delivery process.

For many services, the

customer is required to contribute information or effort befare the
service transaction can be consummated.

The quality of the

service delivered is influenced by that information or effort.
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There are cases where the consumar is used as a part-time
employee involved in the delivery to him or herself of the same offered
product or service considerad. The quality of tha perceived product or
service will directly depend on such personal participation.
Griffiths (1990) argued that ·Needs assessment must not be done
in the vaccuum of conventional or personal wisdom. There is only ene
way to determine customer needs and that is to establish a communicative
linkage and ask customers to identify their needs- real or perceived. • The
exact procedure to establish such communicative linkage is not completely
described by Griffiths and is left as personal homework for the reader to
define the exact procedure about how to do it.
Male (1991) commented also about the usage and application of
teamwork efforts in other arenas:
Team participation process in effective collegial problem solving
throughout a school, where multidisciplinary teams that include the
teacher, the student and the parents as well, participate to
determine student needs and school programs required to attend to
such needs and improve the school currículum and instruction in
the short and long run.
The team effort that Male suggests will be comprised of:

·real

students, parents, administrators and teachers rather than role play
activity, in order to emphasize student strengths and problem identification
prior to determine a solution.• Based on Mary Male's recommended team
participativa efforts, where ali involved consumers and users, besides the
people performing the real process of service offering, such as schooling
and teaching, are effectively invited to participate for better program
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development in schools. The Student Study Team (SST) explained by
her, uses a special procedure or algorithm to accomplish its objective in a
school environment.
Floyd Leslie (1991) reminds us that in the Chrysler Corporation
they: ªRecognized the importance of initiating partnerships with its tooling
and equipment suppliers to manage various aspects of its business and
achieve continuous improvement at all levels.•
Leslie (1991) also argued in the chart that he presentad in his paper
that the process to achieve customer satisfaction starts with a quality audit
procedure that completely considers customer requirements to develop a
continuous improvement strategy for the organization. lt is unfortunate
that the complete procedure to develop such an audit or evaluation of the
customer's requirements is not fully explained or referenced by Leslie in
his interesting paper.
In the presentation of the ªHouse of Quality, • particularly in the
conceptualization of the first stage required for Quality Function
Deployment (QFD), Griffin and Hauser (1992) commented that
communications improves new product development if the approach is
pursued by teams that have the ability and allowance to work closely.
They also discuss an experiment where two teams participated in the
development of parallel components' project in the automobile industry,
and that the team which had better communication capabilities and usad
the ·aFo· technique was able to better develop its product. This result
based on the merits of the ·aFo· technique that enhances communication
during the product development process.
Griffin and Hauser (1992) also argued that: ·rhe 'QFD' technique
uses the customers perceptions as a lens with which to understand how
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the physical characteristics of the new product affect customer preference,
satisfaction, and, ultimately, sales.• And that, the principal guidelines
established in the

·aFo· procedure at this point in time, are intended to

define with the help of an interdisciplinary participating team: customer
needs, customer perceptions, engineering measures, and design
attributes of the products being reviewed in order to improve them.
In their work, Griffin and Hauser (1992) do not present a detailed
picture of the characteristics of the involvement and participation of the
customer in the definition of their particular needs or perceptions of the
customers, even though other authors commented about the applicability
for such purposes of surveys and focus groups. Also, it is not mentioned
the extent of the participation of the marketing people, the suppliers of the
organization or the production people in the team efforts to design and
manufacture such improved products or services. In the last mentioned
paper by Griffin and Hauser,. it is not clearly stated if the product
considerad is a new one, if it exists already in the marketplace or if it is an
improvement version used instead of an old one.
Havener (1993) further commented in relation to "QFD 11 that:
The point of QFD is to develop products that when defined in
technical development and manufacturing language, incorporate
(although invisible at that stage) what the customer wants. lf you
take an objective view of QFD, you will find that it is predominantly
an engineering process. lt translates the customer's voice first into
product specifications and eventually into engineering and
manufaturing specifications.
One of the most interesting arguments that Havener {1993) offers is
that:
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There is nothing in QFD that guarantees accurately defining what
customers want because it contains no understanding of marketing
need research.

The lack of understanding establishes the real

possibility for QFD to be a garbage-in-garbage-out process. There
is nothing in QFD that will prevent creating illusions and designing
products for mythical customers created by averages.
For more details about ·NGT· and ·aFo· techniques, refer to
Tables 8 and 11 at the end of this dissertation.
Zeithaml, Parasuraman, and Berry (1993) summarized and
recommended sorne special actions to define customer needs in their
research on Total Quality in service enterprises. They consider the goal:
•delivery of a quality service,· as being the most important objective of any
service organization. They comment that: ·wrong knowledge of such
needs by the organization and its top managers, will mean lost customers
to competitors who better or precisely define and deliver such needed
products and services to their customers. •
Wilson (1994) added:
Enterprises that successfully incorporate Quality Management (QM)
relentlessly focus on listening to and understanding customer
requirements -information that ultimately drives business strategy.
Knowing what customers expect and need enables organizations to
asses oportunities for quality initiatives, design improvements that
support quality goals and implement programs that provide what
customers value.
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Helms and Key (1994) summarized their findings after studying

·raM· implementation efforts with postsecondary students as follows:
Postsecondary students are, indeed, more than customers in the
classroom.

Those who seek to improve classroom teaching in

higher education must examine features from traditional TQM
implementations dealing with both customers and employees to find
those that hold the most promise for the classroom.

From this

expanded perspectiva, postsecundary educators can arrive at
entirely new paradigms growing from the conventional TQM
experience and the expanded model of the role of the student.
The importance of defining, first what customers are expecting to
receive in order for them to be satisfied lies in the fact that with such
information available it is then possible to appropriately plan what kinds of
products or services are required. With products and services defined in
such a way, it is then possible to define the types of resources,
capabilities, infrastructure, and size of the organization that will be needed
to generate those particular products and services.

·raM-sos·

and

·e-u

NEW" are methodologies

expressly

designad to improve quality analysis and product research activities and
thus enhance customer satisfaction.

2.5.2

Current Approaches to Consumer-User Satisfactlon

Evaluatlon.

·sad articles come back, but not customers. • (Robert W. Peach,
Sears Roebuck & Co.)
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Before proceeding, 1 will define what is meant by customer satisfaction
evaluation.

A customer satisfaction evaluation is required in order to

identify if the previous needs and expectations of the customers
(consumers-users) were properly satisfied after actual purchase and
usage of the involved products or services, making it possible to later
measure if the product or service was able to live up to its expectations
after its real purchase and usage.
One of the main objectives expected to be accomplished with the
implementation and development of ·raM· is to help the enterprise assure
and achieve ªTotal Customer Satisfaction•. As mentioned, this can be
adequately achieved by consciously ·planning to offer the customers the
products and services that better satisfy their expressed needs, that is, at
the adequate price leve1. •
These type of meritorious objectives have been declared countless
times by many corporations as the most important stepping stones made
to accomplish their Corporate Mission Statements. When an organization
is working to achieve its basic mission of satisfying its customers with
adequate products and services, the utilization of the ·raM-sos· cultural
and operativa systems will be strategically useful for these purposes.
The principal corporate objective that any organization's mission
must state, define, and continuously work to achieve as operationally
defined in section 1.2 is: ·otter your Consumer-User, Products-Services
at the adequate price level, that will completely satisfy their current and
futura verbally expressed needs and expectations, done right at the first
time without any excuses .... •
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This mission statement must be also the sama main corporate
objective for implementing ªTQM-sos· in any organization.

This is

because at the same time it is also considerad as the adequate definition
of ·auality9 that is used throughout this thesis. (See section 1.2 for more
details concerning operational definitions used in this dissertation.)
Any organization that follows the steps to achieve its declarad
corporate strategy is an organization that is prone to achieve its quality
objectives by implementing ªTQM-sos· as a prime tool in order to
accomplish the following strategic goals: Corporate strategy a
pattern/process of decision making in a company or organization that
determines and reveals its most important objectives, purposes, or goals;
as well as, produce its principal policies and plans for achieving those
goals sought by the company. This strategy also defines the type and
range of business the company is to pursue, the kind of economic and
human organization it is or intends to be, and the nature of the economic
and non economic contributions it intends to make to its shareholders,
employees, customers (consumers and users) and communities in which it
participates (see definitions in section 1.2).
The argument just presentad regarding corporate strategy is similar
to that stated and explained by Kenneth Andrews (1987) in his work.
The ideas presented here are otfered as a general guideline to be
studied, fine tuned, and adjusted by each corporation after the required
considerations to its particular cultural, economical, and geographical
aspects are done. Allowing for an adequate and final approach which
should be developed by each organization that wants to start the trip
toward continuous quality improvement. Afterward such endeavors are
initiated, one can begin to control the everyday partial improvements that
should be obtained daily as part of the general stategic operations system
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plan that must be used to achieve •auality for Customer Satisfaction,•
focused on ·raM-sos· and

·e-u NEw· methodologies.

Another interesting example of the international applications and
accomplishments dealing with customer satisfaction was presentad by
Claes Fomell (1992) and deals with his work in Sweden. He describes a
model developed to evaluate customer satisfaction and afterwards relates
the results to the quality results achieved by other various firms. Fornell
presents a monitoring tool used in Sweden to evaluate customer
satisfaction on a national level.

This study comprises 30 different

industries and 100 corporations.
The principal application that Fomell's model will have in Sweden is
its usage as a guideline to improve quality and make the Swedish industry
more productiva, competitiva, and market orientad.

The index there

utilizas a weighted composite measure that rates the level of customer
satisfaction in the surveyed industries.
The composite also measures the relationship of the ·customer
Satisfaction lndex· (CSI) to customer loyalty as well as product-service
performance. This type of index is similar to the ones currently used in
countries such as: U.S., Japan, Singapore and the European Community
countries, among others. The index used in Sweden measures levels of
customer satisfaction.

This information makes it possible to define

improvements which is possible to the products or services offered by the
organization that participates in the recuperation of such figures.
The strategic importance of using a national index, as Fornell
(1992) argued, líes in the possibilities of improving the quality of the
products or services being offered to their national customers. To improve
the quality of a product or service, it is necessary first to measure its
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current performance or level in the market. The Swedish market presents
interesting challenges to the various competing industries due to:
lncreasing international competition, slower growth ratas, and mature
markets. Such a pattern represents in sorne cases interesting similarities
to that of the Mexican market .
lt is important to note that Fornell's (1992) modal suggests the
following indicators to confirm the ·customer Satisfaction lndex· (CSI): ªa)
General Satisfaction. b) Confirmation of Expectations e) Distance from
customer's hypothetical ideal product. •
Customer loyalty also is measured and it is valued in the
index as:

a) Repurchase intentions.

·cs1•

b) Price tolerance for satisfied

customers• (Fornell, 1992).
The last argument advanced by Fornell, seems to validate the
intentions or objectives of the establishment of the Swedish National
Customer Satisfaction lndex described as: uro be competitive in world
markets, a company must invest in productivity as well as in the quality of
what is produced. Before quality can be improved, it must be measured•
(Fornell, 1992).
Fornell also mentioned that: ·rhe ultimate judgment in quality is
with the customer. Quality improvements that are not recognized by the
customer are questionable investments· (Fornell, 1992).
Parasuraman, Berry, and Zeithaml (1990) also argued that:

ªA

'Service Quality Gap' results when a service performance falls short of
expectations.· The principal items that Parasuraman, Berry, and Zeithaml
define as criteria used by customers to judge service quality are:
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a) Tangibles: Appearance of physical facilit,es, equipment,
personnel, and communication materials.
b) Reliability: Ability to perform the promised service dependably
and accurately.
e) Responsiveness: Willingness to help customers and provide
prompt service.
d) Assurance: Knowledge and courtesy of employees and their
ability to inspire trust and confidence.
e) Empathy: Caring, individualized attention the firm provides its
customers.
The various measures recommended by Parasuraman et al. in their
research methodology will help managers define the areas of opportunity
in which to invest funds to better train collaborators of the organizations to
improve customer satisfaction. However, in the end, it is not clear how
Fornell (1992) or Parasuraman et al. (1990), plan to define customer's
needs.
The

principal

value

that

ªTQM-SOSª

and

ªC-U

NEW·

methodologies have is to allow top management to understand the
expressed needs of current and future customers. lt is important to know
what customers think, plan, decide, and act on befare and after the
consumption of the product or service. This, of course, leads to a certain
organization of the entire firm and the activities it performs. The basic idea
is to always pursue and satisfy the consumar.
An interesting approach to evaluating the service quality problem
and defining the steps to be followed in order to improve it can often be
difficult to correctly define. One definition is when interna! and externa!
customers of the firmare asked to evaluate and comment on what is to be
done to improve the entire organization.
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One must keep in mind that the ·raM-SOS· and ·e-U NEW·
methodologies are tools that help to define what customers' needs are
even before developing the product or service. These tools not only are
intended to define if the product was satisfactory but also to find out if the
consumar-usar found it to accomplish its purpose. Even though ·raMsos· and ·e-u NEw· methodologies can also be usad to define if the
current product or service was satisfactory in the eyes of the consumar,
the ·e-u NEW· methodology can work side-to-side to define if •rotal
Cusomer Satisfaction· was achieved.
In sum, ·raM-sos· and "C-U NEw· methodologies can be defined
as proactive tools that will help top management and their organizations to
better think, plan, decide, and manufacture (do) better products or
services the first time for their current or potential target markets. Other
tools that intend to measure if customers were satisfied or not with the
products or services can still be used as a way of reaffirming the previous
methods.

These methods are a way of offering management the

appropriate guidelines as to how to modify such products or services.
The ·e-U NEw· methodology can also be used as a reactive tool to
find out if products or services were satisfactory to it's consumers.
Considering that one tool can do both things; that is, plan better quality
products and services and correct the mistakes in existenting products or
services. The idea is to let top management decide which methodologies
are better for the organization in terms of learning and teaching their
collaborators. (This last is what was callad productivity in section number
1.2).
In the literatura, and as was notad, it is said time after time that
"Quality" is equivalent to ·rotal Customer Satisfaction. •
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Using the

definition of quality recommended in Operational Definitions in section 1.2,
it is possible to define: ªTotal Customer Satisfaction Achievemenr or
·auality achievement, • as "the exact moment in time in which the
customer evaluates and agrees that the product or service already paid
for, received and used adequately, completely satisfies the previously
expressed needs (wants and expectations) he had before such business
transaction took place, regarding the same product or service needed, and
thus involved. • lt is also important to review here the operational definition
1 presented before about ªNeedsª in section No. 1.2.

Ciampa (1992) commented:
Only recently (since 1988 or so) the customer component has taken
shape on a large scale. Customer surveys, focus groups, one-onone meetings between top managers of supplier companies with
customers, and other ways to clarify the voice of the customer are
becoming more common. This is not to say that these are new
developments.

Surveys, focus groups, etc. are information-

gathering tools that have been used for many years.

The

differences today in the best exarnples of Total Quality
implementations are that they are being used by top-level
managers, that they are part of overall company improvement
etforts, that data are being translated to all employees, and most
important, that the reason they are belng used is to involve
customers in the process of improvement so that their voice is both
dominant and clear. In times past, customer data were used as
input for the marketing department in product positioning and not
for important product development and strategy, nor for feedback to
the people who made and distributed the product.
Emphasis on the customer seems accepted as an important
element of Total Quality in the 1990s. But it has not yet gone far
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enough in most cases. The customer and concern for meeting
customer's needs and exceeding their expectations while producing
what has been promised, must be the driving force behind Total
Quality. Doing so provides for customer loyalty, which translates
into market share. Also, there is an enormously powerful impact on
the interna! climate.

As employees better appreciate that the

customer is a real, live person who depends upon what they, the
employees, do and how they do it, increased meaning is given to
their efforts.
In an enlightening statement, Ciampa (1992) continued:
We tend to think in terms of the quality of the products we build or
the services we offer.

But customers don't buy products or

services. They buy answers to needs -the ability to do something
they couldn't have done without us and for which they're willing to
give us money.
Ciampa's arguments also support the need and approach that the

·raM-sos·

and

·e-u

NEw· methodologies have. But Ciampa fails to

complete the following argument that I have: ·those needs will only be
satisfied at the end by products and services that match those verbalized,
expressed and rationalized needs. And that, those products and services
must be offered and exchanged at an adequate price level with such
customers. •
Also, Ciampa (1992) falls short of explaining how such customer's
needs are defined and finally evaluated for a successful implementation of
the

·raM·

system in the organization.

Even though Ciampa (1992)

addressed the right issue for Total Quality Management success and also
presented a good guideline to support the implementation effort for "TQM,·
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a complete picture of the needs assesment and evaluation process
required for a customer's satisfaction is not presentad in his book.
In general, a variety of auditing and survey procedures are used to
evaluate if customers were or were not satisfied with the products or
services received.

2.5.3 Why Is Teamwork Recommended for Consumer-User
Needs Assesment and Satisfaction Evaluation?

Teamwork knowledge is important for complete organizational success.
Eddy (1985) argued:
A substantial part of managerial success depends on getting
groups to perform. Yet, few of us have training in group skills.
Comparad to hundreds of hours of education in technical or
professional specialties, such as budgeting or drafting, many
managers have not been given adequate preparation to deal
effectively with groups.
Various types of problems can be better analyzed and solved with
the participation of teams specially assembled and managed for such
purposes. Vast amounts of research have been devoted to the evaluation
and analysis of teamwork performance and productivity (e. g., Eddy, 1995;
James Shonk, 1982; Plovnik, Fry, & Rubín, 1975; Richard Beckhard,
1972, etc.).

lt is important at this stage of this dissertation, to review recent
findings about teamwork efficiency to justify their utilization and
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recommendation as part of the ·TQM-sos· and the

·e-u

NEW·

methodologies. Also, is useful to briefly describe teamwork activities to
allow better future training and applications by top management. (For
more in-depth details available on teamwork techniques, refer to Table 8.)
To fully utiliza the potential that teamwork efforts have for an
organization, is necessary to develop such type of work capability.
Afterwards, it will be possible to put teams to work on the analysis and
solution of a particular quality-productivity problem as one of their chores.
The ability of a firm allowing the team-work effort to grow within its
areas and operating systems will permit the continuous satisfaction of its
customer's needs.
Wilson (1994) commented that:
Getting ali functional areas incorporated into the effort is an
important step in moving beyond the product-conformance view of
quality.

Many of these functional areas play a direct role in

determining customer requirements or providing customer service.
Ali of these functional areas are essential for ensuring smooth and
effective operations. Moreover, because so many opportunities for
quality improvement are interdepartamental in nature, every part of
the organization needs to have an awareness of the major quality
principies and posses the capability to work toward achieving them.
Other authors argued that top management participation is
required. Others, suggest employee empowerment as a definite must as
well. Plovnik, Fry, and Rubín (1975) defined: •A team consists of two
people or more who must coordinate their activities to accomplish a
common task.• James Shonk (1982) argued that: "lf two people can best
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perform their work without coordination, they are not a team. lf only a
portion of their tasks requires coordination or interdependence, they are a
team for only those tasks that require interdependence and coordination. •
In his research Richard Beckhard (1972) found that: ªTo function
effectively, a team must manage how its members work together and how
they interact with the rest of the organization.

The principal areas

suggested for careful management by the team are: Environmental
influence, goals, roles, processes and relationships. • Eddy (1985) added
that: ·Ettectiveness in working with groups is a set of skills that can be
learned, along with certain attitudes about people, groups, and
collaborative processes. •
To finaliza my argument, James Shonk (1982) commented that:
Team development is the process of making a team truly
productiva, and to do such thing, it is necessary to unify a group of
people with a common objective into a functioning unit, and that
coordination must be required to accomplish the task in order to
justify setting up the team in the first place.
One of the most important points considerad as required for team
productivity is relatad to the process that will be used by the team to
accomplish its expected results or goals. Shonk (1982) mentioned that:
·The process is primarily relatad to how they will work together. The
principal aspects that the teamwork process must considerare: Decision
making, communications, meetings, and leadership styles.·
lt is important to add that employee motivation and the reward and
recognition systems utilizad in the organization will promote or hamper
team effectiveness and productivity.
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In Table 17 are found the

characteristics of teams that are or not working effectively, as reportad by
Shonk (1982).
From the list in Table 17, it is important to stress the third point in
the environmental influences section, presentad by Shonk (1982) which
states that: ·rhe appropriate levels of organizational authority are present
within the team.•
This last point helps support my thesis on the importance of the
participation of top managers representing different areas of the
organization in the teamwork effort.

Also, if properly programmed,

activities where various consumers and suppliers are involved together
with the team, it will be possible to completely define actual and future
consumar needs during these meetings. These meetings will focus on
needs evaluation where consumers, users, and suppliers might be invited
to participate in the discustions.
Armstrong {1990) reminds us from his work that:
In a performed research, where practitioners and academics
involved in the consumar behavior field of study and research, were
not much better predicting outcomes than high school students with
supposedly no experience at all in the subjects or matters being
evaluated. The most important fact that the study was trying to
confirm, was that academics were the group of people that based
on their particular formation and continuous activities, was the one
that had greater opportunities or would be the one predicting more
accurately the questions being evaluated. The results obtained,
ranked the academic group below the high school group, that may
be in touch with the reality of the world in which we live much better
than what the academic people was supposed to be.
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Armstrong {1990) found that a group of practitioners in their own
field of study, or related problematic area, know better, or can predict
better, based on their continuous mingling with the real world in which they
live. This last can be due to their direct involvement with current events
and probably close participation in problem solving exercises, a most
interesting result to observe.
The limitation presentad by Armstrong may be real but an
interesting comment carne to mind:

1

lf academics are not good enough in

predicting outcomes in important matters, appropriately or directly relatad
to their main field of competence, it might be due to the fact that they are
not really interested in their consumers, or that they are trying to reinvent
the wheel, or are so far apart from reality that their advice can not be
meaningful to anybody. Maybe we still can learn a lot from High School
Kids, or even from practitioners.'
Furthermore, Quality Control Circles are being utilizad extensively
in different industries. The utilization of team-work effort approach is to
analyze and suggest possible solutions to problems existing in their team
members' own operativa area. Work group teams by contrast, include
multidisciplinary area members with the same problem solving purposes.
The time used for purposes of quality-productivity improvements is the
time specially allotted by the company for such activities.
Since 1962, Japan has implementad quality circles activities in the
manufacturing departments of various industries.

Statistical Process

Control Tools are the principal techniques and guidelines employed in
such groups to improve the quality of the operative department. Interna!
and externa! customers have been better served after using these
methodologies. Eddy (1985) reminds us that:
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Such types of employee committees, have been around for many
years.

Joe Scanlon, a U.S. labor leader, developed a plan for

organizational cooperation and participation during the depression
of the 1930s (Frost, Wakeley & Ruh, 1974). One central feature of
the Scanlon Plan was a series of production committees, composed
of labor and management representativas, which met regularly to
receive suggestions and discuss ways of cutting costs and
improving productivity. The participation philosophy underlying the
Scanlon Plan was probably ahead of its time. That, plus the fact
that the plan was, in part, a profit-sharing system that evoked both
labor and management bias, kept the concept from being widely
used.
Other areas of research application found in my review were
performed by Deborah Bosley and Joellen Jacobs (1992) when they
studied effectiveness of groups involved in an activity described as
·collaborative writing. • The activity analyzed was: "Small group activity
consisting of students working in groups to solve problems, to discuss
study questions, orto prepare for exams. • Bosley and Jacobs (1992) also
argued that Glidden and Kurfis (1990) found that: "the utilization of these
small group activities: 'offer benefits not necessarily obtained from the
traditional lecture-discussion methodologies.' •
Bosley and Jacobs (1992) continuad: "Collaborative writing is an
extension of the more basic belief in the value of cooperativa learning,
Socrates' great discovery.

Modern research has confirmad Socrates'

insight. • Next, to end this section, 1also reproduce a list of outcomes that
result from cooperativa learning, as found by David Johnson and Roger
Johnson of the University of Minnesota Cooperativa Center (1987):
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1. Higher achievement and increased retention.
2. Greater use of higher level reasoning strategies and increased
critica! reasoning competencias.
3. Greater ability to view situations from others' perspectivas.
4. More positiva relations with peers regardless of ethnic, sex,
ability, social class, or handicapping differences.
5. More positiva attitudes toward school, learning and teachers.
6. Higher self esteem.
7. Greater collaborative skills and attitudes necessary for working
effectively with others.

2.6

Varlous Objectives, Goals, and Requlrements Not Yet

Properly Defined to lmprove Traditional HTQM" lmplementation

Peters and Waterman (1984) argued that current Management theory
ignores the role of customers in organizations. Dean and Bowen (1994)
recently stated:
Customer focus and satisfaction receive little coverage in the
management literatura, and within that coverage there is sorne
similarity in the prescriptions of TQ and management theory.
Management theory still looks very muchas Peters and Waterman
described it over 1O years ago.

Why?

The answer may líe in

Danet's (1981) observation that organizational theorists view
organizations from the top down (management's perspective) or
from the inside out (employee's perspectiva) but rarely from the
outside in (customer's perspectiva).
Dean and Bowen (1994) even stressed that:
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The word customer rarely appears in journal article titles,
management textbook indexes, or session titles at the Academy of
Management meetings.

Because customer focus is the central

principie of TQ, its essential absence in management theory
represents a fundamental difference in the orientation of the two
areas. Customer focus in TQ obligas organizations to deal with
such issues as assessment of customer expectations and
organizational performance in meeting them, customer relationship
management and commitment customers.

The customer is

omnipresent in the practica of TQ. In fact, this category has the
highest weighting in the Baldridge criteria.
·raM-sos· and

·e-u NEWª methodologies will help organizations

to better define and understand customer needs and at the same time
help Management theory develop in the required direction.

2.6.1 Customer Needs Assesment and Customer Satisfaction
Evaluation.

As I have shown, various sources pinpoint the need for a better
understanding of customer needs in order to satisfy them with better
products and seNices. Not many explain how such needs will be defined
and used to improve current products and services offered by
organizations.

Whiteley (1991) recommended a series of activities to

become better acquainted with customer needs:
1) Saturate your company with the voice of the Customer. Let
customers' needs drive your whole corporation.
2) Who are your customers?
3) Know Thy customers:
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a. The spirit of constant listening.
b. Beyond the basics: Uve with your customers.
c. lnvest in complaints.
d. Get it direct.
e. Romancing the customer:
e.1 'Focus Groups' and videotapes of customers.
e.2 Executive visits to customers.
e.3 Employee visits to customers.
e.4 Teaching the front line to listen and communicate.
e.5 Creating the customer's experience for your
people.
e.6 Customer councils.
e.7 Post-purchase assessments.
e.a Competitive product and service questionnaires.
e.9 Complaints on videotape.
e.1 O Formal training in understanding the customer.
4) Walk in your Customer's shoes.
The activities suggested by Whiteley are important in understanding
customer's needs and can help interested organizations to define
appropriate plans to satisfy them. In his book, Whiteley does not provide
those organizations intending to follow his advice with a complete
methodology to guide them on each of the steps he recommends.
Whiteley also does not comment about what to do after the information is
gathered from the research effort.
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2.6.2 Strategic Plannlng and lmplementatlon of Tradltlonal
"TQM" Systems.
·continuous process improvement is fundamental to ·ra•; an organization
could hardly practica ·ra· while ignoring it.

However, management

theorists have devoted only moderate degree of coverage to topics in this
category. • (Dean & Bowen, 1994)
A couple of interesting and meritorious exceptions of an in-depth
study of the socio-technical systems are discussed by Trist and Bamforth
(1952) and Hellriegel et al. (1989). In general, ·Management theorists
have rarely extended their theories to include both social and technical
aspects of organizational process design (Dean & Bowen, 1994). In their
article, Dean and Bowen continua:
The focus of strategy from the ·ra· viewpoint is simple: strategy
consists of understanding what customers want and aligning the
organization with a set of plans to deliver it to them. Strategy must
be responsiva not only to customer needs, but also to the core
strengths and weaknesses of the organization.

From a ·ra·

standpoint: the process of strategy formulation and implementation
are no different from any other business or operational process,
which is to say that they should be continuously subjected to
analysis and improvement. Strategic management researchers, in
contrast, have devoted little attention to the improvement of
strategic processes.
1 find it necessary to comment about the principal results obtained

from the questionnaire dealing with ·Problems experienced in
implementing ·raM· in their own firms, their causes, shortcomings with
TQM tools and methodologies, and possible relatad research issues·
(·One Day Conference at Columbia University the 12th. of March 1991
Summary,• 1991).
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The complete list of participants at the Columbia University
Conference included top Ch ief Quality Officers from different
internationally recognized firms for their quality products or services, such

as ALCOA, American Express, AT& T Bell Laboratories, Boise Casca de
Corporation, Colgate Palmolive Company, The Delta Consulting Group,
Ford Motor Company, General Motors Corporation, IBM Corporation,
Motorola lnc., Nestle Foods Group, Proctor and Gamble, and Xerox
Corporation.
The questionnaires were given to the participants during the ·one
Day Conference at Columbia University• in March, 1991.

This

questionnaire dealt with the tapie: ·Research lssues in 'TQM,' • where
Chief Quality Officers of 13 leading United States corporations
participated. Results were presented in the conference executive report
and an abstract that was prepared especially for such a purpose. The
principal issues raised by the Chief Quality Officers that assisted and
participated in the mentioned conference at Columbia University,
expressed their ·concern for lack of support for industrial applications of
·TQM· related research issues in the following areas or topicsu:
1. Help top management in the determination process of customer
needs. Difficulty in defining, measuring and anticipating customer
needs and satisfaction issues.
2. Clarify the role of top management in the Total Quality
Management process. Problems in getting senior management to
use the processes and data driven approaches of TQM in their own
work on core business problems.
3. What are the appropriate systems to be used in a corporation
employing the Total Quality Management Operations Environment
to reward and recognize their employees. Changas necessary to
create a TQM culture. Organizational change models or processes
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for quality. Teamwork and high commitment work systems. Better
understanding of TQM as an organizational changa. The relevance
of cultural issues to implementation of TQM.
4. Define what Total Quality Management is all about and its
implications.
5. Managing the large and systemic changes that comprise TQM.
Difficulty in implementing, ·deploying, • a quality policy.
6. Education and training required on tools and teams utilization.
Lack of understanding/commitment of the need for continuous
education and training to reach the desired TQM knowledge and
skill leve!. lneffectiveness of training to truly demonstrate the long
term benefits to be derived, especially in services.

lnsufficient

education of management on the tools required to continuously
manage and improve business processes.

Research and

experimentation focused on continuous improvement in education
that results in Total Quality becoming integrated into the Business
Strategy for competitive leadership and excellence." ("One Day
Conference at Columbia University the 12th. of March 1991
Summary," 1991).
In general the Chief Quality Officers that attended the Columbia
University conference expressed that they still need practica! help and
support to fully address possible implementation efforts to achieve "TQM·
in their organizations.
Scott (1990) commented in relation to "TQM" that in general: "Most
people in Aerospace and Defensa industries admit that "TQM" remains, at
best, a hazy concept shrouded by business management-sounding
jargon. •
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lt is also important to note that in other business arenas, despite the
great efforts already made by many organizations to improve operative
results, market share continuas to slip as does other product or service
quality indexes, productivity indexes or yearly corporate profits. Quality
Digest (1990) commented about the Massachusetts lnstitute of
Technology (MIT) Press Study findings after the lnstitute completad two
years of analyzing eight major U.S. industries such as commercial aircraft,
consumar electronics, computers and semiconductors, machina tools,
chemicals, automobiles, steel, and textiles.
The report the MIT presented, and I am quoting, is called ·Made in
Ame rica: Regaining the Productive Edge, • found that

·u.s. productivity is

diminishing from past levels and now lags behind that of other nations.•
The report, •Identifies typical U.S. practices that are largely responsible for
today's poor competitiveness• (·Quality Digest, • May, 1990).

Similar

comments were also done by Griesing in his recent article (Griesing,
1994).
Of the major points that have helped U.S. industries to lose ground
in the productivity field, according to the MIT report, and due to their
impact on the overall performance, productivity and the quality of the
products and services that the organization provides the following
managerial facts will be commented:

1. Outmoded strategies which are grounded in an over-dependence
on mass production of everyday commodity products and inwardfocused technology and marketing. U.S. firms traditionally have
prospered by producing standard items for primarily domestic
markets while ignoring foreign markets, technological advances and
innovations.
2. A myopic economic outlook centered on short-term profits.
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3. Weakness in the technology of manufacturing and produclion.
US firms have concentrated on elegant, high-technology designs
and paid little attention to the benefits of simplicity, maintainability
and reliability that follow from a quality first focus in the early stages
of product development. Products are loaded with sophisticated
high technology and advanced features, but they often fail to work
in the field.
4. Neglecting human resources in favor of fatter balance sheet

bottom line.

Major reforms are needed in the US educational

system -both in schools and for workers in industry- to ensure alifelong learning process. Without such a shift, the US will face an
inevitable drop in economic performance and standard of living.
5. Failure of individuals and organizations to cooperate.

Joint

efforts are necessary to promote technological innovation and
improve performance in industry, yet many US educational and
business tenets foster competition instead of cooperation.

A

reward system for individuals and organizations must be developed
to encourage teamwork at all levels.
6. Strained relations and mistrust between industry and
government.
Common factors that have helped sorne US industries better adapt
to the current global change felt in business operations, according to the
MIT reportare:
1. Development of clase ties to customers and meeting their needs.
Foster closer quality-based relationships with a select group of
suppliers.
2.

Breaking down organizational hierarchies to improve

communications between traditional functional areas.

Levels of

management are reduced and fewer separata units are the end
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result. Apply technology to advantage through a strategic, longterm approach.
3. Develop human resource policies and rewards that promote
employee participation, teamwork, flexibility and continuous
learning.
4. Focus on continuous improvement of processes to reduce cost

and improve quality of a product or service. • (Quality Digest, May
1990).
These last facts show that there is still a lot to be accomplished in
different industries or organizations and at the same time the same facts
also support the need for the ideas behind the development of approaches
similar to the ªTQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEw· methodologies that will be

presentad in this thesis.
Scott (1990) further commented that:
The TQM concept now gaining ímpetus throughout government,
academia and the aerospace and defensa industry is being viewed
as both a means of corporate survival and a powerful vehicle for
revolutionizing US productivity and that clearly is not just another
passing initiative. The potential bottom-line benefits of reduced
costs, improved quality and better customer satisfaction are
prompting major US firms to invest millions of dollars in training,
new equipment and facilities to enhance their own competitiveness
on a global scale. The quality-program names and implementation
schemes adoptad by companies and governmental agencies differ
widely. (the generally accepted principies of TQM are shown in
more detail in Table 12.)
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In reference to the Health Cara lndustry, Coleman (1992)
commented that: ·Price is not even an issue anymore, it is the quality of
service. Today, a hospital has to prove insurers that it is the best provider
of a particular service in a particular area to get the contract. •
Coleman {1992) also added and argued that:
Quality will become a very important factor in managed care and
that a patient is a very special kind of customer because he or she
doesn't want to be there, so the experience must be as pleasant as
possible. lf TQM doesn't work, its because top management treats
it like another program and not a behavioral change process. lts
not a threat or challenge (to marketing); its totally integrated,
marketers also have an educational role on TQM internally.

Is important to remember, mention, and remark again that among
the participants present in the ·one Day Conference at Columbia
University the 12th. of March 1991 • there were many Chief Quality Officers
from prestigious organizations.

Sorne of the organizations that were

representad in the Conference had also won in previous years the United
States Malcom Baldridge National Quality Award such as IBM Corporation
(Rochester), General Motors (Cadillac Plant), Motorola lnc. or Xerox
Corporation, (King, 1992, and Malcom Baldrige National Quality Award
Criteria, 1992).
Another organization represented in the Conference was American
Express, which had won for its Mexican operations the Mexican National
Quality Award in 1990 (Fundameca, Monografias No. 6., 1990). The
sama Mexican award was won by IBM in its Guadalajara plant in 1992 and
General Motors in 1991 at its Toluca plant in Mexico and in 1992 in its
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Ramos Arizpe complex located also in Mexico (Management Today, in
Spanish, 1992). Corporate IBM's and General Motors' quality officers
were also present at the conference.

lt also should be mentioned that sorne of the participants at the
conference carne from organizations that have been under direct
consulting and mentoring by world renown quality •experts· such as Dr.
Deming or Dr. Juran (NBC Film: ªIF JAPAN CAN WHY CAN'T WE?), or
that at sorne point in time were helped by them to improve their products
and services.
Corporations such as: Ford Motor Corporation (Fundameca,
Monografias No. 6, 1990), which was under close guidance, consulting
and direct support by Dr. E. Deming, and General Motors' Buick Plant that
also was helped by the same renown consultant and quality expert, also
were represented in the event. From comments made by the participants,
all at the Columbia University Conference, and other references reviewed,

1 can also conclude that a lot is still possible to do in regards to the
traditional Total Quality Management and its possible successful
implementation process.

1truly feel that ªwinning• the mentioned Malcom Baldridge National
Quality or the Mexican National Quality awards and/or even hiring these
consultants has not meant or resulted in more than partially achieving the
goals in the total development process required to satisfactorily implement
their ·raM· system. The fact remains that these organizations still have a
lot to do in the area of consumer satisfaction. This was obvious from the
questionnaires completad by the executives themselves after the
Columbia Conference took place.
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These last remarks are even more important if we consider and
review the current product quality, productivity, and economic situation
that corporations such as IBM, Wallace Co., GM and others have been
experincing lately:
IBM is its worst enemy.

Employees must waste fewer

opportunities, minimiza bureaucracy, and pul the good of the
company before their division's. IBM will reassert its identity as
customer's primary computing resource and keep the company
whole because customers want it that way. (Gerstner's Vision by:
Kirkpatrick, 1993)
Motorola's earnings per share dropped for the first time in five years
in 1990; design glitches led to delay in delivery of critica! chips.
(Main, 1991)
In 1990, Wallace Co. won the Malcom Baldridge National Quality
Award. Two years later, the oil company filed for chapter 11 as the
oil prices collapsed. (Greising, 1994)
John Wallace, CEO of Wallace Co., lnc., still argues, ·The company
is going through a difficult time right now• largely because of factors
beyond its control: a financially troubled bank holds its loans and
the recession is hitting hard the industries it serves. (King, 1992)
GM is loosing money in a terrible car market, but Cadillac is holding
its market share in competition with new Japanese luxury models.
(Main, 1991)
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Business Products and Systems Group (Xerox): lmproved quality
has raised its share of the copiar market from 8.6% in early 1980s
to 16% toda y. (Main, 1991)
Main ( 1991) finally argued that:
No the Baldridge is not the panacea. Winning guaranteess neither
profits nor market share nor growth. And the prize itself is not
defect-free. But the award has prompted U.S. business to improve
quality as nothing else has done. Most of the companies seem to
understand that the value of the Baldridge líes in the discipline it
inspires and not the prize itself.
Current traditional ªTQM· approaches can be enhanced in favor of
interested organizations. Top managers involved in companies that won
National Quality Awards have realizad that their organizations still need to
do a lot about quality improvement, customer needs assessment,
customer satisfaction, and ·TQM" implementation guidelines. ·TQM-Sos·
and

·e-u

NEW· methodologies can be appropriate tools to achieve the

quality and productivity objectives and goals not yet accomplished in many
organizations.

2.6.3. Resistence to Change.

ªPlanned organizational change is difficult. • (Reger et al. 1994)

Resistence to change is another of the most powerful barriers to delay
proper implementation efforts of traditional ·TQM. • Fear of the unknown

exists from loosing the traditional good money for doing nothing while
maintaining old attitudes.
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lshikawa (1988) even commented that:
As with other things, there is surprising amount of prejudice against
quality control, but the proof of the pudding is still in the eating.
Quality control only succeeds when top management feels
responsible for the quality of it's company's products and takes up
quality control as a matter of policy, and everyone-not just middle
management and technical staff, but also administrativa staff and
front-line workers, and even further, subcontractors, distribution
organizations, subsidiarias, and affiliates-bands together to
implement it. lt will not usually succeed if it consists merely of a
handful of engineers studying statistics in a comer of a factory.
This is why the understanding, enthusiasm, and leadership of top
management, and accompanying action, are all so important.
Regar atal. (1994) commented that: ·TQM' failures are sometimes
attributed to implementation problems! They also argued that to improve
implementation errors three different •cognitiva self-concept theories,
organizational identity theory, personal construct theory, and selfdiscrepancy theory,• must be considerad by cooperating members of the
organization. Their position is that ·the current state of thinking about total
quality and organizational identity should drive how NTQM· is framed and
reframed throughout the implementation process. u
Regar at al. (1994) also suggested that: "Changa should proceed
through mid-range modifications that motívate the organization to changa;
it should not be so radical that organizational members either fail to
comprehend changa or perceive it to be unacceptable. • Weik (1984)
recommended similar approaches to salve alcohol problems and
suggested the NSmall Wins· approach to deal with them.
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Reger at al. (1994) also recalled that:
Personal construct theorists suggest that there are two specific
cognitiva barriers that tend to undermine the acceptance of new
programs, especially initiatives that are inconsistent wirth the
organizational identity scema.

First, because schemas are

composed of a finite set of constructs, individuals may be unable to
comprehend fully the meaning the change. Second, changes that
are framed in concepts opposed to positively valued elements of
organizational identity are likely to be resisted.
To Summarize Reger and others, the implementation problems of

·raM· will occur if there exists a failure in comprehending the opposition
to change. lf this is not thoroughly considerad in the organization as part
of the required cultural change process necessary, then attempts to move
to ·raM• will fail.
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CHAPTER 3

NEED FOR TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT
STRATEGIC OPERATIONS SYSTEM ("TQM-SOS")
ANO CONSUMER-USER NEEDS EVALUATION
WORKSHOP ("C-U NEW") METHODOLOGIES IN
MEXICO.

NProblem solving is often directed at the removal of symptoms
rather than causesN (Ackoff, 1978).

3.1

Applicability of the "TQM-SOS" and the "C-U NEW"

Methodologies in Mexican Organizations.

Rodriguez and Ramirez (1992), pointed out in their paper that:
Due to its geographic position and all its available natural
resources, Mexico is a country that could be rich and powerful. In
fact, it is an underdeveloped country. lt does not produce enough
or manages right what the country has available. Too many of its
inhabitants dwell and live in misery. Those that pretend to involve
the Mexican worker towards achievement of productivity and
quality only with political spee_ches, procedures,. restructuring the
organization, management training and statistical quality control
workshops are only touching sorne of the symptoms but not the
complete and real problem.
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Personal insights that consider the different comments made by
Riding (1985), Kras (1989), Alducin (1989, 1991 ), Rodriguez & Ramirez
(1992), and Forest (1994) are the ones that finally support and justify my
intention of developing the ·raM-sos· and

·e-u

NEW· methodologies.

This will help Mexico and most of its organizations to achieve a high
international developed country level, which is well deserved.
The principal reasons to apply the ·raM-sos· and the

·e-u NEw·

methodologies are directly relatad to the need for guiding Mexican top
management in its daily efforts to improve quality-productivity results.
While at the same time focusing management on increasing ·rotal
Customer Satisfaction• with the different products and services currently
offered.
Organizations in their efforts to achieve profitability have confused
means with ends and areas work as fiefdoms where team efforts are
absent. Interna! or externa! consumers and users never get what they
really need and everybody suffers the results of such organizad lack of
organization.

In other words, organizations have deficient strategic

operations planning systems, boring jobs, slow growth, inadequate
quality products, and services and unproductive activities which deter
customer satisfaction and organizational improvement.
Even though the "TQM-SOS" and the

·e-u

NEw· methodologies

were designed considering the particular way of operating and currently
doing business by Mexican organizations, their application can be also
done in international organizations.

Various works were reviewed to

obtain an accurate picture of the environment in which Mexican firms and
all their participants operate.

The material studied included works by

Riding, 1985; Alducin, 1989, 1991; Rodriguez & Ramirez, 1992; Aburto,
1992; Forest, 1994; Neuman, 1988, 1994.
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Mexican enterprises will

greatly benefit as well from the application of the various tools and
processes included in ·raM-sos· and

·e-u NEWª methodologies.

Now that ªFree Trade Winds· blow in our direction the potential of
applying the complete "TQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEW" methodologies in

Mexico is growing and corporations (local or foreign) that decide to use
them, will greatly improve their performance by offering •quality9 products
and services, just as customers (consumers-users) need them.
When trying to implement traditional "TQM" relatad strategic
philosophies and cultures in different situations or environments, many
Mexican or international organizations have forgotten customers and
their expressed needs. That is, regardless of the firm's declared intent
not to forget this vital part of the business.
Management has always focused its written mission statements
toward the customer, considering it is its base of existence. The mission
statement always considers customer satisfaction as the primal company
source of growth and development. However, reality is far from this point.
Usually, both customer needs and mission statements are safely kept
away in management's drawers or in nicely framed posters. On the other
hand, "TQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEW" methodologies are practica! steps to

be followed that will bring new life to mission statements and customer
needs' satisfaction intentions.
The current approaches available for Mexican top managers
interested in implementing the traditionally known "TQM" methodology in
their organizations, in general have not shown to be very successful
within the country. That is, these imported approaches do not properly
adapt to the necessities required in many sectors of the Mexican
economy.

This is so due to Mexico's particular culture, education,
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population level, economic situation, resources, labor and its attitude
toward work.

Mexican organizations are anxious and in need of a

specialized designed approach to end with this inefficiency.
The lack of a preven ·TQMª methodology for Mexican
organizations and their products and services is esulting in high quality
0

costs to the companies. The information that does exist does not provide
great detail and clear instructions for the required ªTQM· implementation
procedure to be used in Mexico. lt is remete from the truth to say that the
available information is appropriate and even applicable for Mexico's
particular cultural characteristics or economic development situation.
While potentially applicable to other countries, it is important to
consider that the ·TQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEWª methodologies were

designad and implemented in the context of the Mexican business
environment and its particular culture environment.
Riding ( 1985) commented, after his in-depth observations
regarding Mexico, that:
Probably in no other part of the world live, side by side, two
countries so different as Mexico and the United States of North
America.

When crossing the border, suppose from El Paso to

Ciudad Juarez, the contrast impacts: from richness to poverty, from
organization to improvisation, from artificial flavors to hot spices.
But the physical differences are the less important. Probably in no
other part of the world two neighbors understand each other so
little. More than by levels of development and progress, the two
countries are separated by language, religion, race, philosophy
and history. The United States is a nation barely two hundred and
fifty years old and already in the XXI century. Mexico is thousands
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of years old and still dependent on its past. In the last 150 years,
Mexico has known and felt the North American mighty powers: in
the XIX Century, lost half of its land to his northern neighbor; in the
XX Century, became dependent in economic terms, to the United
States. In contrast, only lately, the United States seldom cared to
look south.
Here the important point is that the ªTQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEWª

methodologies were designed in such a manner that the application also
considers other contexts, cultures, and characteristics.
application of the "TQM-SOS" and

·e-u

Thus the

NEW" model when pursuing

traditional UTQM" efforts can be helpful within other business cultures.
This last point is based on the fact that the appropriate considerations are
given

regarding cultural traits and specific guidelines for its

implementation in Mexico or in any other country.

3.2

Purpose and Application In Mexican Organizations

of the "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" Methodologies.

The main purpose of this thesis, as mentioned, is to satisfy the needs of
Mexican managers in developing and applying improved methodological
procedures that will help business owners. lt is these business owners
and top managers who require help in defining what their current or
future customers need to later help them design the appropriate strategic
and operational plans and the necessary organizational structure. With
improvements in these areas, they will be able to deliver to their
customers not only better products but services as well.
The UTQM-sos· and the

·e-u

NEW" methodologies introduced

here are fully documented on live applications in different Mexican
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organizations.

The idea was to use a small sample of companies of

different sizes, in order to be able to evaluate each's specific needs thus
providing the required information that will help better organize the
companies' activities and operations.

The ·TQM-sos· and the

·e-u

NEWª methodologies were also developed as practica! tools which can
help also senior management evaluate their customers' satisfaction level
with the products or services that the organization offers.
Toe importance of presenting the ªTQM-sos· and the

·e-u

NEWª

methodologies lies in the fact that these methodologies will serve as
stepping stones for top management goal's achievement. To actually be
able to achieve ªTotal Customer Satisfaction: ·TQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEW" methodologies are vital in achieving improved and more adequate
products and services. In other words, ªTQM-sos· and the

·e-u

NEWª

methodologies are all about obtaining results now.
Many wonder about management's role in planning the use of
·TQM-Sos· as an important strategic option for the organization. The
strategy focuses on questions such as:

1) Why organizations should

even be interested in implementing such methodologies in their
companies, 2} What is the importance of management roles in the
development and implementation of ªTQM-sos· and the

·e-u

NEW·

methodologies within the organization and 3) What kinds of products will
better satisfy current or future consumers and users.
Even though the objective of adequately satisfying the customer
has been stated and intended many times, it has continuously been
neglected or forgotten by many organization's top management.

lt is

important to remember that such strategic organizational goals must
always be treated as an essential component of a company's existence.
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Every type of corporation or business, regardless of its individual
corporate objectives, is required to clearly state and define all its profit or
non-for profit types of general policy guidelines. lt is also required to
define its quality and productivity objectives, which will be pursued by the
entire organization. The objectives that the company chooses are
essential to its improvement process when using the ·raM-Sos· and the

·e-u NEw· methodologies, as will be shown.

Even though improving the

quality of products and services is continuously stated by the company,
this top most priority is more often than not put aside resulting from other
priorities.
1 have been involved with the actual process of helping Mexican
top management implement the ·raM· concept in many occasions. My
involvement with these Mexican organizations has been in the form of an
instructor, facilitator, or consultant.
With each and every one of these organizations, the objective has
not been that simple to accomplish. The most ironic point is that all have
had as one of their top objectives: NThe customer comes first concept.•
My experience has shown me that there are various subjects and areas
that must be covered, helped, considerad, and involved to successfully
implement the uTQM" methodology.
With the current culture and environmental conditions found in
Mexico, the country is requiring of an urgent change in the type of
interna! organization's structure and operating rules being used. There
needs to exist more of a team-work environment. These teams would be
made up between such departments as:

Marketing, Sales, Product

Research and Development, Customer Service, Engineering,
Operations, Production, Purchasing, Personnel, Logistics, Accounting,
Finance, etc.
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Although the improvement methodologies that are now suggested
by various renown authors and consultants are not completely adequate
or clear at tace value to "all" companies located throughout the world,
many Mexican organizations just blindly try to copy or follow a renown
international •guru" without adequately reviewing the applicability of their
ideas and methods to the Mexican culture and environment.

Pierce

(1986) also confirms this personal observation when he himself
questions:
Why didn't American management take longer to develop a
foundation of understanding of the concepts, theories, and
principies of consultants and scientists? Why didn't they address
the challenge and learn the skills to create environments that
could stimulate employees to improve quality and productivity?
There are three answers:

(1) There existed an unmanageable

quantity of concepts, theories and principies published by over
200 recognized experts. (2) Most of these experts had difficulty
leading the march across the bridge of application because they
lacked knowledge and experience in the manager's real world.
(3) America's priorities of technology and managing work were
higher than managing people.

When American companies first

attempted to take advantage of Japanese methods, many failed
because they tried only to copy the Japanese.

Those who

succeeded did so because their management took the time to
study the philosophies and concepts behind the methods. Then
they adapted these to methods suitable for American employees.
In the research recently presented by Kras (1989), she argues that
ªMexico is a country of extremes,• a fact that must be completely
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regarded when trying to implement foreign methodologies in other
countries. She points out that:
In our interviews, various U. S. executives quoted well worn
clichés such as: 'What works in the US ought to work in
Mexico.'

In truth, one cannot transplant US methods and

management techniques indiscriminately and expect them to work
as they do in the US, and that, there are differing cultural factors
which atfect management styles in Mexico and the US, and sorne
are particularly sensitive to cultural variations.
Kras ( 1989) also discovered that Mexican peo ple and managers
posses the next important traits:
1) Tradition of family business.
2) Paternalistic and autocratic.
3) Relaxed, slow-moving and peaceable.
4) Stress and tension for Mexico City inhabitants.
5) Loyal.
6)

Deep and concealed sense of national and cultural identity

based on firm attachment to cultural values.
To complicate things more, sorne of those internationally
recommended approaches are not even applicable without sorne
significant modifications or changes to the Mexican environment, ways of
lite, economic situation, levels of education, and particular culture. These
modifications are required without any doubt because of the current
basic country's overall situation.
Mexican labor, in general, is considerad to be creativa, skillful,
flexible, ready to learn, and serviceable. One of the most outstanding
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characteristics is that he likes to show lots of personal initiative in his
daily activities providing that the organization demonstrates the
appropriate recognition for his efforts (Rodriguez & Ramirez, 1992). One
drawback to the typical worker is that he or she tends to be lazy and often
likes to give a lot of different excuses about his o hers current
performance (Neuman, 1988).
Together, these traits must be considerad for the successfulness of
the ªTQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEWª methodologies in any Mexican

organization. These characteristics have also been confirmad in various
The one recently done in Mexico by Rodriguez and

recent studies.

Ramirez (1992) also shows that:
Mexican

workers

posses

and

show

the

next

positiva

characteristics in their behalf: 1) Superior emotional security due
to social forces, family cohesiveness, religious beliefs and friends
availability. 2) Tranquillity, happiness, satisfaction for life, love,
affection and confidence supported by their family, customs, and
Mexican traditions. 3) Readiness to be of service, cooperativa,
and to offer material, or spiritual support, providing he or she is
properly recognized, and rewarded, and is considerad useful,
important, and having special value for the organization in which
he participates. 4) Favors harmony and cordiality in his relations.
5) Good sense of humor, social, friendly, extroverted, respectful,
obedient, ingenious, and creativa. 6) Proud of being Mexican.
Mexican workers posses and show the next positiva fundamental
values:

1)

Liberty.

2)

Religion.

3)

Equality.

4) Family.

5)

Human development. 6) Technical development.
Similar traits were also reportad to have been found among
Mexican workers by Aburto (1992). Aburto even points out that:
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Considering the objective of achieving a defined level of
competition, current values and ways of operating must be
changad for survival reasons. Sorne of those changas also will
have an impact in the Mexican education system. Management
practicas and the way work is currently done will be affected, what
usually takes time and requires perseverance.

Besides, it will

surely affect our personal lite ....
The principal point to consider here is that most of the people in
the Mexican work force lack the basic knowledge and work skills.
Without this elementary know how there is a need in the industrial and
manufacturing areas for more advanced technical training. Taking it a
step further, teaching workers how to use and adapt a theory to real lite
situations and later process its implications would be to much too expect.
That is not to say that it does not occur; however, it depends at what level
of the work spectrum one is focusing on.
The majority of current Mexican quality and productivity problems
are directly relatad to the country's actual cultural characteristics and its
inefficient educational system. lt is important to note that this system has
only allowed the population to collectively achieve an educational level
of grammar school. To be exact, on a national average the work force
has reached only a fifth grade level at the most.
1 also have observad that the majority of Mexican workers tend to
be lazy and leve to give excuses for all their intended or unintended
mistakes or continuous low performance (Neuman, 1988), contrastad
with the values they are said to own by the different authors mentioned
above. This is supported by the sad fact that most Mexican workers are
underpaid, under qualified, and under trained. To top off the situation,
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the needed knowledge for the level of work they are expected to perform
in the organization is inadequate.
The Mexican training magazine, Capacitación. Enlace con

el

futuro, in its July 1993 edition, points out the following approximate
figures of the Mexican Education System:
There are 4.2 million illiterates. 20.2 million people older than 15
have not finished 6th grade yet. 16 more million have not finished
the 9th grade level yet. Only 15% of ali urban inhabitants older
than 12 years of age, have education levels oriented to their
inception in the labor market. Children of illiterate parents total 3.6
average years of education.

Children of parents that ended

primary school (6th grade) reach an average of education of 7.4
years.

The average for children having parents that studied

advanced degrees (Note: Not clear if this last means secondary
(up to ninth grade), preparatory (up to 12th grade) or college
level), is 12.1 years of schooling. The inefficiency of the Mexican
Education System was measured in May 1990 with an
investigation in which the average of the primary students
obtained 4.83 of grade in a sea le going from 1 to 1O. The students
of the secondary level obtained 3.97 for a scale with the same 11O range. (MData and numbers about education in Mexico, •
Capacitación. Enlace con el futuro,• July 1993).
In a recent survey, Puglisi (1995) confirms most of these
observations. Puglisi also argues that:
Beyond the basics, the majority of curricula offered in schools and
universities in Mexico fail to prepare graduates to enter the
working world with sorne essential functional skills such as an
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understanding of finance, the ability to put into practica the
theories learned at school, the ability to analyze

and debate

issues and the ability to effectively manage time and prioritize
tasks.

lndustry would also like to see graduates with an

understanding of microeconomics and of business and its
organizational structures and dynamics. 'lt's incredible how many
graduates have degrees in business subjects like accounting or
finan ce but don't have any idea about how a business opera tes.'
Puglisi goes on to add that:
From each 100 students that enroll in primary school, only 59. 7
finish it.

From those first 100 students only 52.5 will start

secondary school. The number of students that finish secondary
school is only a 73.8% of those who started it, 38.8 students from
the first 1OO.

Of those students that finished secondary 15.4%

continua on a technical school and 63.1 % go on to a preparatory
school. From the 5.97 students that started technical school, only
2.2 finish it.

From the 24.48 students that started preparatory

school, only 14.2 finish it on average. The students that finish
technical school are only 2.2% (2.2 students) of those that started
at the primary level. The students that finish preparatory school
are only 14.2% (14.2 students) of those that started at the primary
leve l.
Comparing equivalent education levels between the three
countries participating in the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA), Puglisi concludes from the figures offered by the World Bank
that:
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Only 14 percent of Mexico's 20- to 24 year-old attend institutions of
higher education, comparad to almost 75 percent in the U. S. A.
and Ganada, and that only 30 percent of all Mexican students in
first degree programs obtain their diplomas. Whereas the average
U. S. and Canadian worker has (respectively) 12.6 and 11. 7 years
of schooling, the average Mexican worker has only 6.4 years.
Thus, combining the figures offered by Puglisi (1995), of an
average of 30 percent of students finishing their first higher degree
education level, it is possible to conclude that from the 16.4 that finished
technical and preparatory schools only 4.92 will receive a college
degree.
Ackoff (1974) argued that: ·A developed country is an educated
country!

1 also contend that without the adequate motivation and

education for the Mexican work force, it will be very difficult to achieve the
interest of the workers in: ·doing things right the first time.•
Sorne of the Mexicans' mentioned traits and values that nowadays
seen as possessed by the Mexican worker are: creativity, cooperation,
enthusiasm, obedience, flexibility, ready to learn, serviceable,
cooperativa, favors harmony, cordiality in his relations, and has an
interest in hard work in arder to be able to grow and prosper. These traits
were selected and extractad from various references:

Riding, 1985;

Alducin, 1989; Kras, 1989; Rodriguez & Ramirez, 1992; Aburto, 1992;
among others.
In Alducin's (1989) research about Mexicans' values, he points out
that the following traits or values are usually found in most of the
multidisciplinary Mexican people, workers, and managers. He has gone
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on to thoroughly study and define their most important values and
characteristics:
Mexicans think that 'responsibility' is the most outstanding attribute
that a good worker requires. lt is followed by the attribute 'active'
with 50% less estimated value. After those two are, 'intelligence,
order and punctuality'.

We Mexicans define our road towards

progress through 'creativity, innovation, cooperation and
enthusiasm,' values that stand out as income leve! increases. We
paid high fares in the transition process (from traditionally to
modernity) when we devaluad or lost fundamental traditional
properties such as 'obedience, respect, and care when doing
things;' also, loyalty, skills and perseverance result important, but
in a second level.

To advance and progress in life Mexicans

express it is mainly required: 'Good education,' 'lntelligence,' and
'Hard work.' For Mexicans, the most valuable characteristics in a
person are 'honesty, respect and initiative.'

The majority of

workers studied said that the principal reason for working are:
'satisfy aspirations in life, educate offspring's and have money.'
Alducin ( 1991) also added that the most important current
personal objectives that many Mexicans work for are: ·Lead a better
family life, offer better opportunities to the children, live without worries,
take care of physical health, find God, grow as an individual, have my
personal business and have lots of money.

M

He also showed that: ·Most

Mexicans do not want to change if that means losing their identity as a
nation (see graph on paga 123 of Alducin's referred work). • These traits
found in Mexicans are very important when thinking and considering
what Alducin, further commented about his research tindings:
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lt worries the loss of moral values that give reason to lite, together
with those that are not functional in industrial or post-industrial
production society's environments. At the same time, economic
requirements of world markets demand other attitudes and values,
many rooted in traditions, such as solidarity, cooperation,
discipline, respect for people and pride in a job well done, among
others.

Besides sorne other new ones that help achieve the

objectives of obtaining top quality products or services at the
lowest cost, flexibility, adaptability, the search for excellence and
customer satisfaction.
Only a few works of the internationally renown quality experts (see
references at the back) or of the Mexican consultants like Cornejo, 1989;
Acle, 1989; Ginebra & Arana, 1991; Aburto, 1992 have considered, for a
successful MTQM· implementation in Mexico, sorne of the many particular
cultural, historical, and geographical traits pertaining to the Mexican work
force.

Let alone, have these individuals considered Mexico's

environment when directly trying to assist Mexican top managers in their
process of implementing MTQM" in their enterprises.
lnteresting, all these traits in the Mexican workers are the same
ones that are also required in various worldwide organizations pursuing
a successful development and implementation of MTQM. • The key here is
that these traits have not been utilized properly in Mexico. The reason:
ªEsquezofreniaª (Neuman, 1988).
In this study, it has been suggested the utilization of the MTQM-

sos·

methodology as a tool that can help management in the

enhancement with ali of the current Mexican worker's traits; that is, if the
proper training, recognition, and modern supervision is provided and
authorized to exist in the organization. lt is a known fact that many of the
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Mexican worker's traits have not been considerad and appropriately
applied in order to enhance the Mexican worker's participation in the
organization's operativa system.

Thus. achieving low quality and

productivity levels of performance from that which is actually possible to
achieve.
The ªTQM-sos· and

·e-u NEWª methodologies are tools that are

planned to use and enhance collaborators motivation. At the same time
the Mexican collaborators are being educated and recognized,
measures are being taken in order to promete a change in their culture.
Resulting in a better development of their products and services for all
their consumers and users including current, future, interna!, and
externa!.
lt has been my intention to consider and include all such important
Mexican factors and traits in the development and proof stages of the
NTQM-sos· and the "C-U NEWN methodologies. A recent article that
reviewed Mexican values and customs in relation to the management
decision of building American manufacturing plants in Mexico by Forest
(1994) stated that: ·rhe future holds real promises as long as the culture,
beliefs, and customs of Mexico are kept in mind,U even though, ·rhe
opportunities for American business in Mexico are great. •
Forest (1994) goes on to argue that: ·rhe actual job of managing
a Mexican fabricating or assembly plant is a challenge for even the best
managers - because not only must the production get out on schedule,
there is the added twist of dealing with a different culture and language.•
Once again note, referring to the first paragraph in the introduction
section No. 1.1., that I do not fully endorse Shewhart's quality
improvement Cycle: "Plan, Do, Check and Action• (Banks, 1989; Walton,
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1986).

That is, without slightly modifying the cycle for Mexican

organizations (for more details about Shewhart's Cycle, see Walton,
1986.) The main reason for this decision is that I believe that there exists
serious semantic problems with Shewhart's cycle when applied to the
Mexican environment. When Mexican management tries to distinguish
between the ·oo• and the •Action• steps, it has been found that those
steps are not clearly understood.

Even though it may seem to be

straightforward and easy to follow and implement.
Looking closer at the HCheck· step, it can be considered as an
inseparable activity of an adequately prepared strategic •pian• (Huse,
1979).

Steiner {1979), in his book on strategic planning, even

commented about feedback or control mechanisms.

Steiner even

suggested in his writings that: "Measure performance against norms ....
The control (check) process is initiated with plans:
Shewhart obviously wanted there to be a continuous improvement
in the quality of the organization's products or services.

But Mexican

organizations require a slight different approach to achieve it. Therefore
"TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" methodologies for Mexican applications
consider Shewhart's, Huse's, and Steiner's combined insights to be
applicable.
In this thesis it is proposed that ·oo· and •Action· steps seem to be
almost the same for Mexicans. And the "Check" step is and must be
normally included into the normal planning process of the organization,
leaving for Mexican applications only with the •Act" and "Plan· steps
available from previous references.

lt is for this reason, 1 will proceed now to suggest the utilization of
the: ·rhink, Plan, Decide and then Act" Cycle (Neuman, 1988), as a
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more appropriate cycle to implement the ·raM-sos· and

·e-u

NEw·

processes in Mexico and other countries.
Considering what has been said about Mexican traits, the ·raM-

·e-u

NEw· methodologies take these into account. The
methodologies consider all those particular traits and needs of the
Mexican worker concerning his national culture, national resources,
economic situation, environment, and particular personality. More so,
there is a thoughtful consideration to the important comments also
offered by Massie and Lutyes of which they have both expressed the
following in relation to implementing foreign approaches in different
cultural settings:
sos· and

The problem is quite similar to that of transplanting an organ in the
medical field: a healthy organ may function nicely in its
home environment (the original body), but be rejected, or unable
to function properly in the body of the recipient. (Massie and
Lutyes, 1972)
Considering the situation previously mentioned, trying to adopt at
tace value different internationally respectad teachings in Mexico would
not be of much benefit to many organizations. In order to see results, the
methodology used must consider each country's situation and culture.
NTQM-Sosu quality is geared to providing results taking into account the
country's situation.
Interna! and externa! cultural characteristics (education level and
their related value systems) are important when considering the
appropriate future methodologies in order to develop the required "TQMSOS" environment in any organization. As for the process of better
defining customer (consumer-user) needs and the adequate procedures
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or operations required, a true understanding is necessary.

These

aspects should be of special interest when intending to implement

·raM-

sos·

·e-u

NEw· methodologies in any country, as well as when
planning to deploy any other operative, quality, or productive systems.
and

Harris {1991 ), in his book The Customer js KinQI. commented that
·customer Service is an attitudeª and suggested a comprehensive 12point guideline, or action plan to achieve this •attitudeª. The first and third
points allow us to understand why it is required that more managers
completely satisfy their current or future customers' needs. While at the
same time, they must be able to adequately implement those
methodologies in their organizations oriented to achieve customer
satisfaction. Harris {1991) suggested:
1) Customer service must begin at the very top of the organization
with the chairman, president, and upper-level management. 3) As
you interact with your customers, make sure you really listen.
Don't hear what you want to hear. Listen to what they are saying.
Considering Harris' recommendations, it would then be necessary
first to involve top management in the continuous improvement process
of customer satisfaction. Then management must accurately understand
what customers are actually saying in regards to their product or service.
Harris' does not give any final steps on how and what must be listened to
or done first in relation to customer comments. He does, however, give
proper guidelines in relation to the questions and roles to be played in
organizations that have clear intentions to have the customers
consistently in mind.
Harris {1991) continuad arguing that:
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The first step in a successful and ongoing customer service
program is to know everything there is to know about your
customers. An easy way to make certain the right questions are
being asked is to trade places with the customer. lf you were the
customer what sort of things would you want the purveyor of the
goods or services to know about the product?
Similar questions and roles are completely suggested and fully
explained in reference to the consumers-users expressed needs in the

·e-u NEw· methodology.
3.3

"TQM-SOS"

and

"C-U

NEW"

Methodologles

Justification.

Total Quality Management must begin not just with the customer in mind
as many others have already mentioned.

lt must be done keeping in

mind the customer and what the customer really needs.
Not many authors deal with a complete methodological approach
to adequately address, fully understand, and adequately define a
'customer's needs assessment methodology'. This would allow for an
enhanced consumers' and users' satisfactory satisfaction. Sorne of the
papers reviewed included: Mickelson, 1986; Collins, 1987; lshikawa,
1989; Harris, 1991; Houser & Clausing, 1991; Cali, 1993.
A comprehensive analysis of all the recommended steps in
achieving the customer's needs understanding and satisfaction are part
of the NTQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" procedures. "TQM-sos· and "C-U
NEW" approaches for total customer satisfaction have been attempted in
different industries' workshops since 1986, the year that I used the first
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drafts of these two methodologies in various organizations.
required steps of the ·raM-sos· and

Ali the

·e-u NEWª methodologies will

be

presentad and reviewed in more detail in the next chapters. The results
achieved with these applications will be commented on later.
·raM-Sos· is an advanced tool that intends to obtain and
understand the customer's needs even before starting its products and
services development process. The main objective of the ªTQM-sos·
and

·e-u

NEWª methodologies is to begin with a clear understanding of

the customer's needs. lf this is accomplished, then the organization will
be able to better define and deploy the required strategic and operativa
systems to provide the consumer with what he or she needs.
Using ·raM-sos· and "C-U NEWª methodologies modern
companies (see figure 1) can have a complete understanding of current
or future customer needs.

Furthermore, these methodologies are

completely applicable in different organizations.
lt is always useful information to review how different industries or
businesses ha_ve renewed and rejuvenated their operations after
implementing new philosophies within their enterprises.

Observing

closely the importance of basic characteristics on the approaches used
by those organizations to improve their operations, similarities can be
found. Once this has been done, one must decide what is useful to him
or has a resemblance to the ·raM-sos· and

·e-u NEWª methodologies

proposed here.
Performing such a study would allow for plenty of feedback from
top managers regarding procedures, rivals, and evaluation of their
personal successes or mistakes.
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One of the most recognized

international comebacks is explained by Carlzon (1987), in relation to his
managerial work with Scandinavian Airways System (SAS):
Remarkably, many business executives begin by devising goals
and strategies, and only later look back into an examination of the
business climate and the customer's needs.
proceeding in the wrong order.

Obviously, this is

How can you know what your

goals or strategies should be if you don't have a clear picture of
the environment you're working in or what your customers want?
Sadly, by the time many businesses recognize they should have
planned the other way around, it's too late.
Given today's increased competitiveness and emphasis on
service, the first step must be to acquire a customer orientation.
To a certain extent, this means looking at your company and
deciding, from the customer's point of view, what business you're
really in.
The response to that question will go a long way toward
determining how you will organiza your company to provide the
best service.
When you are orientad toward your customers, you are probably
in the business of providing them with a service in addition to the
'hardware' itself.
Another frequently cited example is lacocca's renewal of the
Chrysler Corporation. lacocca (1985) stated:
In my first day in Chrysler I observad that there reigned the most
absoluta chaos.

1 must recognize that during my first term in

Chrysler I was very near the shipwreck. At that time there were
many small empires in the organization and each one gave or
cared nothing about what their neighbors were doing.
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They just limited their tasks to build cars, store them in the special
place for that and afterwards wait for somebody to take the cars
away. There was a time that there were in inventory up to 100 000
cars at the same time.

Manufacturing cars became a gama of

riddles. Nobody listened to what the customer wanted or needed,
nor to the requests of the distributors, that were based on what
their knowledge of purchasers preferences'. The result was a vast
accumulation of products and a continuous economic nightmare.
Everybody worked for himself.

Sales and manufacturing were

under the orders of the same sub-director. This was unthinkable,
at least for me, because those were two basic activities sectors
very differentiated. To make things even worse, there did not even
existed the mínimum contact between both spheres. The ones of
manufacturing, built cars without even bothering to interchange
opinions with salesmen.

lt is needed that all involved in the delivery of a product know
exactly what is their mission and how it fits with the rest of the
participants.
AII the problems at Chrysler can be simply summarized as: 'there
was no team'.
Moreover, at Chrysler Corporation there was not at that time an
adequate implementation of traditional

·raM·. ·raM-sos·

and

·e-u

NEWª methodologies would have helped them to achieve the 'customer
needs understanding' required to satisfy their needs.
Both Scandinavian Airways and Chrysler Corporation needed to
develop a system molded to their needs to achieve the expected success
and better serve their customers. This of course does not go to say that
they did not experience a lot of trial and error attempts until the
appropriate results were achieved.
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3.4

Maln Objectlves Sought wlth the Development of

the "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" Methodologles.

ªTrue quality characteristics should initially be expressed in the
customer's own words, not in the language of the engineers. lt is also
necessary to determine: How the customer uses the product and how it
should be used?ª (lshikawa, 1989).

The ·raM-sos· and

uc-u

NEw· methodologies are designad as

adequate tools to help organizations salve their current problems
equivalent to those troubles of the organizations who were successfully
able to achieve their comeback.
The main objectives being pursued with the development of the
NTQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEWN methodologies and research effort can be

summarized as:
1. Offer an adequate methodology for understanding customer
(consumer-user) needs.
2. Present an improved methodology to enhance MTQM·
implementation process in interested organizations, regardless of
the product or_service offered in the marketplace.
3. Describe various cases of the actual use and application of
these methodologies and discuss the real achieved results in
various organizations.
4. Comment about possible enhancements of the presentad
methodologies and further research areas.
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5. Help organizations to become more productiva and better
satisfy their customers (consumers and users).
Top, Quality and Marketing management experts assert that the
identification of customer's needs is important for the survival of the
organization (Kotler, 1984; lshikawa, 1986, 1989; Juran, 1990).
However, as top managers know from practica! experience, it's difficult to
accurately define customer needs.

Nonetheless, customer needs

identification has to be properly addressed.

But how? This Doctoral

Thesis provides such a methodology.
There is a tremendous amount of information available concerning
the importance of the ·customer• (MDem ing, 1982; Crosby, 1979, 1984;
Mickelson, 1986; Collins, 1987; lshikawa, 1989; Cornejo, 1989; Juran,
1990; Parasuraman et al., 1990; Harris, 1991; Slater, 1991; Houser &
Clausing, 1991; Cali, 1993). Yet, there are no clearly defined methods to
understand the customer and his or her expressed needs in an efficient
way. Most likely, then, the customer often gets caught between desire
and action. Firms sometimes cannot even act in the customer's favor,
because they do not know in detail how to do it.
Furthermore, the firm often tends to get set in its own way losing
focus on the customer.

Even when there is plenty of information on

customers' needs and wants, management still faces the challenge of
implementing adequate procedures in the context of an organizational
environment that may resist change. This brings us back to the concept
of teamwork and employee involvement.

The members of the

organization must work together to understand customer needs so that
the organization can be responsiva to them.
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·TQM-Sos· is designad as a systematic approach that considers
both favorable elements of the traditional ·TaM· and Employee
lnvolvement approaches. Lawler (1994) argued that this combination of
factors can be possible and that such an approach has been triad
already in sorne organizations. .
In addition, experts recommend that firms must ask and listen to
customers about what they want with respect to the current product or
service being offered. Specific guidelines to accomplish the important
corporate objective of satisfying customer needs can be enhanced with
the help of "TQM-SOS" and the

·e-u NEW" methodologies.

Various research papers, books, and articles as we have seen,
stress that one of the topmost objectives of the firm is to satisfy its
customers' needs. However, there is a need for specific and completely
supported guidelines about how to define and afterwards employ such
needs (see the tables at the end of this thesis, specifically Table 11 ).
In this dissertation, adequate guidelines will be offered to help
managers define and understand customer needs and use them as an
important guiding light for their strategic operations system planning. lt is
important to recognize that great improvements have been achieved
lately in sorne organizations with the application of the Quality Function
Deployment (QFD) Technique (refer to Table 11) to satisfy customer
needs but significant advances are still possible, as will be shown in
chapter 5 with the utilization of the "C-U NEW" and the improved "TQMSOS" methodologies.
"TQM-SOS" and

·e-u

NEw· methodologies will be useful for ali

kinds of enterprises interested in attaining "Quality-Productivity far Total
Customer Satisfaction" as well as help them fully develop its required
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supporting organizational culture in any Mexican or international
environment.
MTQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEW· methodologies will be defined in

such a way that it will be possible to apply them in existing or futura
organizations, regardless of national origin, location, product, or service
currently offered or planned to be offered. lt also will not matter when
considering the development of new products in the marketplace, its
operating volume, or its size. This objective will be easily achieved
considering that organizations will have a proven tool available that will
help them first understand what its customer's needs are and thus
design, manufacture, and distribute the related products or services.

3.5

Requirements

lmplementation

of

the

Needed
"TQM-SOS"

for
and

Successful
"C-U

NEW"

Methodologies in Mexico.

·Lew Young and others were right: The customer is ignored or
considerad a nuisance• (Peters & Waterman, 1984).

An organization that plans to implement the improved ·raM-sos·
culture, one of two principal methodologies discussed in this dissertation,
must try to develop and efficiently attain the requirements that will be
mentioned next.
As the references have shown, the ·raM-sos· implementation
process demands that everybody in the organization understand,
assimilate, and continuously work toward the understanding of the
following managerial areas of concentration:
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3.5.1

Interna!

and

Externa!

Consumer

and

User

lmportance for the Offered Products and Servlces.

ªExcellent organizations know to listen, and are obsessed with
quality, reliability, and service• (Peters & Waterman (1984).

In an organization where the customer's needs satisfaction is the topmost
goal, as it should be in a modern organization, it is mandatory to
understand who and what are the customers and his or her needs.
In any organization where different activities or operations are
required to manufacture and generate the products or services required
by its customers, it is necessary to distinguish between interna! and
externa! customers and their potential needs. 1shikawa ( 1989) stated
that: ªThe next process is your customer, • to help us better understand
the meaning of the "interna! customer" concept within an organization.
Cooperation and participation is then necessary to achieve those
interna! customer needs satisfaction.

But before this can be

accomplished, it is important to know those needs and analyze them if
the company is in the position of being able to satisfy them.

The

methodologies presentad here, can also be used to define verbally
expressed customer needs. With those needs specified and understood
by top management, strategic operations planning activities can be
appropriately carried out. The idea is to improve the general process
quality, efficiency, and productivity so to achieve a better interna! and
externa! customers' needs satisfaction.
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In comparison, externa! customers are all parties, users, and
consumers with the potential of purchasing, distributing, and sometimes
using the organization's products or services. User is the final •person•
in the distribution line that will •directly utiliza• the product or service.
Users are the ones who will ultimately suffer or receive the expected
value of the article paid for. (for clarification of terms used in this section,
review section 1.2, where various operational definitions are presentad).
Carlzon (1987), commented:
Only the customer, and the customer alone, will pay our costs and
provide our profits. So, we have to conduct all business planning
from the customer's point of view.

Who knows best what the

customer wants? Of course, those who work out in the front lines,
closest to the market. Consequently, it is those people who should
have maximum influence on how to shape our products, and the
greatest amount of responsibility and authority should be pushed
their way.
A customer-service orientation culture will be offered and

requested to all participants of the organization to achieve the expected
quality and productivity goals during the training sessions of the

·raM-

sos· and ·e-U NEW" methodologies.
3.5.2

Top Management lnvolvement and Participation in

the Training and lmplementation Processes.

As stated, to achieve organizational excellence, it is a must to always
satisfy the needs of the customer with both products and services.
Products and services that are created considering customers' needs,
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free of errors the first time, and that productively involves all the required
areas of the organization are those that most always satisfy the customer.
(for more details, see Figure 2).
Top management's learning, participation, and guidance with its
personal example will then be copied and followed by subordinates. lf
hard work, honesty, recognition, motivation, closeness, and cooperation
with fellow workers is shown by managers in their every day activities,
great accomplishments can be achieved by the rest of the organization.
The best way of managing an organization is by moving around with
sleeves rolled up, untied ties, and open eyes.

Others suggest as the

most appropriate procedure to achieve organizational results: NTo
Manage By Walking Around."
Beyer and Trice (1978) commented about the implementation of
change, that:

"Managers and supervisors usually play key roles in the

implementation process of various types of policies in an organization."
Cornejo (1989) argued in relation to the Mexican top managers he
studied:
lf something truly motivates people is the challenge of doing things
right, but it is necessary to know how to express such message,
transmit it enthusiastically, dignify it and enrich ali necessary
functions in an organization, because to achieve excellency, there
are no activities that are more important than others: ali are
equally important.
Senior managers must be invited to participate in ali the
organization's activities to implement "TQM-SOS," from the first training
sessions to ali the next implementation steps.

They also need to be

involved in the different priority projects with which the interdisciplinary
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groups will be involved. They also must participate in those teams to
better define and voluntarily manage the improvement of the quality of
the products and services offered. Top managers also will be directly
involved in different projects to improve the current levels of productivity
of the different areas of the organization. A •continuous improvement•
motto will be necessary from this point on.
Kotter (1990) argued that:
Mary Kay Ash and her management understand that people want
to feel good about themselves but often do not because a variety
of basic human needs are unsatisfied. They also know that when
an individual or a company is able somehow to help people satisfy
a number of these needs, normal human beings often turn into

lt is the psychological equivalent of giving a starving
man, who cannot even walk, well-balanced meals.
dynamos.

3.5.3 Strategic Audit of the Organization.

Actual Vs.

Future Comparison, Vision, and Mission Statements Revicw.
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats.

An analysis of the strategic position, vision, and mission are essential for
an adequate diagnostic of the actual situation of the complete
organization.
This diagnostic is composed of studies and analysis of current
customers, consumers, users, products, services, suppliers, methods,
technology, markets, structure of the organization, sales, marketing,
production, operations, management, forces, weaknesses, and threats
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and opportunities, to mention sorne of the factors that should be studied
and evaluated.
Having obtained a •picture• of the organization, it is then possible
to state the expected and desired futura situations of the company
(Ackoff, 1974). With this, it will be easier to derive goals, objectives, and
priority projects that will surely help the organization achieve the sought
futura quality-productivity goals or objectives (sea Figure 3, adaptad
from: Huse, 1979).
The plans that will be strategically defined later must lead the
organization to decision process making, action, measurement, and
feedback continuously to achieve the planned future of the organization.
lt is always important to remember and consider first customers and their
needs. This would lead to a part of the new operational philosophy of the
organization.

The Vision and Mission statements of the organization

must then be aligned with a continuous improvement cultural approach
to satisfy their current and future consumers and users.
Ouchi (1981) described various Mission Statements, Company
Philosophies and Statements of Corporate Objectives of different
successful North American corporations in his work and their importance.
(lmportant Author Note: North American corporations were the ones
normally located in the US, but that in the near future with NAFTA in
place, this usual expression might be changed to 'MEXICANUS,' people
or organizations that live in Mexico, Ganada, or the United States).
Severa! of the mentioned organizations have very interesting
Corporate Objectives worth their review and are addressed by Ouchi
(1981 ). One is related to the Hewlett-Packard Corporation and states:
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Customers:

To provide products and services of the greatest

possible value to our customers, thereby gaining and holding their
respect and loyalty. The success and prosperity of our company
will be assured only if we offer our customers superior products
that fill real needs and provide lasting value, and that are
supported by a wide variety of useful services, both before and
after sale.
Management:

To foster initiative and creativity by allowing the

individual great freedom of action in attaining well defined
objectives.
Ouchi (1981) also presentad the Philosophy Statement of the
Dayton-Hudson Corporation.

In the first section transcribed here,

Dayton-Hudson presents its Strategic Mission and Direction Statement:
Dayton-Hudson Corporation is a diversified retailing company
whose business is to serve the American (Note: U. S. A.)
consumar through the retailing of fashion-oriantad quality
merchandise.
Serving tha consumar over time requires skillad and motivated
employees, healthy communities in which operate and maximum
long-range profit.

We are committed to meaningful and

comprehensiva employee developmant, to serving tha business,
social and cultural needs of our communities, and to achiaving
levels of profitability equivalent to the leading firms in industry.
Thus,

Dayton-Hudson

Corporation

serves

four

major

constituencias: consumers, employees, sharaholders and
communities.

The common denominator in sarving this

constituencies is profit - our reward for serving society wall. Longrange profit is thus our major rasponsibility so that we can
continua to serve our constituencies in the future.
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lf an organization does not have an adequate picture of the actual
situation and if does not clearly understand the actual influences that the
environment is exerting on its operational systems, as well as on its
customers' needs, then it will not be able to continually satisfy its
consumers and users (see Figure 4 for more details).
Goldrat (1984) recommended through sorne of the characters
played in his interesting novel, where he analyzes a manufacturing
organization with productivity and quality problems, that: "Producing a
quality product efficiently: that must be the goal. You can't make money
for long without a quality product. But, how do I make it happen? Create
the culture first. •

3.5.4

Development

of

Total

Quality

Management

Strateglc Operations System and Teamwork Culture.

·roM-SOS" will be used to continuously evaluate and assess
consumers' and users' needs and match their verbalized expectations
with adequate products and services that m ust be productively
manufacturad and offered by the organization. The purpose of "TQMSOS" is to create a continuous improvement culture in the organization
in benefit of its consumers and users.
Team participation and involvement will play a crucial role in the
achievement of the organization's objectives more in the futura than in
the past.

This is one of the reasons it also will be recommended the

continuous utilization of a teamwork environment in the firm.

lf better

products and services are to be offered from to the organization's
customers, then teamwork is essential.
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Rosabeth Moss Kanter {1989) commented that:
Ditferent companies, then, at ditferent ends of the spectrum, are
meeting in the middle.... They are converging on a new model. lt
is a post-entrepreneurial model that marries the best of creativa,
entrepreneurial approach with the discipline, focus, and teamwork
of an agile, innovative corporation.
Also, the environmental conditions must be structured in such a
way that it would promete involvement and teamwork to better handle all
situations or problems that do not lead the organization toward the
achievement of its planned goals. Quick {1992) argued that:
The chief advantage of using your team to solve problems and
make decisions is that you bring different resources together to
interact and to develop more options than you would be able to
enjoy if each member were acting on his or her own. There is no
question that synergy in an effective team produces more than the
sum of its parts. Working in teams results in benefits for both team
members and the organizations in which they work.
Teams can be interdisciplinary at the management or operative
level, known as task forces. There also can be groups of people of the
same area or organized per department, known in Japan since its
general application in 1962, or later in the United States as a Quality
Circle.

Ouality Circles' operativa objectives and characteristics are

briefly described in Table 8: Section c.
The phenomenon of synergy also justifies Quality Circles'
approach to problem solution or quality productivity improvement
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employing teamwork effort. lt is important to note that: Two or more
thinking 'Heads' working together, can come up with smarter and more
creativa and applicable ideas than one sitting up there alone in his or her
ivory tower.
The Total Quality Circuit (see Figure 2 for more details) allows the
organization to perform more effectively if a teamwork approach is used
to define quality-productivity problem causes' and then implement their
creativa solutions.

lt is important that team members participate in

specially designed sensitizing, training, and work sessions to enhance
their participation and decision-making processes, allowing them to
become proficient in their continuous real-lite applications.

3.5.5
Quantitative

Analysis
Tools

of
for

Problematic

Areas

Product-Service

and Usage of

lmprovement and

Problem Solution.

As mentioned, teamwork and individual effort are required to evaluate
the current organizational position and develop strategic planing
programs to improve its products' and services' quality and productivity.
Statistical Process Control (SPC) tools become handy to
managers also interested in improving the quality-productivity of their
processes. lshikawa (1989) even commented that:
Engineers specializing in a particular technology, especially those
with experience or who are authorities in the field, are often
extraordinarily overconfident and are consequently extremely
stubborn and unwilling to listen to the opinions and advice of
others. Since they do not know that an engineer who is ignorant
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of statistical methods is only half an engineer, they find it difficult to
accept Quality Control and statistical methods.
Various teamwork tools and processes for decision making and
problem solving are presented in Table 8. In the sensitizing and training

·spc•

tools are offered to ali

participants, including senior or top managers.

(For more books and

phases of the ªTQM-SOS" methodology,
references dealing with

·spc• please review the different authors cited at

the end of this thesis.) lt also is important to remember that in this paper 1
will use interchangeably the operational definitions related to Quality
Control mentioned in Section 1.2.

3.5.6 Employee Training And Recognition.

Many organizations consider that their most important resource is their
people.

Adequate employee recognition systems must be placed in

action so the organization's most important resource does not quit
because of accumulated frustration or boredom.

Change resistance

minimizing measures must also be in place so everyone in the
organization works for themselves, their families, and their firms or
countries.
Top managers can use as a guiding banner the same one that has
proved successful for me.

Let collaborators know that:

We are not

looking for people to blame for our mistakes, but for people with
solutions, people that are willing to participate and work hard to improve
their current economic situation and that of the firm, through the offering
of better products and services that satisfy the needs of our current or
future consumers and users appropriately and at the right price.
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lt also is important to state that for the newly defined modern
organization, 1 am intending to help, a different culture and structure is
required.

To achieve this, organizations should continuously consider

and work with a similar approach to the Sociotechnical system form of
enterprise as its main organizational design (Hellriegel, Slocum, &
Woodman, 1989). This approach will help firms attract and maintain the
required human and technical resources that nowadays are needed to
grow and participate in an interesting and rich work environment.
Hellriegel, Slocum, & Woodman {1989), commented without
offering practica! guidelines as to how we are supposed to follow what
they wisely recommend:
lf the organization is characterized by distrust, back-stabbing, and
hostility, creating self managing work groups is likely to be very
difficult until sorne degree of trust and cooperation is established.
Job satisfaction and fun must be continuously planned for as the
principal mode of desired way of working and as a must by any modern
organization that intends to remain and prosper in business. Along the
same lines, teamwork, active participation, creativity, leadership,
participant recognition, rewards, and continuos involvement will be
promoted and allowed to exist by top management in organizations that
pretend to be triumphant and stay in business in these challenging times.
Peters and Waterman (1984) added:
Successful organizations can be also considerad as economically
healthy as the most economically sound of all organizations. Their
set of values integrate notions of economic health, customer
service and meaning for its personnel.
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Dale and Cooper (1992) argued that:
Positiva performance and achievement must be recognized, and
success rewarded. People must see the results of their activities
and be constantly encouraged through active communication. For
·TaM· to be successful it is essential that management must
communicate as never before.
To accomplish all the objectives that ·TQM-sos· and

uc-u

NEw·

methodologies want to achieve, it will be mandatory to sensitize and train
all the organization's collaborators about this new type of organizational
culture. lt is also important to train and sensitize personnel about the
behavior it is expected from each of the participants. lt will be required to
communicate the organization's human resources about the many
rewards that will be offered to those people that voluntarily work toward
continuous improvement and total customer satisfaction.
The six different requirements just explained must be thought out,
planned, decided, and implemented throughout all the organization en a
•small Wins· (Weick, 1984) type of approach, so in the end, a successful
·TQM-sos· implementation can be achieved.
Top managers must participate all the time in this major
organizational effort if adequate results are to be expected.

Proper

employee sensitizing, training, and recognition also is needed to assure
satisfactory results.

lf management confides in its people and allows

them to get involved in quality and productivity improvement activities,
the results will be interesting for the firm.
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1 truly believe that if we expect, allow, and confide in people they
will want to do a better job. lf not, after three new opportunities, given to
those obstinate employees, we still can take stronger measures, can't
we? That is the reason we are managers and they are not. There is
always time to go back to the traditional and totalitarian managerial
position.
To make my last point even stronger, let me introduce one of the
most interesting pieces of research I found while doing literatura reviews
for this thesis and for my doctoral program. lt dealt with ·Expectancy
Effects" and it is entrenched in the Behavioral Science field of knowledge
and was described by Rosnow and Rosenthal (1984) as:
Recent experiments have shown that an investigator's working
hypothesis and expectations can sometimes come to serve as
self-fulfilling prophecies.

In one study, a dozen undergraduate

experimenters were each given five rats that were to be taught to
run a maze.

Half experimenters were told their rats had been

specially bred far maze brightness; the remaining experimenters
were told their rats had been bred for maze dullness. There were,
of course, no actual differences between the rats assigned to each
of those two groups. At the end of the experiment the results were
clear. Rats that had been run by experimenters expecting brighter
behavior showed significantly superior learning compared to rats
run by experimenters expecting duller behavior. (Rosenthal and
Fode, 1963).
Why not let our expectations far our collaborators, employees,
kids, or students be high? We can let them know that we believe to have
good, efficient, and productive workers, workers that can turn out quality
products and services the first time without any excuses. We can expect
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that our customers will receive a qug,lity product and service and let our
collaborators know it, and see what h~'ppens later. lf rats can do it, 1 bet
humans can too!
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CHAPTER 4

TOTAL QUALITV MANAGEMENT STRATEGIC
OPERATIONS SYSTEM (''TQM-SOS") ANO CONSUMERUSER NEEDS EVALUATION WORKSHOP ("C-U NEW")
METHODOLOGIES.

·rhe consumer is the most important part in the production line.
Quality must be oriented towards consumar needs, current and futura•
Edwards Deming (1982).

On several occasions, 1 have recommended to many people to read a
book or an article from the end to the beginning, that is, starting with the
conclusions or recommendations section first. lf what is read in those
sections seems feasible to learn or do then return to the beginning and
start over.
Following my own advice, I began Brockas' (1992) book from the
end.

lnteresting enough, he recommends something in Appendix A:

NWhen all else fails ... 75 Quick start ideas.• His first two suggestions
(perhaps the most important) are: •1) Have a blue-collar worker visit a
customer. Let him also be the factory floor rep. And, 2) Play with your
product. Try to use it as though it were the first time you see W (Brocka &
Brocka, 1992).
·raM-sos· and ·e-u NEWª methodologies are purposely
designed to minimize the possibilities of failure of the traditional ªTQMª
implementation process. The sole purpose is to ensure that things are
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done right since the beginning of the ªTQM-SOSª implementation effort.
Why wait until all other approaches fail, as Brocka and Brocka suggest, to
finally start in the right direction?
The ªTQM-sos· and ªC-U NEw· methodologies are primarily
directed to the consumer and user needs assessment and offer
managerial directions and guidelines for the appropriate satisfaction of
customer's verbally expressed needs. With these efforts, materials, labor,
and money will be finally saved; and products and services will be
designed and developed as customers need them.
The expected organizational goals for companies developing and
applying the ·raM-SOSN and

uc-u

NEw· methodologies, should be the

satisfactory understanding and implementation of the methodologies from
the beginning of the improvement effort. This would result in having the
customers more satisfied with the services or products provided by the
organization. As for the organization and its collaborators, the rewards of
including all participants, employees, shareholders or stakeholders, and
society in general, will bring about a more content, satisfactory, safer, and
prosperous job, as well as a healthier environment.
Regardless of the research and intended applications of the
traditional ·raM •¡mplementation processes, 1 have concluded that there
is no consensus, ora generally accepted implementation methodology to
follow.

The goal of this incomplete ·raM· theory is to achieve the

expected productivity levels, quality, and more orderly results in total
customer satisfaction.
The ·raM-sos· and "C-U NEW· methodologies, however, do
consider all the factors that should be reviewed and analyzed as a
complete strategic-planning exercise which in turn will help top managers
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achieve the expected product-service quality and all basic customer
satisfaction objectives. For this thesis there also were reviewed studies on
these types of exercises (·TQM-Sos· sensitizing, training, strategic data
gathering, consumar and user needs assessment, information analysis,
priority projects definition and implementation). The results have shown
these to be methodologies worth following. This is especially true for
Mexican, North American, or other institutions pursuing significant
teamwork efforts to achieve the required organizational objective of ·total
customer satisfaction.•
Once ·consumar and user needs assessment· is considerad a
basic organizational goal the firm can obtain a privileged competitiva
position by developing better products and services for these customers
relativa to the competition. This privileged competitive position will help
firms improve their current financia!, operative, and other corporate results.
A privileged competitiva position is only achieved after an adequate
strategic operation systematic plan is pursued, while at the same time
developing and implementing the means of better satisfying the
customer's needs.
The new definition for this modern competitiva organizational
advantage will be: Knowing beforehand what your customers' expressed
needs are and then be in the advantageous position of manufacturing and
delivering the products as needed, the key being that you are able to
provide the expected products or services, while at the same time staying
within the quality needs even befare your competitors can, if the exactor
adequate academic definition of modern competitiva organizational
advantage, provided above, is correct. lt is strongly believed that it is still
worthwhile to pursue the organized implementation efforts to apply ·raMSOS" in a real environment. After the successful implementation of "TQMsos·, better products and services are available to the organization's
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customers. Obviously, progress and growth objectives will be obtained for
collaborators of the firm, as well as for the organization.
An improved set of guidelines and required steps that a company
interested in its customers satisfaction should follow will now be defined.
lt is important to take into account the interaction between product or
service Quality, Productivity, and ªTQM-SOS.· lt is precisely the

sos· and ·e-u

·raM-

NEw· methodologies that contain ali the necessary and

required activities that an organization should follow to achieve customer
satisfaction. This becomes essential as a company begins to plan its
future intended position in the market place and in the minds of their
current and future customers.
At the same time that there are constant changas and emergence
of new paradigms in today's society, there also is a continuous alteration
in traditional values and cultural rituals. This has resulted in a push from
management and organizations toward improved products and services
which would be satisfactory to the current or future consumar and user.
For a modern organization's survival and growth, it is mandatory that top
managers come down from their nicely furnished offices anti isolated ivory
towers. They must begin to work closer with the firm's collaborators and
customers, both interna! and externa!.

Only by making such drastic

changes can managers assure their organization's subsistence and
reemergence.

Management is being required to go back to basic

managerial techniques, as well as hard, productiva, and satisfactorily work
hours if they want to achieve successful productive and quality strategies.
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4.1. "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" General Expected Objectlves.
The principal objectives that the ·TQM-SOS· and •e-U NEW·
methodologies intend to achieve can be summarized as:
1) Define the appropriate steps required to use and implement

u NEw·

·c-

and ·raM-sos· methodologies in any particular organization

(Applicability in Manufacturing or Service Industries).
2) lmprove the Strategic Operativa System Planning Process: The
utilization of the methodologies presentad here is recommended as a
means of evaluating and improving an organization's current Mission
Statement and Strategic Operativa System. lf it is not adequate or must
be redefined including short and long term objectives, the following must
be addressed:
a) Who are the main current and future customers (consumers and
users) of the organization?
b) What are customers' expressed current or futura needs and
expectations in regards to the product and service currently offered
by the organization?
c) What and how the products and services that organizations
generate must be offered in the marketplace to better satisfy their
customer's current or future needs?
d) How will those expected products and services be generated to
satisfy their current or future customer's needs?
e) What programming and control mechanisms will be implemented
in the organization to assure continuous customer satisfaction as
well as the required motivation and flexibility to change in creativa
ways to improve productivity continuously?
f) Make changes as necessary for the betterment of the
organization's culture and structure. This would allow it to achieve
more efficiently ali its expected corporate objectives:
Understanding the Mission of the organization.
Organizational Cultural changa.
Personal attitude change.
Personal growth and Job Satisfaction.
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g) lmprove Design and Delivery of Products and Services: Help top
management define their current and future consumers', and users'
needs. Then translate such expressed expectations in interna!
specifications that will help strategically organize all operative
activities of the firm. Ali areas must be organized in a more
productive and efficient way, including areas in charge of designing,
manufacturing, building, constructing, providing service, promoting,
marketing, selling and delivering the products and services
currently being required by the customer.
h) lmprove Operations Management Process: Clarify ·TQM-sos·
and ·e-u NEw· methodologies to top management and what it can
do for them and the firm. Furthermore, what is or should be a top
manager's principal role in an organization pursuing such quality or
excellence objectives. Then how its complete organization must be
structured and its people evaluated, recognized and compensated
for all their efforts done in achieving NTotal Customer Satisfaction.•
Sorne of which are:
Leadership: Development and Promotion.
Team-work and Brain-storming development.
Good training tool for ·TQM-SOS· and ªC-U NEW· future
understanding development and applicability in the firm.
i) lmprove in general all the organization's quality and productivity
results. Also take a look at its general efficiency and its
communications process to better satisfy consumers and users:
This will be accomplished if adequately trained leaders are allowed
to work with the tools mentioned in the methodologies here being
studied. One prime objective sought here is:
Organizational growth.
3)

Generation of •Auto Purchase Decision = Total Customer

Satisfaction = Total Quality-Productivity Cultural Attitude in the
Organization• (Neuman, 1988t.
The ultimate test of quality would be the following: ªlf the people
individually or as a team working in the organization are willing to use the
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product-service they themselves generate, paying for it, or even free, then
we can say that the product or service has the required quality. •
4)

ªChanga Resistance Reduction•:

lf everybody in the

organization is assured that the main purpose of the ªTQM-sos·
implementation process is to achieve a higher satisfaction of their products
or services for their interna! or externa! customers the company is left to
benefit. However, all the departments involved must participate with a
·auality-Productivity• state of mind.
Taking it a step further, there needs to exists a continuous
improvement on the cultural approach required in the minds of everybody
invited to participate and offer ideas and creativa problem solutions.
Adequate employee evaluation and recognition measures must also be
developed from the outset. To achieve this, it will be necessary:
a) Continuous improvement promotion.
5) "SPC Continuous Tools Usage Promotion": With regard to this,

•spc• group training sessions are specially programmed in order for each
incipient team just organized to analyze and solve particular practica!
problems with the help of the basic and advanced

•spc• Tools.

The vivid

simulations and practica! exercises developed for training purposes also
help the participants understand and better apply the explained and taught
concepts to ali their daily activities.
6) Real Lite Representation through Small Scale Simulation: Each
participant works during "C-U NEW" workshop with products and services
that are similar to those that he/she currently manufactures and delivers
within their daily operations for training and practice purposes.
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lt is important to note here that the questionnaires presentad to
participant managers during the intarviaws after they participated in
training and consulting efforts to implemant and use the ·raM-sos· and
·e-u NEw· rnathodologies were davelopad with the purposa of studying if
the organizations that were praviously exposed to the methodologies
achieved tha six major objectives just dascribad.

4.2

"TOM-SOS":

An lmproved Process for Total Quallty

Management Strategic Operations System lmplementation to
Achieve Total Customer Satisfaction.

The mathodologies described hera wera developed after rnany years of
personal experience and continuous work in various organizations in
attempts to improve their operativa processes. In addition, the objective
also was to help these organizations learn how to achieve better ·rotal
Quality-ProductivitY- results. Furthermore, these ideas are supported by
those authors mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3, of which I studied.

The statements and references, which have been presentad, were
used for different training or implementation exercises as an important
element in the ·rotal Quality Management Strategic Operations System•
development.

Different types of exarcises were givan in various

organizations or course-work activities to see the possibla marits and
applicability that tha ·raM-sos· and

·e-u NEw· mathodologias can have

in actual implamantation efforts.
From tha literatura raviaws presentad in Chapters 2 and 3, it was

·e-u

NEw· typas of mathodologias are
urgantly neaded for real-lite implementation and deployment in many

shown that ·raM-sos· and
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organizations wanting to improve their current ªTQMª implementation
results, as well as their present level of customer satisfaction
achievement.
Recall that the principal hypothesis in this thesis is: organizations
and top management that appropriately follow the ªTQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEWª implementation guidelines in order to achieve those objectives
relatad to customer needs, understanding, and satisfaction will improve
their operation results.

Once this is achieved, an organization will

continually strive to better serve and satisfy its current and futura
consumers (see Figure 1).
One of the main goals of this chapter is to show how managers, as
well as their organizations, can be able to experience improvements
personally and organizationally by implementing ·raM-sos· with the
traditional ·raMN methodology or in an independent effort. A review of the
results achieved by the "TQM-sos· and NC-U NEw· methodologies'
implementations will be discussed later in Chapter 5.

4.3 "TQM-SOS" lmplementation Activities.

In this section, there will be presented a series of ten sets of activities
which are part of the complete "TQM-SOS" strategic diagnosis of the firm,
sensitizing, training, and implementation processes (Figure 16).
After careful study of other successful or failed trials carried out by
various organizations which counted on a wide array of different
consultants, procedures, theories, and references, it was possible to justify
even further the merits of the "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" methodologies
presented here. (see Eskildson, 1994, for more details). lt is important
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not to forget that the

·e-u NEw· workshop fully described in Section 4.4 is

considered by itself a fundamental part of the ·TQM-sos· methodology.
From the first stage of training and of the development process for
the ·TQM-SOS's· implementation effort, the organization must invite and
allow top management to wholeheartedly participate during ali the
sensitization, training, data gathering, analysis, priority problems solution,
and implementation steps needed, as well as participation during ali the
required activities in studying and diagnosing the organization's current
status.
The organization will also be required to conduct a complete
strategic and operative system diagnosis in order to define the
organization's strengths, weaknesses, opportunities in regards to the
customer's needs and its particular general operative status. The strategic
and operative analysis made on the entire organization will be complete,
only after applying the

·e-u

NEw· methodology for the analysis of their

own products and services.

In reference to the workshop, it will be

conducted with the assistance of a team comprised of the most important
managers in the organization.

These managers will be required to

continuously participate in the process. This last requirement, includes as
well, their participation in the entire ªTQM-sos· implementation effort.
Only after careful analysis of the verbally expressed customer
needs will the final definition of new products and services be possible.
Such needs will be obtained, reviewed, and defined with the help of top
management participation in the

·e-U NEWu workshop.

Having understood the expected needs of their current and future
consumers and users, management will be able to better define all the
required operations, activities, and strategic plans of the organization. The
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purpose is to better organiza the operations of the firm, so that later,
collaborators can productively and efficiently work for the organization to
continuously improve customer needs satisfaction. Thus, Total Quality
Management would be, in the end, successfully achieved.
The majar activities that comprise the ·TQM-sos· methodology
can be described as: sensitizing, training, data gathering, diagnosis,
analysis, strategic operations planing development, and implementation
efforts, which are graphically shown in Figures 16 and 17. The ·TQMsos· implementation process contains several practica! sensitizing,
training and priority projects definition exercises. These exercises are
used from the first training, and sensitizing stages of the "TQM-sos·
methodology.
In the first two important stages of the implementation and
sensitization activities required to achieve "TQM-SOS" in an organization,
it is essential to have the sincere and continuous participation of the top
officers of the firm. One of their first chores includes their participation in
the newly formed "Total Quality Management Strategic Operations System
Council" (TQM-SOS-C).
This council must be implemented as soon as the decision is made
to begin the "TQM-SOS" process, oras soon as possible. The purpose of
top management's participation and involvement in this council is to be
established as the principal guiding arm, as well as to serve as a monitor
of the complete "TQM-SOS" implementation effort.
The main objective of the "TQM-SOS-C" is to monitor the
development and implementation of ali the priority projects being studied
and suggested.

lt is always kept in mind that ali priority projects and

problem-solving efforts can be better developed only after complete
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management understanding of all "TQM-SOS's· philosophical traits and
intended objectives is fully achieved.
Another set of activities will require to have managers organizad in
various interdisciplinary groups or teams.

Each team will have a

specialized programmed goal in order to review one of the following: the
current mission and strategic position of the organization, the operativa
system of the firm, the actual levels of product, service quality, and the
productivity indicators, or other, and then evaluate its actual relation to
consumers and users needs.
lf top management wants the enterprise and its people to become
"modern" (see Figure 1) through a satisfactory implementation of the
"TQM-SOSª methodology in the organization, the individual and team
efforts must be differently encouraged and managed.
"TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" implementation will actually start only
with top management participation, major training, and persisting on the
application efforts.

Top managers will be continuously invited and

expected to participate, be directly involved in and personally lead all the
required training, data gathering, and implementation activities. lf there is
not a strong commitment by top management at the outset of the
sensitizing, training, and data-gathering phases, no further organizational
efforts

towards

recommended.

"TQM-SOS"

implementation

achievement

are

Experience has shown that frustration and failure will

result irremediably later on.
lt has been shown that when the implementation of traditional
"TQM" is only supported by middle management and supervisors, and not
top management, the results are never those expected by the
organization.

Frustration almost always emerges.
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The fact is that

traditional

·raM·

efforts have failed to get off the ground from the

beginning. The worse result has been that the credibility in the

·raM·

process in itself and from its participants has diminished after an
unsuccessful effort. The next time, if a second attempt is programmed for

·raM·

to be implemented, the barriers to participate from management

and employees will be high.
Eskildson (1994) even mentioned that:
Discouragement and loss of motivation of all the supposedly
involved people was the final result for such types of efforts, without
real achievement of an appropriate and successful
implementation.

·raM·

lmportant resources and valuable time were

normally lost when those failed attempts occurred.
The principal activities that should be required by top and middle
managers from their employees for the successful implementation of
"TQM-SOS" are:

l. "TQM-SOS" Preliminary Organizational Diagnosis.
11. "TQM-SOS" Sensitization and Basic Training.
111. "TQM-SOS" Sensitization and lntermediate Training.
IV. "TQM-SOS" In Depth Interna! Organizational Diagnosis.
V.

"TQM-SOS" Objectives Definition and Strategic Operations

System Planing Activities.
VI. "TQM-SOS" Priority Projects Development.
VII. "TQM-SOS" Required Organization Structural and Operative
Changes Required.
VIII.

"TQM-SOS" lmplementation Program Activities.

IX. "TOM-SOS" Continuous lmprovement Activities.
X. "TOM-SOS" Sensitization and Advanced Training.
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The analysis of all these different activities that fully comprise the
ªTQM-sos· implementation effort will be presented here.

4.3.1 "TQM-SOS" Prelimlnary Organlzatlonal Diagnosis.

This stage requires a general overview of all the areas that the
organization manages and operates.

lt includes a preliminary Interna!

Quality and Productivity Audit Exercise (10-PAE).
The "10-PAE" includes all the needed management interviews, data
gathering, and actual visual observations required to fully understand the
firm's current operative situation. An important section of this preliminary
diagnosis is the evaluation of the current Numerical lndicators (NI) on
present quality and productivity levels. The principal activities to be done
in this "10-PAE· stage are:
• Top Management lnterviews and general comments about the
current operative status of the organization.
• General Observation of the firm's facilities.
• General Overview of Organizational Status:
• Preliminary Interna! Quality and Productivity Audit.
• Major Review of Current Organizational Numerical
lndicators.
• Current Strategic Evaluation of the Organization.
• Definition of the organization's "TQM-SOS" actual implementation
plan.
• Basic Interna! Structural and Policies Changes.

lt also is important to note that sometimes the organization will be
required to consider within its particular ªTOM-SOSª implementation plan,
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even previously to the sensitizing efforts, that the next activities are
necessary:
• Definition of the required structure and the basic MTQM-sos·
organizational general policies; so that, the new managerial MTQMsos· can be successfully achieved.
• Definition of the MMain Guidelines for Continuous Collaborators
lnvolvement (top managers, middle managers, supervisors, and
employees), • during and after all the training and sensitization
stages for the "TQM-SOS" implementation process.
Sometimes it will be suggested to redesign the current structure of
the organization to allow it to satisfactorily implement "TQM-SOS. H Other
times appropriate quality, productivity, and employee recognition policías
must be defined from scratch. Also, major reviews of current processes or
operations management results are required.

AII these must be

considerad in the "TQM-SOS" implementation plan for its futura success.
The unconditional involvement of management in the organization's
efforts to help change the firm from a traditional mode of operating to a
modern enterprise cannot take place without their support (review Figure
1). Besides, it is also known that a good example motiva tes and induces
workers to also participate in the process.
lt is then im portant to stress that contin uous collaborators
(management and employees) involvement and participation is
mandatory. This participation is required during and after the "TQM-SOS"
sensitizing, training, planing, and implementation process. An effective
implementation process never starts befare top management learns,
participates, guides, leads, and communicates it to ali the employees and
collaborators of the organization.
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lt is for ihis reason that getting top managers to understand and
believe in the MTQM-SOS" objectives from the beginning is required. One
is more likely to obtain the expected results when management is
adequately involved than on those occasions where organizations don't
have their absoluta support.
Management needs to be asked to wholeheartedly participate and
learn all the objectives that the "TQM-SOS" training and implementation
programs are attempting to achieve. Management must participate from
the first planning and training stages to the final evaluation stage. lf this
can be assured, experience has proven that the expected MTQM-SOS"
implementation results can be achieved.
After making this commitment, the organization will be in the
privileged position of having its administration's unconditional support.
Next, obviously, the organization will need to train its staff in the "TQM-

sosu

and

·e-u

NEW" methodologies to be able to begin improvernGnts

within the entire organization.
The "TQM-SOS" and MC-U NEWM training and participation efforts
are mainly designed to discover where products and services are not
satisfying a company's customers (consumers and users). lf this is the
case, then special priority projects must be defined to find ways of
adapting or redesigning the products and services to the customer's
needs.
The first step that the MTQM-SOS" methodology recommends is
that top managers engage themselves in better undersianding and
defining their customer's current and future needs. This is exactly what
the

·e-u NEWM methodology does.
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lt allows the company to identify those

needs and then strategically plan the manufacturing and delivery of these
products and services. On the other hand, as previously operationally
defined, a quality or productivity problem can be defined when customers
are not receiving the products or services they are expecting from the finn.
Understanding and assimilating the strategic importance of the
existence of interna! and externa! consumers and users of all the current
and futura generated products or services offered by the firm and the
continuous need for total customer satisfaction as the most important
guiding forces and reasons for existence of the organization is of primary
urgency for the firm and its top managers.
lf the organization never looses sight of the most critica! aspect of
its current or futura consumar and usar needs, that need to be satisfied
with its current or futura products or services, the organization can hope to
continuously improve. Consumers and users allow the organization to
survive and grow. In return, the organization will be able to satisfy and
accomplish its mission, achieve all its planned goals, and all its relatad
objectives.
At the same time, the people participating in this strategically
planned effort, will personally and collectively grow to benefit of the
company (refer to Figure 1). Furthermore, the competitiva position of the
organization will be greatly enhanced, due to the increase in productivity
and quality levels.

4.3.2 "TQM-SOS" Sensitizlng and Baslc Tralnlng.

Since the first practica! and theoretical sensitizing, training, data gathering,
and implementing activities required for the "TQM-sos· development
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process, it will be necessary to review and clearly state the major
objectives and goals that the firm is seeking to achieve during and after
adequately implementing ·raM-sos·. These objectives are clearly stated
in the ·raM-sos· implementation master plan.
Managers must continuously participate in this meritorious effort.
Management needs to be trained and sensitized as well, in order to
develop, by themselves, the appropriate ·raM-sos· culture that is
wanted within the organization.

Top management also requires to

consider the following main training and development phases as required
for a successful ·raM-sos· understanding, learning, and implementation
in the organization.
The basic sensitizing and training program consists of three
different modules of vivid exercises and simulations that are required to
completely sensitize the organization's managers on philosophical,
theoretical, and practica! theories behind the ·raM-SOs· methodology.
The basic training program comprises of the following modules:

l.

Total Quality Management Strategic Operations System

Philosophical Sensitization.

The tone and pace of the training and working meetings programmed for
future ·raM-SOS" implementation should always have a joyous tone,
while at the same time being critica! of the current organizational status,
processes, operations, and customer satisfaction level encountered during
the diagnosis effort.
·raM-sos· and

·e-u NEw· methodologies have been

developed

in such a way that would allow for •vivid simulations and practica!
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exercises. •

These exercises will deal with quality and productivity

problematic situations currently found within the organization.

The

exercises and simulations, when properly implementad, have the potential
of motivating participation and assure profound learning by all the
employees and managers participating.
During the training sessions and in all the support materials usad
for training purposes, it will be clearly stated that if learning, participation,
and utilization are to take place there must exist teamwork. lnvolvement
of managers will take place by actually letting them directly participate
during all the ªTQM-sos· training and implementation process phases.
With this approach, it is expected that the pride resulting from the
achieved results will be enjoyed by managers themselves.
Sensitization and training in this module will be developed with the
help of the next workshops and vivid exercises.

Various sessions

specially programmed for direct management participation and learning
purposes will follow:
• NTQM-sos· main objectives and guidelines.
• Top Management participation and involvement discussion.
• "Esquezofrenia Elimination Workshop• (Neuman, 1984).
• MThe Quality Gurus Symposium: Teachings of the international
quality personalities. Vivid Exercise. N (Neuman, 1990):
• lshikawa.
• Deming, Shewhart, Dodge and Roming.
• Feigenbaum.
• Juran.
• Crosby.
• Neuman. (Mexican applications and related matters
in eludes the "1 O Points of the Anti-Esquezofrenia
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Decalogue •which will be commented in this portion of
the training effort). (Neuman, 1988).
• Others.
The main objectives that the organization is expecting to achieve
with the implementation of the ªTQM-sos· within the firm will be
discussed during the sensitization and training activities.
During the first ·raM-sos· Philosophical Sensitization Training
phase, there must exist an adequate open teamwork environment to set
an early stage for management's involvement and participation in the
future ·raM-SOSN development process. In this module everyone (top
managers, middle managers, and supervisors) will be invitad and
welcomed to participate with any possible questions, suggestions or ideas.
An open environment is key.
Also it is necessary to mention that:
We, the participating members of the organization and all its
involved managers, will recognize the need and be continuously
interested in improving our current level of knowledge, as well as
our personal involvement, and that of all the participants of the firm.
And, with that, achieved improved level of knowledge, be able to
reduce all possible 'excuses' (main observable sign of the
Esquezofrenia sickness) for not delivering a quality product-service
to the organization's interna! or externa! customers. (Neuman,
1988)
The information that needs to be transmitted to the participants in
these first training sessions related to the ªEsquezofrenia• theory will be
supported and delivered with the help of the booklet dealing with this
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serious international sickness referred to as ·Esquezofreniaª (Neuman,
1988).

An overview of ªEsquezofreniaª is presentad in Appendix: A. The
basic pathological details of the ªEsquezofreniaª sickness can be reviewed
in the previously referenced manual.
·rhe Quality Gurus Symposium.

Vivid Exercise• has been

described in: ªTotal Quality: A Strategic Overview, • (Neuman, 1990), a
compendium of the principal international exponents' theories. The article
also includes a brief review of the history of modern quality development.
(For more details about the most renown ·auality Gurus Theories, • 1have
included a set of summaries of their current teachings and suggestions in
Appendix: C.)

11. "C-U NEW" Training.

In this section, the "C-U NEWn ("Consumer-User Needs Evaluation
Workshop") will be described. The "C-U NEW" methodology that helps the
organization to define its consumers' and users' needs, will be discussed
later in this chapter (Section 4.4).
During the workshop, the facilitator mainly uses a team-work
approach with a various vivid simulations to define what are the expected
verbalized needs and wants that customers (consumers and users) looks
for in the products or services. These products or services are specially
selected for training purposes, due to their analogy with the actual ones
being delivered by the organization.
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During later workshops, management analyzes its own products
and services currently and in the futura being offered.

The results

achieved in those workshops can be used to define priority projects which
will be used to improve the products and services accordingly.
Continuous improvement of the firm can be achieved only after adequate
implementation of the decisions arrived at in those priority projects efforts.
The

·e-u

NEw· methodology also can be applied to forecast

possible future needs and to define the related products and services of
potential consumers and users. The importance of actual consumer and
user needs will be better understood by participating managers during this
second training module. lt is important to remember that the learning and
actual application process of the

·e-u

NEw· methodology's results can

help the organization achieve the following objectives:

• Definition of internal-external consumer-user.
• Definition of consumer-user verbally expressed needs.
• Definition of adequate products and services expected by the
consumer-user to satisfy his/her expressed needs.
• Definition of quality-productivity problems due to current existence
of differences between what the consumer-user expects to receive
and what he/she actually receives.
• Definition of Priority improvement projects to solve existing qualityproductivity problerns .
• Definition of adequate Strategic Operations System planing, which
will help review current organizational and management culture,
personnel attitudes, operations quality and productivity, marketing
and sales strategies and all the required activities to continuously
achieve total customer satisfaction and with it appropriate business
profitability.
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This sensitization stage requires that the facilitator says the
following to those managers participating in the workshop:

lt is important to remind the reader and participant in the workshop
that many people usually tend to forget in today's competitiva world that:
Consumers and users have always paid for the organization's growth,
besides being also directly responsible of paying everyone's rent, salaries,
light, phone bills, employee vacations, insurance, taxes, sport activities,
profits, cars, equipment, technology, bonuses, medica! expenses, IRAs,
gained fringa benefits and perks, dividends, personal growth, kids' college
tuition's, etc., etc .. So, better remember it againl

lf management does not take into consideration these lastly
mentioned forgotten facts more seriously, then only three options will
remain:
First, your benefactors (consumers and users) will immediately get
the picture of your memory lapses and with it, there will come lots of
related headaches.
Second, your competition will be more than glad to have the
opportunity to better serve your actual or soon-to-be ex-consumers-users.
lnstead of maintaining itself as a modern and quality company, the
organization will lose its traditional position in the customer's mind.
Third, the previous result will lead not only to more headaches but,
more importantly, to market share loss, profit declination, increased
customer complaints, employee discontent, and turnover growth. Lastly,
the organization will most likely go into bankruptcy.
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In today's competitive market. top management must have in its
mind that the origin and mission of the organization is to continuously
achieve ªTotal Consumer and User Satisfaction. • Total Consumar and
User Satisfaction is only achieved by first training top management, so to
permit all collaborators currently working in the organization also to be
injected with the •Anti-Esquezofrenia vaccine•.
This ªAnti-Esquezofrenia vaccine•

induces everybody to

continuously be thinking, planing, deciding, and providing customers with
products-services specially designed, manufactured, delivered, and
adequately serviced (before or after sales).

The key is that all the

products and services will continuously be free from defects and always
produced correctly the first time (Neuman, 1988), resulting in interna! and
externa! consumer satisfaction.
In addition, the organization and all its participants will reap higher
profits from this type of productive behavior that is accompanied by
improved culturally accepted attitudes in successfully achieving the ªTQMSOS's· objectives.
Shortly thereafter, the entire organization will be required to go back
to basic operations management efforts, or in another words, meet the
organization's reason of existence, which can be stated as: ·continuously
satisfy its consumers and users needs, • keeping in sight a modern
organizational perspective (see Figure 1).
At this point, there exist only three factors that can hinder
management's strategic intent and main objective of continuously
satisfying the organization's customers needs. They are: the availability
of information regarding current or expected consumer and user needs.
The second restriction stated by Ackoff (1974), is an insurmountable
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restriction, which is, the lack of a level of technology to fully satisfy
verbalized customer needs. The third factor is resistance to changa. This,
however, can only be minimizad with top management's continua!
participation in leading the ªTQM-sos· implementation effort.
Top management's continuous participation will permit the firm to
satisfactorily implement ªTQM-sos· in the organization, that is, with the
appropriate application of the

·e-u NEWª methodology.

The probabilities

of successful implementations of ªTQM-sos· increase as long as top
management is convinced of the need of achieving total customer
satisfaction and gets involved wholeheartedly in the diagnosis,
sensitization, training, and priority project's implementation phases.
In order to achieve the objective of defining a customer's needs, it is
necessary to promote the continuous participation of all the current
important inner players of the organization and at times have other
specially invitad participants such as:
service people, and others.

suppliers, consumers, users,

These type of interactiva groups help

managers and collaborators currently working in the organization define
their customer's (consumer's and user's) verbally expressed needs.
Later, a better definition of the customer's needs will be achieved
with the use of the various vivid problem analysis, exercises and
simulations that are practicad in the "C-U NEW" workshop. This workshop
was specially designad to help managers participating in the workshop to
define current and future expected verbalized needs that consumers have.
The workshop puts emphasis on different tasks and homework activities in
which all participants will be involved and are asked as a team to turn in a
written evaluation of the work done.

These results include various

matrices where consumar and user needs are described.
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A team work environment is used during the training phase of the
workshop and later during the required NTQM-SOSN implementation tasks.
The objective of the homework assignment is to help participants
practice the concepts reviewed during the sensitizing sessions of the
workshop and to induce them to apply them during the vivid exercises to
their own products and services, besides the ones used by the facilitator
for the training purpose which are employed during the first part of the
workshop.
The first time managers and collaborators participate in the
workshop is mainly programmed for the learning purpose. This stage of
the training process is important because it reaffirms a participant's
compromise with the new organization's culture.

This allows for all

existing enmities between different people or departments to be destroyed
and begin to work as a team. lf this is not done, then only low quality and
productivity will result in the process of NTOM-SOS· learning and
implementation efforts. This, of course, will slow down the development of
team-work as an appropriate tool for problem solving within the
organization that requires a successful NTQM-SOSN implementation.
The facilitator of the "TQM-SOS" and NC-U NEW" workshops is key
in getting participants to change their attitudes toward customers,
consumers, users, work, fellow workers, neighbors, and, in general,
toward the organization. The facilitator also requires a full understanding
and belief in the concepts that are explained.
lf this can be successfully portrayed during the workshop then the

participants will have a much greater possibility of achieving personal
involvement and future growth within the organization.

lt is the same

organization requiring collaborators unbiased involvement that still offers
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them good paying jobs which, in tum, will be used to satisfy their current or
futura needs and those of their familias. The facilitator must convey an
optimistic message motivating employee voluntary involvement and
participation.
lf everyone, regardless of their current workplace, is more attentive
to a customer's needs and at the sama time produces the product or
service with the quality and productivity needed the first time, the
organization will have the opportunity to continuously grow and prosper.
Those firms currently growing and prospering have been able to do so
through better understanding of and satisfying their consumer's and use,..s
needs. In return, this allowed those organizations to design, manufacture,
and offer consumers and users only the adequate products and services.
This type of facilitator and participants· involvement and
participation has helped organizations establish a constructiva teamwork
environment within the firm.

Also, it has been shown that improved

customer satisfaction levels increases the organization's profitability. In
the sama manner that the company and ali its collaborators profit, so does
the nation in which it operates.

lf this trend is continuad, then those

nations currently starving, wary, frighten, and full of needy people might
have a new, peaceful chance of surviving in the twenty-first century.
Perhaps this sounds like an impossible dream, incredibly optimistic,
science fiction or utopia, but maybe the time to changa has arrived.
Ali MTQM-sos· and

uc-u NEW· training and sensitization activities

will be mixed with practica! applications of theory and ideas. This will
begin to have an affect on all the participants since the beginning of the
training phases. With such an orientation, it will be possible to rapidly start
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the improvement of the products or services that the organization currently
offers.
Motivation, participation, and interest grows in the ·raM-sos· and

·e-u

NEw· implementation as people are invited and offered an

opportunity to freely participate and change current ways of thinking,
planing, deciding, and doing things for their own good and that of their
customers. lf all training and practica! efforts are done correctly during the
sensitization and workshop activities and purposely directed toward
assuring that the organizational culture can assimilate a ·continuous
improvement way of operating, • then it will promete the collaborator's
creative participation.

This creativity will be needed to appropriately

handle all the opportunities that changes can represent for the
organization in the future to continuously improve quality, productivity, and
customer satisfaction.
Similarly, resistance to change orto react to new situations will be
then minimized. The "TQM-SOSN and

·e-u NEW

11

mechanisms should be

used also to redefine processes, products, or services even if these are
considered as NsuccessfulN for the firm. Continuous evaluation and review
of current ways of doing things must be from this time on considered as a
new organizational policy to be implemented within the organization.
1

Auto-diagnosis of current performance levels must be done to
assure continuous improvement of products and services. This must be
done with the help of different group exercises during training and in reallife applications.
Because of the current competitive environment, it is a well known
fact that the organization will be confronted with continuous challenges
that can hinder its future customers' (target-markets') total satisfaction
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potential. lt is for this reason that there must exista new and proved way
in which all the organization's operations must be thought out, planned,
decided, and performed by everyone in the firm (Neuman, 1988).
Having done the review of current or futura consumar and usar
needs, strategic operations, systematic planning can then be vigorously
pursued to redefine and redesign all the required organizational processes
and operations.

With the help of ·TQM-SOSª and ªC-U NEWª

methodologies, the organization will be able to begin enhancing and
improving all the organization's quality and productivity results.

111. Basic Statlstical Process Control (SPC) Tools Utillzatlon
Workshop: "The Best Enchiladas In the World Quality-Productivlty
Problem Solution. 11

Cause and Effect Vivid Exercise Analysls

(Neuman, 1990).

Participants need to understand and learn how to use basic statistical
process control (SPC) tools to observe levels of satisfaction of customer
needs achieved by the organization.
In addition, this process helps identify if quality and productivity
problems exist, and if so, how those problems might be solved. During
these training sessions, various basic

•spc• tools will be presentad to the

participants with the help of ·rhe best enchiladas in the world qualityproductivity problem solution. • Cause and Effect Vivid Exercise analysis
(Neuman, 1990).
This vivid exercise helps participants learn and apply, with the help
of a specially simulated problem, the required cause and effect analysis of
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a quality-productivity problem specially selected by the facilitator for
learning purposes. To the facilitator, the problem being analyzed during
sensitization and training will be: ·why the facilitator cannot eat the best
enchiladas of the world?· The participants in the workshop will use the
basic tools to analyze the root causes of the problem and recommend the
adequate ·Manufacturing and delivery processes required to obtain the
best ·enchiladas· of the world. •
The approach recommended to explain and teach the Statistical
Process Control tools to managers and employees participating in the
training sessions, requires the usage of real-lite problems and vivid
simulations. During this phase of the training, the following three ·spc•
basic tools will be reviewed and taught to participants:
• ·1shikawa's Oiagram. •
• ·Pareto Analysis Chart. •
• ·1nitial Sampling Chart. •
These three statistical tools conform to the basic statistical process
control tool box.
These techniques will enhance the participants' understanding and
assimilation levels of the tools presented and explained to them during the
training phases.

To complement their learning, various teamwork

exercises and homework of the organization's actual quality-productivity
problems should be assigned.
These problem-solving dynamics will help participants assimilate
•spc·s· capabilities. Managers and supervisors must also be taught that
particular •quality-productivity• cause-effect problem analysis can be
accomplished using the different quantitative tools and techniques
provided by the Statistical Process Control (SPC) methods.
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Management must decide which problem-solving technique to use
in the end. One choice would be lshikawa's Diagram better known also
as: SM's, Cause-Effect, or Fishbone diagram to be applied to any real-life
quality-productivity problem the firm might be currently facing.

This

technique can be usad to define all possible or potential causes of the
quality-productivity problem being studied and later validate the causal
relationships that exist using prior or initial sampling observations. Having
these data available, it will be possible to prioritize the obtained results
with the help of Pareto Diagrams (see Figures 9, 1O, and 11 ).
The procedure is utilizad to set up possible priority projects to solve
the ·rhe best enchiladas in the world• quality-productivity problems
observad during the exercise.

More advanced tools such as line

regression for cause-effect direct relationship validation or design of
experiments can be applied for more accuracy later.

4.3.3 "TQM-SOS" Sensltizlng and lntermediate Tralnlng.

In this phase of the training program the following courses and training
modules will be offered:

l.

lntermedlate Statistical Process Control (SPC) Tools

Utilization Workshop.

Real root cause elimination and quality-productivity problem solutions
requires the application of different intermediate

•spc•

tools.

In this

phase, sorne practica! exercises will also be explained to train the
organization's participants on the actual usage of the following tools:
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• • Stratification analysis. •
• ·correlation and regression tools.•
• ·Histogram generation and analysis.·
• ·statistical process control charts. •
With all the previously mentioned information available after

•spc•

tools application, it might also be necessary to teach participants how to
run a simple, or a multiple correlation, or regression analysis.
This would be done to assure that the proper job of controlling or
reducing the causes of process variation is achieved; this will help to
eliminate or significantly reduce the magnitude of the root causes of the
quality and productivity problem. Thus, allowing the organization to be in
an improved and better process controlled position to achieve the required
consumer-user satisfaction.

(see Figure 13: Multiple and single

correlation-regression graphs).
Process Control Charts (see Figure 14) also will be used to help
define if the current state of the processes performed to man Jfacture, or
generate, the products or services are in fact meeting customer
specifications and expectations.

In the cases where customer

specifications and expectations are not met, especially defined
improvement priority projects must be programmed and pursued by
participants. Also, improvement priority projects must still be defined and
pursued by newly selected interdisciplinary teams to continuously improve
quality-productivity of the firm (for more details on basic and intermediate
Statistical Process Control tools application see: lshikawa, 1989; Banks,
1989; Grant & Leavenworth, 1972; Ozeki & Asaka, 1990).
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For the more advanced students, a means to validate if true causeeffect relations exist, which will be taught during the special training
phases, are programmed to learn and apply the •oesign of Experiments•
technique.

11. Teamwork Development Tralnlng.
One of the main requirements, besides that of top management's
involvement and participation, is that 11 TQM-sos· needs to be based on is
satisfactory teamwork performance.
Managers and employees participating in the training sessions will
be invited to form different kinds of teams to analyze and solve all types of
quality and productivity problems related to customer satisfaction. The
teams, will voluntarily meet on the company's time to further study and
develop personal and group capabilities to learn and implement 11 TQMsos· in the firm. The next subject will teach participants how to work in
groups and how to set priority projects in order to continuously improve the
quality and productivity of the organization:
• Continuous Participation and lnvolvement Sensitization.
• Problem Analysis-Solution Activities.
• Decision Making Processes.
• Priority Projects Definition:
• Designation of responsibilities.
• Development of Solutions.
• Planning lmplementation of Solutions.
• Performing Benefits vs. Costs Comparison.
• Reviewing Alternatives Accepted and Rejected. Supporting
Arguments Development.
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• Programming Feedback of Achieved Results.
• Planning lmplementation of Accepted Solutions.
• Planning Reviewing Achieved Results in Monthly Meetings:
• Priority Projects Results Review.
• lmplementation Results Review.
• Continuous Quality-Productivity lmprovement and Total
Consumer-User Satisfaction Systems Design.
• Measurement of Achieved Results through participation and
design of appropriate recognition systems for the collaborators
efforts.
Teamwork requires special training and sensitization efforts by top
managers in developing the right attitude in the organization. Problem
analysis techniques must be taught to participants so that they can apply
them to their daily teamwork activities.

Decision-making processes

involving more than one person requires practica and training to achieve
satisfactory levels and appropriate results.

Once managers and their

teams can be sure that the validated cause or causes of the qualityproductivity problems under study are the ones that have been defined as
having direct relation to the problem reviewed and analyzed, is it possible
to continue with the benefit-cost analysis related to the problem situation
and plan its complete solution.
Prior to the solution's implementation, it is necessary to
economically justify these intended procedures (for more details about the
economic justification for different viable projects or problem solution
alternatives, refer to Economic Engineering by Cana da, 1971) .
With this, participants should be able to finish computing the cost of
living with the problem, which means: the cost of not solving it. After the
team defines the appropriate steps for a solution, they must also compare
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the following two figures: the cost of not solving it (including opportunity
costs), to the benefits less the costs or investments required to solve the
problem.
Once the team's participants and managers have comparad the two
costs just computad (cost of not solving vs. benefits less the costs or
investments) it will then become apparent: The yearly benefits and costs
of solving the problem comparad to the yearly costs of not solving it, and
this will show management the economical advantages of actually solving,
or not solving the quality-productivity problem being studied. One must
also take into account that soma costs will be subjective, therefore, not
easily quantifiable, and the sama will happen with sorne of the expected
benefits. lt is for this reason, that all these must also be weighted during
the final steps in defining the required solution's plan to solve any quality
or productivity problem.
lf special resources are required for on-line live implementation of
the previous defined steps, and after proper justification of the proposed
solution's economical viability is demonstrated, it is recommended that top
management makes available or lends such resources to the improvement
effort.

Such funds must be made available until the problematic area

starts the actual realization of the expected savings and the inflow of the
increased revenues.

Even though the economic benefits might seem

irrelevant for top management, the decision to implement the team's
suggestions should be made. The resources are required regardless if
management thinks that the benefits can be small, intangible, or non
quantitative, ali of which can be achieved at the moment of a full
successful implementation, or for the sola purpose of maintaining the
motivation, involvement, and participation of the different team members.
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The benefits referred to when appropriately solving the qualityproductivity problem can include: increased customer satisfaction value,
lower customer insatisfaction cost, lower image loss, reduced credibility
loss, or other sunk opportunity costs that might be involved.
When designing and planning the appropriate solution steps to
solve the quality-productivity problem, it will be necessary to include a
special module for continuous evaluation and measurement of the newly
defined process in the procedure for feedback purposes. lt is important to
review the evaluation and feedback steps in order to find out if the
expected results are finally achieved or if continuous improvement efforts
are still required. There also is a need to develop a special parallel trial
implementation that runs to check if the newly planned procedure is free of
any possible pitfalls.
Adequate Control Charts must also be defined and used later on to
obtain measures about the ongoing behavior of the processes that was
improved. Finally, Control Charts will be also used to assure that the
product, service, or process variability is continuously being reduced, while
achieving total customer satisfaction.

Customer satisfaction must be

accomplished at the lower expected operative cost as well as at the higher
possible efficiency. (for more details about teamwork and group activities,
refer to Quick, 1992; and Scholtes, 1988).

111. Leadership Training.

In this section of the training program, the principal leadership traits that
must be enhanced by the management members of the participating
organization will be mentioned.
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One of the most important strategic goals that any organization
must embrace individually and collectively is that its products/services
must be offered at an adequate price level.

Such a price level will

generate revenues and profits for the different participants of the
organization, while at the sama time, represent value to the
consumer/user that purchases/uses them to satisfy their needs.

To

achieve these goals, the organization must first define what are those
customer-user's expressed needs and then plan the acquisition and usage
of all the required resources to manufacture and deliver the involved
products and services.

Appropriate leadership traits will encourage

participants to continuously achieve total customer satisfaction.
To induce employees and other participants involvement in the
·TQM-sos· implementation process, it is necessary that the facilitator
explains that the organization is not interested in looking for someone to
blame, but to rather promete ad~quate solutions to the quality-productivity
problems. The facilitator must emphasize the importance of everyone's
help, motivation, and participation.

At this stage of the ·TQM-sos·

training, it is essential to clarify the importance of understanding the need
of participating without fear during the training program. This should be
done more than once, in arder to insure personal commitment and futura
job satisfaction, as well as to assure successful implementation effort of
·TQM-SQS· in the organization.
Motivation, creativity, involvement, and recognition from all
participants in the ·TQM-sos· implementation process are four of the
most important stepping stones required to achieve successful
organizational results.

Top management's involvement is continually

needed and required for special provisions, adequate operativa standards,
and quality policies development, because it is these instruments by which
employees are evaluated and recognized. The most important signa! that
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n;anagement can send to those who participate in the ·raM-sos·
implementation process, is to show their unconditional support, intended
__;ommitment, and real application intentions about ·raM-sos·.
In addition, if appropriate new personnel evaluation and recognition
policies are also defined and implemented within the organization, the
participant tends to feel a lot more supported. These policies must also
recognize in a special way those participants that start changing for the
better previous work attitudes. Weick (1984) commented that people can
be adequately recognized when they are starting to achieve ·small wins·.
lt is all these results that point in the expected and planned direction of
improved customer satisfaction, increased product, or service quality and
enhanced organization productivity.
To successfully implement in an organization the proper managerial
NTQM-sos· cultural behavior and attitude, adequate leadership traits must
be promoted and developed among managers and participants. Part of
the required attitudes in managers participating were already discussed in
the basic-training phase.

In any modern organization intending to

satisfactorily implement ·raM-SOS", its people rnust have developed high
esteem.

They must feel as an important part of the process, being

capable of achieving important results, and willing to participate with
creative ideas.
This will help prevent problems from recurring and develop a
productive attitude to find a better way of doing daily tasks. In this phase
the following activities are required to improve the "TQM-SOS"
implementation results:
• Culture and Values Analysis and Statement Review.
• Communication Effectiveness Search.
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• Motivation and Recognition Enforcement.

• Creativity Development.
• Changa Resistance Minimization.
Japanese organizations promote life-long employment to enhance
employee morale. Adequate personnel and product or service evaluation
tools (see

•spc•

tools section) and proper continuous improvement

guidelines should be provided to managers, too. These are needed to
assure that continuous attention toward customer needs is being applied
in all the involved areas of the organization. lt also is important to help set
the appropriate cultural mood in which the organization will be able to
encourage and promote the continuous participation and involvement of all
the employees.

lt is necessary to review the existent evaluation and

recognition system that the organization presently has available. This will
inform employees of different facts and actions that the firm and top
management are doing to improve employee recognition measures.
lt also is important to state that not everybody in the organization
will be willing or interested in participating alone, or in the team effort, to
analyze and solve any kind of quality or productivity problem.
This can happen in two ways: The first is resistance to changa by
sorne employees. These types of situations can be modified with proper
facilitator team-work and

·raM-sos· selling and training efforts.

In these,

proper requesting of participation, through individual motivation and
assurance of ·No Decapitation• Uob loss) statements will be presented by
management through the facilitator. lf adequate employee involvement is
to be achieved within the organization and adequate commitment to the
expected product's and service's quality by the participants, then
management is the key. The second type of situation encountered is with
those employees that even though are not openly accepting or declining
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participation, these people will do whatever in their power to obstruct the
advance with the program.
Resistance to change situations, require that top managers give an
in-depth explanation of the organization's sought short-and long-term
objectives.

This should be accompanied with adequate requests for

employee neutrality, support, and patience, mainly from those with a
resistance to changing attitudes. lf the situation does not improve even
with top management's involvement, the person should be asked to leave
the company, that is, only after several attempts to get the employee to
participate. In order to insure the company's success, those people who
cause the problems but are not interested in participating, even after
various attempts and friendly invitations to do so, leaves the company with
no other choice but to lay the person off.
Perhaps sorne well-qualified and identified people not interested in
working to achieve better products or services will need to be asked to
leave the organization, for the organization's benefit.

Carlzon (1987)

remarked and put these last statements dealing with resistance to change
even clearer in his well-read book, MOMENTS OF TRUTH:
Sorne employee may not see or fully understand the vision and
goals at the beginning. The leader must resist the urge to dismiss
those people and, instead, work with them, give them additional
information, and attempt again to make them understand.

Of

course, there will always be those who refuse to be persuaded.
From them, he must demand loyalty, if not emotional commitment,
to the goals. Otherwise, they should be asked to leave.
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4.3.4 uTQM-SOS" In Depth lnternal Organlzatlonal Diagnosis.

To obtain the information on the current status of the entire organization, it
will be necessary to work in terms on the following modules:

l.

Interna!

uCONSUMER-USER NEEDS

EVALUATION

WORKSHOP."
• Apply the NC-U NEw· methodology to products and services
currently being offered by the organization:
• Products and services review:
• Search for the customer's expressed needs.
• Analysis of those needs.
• Evaluation. of customer satisfaction reports.
• Definition of the critica! customer satisfaction areas
prona to continuous improvement.
• Priority projects definition for products' and services' improvement.

11.

"TQM-SOS" Detailed Corporate Status Diagnosis and

lnformation Analysis:

• Strategic Operativa Systems' Objectives Analysis:

• A detailed Interna! Quality and Productivity Audit is
essential. (U. S. A. Baldridge, Deming, the Mexican National
Ouality Awards Interna! Auditing Tools usage and Boston
Consulting Group's Matrix application for complete
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organizational diagnosis could be used to support the data
gathering effort).
• Mission Statement Review:
• Organizational Strengths and Opportunities need to
be re-evaluated:
• Teams need to be organizad as ·Priority
Projects Enhancement and Evaluation of
Strengths and Opportunities Studies·.
• Organizational Weaknesses and Threats:
• Teams need to be organizad as
'Priority Projects Minimization of
Weaknesses and Threats Studies'.
• Current Organizational Market Position review:
• Market Share Objectives and Policies Study.
• Critica! Customer Satisfaction Areas prone to
continuous improvement with priority projects.
• Current Products and Services Analysis. (CU NEWU Application mentioned above).
• Current Market Mix Strategy Study.
• Ouality and Productivity Objectives and Policies
Review:
• Operations Management System Review:
• Quality and Productivity levels
redefinition.
• Administrativa System:
• Quality and Productivity levels
redefinition.
• Total Quality and Productivity Management
Control Systems Review.
• Total Quality and Productivity Management
Feedback Mechanisms Review.
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• Human Resources Policies Analysis:
• Organizational Structure Evaluation.
• Top management involvement and
participation assessment.
• Tasks and Activities Studies.
• Employee lnvolvement, Evaluation and
Recognition Policies Analysis.
• Capital and lnvestment Policies Review.
With this information obtained from the data-gathering modules 1
and 11, it will be possible to define the principal ·strategic Operations
System· (SOS) required by the modern organization. The ·sos· planning
activities will include the participation of all collaborators in the various
priority projects defined with the help of the managerial teams to improve
the observed quality and productivity status of the complete organization.
The required activities will be carried out following the main guidelines
shown in the next stages of the MTQM-SOSM training and implementation.

4.3.5.

"TQM-SOS" Objectives Definition and Strateglc

Operations System Planning Activities.

After completion of the preliminary and detailed organizational diagnosis
phases, a complete analysis of the information is necessary.
With this information, it will be possible to obtain the definitions for
the next important factors.

This will be done considering the required

products and services that actually are required to better meet consumers'
and users' needs. The factors that will be studied are:
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• New Organizational TQM-Strategic Operative Systems'
Objectives:
• Revised Mission Statement:
• Organizational Strengths and Opportunities.
• Teamwork Priority Projects Enhancement
and Evaluation Plans.
• Organizational Weaknesses and Threats.
• Teamwork Priority Projects Minimization
Plans.
• Redefine Market Share Objectives and Policies:
• Critica! Customer Satisfaction Areas prone to
continuous improvement with priority projects.
• New Products and Services Definition.
• New Market Mix Strategy Planned.
• Quality and Productivity Objectives and Policies Review:
• Operations Management and Administrative
Systems':
• Quality and Productivity levels redefinition.
• Processes Redefinition.
• Statistical Process Control System Definition.
• Total Quality and Productivity Management
Control Systems Development.
• Total Quality and Productivity Management
Feedback Mechanisms Development.
• Human Resources Policies:
• New Organizational Structure Proposal.
• Top Management lnvolvement and Participation
Promotion.
• New Processes, Tasks and Activities Definition.
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• Employee lnvolvement, Evaluation and Recognition
Policies.
• Capital and lnvestment Policies Definition.
Other activities to be pursued by top management teams are
the revision of its current organizational structure, culture, and its
prevailing Quality-Productivity problems.

In addition, managers

participating on teams will work directly by defining the actual scope of the
required priority improvement projects. These projects are essential for
the continuous improvement of interna! and externa! customer satisfaction.

4.3.6. "TQM-505" Prlorlty Projects Development.

lt is possible that during the last stages of the training and implementation
process of MTQM-SOSM that the interest and motivation generated among
the employees participating in the newly created teams will enable them to
define the quality-productivity improvements themselves. This is based on
the fact that people that do any activity know better than anybody if it has
been done right.
Every problem has a solution. To find out what that solution is, a
priority project with enough resources is assigned to develop the qualityproductivity improvement ideas. This requires not only the participants'
time and effort but also requires them to plan special work sessions to
achieve the expected results. lf major investments should be required to
implement the solutions that the team offers, an economic analysis of the
project merits needs to be performed and justified. In this situation, a costbenefit analysis is required in order to accept and finally implement the
suggested solutions within the organization.
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In this phase, it is required to perform various applications dealing
with Teamwork Problem Solving Techniques that had been previously
taught to the participants in previous stages.

Managers will need to

continua to work as interdisciplinary and area leaders in the following
activities:
• Development of Quality and Productivity Objectives to solve the
Quality-Productivity Problem of the organization:
• Priority and Critica! Problematic Areas Analysis with
the application of the results obtained after the interna!
uCONSUMER-USER NEEDS EVALUATION WORKSHOPª
done in the organization.
• Control and Feedback Mechanisms Design.
• Basic Concepts about Priority Projects' Objectives
Definition.
• Development of Tools for Results Measurement.
• Review of Existing Processes.
• Development of lmproved Processes.
• Statistical Process Control Measurement points.
• Design of Systems for Participation and Recognition of
Employee Efforts:
• Recognition of Collaborators' Efforts.
• Final MTQM-SOSN lmplementation Program Development.
To perform all the above mentioned activities, remember that
managerial teams must basically engage in the activities mentioned in
section 4.2.1 first.

The priority projects' activities mainly require

participants to define who will be responsible of doing when and which of
the next tasks:
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• Designation of responsibilities.
• Development of Solutions.
• Benefits vs. Costs Comparison.
• Alternativas rejected.
• Proof of accepted Solutions. Supporting arguments.
• Planning the lmplementation of Solutions and Suggestions.
• Planning Feedback of Achieved Results:
• Planning Monthly meetings for review purposes:
• Review of priority projects development.
• Review of achieved results in real lite
implementations.
The required Priority and Critica! Problematic Area's Analysis,
Definition and Analysis of Quality-Productivity Problem, and Priority
Project development steps needed to be reviewed and considerad in the
Quality and Productivity problem solution can be described and achieved
with the help of the following:
• Analysis and definition of the problem:
- Principal causes of "quality-productivity problems· review
with brainstorming sessions. (lshikawa's Diagram
application).
- Sampling for information required to validate observad
relationships.
- Process review and comprehensiva study of available data.
- Validation of top most important cause-effect relationships.
- Econom ic analysis: Cost of Living (not solving) with the
problem VS. cost of solving the problem.
• Development of alternativa solutions:
- Gathering creative ideas with brainstorming sessions.
- Evaluate feasibility studies to define alternatives.
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- Define evaluation measures for successful implementation.
• Benefit vs. Costs Comparison:
- Analyze and compare expected benefits to be obtained by
solving the problem vs. costs of not solving and
implementing the new procedures. Economic Analysis:
Cost of solving the problem and implementing new process
vs. expected benefits.
• lmplementation decision is made.

4.3.7.

"TQM-SOS" Required Organization Structural and

Operative Changes.

When structural and operative changes are required to implement the
team's suggested solutions, it will be necessary to proceed according to a
previously developed strategy and implementation program. Sorne of the
points that will be required in this mentioned program include:
• New Organizational TQM-Strategic Operativa Systems' Objectives
Deployment.
• Revised Mission Statement Deployment.
• New Organizational Structure lmplementation.
• uauality Committee/Council Guiding Arm Selection.·
• New Products and Services lmplementation.
• New Operations and Procedures lmplementation.
• New Recognition of Participants Efforts System Deployment.
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4.3.8 "TQM-SOS" lmplementation Program Activltles.

When different references about possible applications of ·NGT· and

·aFo·

techniques were reviewed to evaluate their applicability for potential target
markets' needs assessment, there was no application found, or that those
techniques had been used or reported in this type of application before.
The

·raM-sos· methodology supports and offers similar functional

characteristics and improved merits as the

·aFo· or the ·NGT· in defining

customer needs.
l. Statistical Process Control lmplementation:

• New Processes lmplementation.
• Statistical Process Control Measurement points.
11. Priority Projects lmplementation:

• lmplementation of Programmed Suggestions.
• Feedback of Achieved Results:
• Control and Feedback Mechanisms lmplementation.
• Priority and Critica! Problematic Areas Continuous
Monitoring of lmprovements.
• Monthly meetings for review purposes:
• Review of priority projects development.
• Review of achieved results in real life
implementations.
• Recognition of Participants Efforts.
The total quality circuit (see Figure 2), showed in a simple format,
indicates the importance of teamwork and the level of coordination
required among the involved areas within the modern firm to better satisfy
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interna! and externa! customers. Promotions resulting from involvement
and participation will be one of the expected and required roles that
modern managers must play to satisfy the organization's consumers and
users.
With the help of the total quality circuit, it is understood that modern
top management responsibilities require~ constant attention and
participation. These responsibilities range from close consideration of
supplier development levels to the consumer-user needs and their
complete satisfact ion.

lt is essential that all areas in volved with the

organization perform their activities with a urotal Quality-Productivity•
cultural attitude. This attitude will permit the organization to satisfy its
current and future consumers' and users' needs.
Priority projects will be defined to be worked on different qualityproductivity problems.

In each and ali of the steps that have been

explained comprising the first stage or in any of the later stages of

·roM-

sos· implementation procedure, it is possible to use each team's effort to
improve the quality and productivity of the whole organization. From the
first meeting on, it will be necessary to help people organize their activities
in order to successfully work as a team. Top management must promete
continuous interaction between all participants and sincere involvement
with themselves so to achieve the expected results.
• Proof of solutions:
- Run parallel problem solutions which improve the
procedure in arder to verify the final implementation details.
(Remember that Fool Proof position means: no last minute
surprises.)
• lmplementation of Solutions:
- lmplementation of a team's decisions for the problem.
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4.3.9. uraM-SOS" Continuous lmprovement Activitles.
Toe previous stages described and presentad (sea Figures 16 and 17) are
generally recommended to train management to develop and improve the
traditional ·TaM· implementation process and successfully implement
·TQM-sos· in the organization.
Previous experience suggests that along sida the programmed
training and implementation stages ( sea Figure 16), practica! applications
are essential. The vivid exercises are directly oriented to all of the Quality
and Productivity problems encountered in the operations of today's
organization.

This approach will serve to improve the organization's

problem solution and cause elimination efforts. Such effort includes:
• Continuous Quality-Productivity lmprovement and Total
Consumer-User Satisfaction.
• Results Feedback:
-Monthly (periodic) reviews on the results in order to
measure problem reductions while cause elimination and
process control is in operation. Continuous monitoring and
enforcement of solutions.
-Evaluate if new corrective actions are required.
-Evaluate if the project's objective of problem elimination
is truly achieved.
-An economic analysis review of the expected cost benefit
relationship involved.
• Continuous Quality-Productivity lmprovement and Total
Consumer-User Satisfaction Evaluation:
-Review if the operation has yet to be improved by asking
the consumer-user if the product/service still satisfies his/her
needs? lf not, are improvements are still required?
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-Request from personnel and actual consumers and users
for improvement recommendations and suggestions for
future specification and design reviews.
• This must be a continuous process, so then one must begin againl
Different priority projects will be set throughout the organization in
order to continuously improve within all its domains its current
organizational ·torces,• while reducing its various weaknesses, threats,
and better attack and serve its current and future market opportunities.
With this last in mind as a primary objective the organization will be
in a better strategic position to attain its Quality-Productivity goals, and at
the same time, develop and improve manufacturing, operativa systems,
services, products, reduce waste, decrease scrap levels, and regain
market share.
Management must define quality objectives and problem solution
priorities for specially selected groups. After a detailed selection process,
participants will be assigned to a specific task force to study the causes of
certain problems and design the required solution to solve the error. The
group's sole responsibility is to develop a complete analysis based on all
the available information. They should develop confident data in order te
study, diagnose, and define the actual situation. With this, they will be
able to offer the appropriate suggestions to solve th8 quality or productivity
problems. Appropriate control and feedback steps must also be planned.
This would allow for the problems not to occur again after the new
procedures are actually implemented.
Ali these activities will be considered as part of the ·Priority Projects
Team's" responsibilities and tasks. The team's responsibilities will also
include the monitoring of the complete implementation process. Adequate
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practica! training and implementation for these teams' efforts is
recommended as part of the satisfactory ·raM-sos· implementation
process. Individual and teamwork efforts within the organization will be
needed in order to find the appropriate quality-productivity problems in the
firm followed by the required analysis and solution.
AII quality-productivity problems can be solved when continually
implementing these teamwork procedures correctly. As significant winssuccesses are achieved, the ·raM-sos· effort will become a more
respectad position in the minds of management due to the fact that the
bottom line economical results will begin to be observad on traditional
accounting reports. lt is at this time when managerial efforts should not
decline. Rather, participation should not be found not just among top and
middle management groups, but within the company as a whole. This
encouragement must be done by inviting others to participate in regular
training sessions and the ass.imilation of a new continuous qualityproductivity improvement culture.
In addition, everyone must follow the new "TQM-SOS" procedures
and activities in order to better satisfy its customers.

With this, the

organization's culture will begin with the right foot forward in its fight for
continuous quality improvement and "Total Quality Management Strategic
Operations System" implementation. The objective is for all its employees
to find TQM-SOS as a normal way of work.

Because of greater

competition, this change of culture will allow the company to continua
satisfying its customer base.
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4.3.1 O. "TQM-SOS" Sensitizing and Advanced Tralning.

In order to achieve these organizational changes, there is a need for the
following courses. These will provide management with the necessary
skills to lead and operate a modern firm.
In this section, there will be suggested different references which
can be considered as basic reading, support, and study material for
managers

interested

in

satisfactorily pursuing

a "TQM-SOS"

implementation process. The principal subjects to be covered in-house in
this advanced training phase are:

l. Advanced Operations Management Training.
• Process Analysis and Flow Charts.
• Time and Motion Studies.
• Line Balancing Studies.
• Plant Localization and Layout Studies.
• lnventory Control Models.
• Forecasting Models.
• Engineering Economics:
• Benefits Vs. Costs Analysis.
• Return on lnvestments Studies.
(for more details related to Operations Management and Industrial
Engineering, consult the following references: Anderson, Sweeney and
Williams, 1991; Buffa and Sarin, 1987; Francis and White, 1974; Gillet,
1976; Hillier and Lieberman, 1974; Johnson and Montgomery, 1974;
Thomopoulos, 1980; Wagner, 1975. Each book referenced here will not be
reviewed in detail but only mentioned).
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11. Advanced Marketing Management Tralnlng.

• Marketing Concept.
• Customer and Market Surveys.
• Focus Groups.
• Customer Satisfaction Analysis and Measures.
• ·consumar Behavior and Marketing Management. •
(For more details about the marketing field, consult the following
references: Hartley, 1992; Hawkins and Tull, 1993; Kotler, 1984; Randall,
1993; Schiffman and Kanuk, 1991. Each book referenced here will not be
reviewed in detail but only mentioned for those interested readers).
111.

Advanced Statistical Process Control (SPC) Tools

Utilization Workshop.

• "Quality Assurance Mechanisms:
• ISO 9000 and National Standards Review.
• National Quality Awards.
• Supplier Auditing Mechanisms.
• "Design of Experiments:
(for more details consult the following references: Griffiths, 1990;
Lyonnet, 1991; Messina, 1987; Mizuno, 1988; Ozeki and Asaka, 1990;
Shores, 1990; Stebbing, 1991; Stratton, 1991; The Earnst and Young
Quality lmprovement Consulting Group, 1990. Each book referenced here
will not be reviewed in detail but only mentioned for those interested
readers).
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IV. ADVANCED TOPICS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION:

• ªFinance and Microeconomics of the Firm.•
• ·Entrepreneurship Theory. •
• ·organizational Behavior. •
(for more details consult the following references: Salvatore, 1990;
Copeland and Weston, 1988; Hisrich and Peters, 1992; Hellriegel et al.,
1989.).
V. Advanced Topics in Total Quality Management Strategic
Operations System.

• •Advanced Quality Cost Accounting. •
• •Just In Time (JIT). •
• ·auality Function Deployment (QFD).·
• "Business Process lmprovement (BPI).·
• "Benchmarking."
• "Re-engineering of the firm.•
• ·Total Quality Management - Strategic Operations Systems in
Service Organizations. •
• "Quality Engineering Techniques and Taguchi's Theory dealing
with Design of Experiments. •
The •Just !n Time" (JIT) approach to manage the firm must be also
reviewed by managers participating in the different ·TQM-sos· training
efforts. The important ideas behind the •JIT· theory are based on the
reduction of all kinds of operativa inefficiencies and suppliers development
among others.

Those suppliers must be much more involved in the

appropriate delivery process for the materials needed by the firm and thus
help top managers not only minimiza the required levels of inventory
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needed by the organization, but also reduce scrap, lower rejection ratas,
and increase productivity. The ªJITª methodology can be usad to improve
the general operation of the firm.
The ·auality Function Deployment· (QFD) technique must be fully
explained to participant managers so that they can learn to differentiate
the basic differences between the

·e-u NEw· methodology and ªQFD.·

·e-u NEW· helps the organization to better define and understand
its customers needs.

With this information available, those verbally

expressed needs can be used as the top most important input required by
the "QFD" methodology. The principal objectives that ·aFo· intends to
obtain for the organization are to: Translate the needs that customers
already expressed, as required by them, to be satisfied with appropriate
products and services through the use of successive houses of quality
which will be used to define design requirements, parts specifications, key
processes and production or processing methods' characteristics.
Considering the recent popularity that the HBusiness Process
lmprovement· and uRe-engineering• methodologies have acquired in
process analysis and improvement, it is important to mention that these
two processes are considerad as applicable tools within a broader scope
of that of "TQM" (Allender, 1994).
Benchmarking studies also will be considerad as supportive tools
for the "TQM-SOSU methodology implementation. Benchmarking which
also can be used during the complete Strategic Organizational Diagnosis.
(for more details about the subject matters to be covered in this training
phase please consult the following references: Davidow and Uttal, 1989;
Desatnik, 1987; Harrington, 1991; Hay, 1989; Heskett, Sasser & Hart,
1990; Slater, 1991 ).
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4.4

"C-U NEW": "CONSUMER-USER NEEDS EVALUATION

WORKSHOP."

ªThe first hard important market lesson learned by Akio Morita and the
SONY corporation at its very beginnings during the 1950s was: 'The tape
recorder was so new for Japan that almost nobody knew what it was and
most of the people that knew what it was, did not see any reason for
buying it. lt was not something that people would consider as needed.
We could not sell it' (Morita, 1987)".
Understanding and satisfying consumer and user needs, as
suggested in this thesis, should be the principal guiding goal of any
organization wishing to survive and grow in these rapidly changing times.
With the author's authorization, but still maintaining author rights, it will be
presentad here the work done on "CONSUMER-USER NEEDS
EVALUATION WORKSHOP (C-U NEW)!
As mentioned, it is recommended that the workshop be taken by
various participants, that is, internally and externally related to the
organization. This workshop will allow the participants to define what are
their consumers' and users' current and future expectations and needs in
regards to the product or service. The participants are immersed in a
simulated team-work environment where they intensively work together to
define their customers' needs.
The effort suggested in the workshop activities can first be done
exclusively with the managers and employees of the organization. This
team then develops sound ideas about bettering current products and
services. This process is achieved through role playing between actual or
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potential consumers and users, played by company participants during the
duration of the workshop.
After interna! personnel completes the workshop, special ªTentativa
Priority lmprovement Projects· could be defined. Sorne of these projects
will be so crucial to the organization, that its further development and
implementation in the organization will be immediately required, that is,
even before the actual customers are invitad to participate in other
workshop presentations.
Afterwards, befare definite priority projects would be finally defined,
it is suggested to run the workshop at least a second time. Only this time,
involving actual customers and suppliers of the organization and inviting
them to also simultaneously participate, interna! personnel who would
have had the opportunity to participate in previously offered workshops
and already understand its . methodology.

These organizational

participants should only listen to what their real customers and suppliers
express as their current and future needs, without offering any comment at
such point in time.

Their role during this second participation is to

thoroughly take notes and listen to actual customer needs and product or
service performance.
Only after the organization has benefited from the first priority
projects implementation results, is it possible to invite customers and even
suppliers to participate in similar workshops.

Validation and final

confirmation of other priority projects that were not considerad by those
who first participated must be then evaluated afterwards for possible
implementation within the organization.
New Tentativa Priority
lmprovement Projects will be obtained after actual consumers, users and
suppliers (interna! and externa!) also participate in such workshops.
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The results of the workshop can later be used for design,
engineering, production, and marketing purposes. In addition, other areas
of the organization can use this information to plan and develop
improvements to the existing products and services, or to help with the
launch of new products and services.
The principal objectives that are sought with the participation of
managers and supervisors in the

·e-u

NEw· workshop and teamwork

effort is to:
A.

Help people grasp the importance of satisfying the needs of

their consumers and users which is so important, considering the
competitive times.
B.

ldentify and define the expected and expressed needs of a

consumer-user for a product-service. These may include needs that have
been required before, during, or after the productor service is purchased.
C. Offer guidelines to be followed by corporations; in regards to the
modifications of their current products and services to comply with their
customers' expectations. These improvements can then be channeled to
the appropriate departments, such as Operations Management, Design,
Engineering, Production, Service, Marketing, Sales, Purchasing, etc. As a
team, those areas can finally be defined with the commitment and support
of top management the required operative and strategic plan of action to
be implemented. To more effectively obtain the products-services that are
expected of them by their consumers-users, it is necessary to start by
understanding consumers' and users' actual or future needs.
D. Develop a ·Modern Organization• (see Figure 1) which always
has as its main purpose the continuous satisfaction of its current and
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futura consumers' and users' needs. These needs have to be expressed
in the organization's mission statement and then generated into adequate
policies supporting such a strategic intent.

An organization that

strategically plans to function in such an operativa mode is more prona to
successfully achieve and implement Total Quality Management within its
walls.

AII this will be part of the organization's ·raM-sos· definite

implementation process.
Today's, there is not an adequate, fully accepted approach or
methodology to completely define the current or futura needs of the
consumar. The principal objective of the ·e-u NEw· methodology is to
give management a preven tool to define those needs. An appropriate
ªNeedsª definition must be first accomplished by any organized
corporation wishing to survive or grow. Organizations are living in difficult
times, and changes must be accomplished in order to have continua!
growth {Tenner & DeToro, 1992).
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and Nominal Group Technique
(NGT) techniques sometimes have been helpful for manufacturing and
production managers to translate customer needs into engineering
specifications.

Focus groups have helped to understand sorne of

customers' needs.

·e-u

NEw· technique will bridge the gap in helping

marketing and design, or manufacturing, develop a broader picture of their
consumers' and users' needs in an organized and efficient form.
Customer needs must be defined and understood before strategy
development is done by the organization, as well as, and also before,
current Total Quality Management Strategic Operation System teachings
can be successfully implemented.
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Despite many improvements that have been made with the usage
of the ·aFD" technique, its practica! applicatíon is most often used only by
people involved in definíng the final engíneering specíficatíons of products,
and mainly applied by manufacturing and productíon personnel.

Even

though lately there have been various fíeld ímprovements in its applícation
when used along and supported by the utilízatíon of focus groups and
customer surveys data gatheríng exercíses.
Also, the independent applícations of "NGT, 1 focus groups, or
brainstorming methodologies are only partially suggested to accomplísh
complete defínition of consumer-user needs by sorne of the authors
studíed. In the fírst chapter and in the varíous tables included at the end of
this thesís, the methodologíes just mentíoned will be díscussed in greater
detail. In most cases, specific guidelines as to the required way in whích
the above-mentíoned techniques must be used to define customer needs
are misleadíng and incomplete. Theír applícatíons are left to the creatívity
or experience of the interested partías together wíth other recommended
applications in the decísion-making ímprovement process (Scholtes,
1991 ).

4.4.1. "C-U NEW" Methodology.

For the

·e-u NEW" methodology to be successful,

a company must follow

all the steps recommended wíthín the procedure.

This insures the

maximum results for the company in dealing with its customers' needs,.
whích, in the end, is the main reason for the organization's existence. The
informatíon obtained duríng the workshop also can be used to compare
the particular products' or servíces' satísfactíon levels.
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Top, middle, and lower-level managers, supervisors, and
collaborators of the organization must first participate in the workshop to
be able to completely define by themselves their own real customers' or
users' expectations, in regards to the organization's products and services.
As the first round of participants complete the workshop, priority projects
will be defined in order to begin working on the various problems detectad
by ali these people.
The next step is to have actual consumers and suppliers attend the
second presentation of the workshop. This will allow the company to
validate and improve all the original recommendations generated by its
employees, who have participated in the workshop.
With this information available, adequate steps can be taken to
design or redesign all the organizational processes, products, and
services to meet consumers' and users' standards. The ·rotal Quality
Management Strategic Operations System• also can be implemented as a
result of the data obtained by the

·e-u NEw· method.

This would later be

used to insure that the development and achievement of the required
products and services.
Considering that important and sensitiva changas must be done
immediately in the organization, instantaneous action should be initiated
right away. Adequate budgets must be set aside to start the planning
process of solving those crucial quality-productivity problems. With this
accomplished, immediate small and significant improvements will be also
realizad by the organization. Obvious things must be corrected as soon
as possible after appropriate revisions of the first workshop data are
readily available.
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Later on, when ·TQM-SOS• would be considerad as already
implementad in the organization, various posterior or special versions of
the

·e-u

NEw· workshop will be held later on again. Those workshops

will be also programmed as required, and will need again the participation
and inclusion of real customers, suppliers, special agencies, distributors,
and again, interna! people such as manufacturing, engineering, design,
finance, service, logistics, accounting, systems, etc., to better define and
design together as a team the needed products and services that the
organization must supply to its current and futura customers on a
continuous basis.
Now, 1 would like for you to review the next paragraphs which deal
with the actual material used to develop the "CONSUMER-USER NEEDS
EVALUATION WORKSHOP."
The steps to adequately develop and implement ·raM-sos· and
·e-U NEWU in an organization come from the results obtained from the
research and observation of various enterprises that previously tried to
implement ·raM· using a traditional approach, sorne of which, were, or
were not ,successful in their attempts to implement such kinds of •quality
programs· in their organizations. In those cases where the companies
where successful, the idea was to define what made them with their
products and services such a good value to their customers. Also, an
exhaustiva review of available literature was considered to support the
recommendations presentad in this thesis. Lastly, personal experience
obtained after practica! applications of the ·raM-sos· and the

·e-u

NEw· methodologies was used to improve them even further. Examples
of such real-lite applications and the achieved results are presentad in the
next chapter.
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The steps needed to apply the ·e-u NEW· methodology requires
various phases of activities to define consumers' and users' needs and
obtain relatad information.

lt will be required to review the various

consumers' and users' expressed •needs• for the product or service
studied in the workshop. This will be done by asking the different invitad
participants to the workshop to play and think from different points of view
and perspectivas while maintaining team-work activities. The roles that
participants will play during the workshop can vary among the next ones:
* Consumar.
* User.
* Manufacturar.

* Consulting Firm.
* Supplier or Vendar.
* Environmental Participant or Stakeholder.
* Other.

Even though, 1 offer a suggested order for the ·raM-sos· and the
·e-U NEW· activities , it is possible to modify them for each particular firm.
(see APPENDIX 2 for more details).
The ·e-u NEWN workshop includes the following vivid and practica!
work phases:

4.4.1.1

FIRST PHASE:

"THINKING ANO

ANALYSIS."

{APPROXIMATE DURATION: 2.5 HRS).

This first phase comprises the following activities and requires that you, all
the NC-U NEw· workshop participants, play various parts in the cast. This
is needed in arder to feel, see, and think about how each of you perceive
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and react in close simulation to real lite to the products and services
studied.
lt is required that the particular roles one is playing are performed
and thought as it would be done during real life product or service usage.
The particular ·Product or Service• used for simulation purposes will be
kept during the whole duration of the workshop. The next are the principal
guidelines that the workshop facilitator must follow for appropriate
accomplishment of all the required activities:
1.

lt is important to keep closed the package of the uProduct-

Service" the participant receives to work with during the duration of this
first phase. In the package the "Product-Service" under study will be
revealed to the participant at the appropriate point in time. (Note: you, the
participant, will be told by the workshop facilitator when the package can
be opened).
2. Divide the group in three or tour "competing" corporations which
will be manufacturing or supplying the 11 Product or Service• offered. Each
team will analyze and work with the supplied 11 Product-Service· during the
duration of the workshop while maintaining a competitive environment.
3. lt is necessary to define the required organizations' structure of
this "simulatedu company interested in manufacturing and distributing the
11

Product-Service. u This "Product-Serviceu will be worked on throughout

the workshop. Each team must assume all those organizational positions
necessary in this simulated firm. Once this has been completed, each
participant will select the role or position that he or she would like to play
within this simulated organization.
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4. Define or list on a piece of paper provided by the facilitator the
responses to the following questions:
- What is the ·Product-Service• you just received to work with in
this workshop? (define it in a few words).
- List all the real-life potential users of the ·Product-Service· you
just received to work with in this workshop.

(use the special forms

provided for by the facilitator).
- List all the potential consumers of the ·Product-Service.• (use the
special forms provided for by the facilitator).
- List all the expressed (verbalized) needs that are to be satisfied
with the ·Product-Service• by all its potential users previously listed. (use
the special forms provided for by the facilitator).
- What is the principal verbalized need that the user would like to
satisfy with the usage of the uProduct-ServiceM? (use the special forms
provided for by the facilitator).
5.

Please consider that the price shown on the package is the

current consumar price found in the market-place.
6. During the rest of the workshop you will be required to think in
terms of the following roles and switch among them as you deem required:
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CONSUMER:
Is ªThe person or org~nization that buys ·the product-service and
gets the benefits or suffers the costs relatad to its acquisition. •
(Operational definition shown in chapter 1, Section 1.2).

USER:
ªThe person that uses the product-service and gets the benefits or
suffers all the costs related to its usage. • (Operational definition shown in
chapter 1, Section 1.2).
PRICE:

ªIs the current amount that a consumar would pay at a store or
wholesale distribution outlet. lt is also considered equivalent to the level
of real needs (received value) actually satisfied, that the 'Product-Service'
can provide for a particularly interested 'Consumer-User' after 'BuyingUsing' the 'Product-Service' involved." (Operational definition shown in
chapter 1, Section 1.2).
7. Construct two matrices "Consumer-User" vs. "Needs" as follows:
The two matrices that will be constructed here, can later be filled
with quantitative data concerning the possible relationships that exist
between users and their expected needs and consumers and theirs.
This is done to determine which ones are the most critica! for such
particular points of view. Pareto analysis can be done as well to enhance
the results reviewed with the evaluation steps. Proper consideration of
this must also be given by the direct supplier or manufacturar of the
product-service.

These matrices can later be used to define the first
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priority projects that the team members can work on to solve current
quality-productivity problems.
This will be done by estimating the importance of each of the stated
needs that the consumar and usar would like to have satisfied with the
ªProduct-Service• (sea Matrices 6(a) and 6(b)).
8. Request authorization before starting the 2nd. phase.
Authorization is needed by the participant from the facilitator of the
workshop in order to continua. He then has to review the completeness of
the answers from this first phase. lf the facilitator does not authorize the
answers and comments of the participants in the different special forms
provided, they must make the changas as necessary in order to continua
on to the second phase.
9. Asking and answering questions during the workshop under the
main supervisor or facilitator guidelines:
- lf during the workshop, participants have questions, they should
write them down on a special question form provided by the workshop
supervisor. Later, he will answer them in secret meetings for each team.
- No team should ask questions aloud. This could give the other
teams an advantage of selected information. This last point should be
stressed by the facilitator, because the exercise will be invalidated if
questions are asked in this manner. Teams will not be allowed to move
from place to place; they must stay in a fixed area. When a question
arises, the facilitator should go to the team rather than the team to the
facilitator.

These precautions are necessary for control purposes
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throughout the workshop's activities, not allowing any ·industrial
Espionage• to occur during the workshop.
- During the duration of this phase, the ·tirms• will be given three
time intervals to answer the required questions in the phase and to fill out
their matrices. The first two intervals will be an hour in length, the last 30
minutes. At the end of each period, the supervisor of the workshop will be
required to review the partial results for each group.

lf these are

satisfactory, then the facilitator will authorize the end of the first phase and
continue with the second. lf these were not the case, the participants
would have to continue with phase one.
- To begin the workshop, three or tour groups will be
predetermined. lf possible participants in each team will be selected frorn
different areas of the organization participating or from different
backgrounds. Each group will define its particular organizational structure
consisting of: director, general manager, manufacturing director, marketing
director, finance director, and workers, among others. They also must find
a name for the company. Participants must exchange positions among
each other throughout the workshop.
- lf participants should start to work on their organization's product
or service without requesting from the facilitator to define the product or
service they were supposed to work with,. the facilitator should allow them
to continue working on whatever they are doing.

Do not interrupt

participants for at least 20 minutes. lf after that time, the group has not
requested the secret delivery of the product or service they were
supposed to study, the facilitator must interrupt them. At this point, the
facilitator should stop ali teams from their activities for 5 minutes and ask
the ·companies· what they are doing.

More than likely they are not

working on the product you want them to analyze. So then the question is
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what are they wasting their time on? The facilitator must then comment on
the traditional approach to quality, where people do whatever they want
and not what the consumar or usar needs them to (remind them of Figure
1, where traditional and modern organizations are comparad).

4.4.1.2

SECOND

PHASE:

11

USER

SIMULATION. 11

{APPROXIMATE DURATION: 2.0 HAS.)

This second phase consists of the following activities and requires that
you, ali the

·e-u

NEW· workshop participants, exchange roles in relation

to the products' and services' usage. This allows each participant to see
every point of view, giving them a wider perspectiva on the situation.

1. ·In this phase the participants will play the role of a usar with the
ªProduct-Service. •

(Refer to the definitions presentad above of the

descriptions in the first phase).
2. Additional material purchase requisition:

- lf the participants feel that in order to use under normal conditions
the •product-service ·satisfactorily, • they need to purchase, or have
available, other support materials.

Team members should fill out the

required requisition form. This form will be given only by the facilitator
when appropriate. In arder to fill out the form, the facilitator will need to
select three members from each group that will be in charge of signing this
form for control, delivery, and payment purposes. The participants will
have to list the quantity and description of the materials they should
require during the workshop far actual NProduct-Service· utilization.
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After the participants finish with the actual usage of the productservice, they must answer the following questions:
3. Assum ing the user and the consumar positions:
- Does the uProduct-Service· satisfy the previously written needs of
the potential users and consumers. This must be on a separata sheet of
paper for each case (user and consumer).
- Is the price of the ·Product-Service· adequate considering both
consumer and user positions?
- Does the product or service used represent value for each of the
positions (consumer-user) role played?
- Would you repurchase the ·Product-Service·? (as a satisfied
consumer-user would do).
4.

Assuming that you are an interested consumer-user or an

externa! consultant to the firm manufacturing or offering the productservice, please comment on following:
- What recommendations you would offer the manufacturar or
service provider in order to enhance the needs of the uProduct-Service·
which you have studied during these two first phases of the workshop.
The participants should make a list of their suggestions and their
explanations. The participant m ust la ter continue to consider the needs
matrices that were developed in phase one of the workshop.
5. lmportant considerations about price:
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- Does the participant consider that an adequate price for a product
or service exists or is the price at a level in which the consumar and the
usar find that they do not satisfy their expected and verbalized needs?
6. Additional supervisor or facilitator guidelines:
- During the duration of this phase and in case that it would be
necessary, the participating groups will be required to prepare additional
material purchase requisitions.

The workshop supervisor should be

preparad to deliver such supplies to each group that requests them. At
the appropriate point in time any complementary material that would be
required to finish and perform satisfactorily the usage of the •productservice• phase should be given to the requesting teams. This material
should be brought to the room where the workshop is taking place only by
the facilitator. The same will happen with all the other support materials
needed for the workshop realization.

4.4.1.3 THIRD PHASE:

"ACTUAL MARKETING ANO SALES

SIMULATION OF THE 'PRODUCT-SERVICE' BEING STUDIED IN THE
WORKSHOP, BY THE CURRENT MANUFACTURER OR SUPPLIER
THAT YOU, THE PARTICIPANT, REPRESENT. 11

(APPROXIMATE

DURATION: 1.5 HAS)

In this section of our workshop, the groups will be required to select a
person that will play the role of the marketing director of the firm that is
currently manufacturing or supplying the "Product-Service. • lt is now
required that the members of the group help the marketing director in
preparing a sales presentation of the product-service. Please note that:
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1. ªIn this phase the chosen participants will continue to play the
role of the current or actual manufacturer or provider of the productservice.·
2. Please think about:

"The Sales Presentation Developed in this Phase
"Will Not" Consider any of the Recommendations
Offered to the Firm by the Consultants or
Concerned Consumers or Users of the Previous
Phase."
This last request is required ir- order to assist the ·simulated firm• to
review its current approach to the market, and evaluate its potential
market share, considering its actual product-service perception by its
consumers and users.
Also, it will be possible to evaluate alternative approaches to
prepare real sales presentations and relate it to the actual market
responses to it.
The sales presentation that the marketing or sales directors are
going to offer during this phase will be given to a group of potential
distributors (volume consumers) specially gathered for this purpose.
Those consumers will be role played also by the rest of the team members
not sele0ted as marketing and sales managers. This is done in a special
meeting programmed for the sales presentations. To participate in the
sales meeting, it will be necessary:
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1. Supervisor or facilitator guidelines for the marketing or sales
representativas and purchasing distributor's directors of the firms:
- After the sales presentations of the different groups are preparad,
the place for the required sales presentation demonstration must be set
up.

Marketing directors and consumers representativas will have to

consider:
A. MARKETING OR SALES REPRESENTATIVES;

The selected directors of marketing will set up a special sales stand
where each one will give a five-minute presentation in order to attract
distributors in relation to the advantages of buying and distributing their
product-service. The next guidelines about the presentation should now
be explained to the marketing representatives of the firm:
- Sales or Marketing managers can only offer a 50% discount on
the shelf given price in the first stage, to the potential distributors of the
product.
- The maximum length of time that they will offer the distributors to
pay for the merchandise is 30 days.
- There are no other volume discounts allowed.
- There are no consignment purchases allowed.
- Each ufirm• has in stock thousands of finished units of the otfered
product-service. These products are stocked in batches. The mínimum
sale you are authorized to do is per batch. A batch can contain 20 boxes
or units of the product-service.
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-

There is the possibility of immediate delivery F.O.B. of any

required quantities of the product-service.

- lt is recommended to the potential distributors to accept the 30
day payment terms because no discounts for prepayment will be
authorized by management.
- Each NMarketing manager• must concentrate all his or her selling
efforts on the current marketable characteristics of the product-service
without modifications.
-

The ·Marketing manager" must prepare his or her voluntary

·LETTER OF RESIGNATION" if he or she does not achieve at least a
40% market share during the evaluation of the sales results phase. The
facilitator must express that this is mainly because management is tired of
false promises to sell the products-services. t/aking matters even worse,
the marketing manager never gives any facts or results to support his or
her market share improvement promises.
B. PURCHASING MANAGERS FROM THE DISTRIBUTORS
OFFICES:

This part will be played by the rest of the pariicipants that were not
chosen to play as marketing or sales representativas with the
manufacturing or supplying firms.
- This person must selecta major chain to representas purchasing
director. The purchasing managers in return must wear a badge showing
the name of the corporation without duplicating the names of the different
distributors selected.
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- Purchasing managers are responsible for analyzing the sales
presentations, while forgetting that he or she was once a participant of the
company now trying to sell him or her the product-service. Objectively, he
must review and decide which of the articles would be a welcomed
addition to the company's showroom, while having the required sales
potential.
- The only restriction that purchasing managers will meet is that
they can only buy as many batches of the product-service as there are
firms offering them. Budgetary constraints now exist for this firm. As a
note, there are always substitutas or complementary products-services
that you are required to offer to this organization's customers.
The purchasing managers will be authorized to purchase at the
most O, 1,2,3,4, ... ,m batch es of the product-service offered by all the
suppliers. (Example: lf there are 3 different companies presenting their
sales pitch, the purchasing person can only buy up to three batches of
merchandise: O, 1,2, or 3 batches only. He can also decide to split his
purchase orders between different companies but the total must not
surpass three batches.).
Due to Market Environment conditions, it is necessary to consider:
- Sorne of the purchased products-services will not sell during the
following high season.

lf this is the case, and more than 50% of the

merchandise purchased remains in the store after the season, this will
require the voluntary "LETTER OF RESIGNATION· of the purchasing
manager.

Management is ·sick and tired of purchasing directors and

agents buying merchandise that consumers or users are not looking for,
and later must be sold for a salvage value or less!"
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- lf the purchasing manager has any questions during the sales
presentations regarding the characteristics of the products-services being
offered by the sales managers, ask them after the presentation of all the
companies. Time will oe available at the end of the presentations to ask
questions. Direct all questions to the sales manager of that particular
•product-service. •
C. SPECIAL VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION:

Select three volunteers f rom the distributor's representatives that
will be required to:
*

Sleep and snore during the presentation.

* Cough.
* Make noise or bother the other participants posing as purchasers

or sales managers.
These participants will be instructed directly by the supervisor after
the first three minutes of each presentation to start their ªshow" and to
stop it also immediately when the supervisor instructs them to do so, with
a special nod or sign that the supervisor-facilitator will give them directly at
the appropriate moment.
D. OTHER IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE WORKSHOP
FACILITATOR:

- Strict control of the allowed presentation time (5 min. for each
Marketing or Sales Director) is required in this portien of the workshop.
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- Request the purchasing managers to prepare their purchasing
orders for each of the •product-services• they want to order from each
firm.

4.4.1.4 FOURTH PHASE:
BY

THE

MARKETING

11

AND

REVIEW OF RESULTS ACHIEVED
PURCHASING

DIRECTORS:

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS. 11 {APPROXIMATE DURATION:
1.0 HRS)

In this phase the facilitator will collect the purchase orders and register
them on the board. lt is then possible to compute the achieved market
share for each of the participating firms that offered their productsservices. Sales and market shares calculations are done with the help of
a special format included in the appendix of working papers for the
workshop.
Now the facilitator can proceed to evaluate the percentage of
products that will remain in the purchaser's stock room, due to lack of
demand or seasonal problems. In order to do these calculations, one
must follow the special format in the appendix.
lf the exercise was followed in the correct manner, one will observe
that sometimes a significant portien of the target market share will still be
available for other potential competitors interested in entering the market
with a similar, enhanced, ora substituta productor service.
Note that sorne of the improvements to the product-service were
given in a previous phase when, the outside consultants and customers,
gave possible ideas to improve the performance of the product-service.
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These ideas are worth considering to improve the current characteristics
of the product-service in the study.
At this point, it is possible to generate sorne marketing and sales
strategies to improve the market share of the product-service. Participants
can now proceed to fill out the suggestion list of improvement ideas for the
product-service studied in the tentative priority projects form specially
provided by the facilitator.

4.4.1.5

FIFTH PHASE:

IMPROVEMENT

PROJECTS

"DEFINE TENTATIVE PRIORITY
AFTER

REVIEWING

RESULTS

ACHIEVED BY CONSUMERS-USERS, THE SUGGESTIONS GIVEN BY
EXTERNAL ADVISORS, AND AFTER OBSERVING MARKETING AND
PURCHASING DIRECTOR$ PERFORMANCE."

(APPROXIMATE

DURATION: 1.0 HRS.)

In this phase the participants of each ucompant will define special
tentative priority improvement projects. These projects must be defined,
planned so to insure appropriate decisions throughout the organization
when considering the quality of the products or services.
The planning stage of development of these projects will include
sorne econom ic justifications and a clear definition of dates with
responsibilities for each person involved in the project.
The priority projects can be defined around those ideas previously
presented by consultants concerned with consumers and users
satisfaction. In addition, the ideas and experiences from participation in
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the sales presentations of the •products-services• must be considerad also
in the definition of the priority projects.
The actual development and implementation of the selected priority
projects will come only after all participants have had the opportunity to
participate in the first workshop with those products or services offered by
the firm. In a later stage, participants can be invitad again to participate in
a second run of the workshop where actual consumers, users, and
suppliers are involved. Newer priority projects also can be defined after
such exercise takes place.
For real-lite implementation in the organization of the results
obtained with the priority projects defined in the workshop, the next
workshop has to include the actual products and services offered by the
organization. lt is important to note that the crucial priority projects defined
in the workshop, must be implementad in the organization after proper
authorization and supervision is received from top management. Special
economic analysis and justification will be required for their
implementation.

4.4.1.6 SIXTH PHASE: "QUESTIONNAIRE OF PARTICIPATION
IN THE WORKSHOP. 11 (APPROXIMATE DURATION: 0.5 HAS.).

This questionnaire offers us valuable information on the methodology used
in the workshop and also presents suggestions about its improvement.
The actual format of the questionnaire to be employed is presentad with
the rest of the forms in the appendix at the end of this section.
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4.4.1.7 SEVENTH PHASE: "PERIODIC QUESTIONNAIRE ANO
INTERVIEW OF PARTICIPANTS ANO THEIR APPLICATION OF THE
METHODOLOGY

PRESENTEO

IN

THE

WORKSHOP."

(APPROXIMATE DURATION: 0.5 HAS.).

The main purpose of developing the questionnaire is to evaluate
periodically the merits of the ·TQM-SOS• and the •e-U NEW·
methodologies and the results that the participant's firms actually achieved
in the long run. Also, if possible, the questionnaire will help participant
managers to obtain information and suggestions of the possible
enhancements to the methodologies and for their organizations.
At intervals of three to six months, it is highly recommended to
interview those who participated in the workshops and complete the
previous questionnaire. This information will allow for a validation of the
workshop by the results obtained from the organization.

4.4.2 Appendix to the Workshop lnstructions.

The following appendix includes ali the forms and materials required to
supervise and control the workshop activity:

A. Material and forms required:
1. Materials requisition form.
2. Questions sheets.
3. Purchase orders form.
4. Market share computation form.
5. Percentage of articles not sold format.
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6. Consumer-user matrix formats.
7. Suggestion List.
8. Tentativa Priority lmprovement Projects List.
B.

Support materials and equipment required in the workshop

room:
- Slide projector (1 ),
- screen {1 ),
- larga pieces of paper on a stand (50),
- markers (25),
- scissors (5),
- letter paper (200),
- masking tape (2),
- round tables (5),
- identification tags (25),
- chairs for ali participants {20 to 24 people maximum).
- tables for at least five participants arranged in a
classroom setup.
- The "Products-ServicesM that will be provided by the
supervisor and worked with by the participants during the
whole duration of the workshop.
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WORKSHOP APPENDIX FORM
•

Company:

•

Address:

-

Nº:

-------------------------------Date:

-----------------------------Aut. Nº:

Quantity

Unit Price

Description

Total

S/total:
(15%) V.A.T.:

Total:

•
•

•

Fllled

by:

Revlewed

-------------------------by:

A uthorlzed

by:

-----------------------

•

Payment

•

10% discount

•

Dellvery

form

day:

(Days: _ _ )
0D

e.o.o.

---------

----------------------

FIGURE 1: MATERIAL REQUESITION FORM
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charges

WORKSHOP APPENDIX FORM
QUESTION:

ANSWER:

QUESTION:

ANSWER:

QUESTION:

ANSWER:

QUESTION:

ANSWER:

FIGURE 2: QUESTION SHEET
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WORKSHOP APPENDIX FORM
Nº:

•

Company:

•

Address:

-------------------------------------------------------------

Nºof
batches

Type of
product bought

Date:
Aut. Nº:

Unit
Price

S/total:
(15%) V.A.T.:

Total:

•

Filled

•

Reviewed

•

Authorized by:

by:

-------------

by: - - - - - - - - -

FIGURE 3: PURCHASE ORDER FORM
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Total

WORKSHOP APPEJiJDIX FORM
Nº of Batches
Ordered
Product 1

ª1

Product 2

ª2

Product 3

33

Product 4

34

Totals
SOLD

MS

lf % MS < 40
Quit!

( ~ ) (100) =

(3;) (100) =
(¡) (100) =
(3.:) (100) =

m

A=¿a.
í=1

Total

=

%

I

Number of
Purchasing
Directors

n
(counted in
audience)

Number of
products

m
(1, 2, 3, ... , m)

Total number
of potencial
batches sold

n*m

Undecided
batches

% Market Share

(n*m) -A= UB

FIGURE 4: MARKET SHARE COMPUTATION FORM
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WORKSHOP APPENDIX FORM
q
Nº of Batches
Bought

r = q*p
Nº Batches not
Sold

p
% of Batch not Sold

Product 1

Product 2

Product 3

.

Product 4

m

m

Total

¿r.

¿q. =Q=
i=1

i=1 I

I

Percentage of Articles not Sold =

lf

R
Q

> 50 %

R
Q

-R- -

=

==> QUIT!

FIGURE 5: PERCENTAGE OF ARTICLES NOT SOLD FORMAT
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WORKSHOP APPENDIX FORM

"-..)

"-..)

co

FIGURE 6a: NEEDS VS USERS MATRIX

WORKSHOP APPENDIX FORM

1\)
1\)

\O

FIGURE 6b: NEEDS VS CONSUMERS MATRIX

SUGGESTIONS LIST
SUGGESTION 1:

SUGGESTION 2:

SUGGESTION 3:

SUGGESTION 4:

FIGURE 7: SUGGESTIONS LIST

;JJO

TENTATIVE PRIORITY IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS (TPU)
TPIJ 1:

TPIJ 2:

TPIJ 3:

TPIJ 4:

FIGURE 8: TENTATIVE PRIORITY IMPROVEMENT
PROJECTS
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CHAPTER 5
RESEARCH EFFORT: ACHIEVED RESULTS OF
UTILIZATION OF THE 11 CONSUMER-USER NEEDS
11
EVALUATION WORKSHOP 11 TO IMPROVE THE TOTAL
QUALITY MANAGEMENT-STRATEGIC OPERATIONS
SYSTEM'S 11 IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS.

·1t's better to try something, fail, and learn something than to try
nothing, learn nothing and succeed in nothing• (Neuman, 1994).

5.1

General Results of "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW"

Applications in Different Mexican Organizations.
The main purpose of this Doctoral Thesis is to document the
methodologies and the results achieved after practica! applications of the
·raM-SOS" and "C-U

NEWu techniques in different Mexican

organizations.
Such efforts included the study of previously programmed "TQM-

sos· sensitizing, training, and implementation exercises.

These activities

are intended to help those participating organizations improve their
ongoing etforts to fully implement the traditional uTQM" organizational way
of operating.

By traditional uTQM" approach, 1 mean the current

procedures that are normally used today by most organizations. Those
current approaches mainly consider the knowledge proposed in the past
by renown international quality consultants and experts such as: lshikawa,
Deming, Juran, Crosby, Conway, Feigenbaum, Taguchi, and Peters.
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The expected organizational objectives to be achieved with the
application of the ·raM-sos· and C-U NEW· methodologies in different
organizations were briefly described in Chapter 3 (review section 3.3). 1n
that chapter and in chapter 4, we discussed the principal requirements that
are needed to satisfactorily implement "TQM-sos· and C-U NEW·
methodologies.
In a developing country like Mexico, and considering Ackoff (1974)
definition of •development·, the appropriate application of ·raM-Sos· and

·e-u

NEW· methodologies in Mexican organizations can offer great

competitive advantages for corporate achievers.

On the other hand,
11

organizations failing to develop and implement TQM-sos· mode of
operation can become an endangered and destined for extinction.
Firms in countries like Japan, have supported for approximately the
last 50 years proved "TQM" endeavors and have adoptad and adaptad to
their particular culture, environment, and ways of lite, various guidelines
11

11

that the traditional TOM approach currently uses.
Japanese organizations are showing the world the impressive
results that can be achieved if appropriate support for the traditional
11

TQM 11 organizational strategic approach is prometed by top management.

lnternationally recognized quality and productivity results have been
achieved in Japan with the help of the JUSE (Japanese Union of
Scientists and Engineers) organization by different Japanese
organizations, regardless if those enterprises were physically located
within or outside their territorial boundaries.
Because of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA),
Mexican organizations of ali kinds will greatly benefit by applying the
•raM-S0S 11 and the 11 C-U NEW" methodologies.
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Part of those benefits will be recognized as enhanced customer
satisfaction, increased job performance, employee satisfaction, better
teamwork, operativa cost reductions, improved productivity, growth in
market share, and greater profitability for the Mexican companies that
embrace the ·raM-SOS 1 continuous improvement process.

lt can mean, as well, real and faster economic recovery and
development Mexico. lt is important for the reader to remember that the
NAFTA agreement currently: The United States of North America and
Canada, as well as Mexico.
With the help of successful organization's collaborators
sensitization, training, and appropriate implementation of the ·TQM-sos·
and

·e-u NEw· methodologies within the firm,

consumer and user needs

can be clearly stated, defined, and understood by everyone in the
enterprise.

The organization can utilize this data and information to

significantly plan the required actions to improve the currently offered
products or services.
Thus, productor service improvements can be developed with the
help of special team priority projects purposefully programmed to achieve
such goals and supported by the information gathered after applying the

·e-u

NEw· methodology. This improvement effort can begin from the

product or service design stage.
Additional consumers' and users' needs can also be obtained from
traditional marketing surveys or other applicable research tools such as:
1. Ouality Function Deployment (OFD): This teamwork technique
mainly uses available and researched consumer and user needs as
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required inputs. Such inputs are used to translate them with the usage of
the progressive ·Houses of QualitY- in products' or services' specifications
and manufacturing or processing guidelines.

Those guidelines are

organizationally required for the products and services productiva
manufacturing and delivery.
The principal proponents and supporters of ·aFo· recommend the
application of special Market Surveys and Focus Groups to define what
the consumers' and users' needs are to successfully apply the ·aFo·
procedure {Glushkovsky, et al., 1995).

lt is important to remember that ·aFD's" main objective is to
translate to operative specifications those customer needs after they are
known and not to define them. The definition of the consumer and user
needs step is purposefully left out by the ·aFou technique as a different
activity to be pursued by the marketing or sales areas of the firm (for more
details, see Table 8).
2. Focus Groups: This methodology helps marketing people to
define customer needs by working with different groups of stratified
potential consumers or users of the products or services. After the group
activity is finished it is possible to find the customers' expected needs (for
more details see Table 8).
3.

DELPHI:

Consensus methodology used to obtain better

decisions by a group or panel of experts.

One of the uses of this

technology may be to define of consumar or user needs, but that has not
been its only and primary application (for more details, see Table 8).
4.

Brainstorming and Nominal Group Technique (NGT)

Methodologies:

These approaches help management team efforts to
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obtain better ideas for ali kinds of problem-solution exercises (for more
details, refer to Table 8).
Unfortunately, these methods are today only partially used to define
proper corporate vision, mission, strategic operativa guidelines, and
consumar and user verbally expressed needs by organizations interested
in better satisfying its current or futura customers' needs with improved
products or services.
With the help of the

·e-u

NEw· methodology, verbally expressed

consumar and user needs can be more appropriately known, understood,

·e-u

NEw· methodology is purposefully thought,
planned, designad, and used to define and help organizations to achieve
the vital and sometimes even forgotten important organizational objective
of continuously satisfying their consumers' and users' needs. Please
remember that in Chapter I we operationally defined the general Mission
and defined.

The

Statement of any modern organization as:
Satisfy the current and future verbally expressed as expected
needs of its actual or potential customers with adequate products or
services done right at the first time without any excuses and at a
productiva, efficient, and competitiva level of cost which offers
consumers and users value and satisfaction when it is directly
comparad with the level of price to be paid by the consumar and
user, while at the same time, the organization recognizes the efforts
of all collaborators that continuously strive to improve their work,
products, and services in a honest way.
With usage ot the "TQM-sos· and the

·e-u NEw· methodologies,

the required products or services will be better understood conceptually by
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all participants in the workshop and all the related ·roM-SOSN training
activities.
The people working in the organization, will have a clearer picture
of the products or services required by the firms' consumers and users
and it will be easier to design and manufacture, or offer the products or
services expected by its current or potential consumers and users.
By understanding current or future customer needs, it will be easier
to think, define, develop, and implement the required strategic operations
that will be planned and performed in the organization, to productively
obtain such products or services. These activities must be part of the
regular ·rotal Quality Management Strategic Operations System• chores
the firm continuously performs, to achieve and improve its current level of
·customer Satisfaction. •
Many authors, including Juran, lshikawa, Deming, and Crosby,
even argue in their known theories that to achieve Total Quality and
Customer Satisfaction it is not possible, or recommended, to use
cookbook recipes, but that each organization should be required to
develop its own approach to achieve the required quality in its products or
services.
This effort will help organizations meet consurr:ers and users
expected needs with adequate designed, built, manufactured, and offered
products and services, from the moment those ideas are supported and
personally enforced by top management.
Top level executives of the firm are solely responsible for the
successful implementation and continuous application throughout the
organization for the NTQM-SOSN and the ·e-u NEWN methodologies.
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5.1.1 Expected Objectives of Application.
To improve the Total Quality Management Strategic Operations System
implementation process it is necessary to clarify to top management what
ªTQM-sos· and

·e-u NEW· methodologies are and can do for them and

their firms. This was discussed in previous chapters.
lt is also required to sensitize management about what is, or should
be, the top manager's principal role in organizations pursuing quality or
excellency objectives, how its complete organization must be structured in
the future and its people evaluated, recognized, and compensated for all
the efforts shown and done in continuously achieving ·rotal Customer
Satisfaction. •
The thoughtful revision of all the subject matters mentioned in this
thesis will make it easier to develop better answers and plans to achieve
these objectives by helping top managers understand and define their
proper roles in the "TQM-SOS" development process and their required
involvement.
The principal results that were expected after successful
applications of "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEw· methodologies in various
participant organizations such as Ford, Technik-Air, and ITESM's
Graduate School will be summarized next:
1) Help organizations define the appropriate steps required to
use and implement "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" methodologies
(Manufacturing or Service Industries applicability):
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'

The

·e-u NEW" methodology helps organizations define their current and

future consumers' and users' expressed needs in order to define which
products and services can be offered to them to satisfy their needs. The
ªTQM-SOS" methodology allows the organization to define the required
steps that are required to satisfy those consumers and users on a
continuous basis.
Top management continuous support, involvement, and leadership
is required to obtain the expected quality and productivity results. The
sensitization and training phases of the "TQM-SOS" methodology can help
managers to understand the role they need to play from that moment on.
Results were positive in organizations where top managers participated in
the training and implementation activities in the first stages of the "TQM-

sosu development and implementation effort.
One of the most important objectives sought by the organization is
to improve the design and delivery of its products and services. "TQMSOS" and "C-U NEWu methodologies support these objectives by helping
top management define and satisfy their current or future consumers and
users needs. With those needs understood it will be possible to translate
them in interna! processing specifications that will help strategically
organize ali operative activities of the firm and ali involved areas of the
organization.
Areas that enhanced the quality and productivity of the products or
services offered were: design, manufacturing and production, assembly,
support departments and service generating departments such as:
customer service, promotion, marketing, sales, and delivery.
Consumers and users needs, if appropriately considered, will
favorably impact the inadequate way the organization now operates,
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works, and does business by helping management, as well as the entire
corporation, return to basic modes of operation.
New basic operativa principies will require and include the study
and review of all operations performed in the organization, including its
Mission Statement, its declaration of General Guiding Operativa Policies,
and its Strategic Operations System plan.

In general all areas of

managerial responsibility that currently are not appropriately defined to
achieve the most important organizational objectives will be reviewed.
These objectives from now on must again be: "Better satisfying its current
and future consumers' and users' expressed needs on a continuous basis
with adequate products or services offered at the right price level and
which must be designed, obtained, manufactured or generated right at the
first time.·
The effective utilization of "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEWª
methodologies will help improve organizational chances of designing and
manufacturing better products and services in interested corporations.
Better products and services will be obtained only by enhancing the
approach currently used to obtain proper definitions of customers'
expressed needs.
After these needs are known and understood by all collaborators of
the organization, it will be possible to use expressed needs as reliable
support material with the different teachings of the renown international
quality, productivity, strategic planning, and marketing experts to
continuously improve the products or services offered today by the
organization.

Hard and continuous Team-Work activities and Priority

Projects work will be necessary to deliver the right products or services to
current and futura customers.
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2) lmprove the Organlzatlon's Total Quallty Management
Strategic Plannlng and its implementation process:
Each corporation or organization that wants to achieve the important
customer satisfaction goal must make a series of important strategic and
operativa decisions regarding team-work, employee participation, and their
productiva efforts recognition.

As was shown, written up to date

references dealing with team-work include differen' points of view offered
by all kinds of available scholarly or empirical sources about the most
appropriate approach to follow or use in any organizational quality
improvement exercise.
1 believe that each particular organization has its own established
culture and requires special applications and considerations to achieve
satisfactory "TQM-Sos· and

·e-u

NEW· related results.

This last

observation is particularly true for Mexican organizations with different
cultural, educational, social, and economic traits.
Any organization that has made the crucial decision to develop
·raM-SOS" for "Total Customer Satisfaction" requires without delay, or
doubts, full participation, team-work, and continuous involvement by
everyone in the firm. lt also requires special development of interpersonal
relationships and participatory activities for all the suppliers
(internal/external) of the organization.
The first step to be followed with the

·e-u

NEW" approach is that

suppliers as well as customers be identified inside or outside of the
organization and invite them to participate in the process of defining and
appropriately logging, for reference purposes, their current or future
expected needs and wants.
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The fundamental guiding corporate mission statement of each
organization must be carefully redefined and selected after adequate
considerations are made about the current or futura expectations and
related needs expressed by their customers.
When consumer and user needs are fully understood by everyone
in the organization, it will then be possible to start the design phase of the
required products or services by using the results obtained during
adequate participation in the •consumer-User Needs Evaluation
Workshop•.
lf organizations use current or futura needs of their customers as a
guiding light for their required capacity planning definition {lshikawa,
1985), lower failure or scrap rates can be expected throughout the firm as
well as higher profitability levels. Team-work efforts are suggested within
the organization to generate all data and information required to achieve
these important organizational objectives.
"TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" methodologies are appropriate tools
purposely designad to teach, show, and help organizations to use teamwork efforts for continuous quality improvement activities.

This was

suggested by the different managers that previously participated in training
and consulting efforts in the different organizations that will be mentioned
in the next sections.
"TQM-sos· and "C-U NEw· methodologies also consider for
improvement the existing interrelationships which are required to exist
between the various functional areas of the firm and its customers {interna!
or externa!) and its suppliers. Enhanced interrelationships are needed to
help the organization achieve better customer satisfaction.
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Principally it's important to consider the required interface and
adequate relationships that must exist between the following
organizational areas: Marketing, Operations (Manufacturing, Production,
Customer Service, Distribution and Logistics, Maintenance, Design, R&D,
Management, etc.), Finance, Purchasing, Human Resources, and ali the
selected suppliers of the organization. These are sorne of the areas that
must be involved in the process of generating the required products and
services being demanded by the market (see Figure 2).
The different factors that can be improved after appropriate
application of the ·raM-SOS" and

·e-u

NEW" methodologies and thus

help the organization to achieve its short and long-term ·consumer-User
Satisfaction• objectives are:
a) Who are the main current and future customers (consumers and
users) of the organization?
b) What are their customers' expressed current or future needs and
expectations in regard to the products and services currently
offered by the organization?
c) What and how the products and services that organizations
generate must be offered in the marketplace to better satisfy their
customer's current or future needs
d) How will those expected products and services be generated to
satisfy their current or future customers and their needs?
e) What programming and control mechanisms will be implementad
in the organization to assure continuous customer satisfaction as
well as the required motivation and flexibility to change in creativa
ways the organization to improve productivity continuously?

f)

Change for the better the organization's culture and related

structure to achieve more efficiently ali its expected corporate
objectives:
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Understanding the Mission of the organization.
Organizational Cultural Changa.
Personal attitude Changa.
Personal Growth and Job Satisfaction.
Organizational Quality-Productivity Goals.
g) lmprove Design and Delivery of Products and Services. Help
top management define their current or futura customers' and
users' needs and then translate such expressed expectations in
interna! specifications that will help strategically organiza ali
operative activities of the firm and ali involved areas of the
organization besides manufacturing or production areas or service
generating departments to design, manufacture, build, construct,
service, promete, market, sale and deliver the products and or
services currently required by their customers or users in a more
productiva and efficient way.
h)

lmprove Operations Management Process: Clarify to top

management what "TQM-SOSN and "C-U NEW" methodologies are
or can do for them or their firms, what is or should be the top
manager's principal role in organizations pursuing such quality or
excellency objectives, how its complete organization must be
structured and its people evaluated, recognized and compensated
for all their efforts shown and done in continuously achieving NTotal
Customer Satisfaction."
Leadership: Development and Promotion.
Team-Work and Brain-Storming Development.
Good training tool for "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" future
understanding development and applicability in the firm.
i) lmprove in general all the organization's quality and productivity
results, its general efficiency and its communications process to
better satisfy its current and future potential consumers and users:
This will be accomplished if adequate trained leaders are allowed to
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work with the tools mentioned in the methodologies here being
studied:
Organizational Growth.
3) Generate "Auto-Purchase Declslon" (Neuman, 1988):
The •Auto-Purchase Decision• effect was previously operationally defined
and considers:

lf the people working in the organization are individually or
collectively willing to use (paying for it or even free) the products or
services they themselves generate in the firm, then we can say that
the product or service can possess the required quality on the eyes
of the actual consumer and user.
Generation of II Auto-Purchase Decision• intent in the organization's
workers is an important factor leading to •rotal Customer Satisfaction• and
·rotal Quality-Productivity• (Neuman, 1988).
operationally defined as:

11

Quality can also be

rhe continuous satisfaction of the consumer-

user needs.·
Further explaining these terms it can be stated that: "A productor
service has quality if it satisfies the expressed needs and expectations of
its potential consumers and users. rhe contrary will mean that the product
or service does not have the required qualitY- (see operational definitions
in section 1.2 for review purposes).
When •Auto-Purchase· is promoted through direct management
involvement and participation in the process of culturing its collaborators in
the policy of II Always doing it right, the first time,• the organization will
increase consumer-user chances of obtaining products or services that
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match his or her requirements and expectations.

lf happens, the

organization will be closer to the achievement of its major goal of total
customer satisfaction, as well as realiza its important corporate mission.
lt is important to remember that consumer and user needs usually
vary continually over time. The flexibility to constantly review and redefine
new ways of operating the complete organization must also be
implemented as part of a fresh cultural approach that any modern
organization wishing to regularly satisfy its customer needs has to
implement.
Thus, modern organizations must implement adequate consumer
and user needs searching and evaluation mechanisms, like the "TQMsos· and the uc-u NEWu methodologies. These techniques provide
relevant and current information to the organization that employs them.
The information obtained will allow all the organization's areas to be up
front technologically when compared to tougher competitors.
In such cases, 1 can assure that an organization closer to all its
customers in all possible ways will know sooner than its competitors what
its consumers and users needs are or will be. This information can be
easily transformad to define and design accordingly the new products or
services that will be required by the market.
4)

11

Change Resistance Reduction":

One of the most important factors that can definitely hinder the
implementation efforts to satisfactorily apply uTQM-sos· and uc-u NEWª
in an organization is •change Resistance.• Change obstruction must be
prevented and reduced to a mínimum to enhance the probabilities of a
successful implementation.
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Everyone in the organization must voluntarily work to achieve the
main purpose of ·TQM-Sos· implementation process, which is the
achievement of interna! and externa! total customers satisfaction. This will
be realized when adequate products or services are es . . •ecially designad
and generated with the participation of ali the involved departments of the
firm.

lt is required that a continuous ·auality-ProductivitY- improvement
cultural approach is implantad in everyone's mind. To achieve such an
important goal everyone will be invited by top management to participate
and offer ideas and creativa problem solutions.

lf participation by ali

collaborators is expected, it will be necessary to develop adequate
evaluation and recognitíon policies within the organization. The first three
required policies to be considered are: a) continuous improvement
promotion. b) participation and involvement recognition, and c) the ªWe
are not looking for people to blame but people to offer solutions• policy
implementation.
Flexibility in ali areas will be culturally allowed, promoted, and
developed with the use of adequate team-work involvement. lf achieved,
the required reaction time to those emergent new expectations and
desires stated as required by the consumer or user, will surely decrease,
too. Reduced lead time will help the organization to be more efficient and
effective in the marketplace as well.
Everyone in the organization must be assured through proper
training and sensitizing activities that the main purpose of ·TQM-SOs·
implementation process is the achievement of their interna! or externa!
consumar and user satisfaction. Customer satisfaction is only attained
with adequate products or services which are especially designad and
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generated with the participation of all the involved departments of the
organization.

Using a ·auality-ProductivitY- continuous improvement

cultural approach increases the probabilities that the results will be
significant and useful for the organization and all its participants. But,
providing all the required personnel evaluation and recognition policías
already would have been implementad.

5) Statistical Process Control (SPC) Continuous Tools Usage
Promotion:
Regarding this subject, different •spc• group training sessions are
specially programmed after the sensitizing stage of the ·TQM-Sos·
implementation effort. In the training activities, teams are taught how to
analyze and solve particular practica! ·auality-ProductivitY- problems with
the help of the basic and advanced "SPC· Tools. The vivid simulations
and practica! exercises specially developed for training purposes also will
help the participants to understand and better apply the explained
concepts to their daily activities. The principal objective of this dissertation
is not to explain in detail all the characteristics of ·spc• tools but to help
top management in their efforts to use them properly.
The utilization of ali the vital information that the different •spc•
tools provide managers, must also be taught the participants during the
·raM-sos· and "C-U NEW" sensitizing and training efforts. The usage of
these types of tools and the data they offer should be continuously
promoted by top management.
6) Real Life Representatlon through "Small Scale Slmulatlon":

The sensitizing and training activities of the ·roM-sos· and the

·e-u

NEW· methodologies must be planned and done with products and
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services that are directly related to the products or services currently
offered by the firm.
Proper products and services are selected during sensitizing and
training sessions to be used by participants for practica purposes. Also,
the organization's products and services will be used later to start the
definition of priority projects which must be pursued within the firm to
improve the current levels of quality and productivity attained in the
organization.
5.2 Research Methodology.
The six general objectives just described are sought by organizations
interested in using and implementing the NTQM-sosu and Ne-u NEWN
methodologies.

In this thesis, it is also intended to show how the

application of the uTQM-SOSu and NC-U NEWN methodologies helped the
participant organizations achieve those objectives and to what extent
those goals were actually attained.
The questionnaires that were given to the different managers that
participated in the NTQM-SOSN and NC-U NEWN implementation and
training exercises were specially prepared to validate if the objectives
mentioned in the previous section were achieved by them on a personal
and organizational basis.

The questionnaires also were designed to

obtain information in relation to the real results achieved by the involved
organizations after application of the NTQM-SOSU and Ne-U NEWN
methodologies.
lt is considerad that the achievement of these objectives is
important for any organization wanting to develop better products or
services.

From now on companies interested in maintaining and
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increasing their market share must continually try to improve their products

lf lack of purpose in this respect (Total Customer
Satisfaction) is now observad in an organization, 1believe that there is still
time to try to improve its current market situation.
and services.

For the success of the sensitizing and training activities it is
required that real-life representation through small scale analogous
products or services be used. Those products and services must be
similar to the ones currently otfered by the firm. The similarities will help

·e-u

NEw· methodologies
are all about. Both methodologies are theoretically based on the premisa
that it is easier to teach participants by practically doing themselves similar
activities during training to the ones that will be required during actual
·raM-sos· and ·e-u NEw· real-lite implementation etforts.
participants learn what the ·raM-SOS" and

This learning approach will show participants what their real-life
roles must be in the ·raM-sos· and

·e-u NEW"

implementation efforts

·e-u

NEw·
training and implementation methodologies otter real-life analogies for the
participants to actually compare between the real-lite product or service
generally otfered by the organization and the products or services being
presentad for study and analysis purposes during the workshop.

that will follow in the organization.

The "TQM-sos· and

This last point is important because participants can learn in a
"laboratory or experimental type ot setting" where costs are controlled,
minimized, and also where the possibilities of learning by analogy is
greatly increased and time trames greatly compressed. Also, the cost of
making mistakes in the workshop are minimizad when comparad to the
costs of continuing doing or delivering poor quality products or services to
actual and current customers or users in all kinds of manufacturing,
service industries, or organizations.
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The selection of the particular scale products (toys to assemble) or
services, which will be used during the 'TQM-sos· and ·e-u NEW·
training activities, must be done keeping in mind the similitude that the
toys require to have with the currently manufactured or delivered products
that the corporation in which the workshop will be presentad. Also that, to
be successful, the laboratory that in reality is the ·e-u NEW" workshop, it
is impossible to work with real-size products or services for learning
purposes in most occasions.
The general results observed in the set of organizations where the
·TQM-SOSu and ·e-U NEW" methodologies studied in this thesis were
applied, are reported after directly working with a small sample from
different groups of managers that previously participated in the mentioned
·TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" training and imp!ementation sessions. The
answers and comments given by those managers in the interviews
especially programmed to gather information will follow next.
The results were documented in personal interviews conducted with
managers representing various corporations, such as Ford, Technik-Air
Group, and ITESM's EGA-CCM Graduate School (Instituto Tecnológico y
de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey in its Escuela de Graduados en
Administración at the Mexico City Campus), in which I applied the
methodologies discussed here.
The questionnaire used to gather information and ali the requested
commentaries from the different participants in the workshop and ªTQMSOS" training sessions was designed only with open-ended questions in
mind. This was done to facilitate the expression of any comments and
suggestions that participants may want to offer.

This also allowed

participants to offer suggestions to continuously improve the
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methodologies under study with their ideas and insights after directly
participating in the

·e-U

NEW· and ·TQM-SQS• training and sensitizing

sessions.
Participants were free to apply the

·e-U

NEWª and ·TQM-SOSª

methodologies voluntarily in their organizations. The research effort to
show if the sensitizing and training efforts resultad in any kind of change of
behavior or attitude toward consumers and users took place sorne time
after those sessions. Participants were never told that the evaluations or
interviews would take place in the future when they participated in the
training exercises.
The benefits of applying these types of questionnaires is restricted
and recommended for small samples. Open-ended questions are also
recommended by Hawkins and Tull (1994) who stated:
Open-ended questions leave the respondent free to offer any
replies that seem appropriate in light of the question. Open-ended
questions do no influence the respondent with a restated set of
response categories. Thus, opinions can be expressed that are
quite divergent from what the researcher expected or what others
had expressed.

Relatad to this is the fact that open-ended

questions elicit a wide variety of responses. Open-ended questions
can provide the researcher with a basis for judging the actual
values and views of the respondents that are often difficult to
capture with more structured techniques. This 'feel' for the quality
of the information can be conveyed in the report by the inclusion of
quotes from representativa responses.

Finally, respondents

generally like to have at least a few opportunities to express
themselves openly.
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The questions were written to evaluate the merits, leve! of achieved
learning, usage, and implementation results of applying in their

·c-u

NEw· methodologies. The
answers given by sorne of the selected participants of those organizations
will follow in the , 1ext sections.
organizations the ·raM-SOS" and the

A comprehensive summary of all the general results observad
across the studied sample of interviewed managers from the different
organizations that participated in the ·raM-sos· and

·c-u

NEW·

exercises in different points in time will also be presentad in this same
chapter.
5.3

FORD MOTOR COMPANY MEXICO:

Description of

Activities Performed and General Achieved Results.

·c-u

NEW" methodologies in
Ford Motor Company de Mexico S. A. de C. V. was part of a normally
planned Total Quality Management introductory sensitization and

The application of the "TQM-SOS" and the

Statistical Process Control training program that the company had
requested from the Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de
Monterrey. This training effort was programmed previously to their startup of assembly operations for its new Thunderbird Model in their Mexico
City plant site.

1 was assigned the task of working as instructor and facilitator with
different managers in charge of the assembly plant and given the special
assignment and recommendation to help them learn about Total Quality
Management including Statistical Process Control.

My teaching

assignment included the "TQM-SOS" and ·c-U NEW" methodologies in
addition to other subjects programmed to be delivered to the Ford
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managers participating in the classroom at their own manufacturing
facilities.
The original course work programmed by the ITESM-CCM
Graduate School to be offered to the managers at Ford Motor Company of
Mexico was slightly modified to allow time and space to try to teach and
explain to the participants the ªTQM-sos· and the
methodologies.

·e-u

NEWª

This last was done because their corporate training

representativa requested to work hard in the sensitization process of the
managers that were going to be present in the training sessions. This
approach was required to generate in the long run a different attitude,
group mood ,and better cooperation between the working areas to be
present in the training course.
The reason for attending to this important request was due to the
impending start of the production and assembly of their new Thunderbird
car in the Mexico Plant at that particular point in time and to improve the
quality of the production and assembly process of their cars and trucks.
This last was due to the fact that the plant also required to be internally
certified as reliable supplier (Q-1) by their own corporate quality assurance
measures. Remember Ford's interna! ·auality is Job number 1• strategic
goal.
In the other two applications of the MTQM-sos· and the

·e-u NEw·

methodologies, that also will be presented here (Technik-Air Group and
ITESM organizations usage), the purpose was to present them as I had
originally developed the methodologies for training and implementation
purposes.
The participants in the training program at Ford Motor Company at
the time were the active managers and production and assembly
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superintendents in charge of the assembly plant at its Mexico City site.
When the course was offered in 1989, sorne of the participants
commented that they were not familiar with all the concepts that I was
going to explain to them or the reasons why a course on ·raM· was so
important for the immediate future of the organization. At least, as they
later explained to me, they were not convinced and had sorne doubts
about traditional ªTQM's· merits or its possible implementation success in
their work areas.
lt is important to mention that at that point the assembly plant had

not been certified as a "Q-1 • reliable supplier, but was already under
considerable pressure by its own interna! quality assurance area to
improve its supplier grading leve! according to their ·0-101 • quality
manual.
During the sensitization part of the ·roM-sos· training sessions, 1
explained to them the need to eliminate the ·Esquezofreniaª sickness
throughout their organizations, the difference between a traditional and a
modern organization, and the Total Quality Circuit concepts that 1
developed (Neuman, 1988). We also reviewed most of the Quality experts
(e. g.: Deming, Juran, lshikawa, and Crosby) theories.
During the training sessions there were applied different vivid
dynamic exercises to he:p the participants grasp the importance of the
different subjects to be covered in class.

Those exercises are not

explained here but are part of the different teaching procedures also
purposely designed that can be continuously employed in such training
sessions. 1 am sorry not to be able to offer any reference material for such
dynamics, because I have not had the opportunity to write them yet.
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Afterwards, I made them all participate in the

·e-u NEw· where we

worked with scale models of different automobiles, trucks, and planes as
the manufacturad products to be studied with the help of the already
explained workshop's methodology (sea Chapter 4).

The selection of

those particular products (toys) was done due to the similitude that those
toys have with the real life products that the Ford Motor Corporation
currently manufactures in its organization.
The duration of all the programmed training sessions was close to
40 hours of direct facilitator contact per participant. Different team-work
exercises to be done in class and special homework projects were also
asked from the participants to be delivered in addition to the team-work
activities that were constantly utilized during the duration of the workshop
and course work to promete participation, understanding, and learning.
Communication, participation, and leadership traits were suggested
to enhance ·raM-sos· implementation efforts. Also, customer needs
knowledge and satisfaction was stressed as the most important objective
that modern firms must continuously pursue.
The interviews done with the Ford Motor Company managers that
participated in the

·e-u

NEW" workshop and in the ·raM-SOS 11 training

took place approximately four years after the courses. 1 will summarize
the personal and organizational results (participant managers,
superintendents, and Ford Motor Company) after this training effort was
finished and relate them to the expected objectives of the 'TQM-Sos· and

·e-u

NEW· methodologies. The answers here presented are the sama

ones the participants gave during the personal interviews I had with them.
The names of the participants will be kept confidential, for the time being,
as they requested.
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Next to each of the six expected objectives of the training and
utilization of the ·roM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" methodologies I will include
the real results that participants from Ford Motor Company Mexico
commented they personally achieved within and for their organization after
their individual and collective training and workshop participation. lt is also
important to notice again that the results were obtained tour years after the
ªTQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEW" training took place. This last validates the

applicability of the methodologies and also shows its impact in a longer
longitudinal time trame.
5.3.1

"TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" Objectives Achieved In

FORD MOTOR COMPANY de MEXICO S. A. de C. V.:
In relation to the different objectives that "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" are
interested in obtaining, stated in Chapter 4, section 4.1, Ford participants
interviewed, in general, expressed that the principal results and
fundamental things by them learned during their involvement in the "TQMsos· and

·e-u

NEW" training and workshop processes that were

achieved in their organization were:
1) Considering "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" methodologies'
applicability in any organization regardless if it i$ oriented toward
manufacturing or service activities:
Participants to the "C-U NEW" workshop and "TQM-SOS" sensitization
and training sessions commented that they obtained a broader picture and
better understanding of their complete operative processes, considering
that such a process initiates since its design stages and up to the moment
when its users actually use the products they manufacture and how their
daily work might affect ali their involved interna! or externa! customers.
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Also, participants were able to clarify the concept of ·auality and
Service for Customer Satisfaction. • One of the assembly plant managers
interviewed commented that:
·The product used in the workshop is the best to show product
similarities. Thus, our product also can be modified to satisfy the
interna! customer and improve too.•
2) Considering the objective of improving the organization's
Strategic Operative System Planning Process, partlcipant managers
commented on the sought objectives:
a) Who are the current and futura customers (consumers and
users) of the organization?
Managers argued that they understood better their customers and
suppliers roles. Management even commented that they started to work
with a more respectful consideration of the different persons involved in
the organization and that the concept of uconsumer-user• helped Ford to
improve their results and operations (assembly and manufacturing) at the
sama time that it still offers the firm continuous improvement opportunities.
b) What are their customers' expressed current or future needs and
expectations in regard to the products and services offered by the
organization?
lnterviewed managers said:
·sefore the Workshop we did not understand the difference
between the terms: 'Needs Vs. Stubbornness, or obstinacy by
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customers, and learned to listen to our customer, the one that
receives my work or service. •
·sometimes we did not want to understand our customer.

The

dynamic used in the workshop made us play the role of the
customer and step in their shoes, and then, the customer is better
understood and his needs, too. You also can understand better
your supplier."
"During the Workshop you put yourself in the shoes of the
Customer-Supplier-ManufactL rer and understand better their
1

needs."
One manager concluded that with their participation in the "TQMSOS" and "C-U NEW" training exercises, an important change achieved in
the way they thought and dealt with their customers was:
·setore the workshop we used to say: 'The product is like that. lf
you do not want it, don't buy it!' Now, 1 understand better our
customer and always try to satisfy the customer for whom I work:
e) What and how the products and services that organizations
produce and generate must be offered in the marketplace to better satisfy
their customer's current or future needs?
Ford managers argued during the interviews that with the
workshop:
·vou can learn how to recognize needs that sometimes are above
what we normally do everyday: "Sell what the customer wants Vs.
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Sell what we can do (this last is a very limitad way of seeing
things).ª
·we now verify what the customer wants and if that has impact in
what customers really see. Our perceptions are now equal to those
of our customers: lf I sea it wrong, that is the way that my customer
sees it. •
d) How will those expected products and services be generated to
satisfy their current or futura customers and their needs?
One Ford Assembly Plant Manager said:
•1 learned to see my job as my customer sees it. • lt is the concept
that now gravitates everyday In our organization about the
customer. Objectives are better accomplished with our customers
in such way. u
e) What programming and control mechanisms will be implementad
in the organization to assure continuous customer satisfaction as well as
the required motivation and flexibility to change in creative ways to
improve productivity continuously?
Plant supervisors and managers commented that from that point in
time they personally saw the opportunity and changed in the next forms:
·we started to use besides engineering specifications the
expressed customer needs (interna! customer was better servad
then), and we did not allow any more that operators would hit or do
unnecessary effort to assemble bad parts. Now we look for better
tools or materials to facilitate the jobs of everybody.
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We

understood more the reason of having specifications and learned to
use them better:
f)

Change for the better the organization's culture and relatad

structure to achieve more efficiently ali its expected corporate objectives:
Better understanding of the Mission of the Ford organization was
also achieved because managers obtained a more global vision of the
company. Sorne of them argued strongly in favor of the concepts learned
in the workshop and about the appropriate applicability of the uTQM-Sos·
and

·e-u NEWU sensitization phases in their different work areas:
ªPersonally I benefited from the participation in the workshop. lt
helped me improve my perceptions and the vision I had about the
organization.

N

·rhe people that did not understand the cultural change required
and expected by the company, are not any more with the
organization. The ones that used, applied the concepts, and that
changed their attitude in their daily activities, are the ones that now
lead the work areas, as I currently do with mine. AII the people that
participated in the workshop and applied what we learned there
now have higher managerial responsibilities and positions were
they encourage team-work and quality. •
In regard to Organizational Cultural Change various assembly plant
managers argued that the "TQM-sos· and

·e-u NEWN workshop helped

them with:
ªThe workshop helped the change of mentality and culture. Many
of the participants including myself decided to change. •
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·1t helped us to achieve a cultural changa and to support other
areas. lt was the beginning stage of changa. Before, 1 used to
work in maintenance (while taking the workshop) and did not
understand well or did not want to understand my customer. lt also
helped me to better see the relationship between CustomerSupplier. lt helped to close the gaps in between interdisciplinary
work groups. •
·Further developing my common sense. 1 learned to see things
from other point of view:

From outside, and I observed a

completely different sight. Destroyed old paradigms. •
ªThe methodology did work: We achieved cultural and attitudinal
change.

The attitude towards the customer (internal/external)

changed and that helped us offer them more things. •
·we also accomplished better communication, improved service to
our internal-external customer, enhanced attitude and in general
improved productivity. We are now more sensitive to all things. We
now recommend improvements to the manufactured products. We
try more to satisfy our customers. We also understand more our
competition. We have a clearer concept of uqualitt for our daily
performance."
The objective of helping participants in the process of achieving
personal attitude changa was mentioned as accomplished by different
participants:
"I became more ethical, with an improved conscience of things:
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·obliged me to change my behavior and I decided to do it to
improve myself. 1 also changed my val ues.•
•After the workshop, the people that participated in it, got closer
inside and outside thc organization. We accepted that each had
different roles to play in the company.

We started the change

playing and having fun and that way was easier to adopt it in the
job.·
·1 changed my attitude towards things that were not right. •
One of the most important achievements of Ford managers,
reported in the interviews, after their direct participation in the NTQM-Sos·
and

·e-u

NEWN training exercises was their own personal growth and

increased job satisfaction:
·rhe methodology invites to participate. lt created an environment
of openness and confidence that lead to improvement. Everyone
that participated remembers the workshop up to dat.
·1 identified various persons in the workshop with 'Esquezofrenia'
and afterwards looked for a different behavior model for myself.
Sorne people thought it was only a game:
•1 did not understand before the people, particularly those that had
an interest in improving tools, and with the workshop, 1 personally
reacted and understood that traditional approaches can be
improved also. The workshop and training received allowed me to
grow personally. •
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·rhe workshop left a personal mark on me and also information 1hat
1can use during ali my professional carear.•
·Personally the changas in my attitude also helped me to improve.
1 recommend the workshop for people interested in a personal or
organizational changa to achieve ·raM· and even helps to
advance more. Good training tool. Simple to understand. •
·1t is also applicable to the life you lead at home. Consider your
wife as: 'Customer-Supplier.'

·1t helped me to move up in the organization. 1 questioned myself
and decided to changa.•

·1t was a pleasant experience and it is part of what has allowed me
to improve and advance in the organization.•

•1t surprises me the profound mark that the workshop left in my
person.·
·vou can see who applied and who did not applied the concepts
given in the workshop. Concerning the dynamic (concepts) shown
in the workshop. The people that used them are now two levels
higher in the organizational structure of the company. lt gave them
personal and work results due to their change in attitude. The
understanding of the methodology helped us to advance and
become people of success."
g) lmprove Design and Delivery of Products and Services:
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Help top management define their current or future customers' and
users' needs and then translate such expressed expectations in interna!
specifications. Such known specifications will help strategically organiza
all operativa activities of the firm and all involved areas besides
manufacturing, production areas, or service generating departments to
design, manufacture, build, construct, service, promete, market, sale, and
deliver the products and or services currently required by their customers
or users in a more productive and efficient way.
Ford participants argued that the workshop allowed them:
·our plant assembly manager participated also in the workshop and
requested immediate application of the learned methodologies in
our daily activities and with that, we achieved conformance to USA
specifications. •
·concept perfectly related to the areas of the organization:
engineering, manufacturing, costs, purchasing, etc., because we
see all those areas in a small scale simulation within the workshop.
lt has application to all other areas of the organization. •
h) lmprove Operations Management Process:
Clarify to top management what ·TQM-SOS" and

·e-u

NEw·

methodologies are or can do for them or their firms. lt also will reveal what
is, or should be, the top manager's principal role in organizations pursuing
quality or excellency objectives, how its complete organization must be
structured, and its people evaluated, recognized, and compensated for all
their efforts shown and done in continuously achieving ·rotal Customer
Satisfaction. •
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Considering the organizational intent of improving leadership traits
participants commented that:
ªThe workshop helped us to define what we really needed to do
around here. •

·1t was in an appropriate time, that we the people with a higher
administrativa level in the areas of assembly and manufacturing, to
have had the chance to receive and participa te in the workshop. •

·1t helped me personally to delegate tasks and in developing
strategies and projects with direct applicability. •
·raM-sos· and

·e-u

NEWª sensitizing and training activities are

intended to lead participants toward improved Team-Work and Brainstorming development. Ford managers that participated in both training
and sensitization sessions commented during the interviews that:
·sefore the workshop:

1 had lots of fights with the people at

upholstery (our interna! customer). We were sick and tired of them.
When they used to call us in the interna! radio, we did not even
answered to their calls. After the workshop: We started to come
down to see the upholstery people, we did not wait until they called.
We started to put ourselves in their shoes and place, as the
workshop taught us. The work and our relationship improved. •
After the workshop: ·communication, compromises, and tasks' due
dates were improved.
considered. •

Common objectives were started to be
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ªThe

workshop

fomentad

improved

team-work.

Better

communication (same language), among participants was
achieved.ª
One of the questions that was presentad to the participants in the
questionnaire is expressly designed to evaluate the effectiveness of the
ªTQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEw· methodologies as appropriate training and

implementation tools to achieve better products and services in the
organization. Ford managers answered the question as follows:
"The preparation (sensitization on uTQM-SOS") we received befare
participating in the "Customer-User Needs Evaluation Workshop•
was as important as the participation in it afterwards. •
·vou learn when you participate in the

·e-u NEW" Workshop.•

·rhe previous presentation of the ·Esquezofrenia• theory (during
·TQM-SOS" training) helped us to break many traditional structural
situations of the organization, and afterwards, we were able to see
new ways to do things."
·rhe workshop invites you to react and participate in combination
with the help of all the subjects learned with the ·Esquezofrenia•
teachings. The environment of the workshop and training sessions
were cordial, friendly, relaxed, with recognition, and growth
possibilities allowed.

the message was accepted by the

participants and remained in the organization. There was actual
application in our daily activities."
·rhe form of transmitting the message was adequate, the
environment generated during the workshop was good and it was
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possible to learn.

The language used was adequate far the

participant: The daily one and with openness.'ª
ªBefare the workshop we the consumers-users of the training
thought we were going to receive a course that was trendy or in
vague. But instead, the workshop was good to changa our culture
also.•
ªNow a days, 1take things in my own hands and play with them as 1
learned to do in the workshop: ·1 see things closer now. •
i) One of the most important objectives that ·TQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEw· methodologies are trying to achieve is the continuous improvement
in ali the organization's quality and productivity results, its general level of
efficiency, and the characteristics of the current communications process
to better satisfy its current and future or potential consumers and users.
These important objectives will be accomplished if adequately
trained leaders are allowed to work with the tools mentioned in the ·TQMsos· and

·e-u NEW· methodologies.

When managers were questioned

about the results achieved after participating and using the concepts
taught to them during their participation in the ·TQM-sos· and

·e-u NEWª

methodologies sensitizing and training sessions they answered:
·Now we can better support the assembly of our products. Befare,
we tried to achieve only numerical quotas.

Now we are more

involved with everybody and also with the quality of the process. •
·Each year our productivity is improving by 7%.

We now

continuously sea that our product requires to be more economic
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without affecting the characteristics that our customer expects to
receive. (Befo re the workshop, we did not see things that wayl). •
·one of the principal results achieved is the general cost reduction
in all the areas. The new culture helped us to reduce 35% the cost
of materials handling and also the scarp of all the plant from 1990
to 1993 to the 50% of cost for unit damaged. The team-work effort
has been growing also and we are now convinced that is being
better perceived and that it works to solve problems.·
Considering the objective of achieving organizational and personal
growth and improvement, participants commented that:
·we were awarded by the corporation the ·0-1 • quality award and
its related recognition after we participated in the 'TQM-S0S 11
training and in the 'Consumers-Users Needs Evaluation Workshop'
and used in the plant all the practica! things there learned."
NThe methodology is necessary to help our country to grow. 1 have
been taking those concepts home to my kids too.•
3) In regard to "Auto-Purchase" decision making:
Managers participating in the workshop and "TQM-SOS" training
efforts commented that:
"The product used in the workshop is the same but on a different
scale. lt helped us to think about the final customer, that is, the one
that pays for mistakes or good results.

lt puts yourself in the

positions of the supplier and customer and allows you to play both
roles.•
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4) To satlsfactorily achleve the "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW"
results lt Is mandatory to achieve at the same time a slgnlflcant
"Changa Resistance Reduction."
Ford Managers argued that the methodologies ·show concern for
the people participating, • and that:
ªBefore we used to have lots of revengas in between departments,
we did not understand each other's responsibilities and functions,
and there was very low supporU-

5) Ford managers did not report any special efforts besides
the ones that were already going on in the plant In relation to the
question of continuous improvement promotion, or for the "SPC
Continuous Tools Usage Promotion" in their organization.
6) In regard to the possibilities of using the exercises and
support tools shown during the "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" training
sesslons as equivalent or similar to the products or servlces
currently offered by the organization, and as having possible real-life
representation through small-scale slmulation, the answers given In
the questionnaires by FORD managers were:
"Definitely good identification of Consumer-User. We manufacture
exactly the same type of product as the one used in the workshop.
The car was exactly the same as the one we manufacture in the
plant. The similitude lies in that the problems we have are the
same ones but only on a larger scale. •
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·ouring the workshop we represented what we normally do in our
daily work and saw closer the things that •must be.• Our jobs were
easier after the workshop. Nobody wanted to identify themselves
with ·Esquezofrenia• but many of us did. Team-Work improved,
and after participating in the training, the people and our work
meetings also were more productive.
5.3.2 Comments about "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" Objectives
Achieved in FORD MOTOR COMPANY de MEXICO:

lt is important to note the basic longitudinal effects that the application of
the "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEWN methodologies presented to the different
management participants of the workshop and training sessions. Those
results were significant for them on a personal basis as well as for the
organization they work for. Also, most of the important objectives that
·raM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" methodologies try to achieve in an
organization, were accomplished in Ford Motor Company de Mexico as its
own assembly managers voluntarily expressed in the interviews.
The areas in which Ford managers expressed that the
methodologies had more impact for them and for their organization were:
a) lmprove the Strategic Operative System Planning Process of the
organization, and b) clarification of the appropriate steps needed to use
and implement the concepts handled with ·raM-SOS" and

·e-u

NEw·

techniques (see Figure 23).
Participants commented that the tools offered during the
sensitization and training activities helped them improve the strategic
operative system planning process required to implement "TQM-Sos· and
·e-U NEW" methodologies in the organization.

Managers also

commented that they were able to realize most of the involved objectives
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mentioned within the second sought objective of the application of the
methodologies: lmprove Strategic Operative System Planning Process.
An important result observad was the similarity between the
workshop and the real-life activities and products manufacturad by the
company allowing participants to successfully and productively apply the
knowledge obtained in the workshop to their daily activities at their Ford
assembly plant. People also became more interested in the consumar
and user of the products manufactured and better understood their needs
and gave them more importance in their daily work and personal activities.
Top management participation also helped to define future goals
and objectives which are now more relatad to continuous customer
satisfaction far its Mexican Ford assembly plant. lmmediate application in
the plant was also possible because top management participation and
commitment was clearly achieved during the workshop.

Team-work

improved also and allowed quality and productivity to move in the same
direction as well. An important cultural change was also attained within
the organization's managers that participated in the training exercises.
The personal attitude and organizational culture changad toward
delivering in all possible forms better customer needs satisfaction and to
consider continuous quality and productivity improvements. Costs were
reduced at the same time that scrap levels also were lowered.
Participants commented that the methodologies and vivid training
sessions helped them to learn and be more prona to implement and use
·raM-sos· in their organization.

The personnel that changed their

attitude and applied the learned methodologies in their daily activities were
able to move up higher in the organization than those that did _not care to
even consider their immediate or long term application.
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Better team-work and communications among ali participants were
achieved during and after their participation in the workshop. The quality
circuit concept, which includes the customer and the supplier, was also
better understood and used accordingly.
Sorne of the participants even commented that the workshop and
training sessions left positive personal marks on them. This impact has
helped them improve in their organization, their families, and in their own
personal lives. Even interpersonal relationships among people of different
departments also were enhanced.

Participants also stated that they

achieved significant personal growth and job satisfaction (see Figure 23).
Simple concepts such as uouality and Service to satisfy the
customer" were better understood and considered by the managers that
participated in the training sessions. The vision of ali the operations that
an assembly plant requires to perform in order to deliver a quality
automobile was obtained by all the participants to the workshop, too. The
·Auto purchaseu concept also was understood by the different participants
because sorne of the managers now say "they put in the shoes of their
customers (interna! or externa!) before making irrational decisions. • Now
they also listen more carefully to their customers, too.
Ford participants also commented that the "TQM-SOSU and

·e-u

NEW" methodologies are good training tools to achieve in the organization
appropriate quality and productivity results.
The ·0-1 • quality certification awarded after passing the appropriate
interna! corporate auditing process in the Mexico City Ford assembly
plant, after direct managerial participation in the "TQM-SOSu and "C-U
NEW" training exercises, together with the other strategic planing efforts
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that the organization was pursuing, speaks to the merits of applying the
ªTQM-sos· and

·e-u NEWª methodologies in real-life organizations.

5.4 TECHNIK-AIR and AYAREB CORPORATIONS: Descrlptlon
of Actlvities Performed and Results Achieved.
The application of the

·e-u NEw· in the Technik-Air Group was also part

of a ªTQM-sos· implementation, sensitization, and Statistical Process
Control training processes that the company had requested from me. In
these efforts I participated with the industrial group as an externa!
consultant and sensitization and training facilitator.

The principal

objectives the organization had behind the offering of those training
sessions was the improvement of their general quality and productivity
levels and at the same time develop and implement better team-work
efforts.
lncluded among the participants at the time of the organizational
training program were the director and sole owner of the firm, the general
manager, managers of production, and assembly completely in charge of
their assembly plant and the managers responsible for the administrativa
functions required to satisfactorily operate the complete organization.
When the courses and learning simulation efforts were actually
offered, most of the participants had not had close relationships with the
Total Quality Management concepts. Also, they did not know the reasons
why the courses had been programmed together with the firm's top
executives for them to participate in or why "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW"
was so important for the growth of the organization.
The manufacturing plants of the Technik-Air group at that point in
time had not been certified by the Ford Corporate Ouality Audit program
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as a

·a-1 • reliable

supplier. In addition, it was still urgently required to

improve their already accomplished quality grading averages and their
communication system. These improvements were needed due to the
poor grades previously obtained in different externa! audits performed by
many of its car manufacturing customers, which included quality supplier
evaluations by corporations like Ford, Chrysler, VW, GM and Nissan
among others.
Also, the organization lacked the adequate team-work initiatives
among the different areas constituting the industrial group or common
objectives definition to work with. These two last facts did not allow the
firm to operate efficiently and be able to achieve the quality results its
customers were at that time demanding to receive.
During the sensitization part of the training and workshop sessions
the participants were exposed to the "Esquezofrenia Administrative
Manual• (Neuman, 1988) and the uTotal Quality Circuit· concepts that form
an inseparable part of the required "TQM-SOS" methodology training
process.

During training, most of the principal Modern Total Ouality

Management theories were analyzed, in addition to those presented to
eliminate the "Esquezofrenia" sickness in their organization, allowing them
to improve their daily operations on a continuous basis (Neuman, 1988).
Total Quality Management theories reviewed included the teachings of
such renown modern quality experts as D3ming, Juran, Crosby and
ishikawa.
1 also

u NEWª

made them participate during the training activities in the

·c-

where they worked with different small automobiles, trucks and

planes scale models as the products required for their workshop training
sessions. Those mentioned products were the ones selected for them to
be analyzed and studied with the help of the complete workshop's
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methodology, due to their resemblance to the products the organization
manufactures and delivers to its car manufacturer's customers.
The duration of all the training sessions, which were close to 70
hours of direct facilitator contact per participant, included basic statistical
process control tools, priority projects development, and implementation
efforts. After the training hours offered, different team-work homework
practica! priority projects were also requested from the participants to turn
in, besides the team-work activities that were constantly utilizad
throughout the workshop to promete management's unconditional
involvement, participation, understanding and learning of all the presentad
materials and tools.
Communication, participation, and leadership traits also were
analyzed during the training sessions to enhance •raM-SOS·
implementation efforts. Also, direct verbal customer needs knowledge
was stressed as the most important objective that modern firms must plan
to understand and try to meet on a continuous basis as part of their
required Mission and reason for existence.
The workshop at Technik-Air Group took place approximately three
and a half years before I programmed the interviews with sorne of the
participants to such training sessions. The interviews I did with sorne of
the top managers that previously participated in the workshop were
performed after they and the organizations where they work developed
and implemented by themselves whatever seemed important to be used
by them afterthe training courses.
Development and real-lite implementation advances and results
achieved with those priority projects also were reviewed on a periodic
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basis with sorne of the workshop participants after the training sessions
ended.
5.4.1 Objectives Achieved in TECHNIK-AIR and AYAREB:

1 will present here the principal achieved personal and organizational
results as the same participants from Technik-Air and Ayareb firms
commented in their answers to questions designed to evaluate the results
of the training, sensitization, and implementation of the ·raM-Sos· and

·e-U NEW" in their organization.
1) The first objective that the methodologies intend to achieve
in the organization is to define the appropriate steps required to
satisfactorily use and implement "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" in the
organization.

In regard to the questions asked to find out if such objectives were
actually achieved in the Technik-Air Group after "TQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEw· sensitizing and training efforts were performed, the participating
managers interviewed to find out about such results said:
·we did not have a clear picture of how to work with common
organizational objectives, that was one of the most important
reasons we decided to participate in the "C-U NEW" workshop and
in the "TQM-SOS" training process developed by J. Neuman:
·we were taken step by step to understand of what we were talking
about and through the different concepts of Total Quality
Management and how it is applied to organizations:
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·1 understood very clearly what is Total Quality Management: 'do it
right at the first time,' to do it more practica!, digestible, and
pleasant to assimilate sooner all the concepts.•
·The workshop helped me to know the key elements required to
develop Total Quality Management. lt helped me to define costs
that the organization needs to control and lower, to optimiza
operations. lt also helped us to prepare financia! information that
we must report to our customers.·
"We were presentad and given a methodology that helped us to
apply and follow it in all kinds of practica! activities. We have been
using it since then and things are done better in the firm. •
NWhen we needed to implement

·aos· for Ford Motor Company de

Mexico S. A. We already had an idea of what a methodology to be
followed is all about. •
"The people that needed to get involved and practica the

·e-u

NEW· methodology and the "TQM-SOSN theory accepted it after
participating in the workshop.

That gave us also an important

reassurance and support to the other things that we were already
doing to improve our quality."
"After the "C-U NEW" workshop and "TQM-SOS" training sessions
we improved all our work conditions, there was the impulse and
motivation to learn total quality management and we achieved
better communications.

The workshop was the initial impulse

required to do the changas that were indicated by our customers.
We received a methodology in the training and in the workshop that
has even helped us internally in areas such as cleanliness and
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better work in all areas.

We started to work with common

objectives and special projects supported by team-work efforts.
Better communication between managers was also achieved.
Simpler flow of the information. We also delegate responsibilities
among people and are more confident in our personnel now. •
·we have established a complete documentation support library
since 1991 with all the required information about procedures and
specifications. We established new procedures in different areas.
We

reorganizad

completely

our

financia!

area

(define

responsibilities and functions for each administrativa area) and also
the links that we had with other areas that were directly affected. •
2) The second objective that "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" are
expected to achieve is the development and improvement of the
Strategic Operativa System Planning Process of the organization.

The questionnaires asked if the participant managers wanted to
obtain information about the utilization of the methodologies presentad in
this thesis. Also, to verify if these techniques can be recommended to
improve and help the organization question itself if its current Mission
Statement and the related Strategic Operativa System developed from it
are adequate or must be redefined and enhanced.
The questions also were defined to know if the short- and long-term
strategic and operativa plans available in the organization are actually
helping to understand and better define the following factors:
a) Who are the main current and futura customers (consumers and
users) of the organization?
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Managers said:
·we achieved the right state of mind about the importance of the
customer.•
·we serve the automotive industry and saw during the workshop
basic points that we need to accomplish to satisfy our customers
such as: quality control, on time delivery, etc.•
b) What are their customers' current or future needs and
expectations regarding to the products and services offered by the
organization?
Technik-Air and Ayareb managers commented that:
·1 understood that it is necessary to think about the needs of the
consumer and user.

Many times we did not think about the

customer, but now, we are more focused in satisfying the customer
and if we give him what he wants problems end. First we define
what the customer wants. Second we deliver to the customer what
he wants.

This is what will allow us to do business.

We now

consider besides our final customers such as: Ford, Chrysler,
Nissan and GM, also our interna! customers, which are those with
whom we maintain a close relationship. This is how we have been
doing it after the workshop. u
uwe now have adequate communications between different areas
of the organization. We have as principal goal to satisfy the needs
of the consumer-user (required characteristics).·
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·we analyzed a normal manufacturing process during the workshop
to understand the requirements of our customers in a better way,
too. At that time our products did not require a marketing effort as
the one explained during the workshop, but that has been changing
now a days. Currently it requires sorne negotiation to market and
sale ou r products. •
•oue to changes we are living in the automotive industry we are
each day that passes pushed more by our customers to design
products with our own specifications for assemblers like Ford. We
are starting to have good experience for that too.•
e) Another objective that the organization using ·roM-Sos· and

·e-u NEW" techniques intends to achieve is appropriate knowledge about
what and how the products and services that the organization generates
must be actually offered in the marketplace to better satisfy its customer's
current or future needs.
The questionnaire also addressed this particular objective and
interviewed managers answered that in the Technik-Air Group of
enterprises:
·rhe most important objective for the organization is now to satisfy
what the customer wants with better information, better procedures,
improved product distribution, enhanced team-work, and less
islands (fiefdoms) of work. •
"With our externa! customers we used to have quality problems.
After the workshop there was a better understanding of the
customer's requirements and we were able to achieve customer
satisfaction. •
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ªWith our interna! customer we achieved better communication
between areas, instead of the isolated work of each area, with
satisfactory common results for everybody. ªIn general we improved the quality of our products.

Ford and

Chrysler had been also pressuring us to achieve those quality
results. The moment in time that we took the workshop was the
right one because ali the people participated and such thing was
necessary.

lt even had the support and involvement for the

improvement process by the general director of the firm.

To

achieve such results we participated in meetings and talks which
were quality control's responsibility to program and promote.d} Management requires appropriate guidelines to establish how
will the expected products and services required by the customers of the
firm are going to be generated to satisfy their current or future needs.
The different participants were asked to answer, in regard to this
organizational goal, and their personal commentaries were:
"We used to evaluate only the final product and used to forget to
control and evaluate the components we needed to assemble it.
We now work with ali the components (parts) needed, small or
large."
"We normally work with our customers specifications. But, now we
review in more detail such specifications, norms, specific laboratory
procedures.

We even consult the technical support information

systems of our customers (example: Chrysler).

Befare we only

used to work with dr3wings or simple specifications. Now we want
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to know in more detail what our customer needs to do it that way.
We analyze better their requirements:
·our end products were somewhat also affected. We developed
better products and services to offer our customers.

We

programmed special meetings, developed sorne of our suppliers,
and performed studies of different areas. •
e) "TQM-SOSu and

·e-u

NEw· techniques are intended to induce

participants to develop programming and control mechanisms for their
implementation in the organization. These mechanisms must be directed
to assure continuous customer satisfaction as well as the required
motivation and flexibility to individually and collectively change in creative
ways to improve organizational and personal quality and productivity
levels continuously.
lnterviewed managers responded:
"We now have dates to control the progress and the achievement of
needs expressed by the customer. •
"We required to use less deviations after the workshop to achieve
the

·a-1 u

award. We use statistics in all areas (70% for

presentation of results to our customers and 30% for interna!
usage).•

f) The principal obstacle that sometimes hinders implementation of
ªTQM-SOS" in an organization is personnel resistance to change.
evaluate if the "TQM-SOSU and

·e-u

To

NEW· techniques are appropriate

tools to change for the better the organization's culture and related
structure to achieve more efficiently its expected corporate objectives, 1
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asked participant managers if they perceived differences in their cultural
status between the previous state of the organization and the one
achieved after the training sessions.
Managers answered that in relation to organizational cultural
changa the following things happened:
ªBefare the workshop we used to wander a lot, but the methodology
helped us to get involved more in the philosophy of Total Quality
Management and afterwards we continuad to support it.ª
·we studied different concerns that were present in the
organization, including sorne related to the work climate and
decided to practically solve them to achieve the expected results.
The methodology helped us to standardize criteria. •
·we now try to have lower levels of personnel turnover because this
last signifies considerable savings in time, training, costs, etc .. •
·we achieved more harmony and cooperation. Our communications
improved, principally, with our interna! consumers-users. We also
had a slight improvement with our externa! consumers-users. We
improved also our processes and the continuity of our required
work, to adequately program the activities with our customers. We
developed for this purpose the 'project agenda' per project.·
·1 consider that we now work more efficiently. More information and
communications are received from the involved areas. We try to
better accomplish our acquired compromises. •
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Regarding the personal attitude change aspect, participant
managers interviewed commented that:
ªlnternally the change of attitude was felt more.•
ªThe interna! attitude improved. This last based on the cooperation
achieved by the areas in which we work:
·1 noticed that the relationship among persons changed. Before the
workshop it was a cold environment. lt helped us to get closer and
to strengthen the relationship among people and its relation with
our work. We started to handle concepts that were clearer. The
areas got closer too: Human resources, purchasing, manufacturing,
engineering, etc.. Barriers were torn down between areas and we
are still improving. Human resources and quality areas have now a
continuous training program in place that was developed after the
workshop.

They invite and involve all areas including workers,

operators or administrative personnel. They even invite suppliers to
participate. The training room was constructed specially for this
and is continuing. •
·we obtained more dedication from people to periorm tasks. •
Personal growth and job satisfaction are two objectives that ªTOM-

S0S11 and "C-U NEWU attempt to achieve. Participants to the sensitizing
and training sessions argued that:
11

1 am fine tuning the things I saw at the workshop for my particular

daily workshop I do operate in the organization. We want it to work
better with more order, less pressure, and more relaxed.
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11

"Personnel turnover improved. We achieved a more agreeable job
environment in the manufacturing and administrativa areas of our
firm."
g) ªTQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEWª are tools specially designad to

improve design and delivery of products and services, as well as help top
management define its current or future customers' and users' needs and
then translate them in interna! specifications.
With such things accomplished it is possible to strategically
organize ali operative activities of the firm and ali involved areas of the
organization, besides manufacturing or production areas or service
generating departments to design, manufacture, build, construct, service,
promete, market, sale, and deliver the products and or services required
by their customers or users in a more productive and efficient way.
Top managers and middle-level managers of the Technik-Air Group
commented about strategic activities:
"We involved afterwards the general management people and also
the responsible people of ali the areas of the organization in the
process ("TQM-SOS" continuous improvement). Defined agendas
for ali the events required for the development of new products in
many posterior meetings."
"We also gave incentives and motivation to our employees. We
distributed better the activities among the people to share more
responsibilities. We simplified work."
h) To improve Operations Management Process it is a must to
clarify to top management what "TOM-SOS" and "C-U NEW"
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methodologies are or can do for them or their firms and also what is, or
should be, the top manager's principal role in organizations pursuing such
quality or excellence objectives, how its complete organization must be
structured and its people evaluated, recognized and compensated for ali
their efforts shown and done in continuously achieving ·rotal Customer
Satisfaction. •

An important stepping stone to achieve this goal is

leadership development and promotion within the firm.
Technik-Air managers commented that:
NWe pushed everybody to get involved after the workshop in
organizational quality matters. We defined quality objectives and
goals. We decided after the workshop also to implement in the
plant the quality circles and those are still functioning. •
In relation to the expected goal of having the appropriate team-work
and brain-storming development in the organization, managers answered
that:
NWe accomplished the objective of working as a team and to see
the benefits of such type of work. Before the workshop we used to
do only very few and sporadic work meetings. After the workshop
we are programming meetings with closely watched and controlled
follow up that include: Advances in projects, dates, and
responsibilities with names attached. We saw the need of doing it
that way."
NThe basic improvements that we achieved were: Do more frequent
meetings to work as a team, involving in those activities all the
areas of the organization. We keep programming those meetings
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up to date.

lt also helped us to have systematized written

communications within the company.•
·we set teams to work in sorne of the following problems: invoice
process and warehouse control where industrial engineering,
materials control and quality areas participated.

Other monthly

meetings of the teams were to develop the ·auality Operations
System• (QOS) where our area managers are still participating. •
·we had talks with the area personnel to be able to work as a team
and thus obtain reliable results on time for better decision making.
Before the workshop we used to have information available 20-30
days late on average. Now such information takes at least 20 days
less, for the 7 organizations (businesses) that we handle in the
corporate administrativa office I manage. Helped to improve our
work environment.

N

·we achieved teams' development and participation.

Written

communications. lnvolvement in ' Quality: objectives, teams and
solutions through continuous Team-Work efforts.' •
·we now see how projects are handled. Talk and know everything
about our projects.

Develop forms to inform what projects we

handle and all its related basic activities to satisfy the customer and
other areas of the organization. We perform now weekly meetings
to evaluate projects and prevent conditions so problems do not
arise.•
An important question about the importance of the techniques is:
Are ªTQM-SOSM and NC-U NEWM also good training tools far futura
understanding development and applicability in organizations?
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Managers that participated in the training sessions and that have
been voluntarily using the methodologies, were asked during the
interviews about their possible merits and applicability levels in Technik-Air
Group and afterwards answered that:
·rhe workshop and ·raM-sos· training helped us as part of all
organization efforts that we were already doing at that time to
improve our quality. Such activities were done during various years
and with a lot of people being in volved.·

·1t you would give more preparation beforehand to the future
participants of the workshop about what will be seen there, it would
not work the same. 'With surprises the learning process is
accomplished better.'

u

·The presentation and the dynamic was clear and active since the
beginning of the workshop. Even though all the participants had
different points of view, everyone participated. This was necessary
and many comments surfaced for further reflection about them. •
·considering our participation in the workshop everything was
good: The workshop was pleasant and not monotonous. lt also
had already shown sorne demonstrated experience in other applied
are as when we took it. u
·1 think that the form in which the material is presented is the most
indicated due to the facilitator's vast experience in the offering of
these type of workshops. These allows to be confident about the
possible application in our work of the covered materials.·
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ªThe methodology is complete and adequate. We initiated it ata
zero level ad ended up with an in depth and complete analysis of
the product. •
ªThe environment in which we worked during the workshop was
cordial, participating all managers and executives in an active form.
The facilitator (J. Neuman) coordinated the workshop in an pleasant
way for all of us. •
·1 think the questionnaire is complete and the questions are related.
The instructor gave a pleasant course work activity, has a special
form of addressing the participants. 1 assimilated it.•
"Offer the workshop again to the new personnel we now have in the
plant.

The questionnaire is ambitious.

questions.

Do more closed end

You should present the questionnaire closer to the

moment of ending the workshop to have the ideas fresher. The
questionnaire is adequate to what we saw in the workshop:
·rhe workshop was a pleasant experience and opportune.
Reviewing it with this interview was refreshing and gave new
ideas.·
"I think the workshop was good, before I only attended to very few
events like that one. lt was adequate. The instructor (facilitator) is
a person with the required ability to offer this type of workshops.·
i) The most important objectives that "TQM-sos· and

·e-u NEw·

want to achieve in any firm are to improve in general all the organization's
quality and productivity results, its general efficiency, and its
communications process.
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This is mainly intended to better satisfy ali its current and future potential
consumers and users. These major goals will be better accomplished if
adequate trained leaders are allowed to work with the tools mentioned in
the methodologies studied here.

Top managers questioned if these objectives were achieved in their
firm after participating in the "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEWu training and
sensitizing activities, answered very satisfied that:
"We obtained the "Q-1 award" presentad by Ford Motor Company
to certified suppliers after our participation in the "TQM-SOS"
training process and the uconsumer-User Needs Evaluation
Workshop.

Also, Nissan presented us with the "Zero defects•

recognition afterwards. Our quality grades received during supplier
quality audits have been improving since then too. Good results in
general. A cleaner plant was achieved too. We are now in the
position of setting new objectives for our firm such as the: "TQE or
Full Approval recognition. •
"We started to work as teams do to improve various quality aspects
of our manufacturing process: lnjection scrap and rejection was
close to a high 3% level. Working with preventiva maintenance and
manufacturing we lowered it to less than 1% after the workshop.'
"We are now recognized as a good supplier.

The "Q-1" award

received was supported by the work we did in the workshop and the
Team-Work that we learned to do there."
·we received after the workshop the ·a-1" award from Ford, the
·zero defectsª recognition by Nissan, we were graded 82 points
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towards the Full Approval status by Nissan and are now clase to
being recognized as candidatas to be

·ra-1 · suppliers by Ford. •

·we deliver our products to our customers more on time. In general
our parts returns and rejects have decreased. •
·1 realizad the importance of communications. Not everyone in our
daily activities understood what you were telling them.

This

pressured us to improve.•
In regard to the required achievement of organizational growth in
the firm, participant managers replied:
·we improved in general after the workshop. We changad first our
comm unication process. After that, we established better
processes, activities' descriptions, and developed better tools.
Team-work was also employed for such purposes.•
·we have been constantly growing. We have changad a lot too.
We operate new equipment in our plant and have been recognized
as a manufacturar of air conditioning equipment. We still need to
develop a new design department which is now being required by
our customers. We maintain a better market position. We are now
involved in a direct project with JX-Chrysler U. S. A. . The project
involves: design, manufacturing of prototypes, tests and line
man ufactu ring, bes id es project control.•
·we still need to work a lot. We now have twice as much work with
interna! information as before. Productiva aspects are now pretty
good too.u
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·Atter our participation in the workshop we received the ·01 • award
from Ford (including Technik-Air and Ayareb, whose managers also
participated in the workshop). This signifies that we worked in an
adequate form in all the departments of the organization. •
·we are now generating corporate financia! information results with
more opportunity. •
•we used it to define and establish quality costs and integrated
standard costs that we did not have before the workshop but that
we now have. lt was also used to solve sorne quality problems.
We improved our budget and information systems and our income
and expenses control.•
3) Managers at Technik-Air Group, did not report in their interviews
anything directly related to the Generation of •Auto purchase Decision. •
4) In the Technik-Air organization •change Resistance Reduction•
was successfully achieved.
During the workshop and training sessions everybody in the
organization was assured that the main purpose of ·raM-SOS·
implementation process is the achievement of their interna! or externa!
customers' satisfaction with adequate products or services.

These

products and services must be especially designed and generated with the
participation of ali the involved departments with a ·ouality-Productivitf
continuous improvement cultural approach in their minds.
Everyone was invited to offer ideas and creative problem solutions;
the results as I have shown up to this point were significant for the
organization that achieved improved quality and productivity levels in the
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eyes of its own customers.

In relation to continuous improvement

promotion within the organization, managers commented that:
·ro develop the ·aos· for Ford, we the people that participated in
the workshop was and still is responsible of each area, analyzed
results with the operations director and the general manager. We
also worked afterwards with the ·saA· system required by Ford.
We now do: Interna! auto-evaluations and reviews performed by
our customers. We now have quality planning. •
·Atter the workshop things have been improving continuously.•
·we still have things to do. We still need to improve our TeamWork and assure that individual or area agreements are not
reached any more. lf everybody gets involved, projects come out
right. We need more continuity. •
5) During the ·raM-sos· training efforts managers were taught
·spc· tools.
In the questionnaire I asked participants if they applied, or were
continuously applying, ·spc tools.· Managers answered:
"I applied the Statistical Process Control and lshikawa tools that we
learned during the previous training sessions, to have available all
the required elements in the area, allowing us to go with our
customers and sea what are their requirements.

Transmit the

knowledge so everyone speaks the same language. This allows us
to deliver and support products and processes which would be right
and also help us to be profitable. Chrysler had been pushing us to
change. They compare our product to the one done in the U. S. A.
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We need to improve it to better serve the customer. The changa
has been similar to the one that occurred during the workshop.•
·we worked after the workshop m uch more during our monthly
meetings with the Team-Work mode learned there and also used to
analyze problems the learned 5 M'S, lshikawa's diagram (causeeffect).·
6) An important objective also achieved was the application of the
small scale simulation, or analogies, used to work later on with the
organization's products.
Real-lite representation was achieved for the participants of the
activities and they argued during the interviews that:
·rhe material presented in the workshop helped us to understand
situations that could present to us during our daily work. lt was
explained in an adequate form too.•
·1 related the material seen in the workshop, to product engineering
in one of our projects, because the material is similar to the work
we do of defining: needs, suppliers, engineering drawings, technical
aspects,

etc.:

·we have many products. We also have assembly lines. Our team
work also involves plant operators and that is similar to what we
lived in the workshop. •
·rhe mechanics of the workshop is the same of our daily work. The
•Airplane• that we worked within the workshop had various
components that require special handling or finishing which are
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similar to the parts and products that we manufacture and
assemble here.•
5.4.2

Comments About

11

TQM-SOS" and

11

C-U NEW"

Objectives Achleved at TECHNIK-AIR and AYAREB Arms:

Please note here, again, the important longitudinal effects and results that
were achieved after the sensitization, training, and application of the
ªTQM-sos· and

·e-u NEWª methodologies in the firm.

The ·raM-sos· and

·e-u NEWª methodologies were presented to

different high level officials which even included the owner and CEO of the
corporation. The CEO directly participated in the workshop and prometed
the utilization of these methodologies and concepts in his organization. 1
consider that the results obtained by the Technik-Air Group were
significant and important far all of them on a personal basis as well as for
the organization and far the improved quality and productivity levels the
firm actually accomplished.
Most of the objectives that ·TQM-SOSª and

·e-U

NEWª

methodologies expected to achieve in modern organizations were also
realizad at the Technik-Air Group as its own top managers expressed in
the personal interviews given by them. lt is important also to state that the
·roM-sos· and "C-U NEWº sensitization and training sessions generated
in the organization the required level of motivation in the top managers
team of the firm to freely induce them to start all the organizational cultural
changas required to improve their operations in general. As was stated by
participant managers, their most important objective of improving the
strategic operative system planning process of the firm also was achieved.
(see Figure 23).
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The ªTQM-sos· and ·c-u NEW· methodologies' training efforts
done in the Technik-Air corporation also allowed the participants to
understand and apply the ·raM-sos· concepts in a better way. The
organization also learned efficiently how to use methodologies for its own
advantage.

The ·raM-sos· and ·c-u NEw· methodologies also

supported and helped other organizational efforts achieve improved
quality products and seNices.
Other important results that were achieved by the Technik-Air
Group are the improvement of the quality of work lite, job environment,
personnel rotation reduction, team-work achieved results, and the
enhanced communications process through all the departments of the
organization as the same managers inteNiewed asserted.
An important cultural change that the organization achieved was to
move from product final inspection to Statistical Process Control and see
the merits that this approach has for the improvement of the quality of the
products and services. Customer specifications are today more deeply
considered to satisfy them properly afterwards, too. Another important
change achieved was the improvement of the personal attitudes toward
customer satisfaction and the voluntary involvement in the achievement of
such an objective by the top managers of the organization.
Continuous training efforts and priority projects development were
begun in all the different areas of the organization immediately after the
·raM-SOSª and "C-U NEW" training sessions ended. Sorne of the areas
that participated in these training and priority projects efforts were:
Personnel, lnvoicing, Warehouse, Industrial Engineering, Material Control,
Finance, Manufacturing, Quality Control. The inteNiewed managers also
commented that various operative and information systems were improved
after the ·TQM-SOSu and •c-U NEW· workshop.
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Sorne of the areas

mentioned as involved in this improvement were: Budget Control System,
lnformation System, lncome Control System, and Expenses Control
Systems, among others.
Technik-Air consumers and users have also recognized the
improvement efforts by the organization after its participation and
involvement in the ªTQM-SOSM and

·c-u NEWª activities.

Ford, Chrysler,

and Nissan have recognized the organization's efforts offering various
quality awards and certificates to the Technik-Air group.
The achieved Quality and Productivity results also were agreed
upon by important customers of the organization that validated the
mentioned accomplishments through different recognition documents.
One is the MQ-1 Mrecognition presentad by Ford and given to the TechnikAir Group after its successful implantation and utilization of the MTQM-

sos·

and MC-U NEW" teachings learned by the managers of the

organization.

The organization was able to improve its quality and

productivity results because everybody in the firm recognized the
importance that the consumer and user (customer) has for the future
growth of the firm.

Better understanding of the interna! and externa!

customer also allowed the organization to improve its activities across ali
its operativa and functional areas.

lt is important to mention that the principal goal of the organization
has become again: "to understand and satisfy the needs of the firm's
customers such as Ford, Chrysler, Nissan and General Motors among
others·.
The Ma-1 • certification that was awarded to the plants that the
Technik-Air Group has in Mexico City, after its top management
participated in the "TOM-SOS" and "C-U N EW" training exercises, speaks
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by itself of the merits of applying the methodologies discussed in this
thesis. lt is important to mention that the "TQM-SOS" and

·e-u

NEW·

methodologies were not applied in isolation in the firm but with other
strategic-planing efforts aimed at attaining such goals as those required to
improve its quality and productivity in general through better Team-Work
efforts.
Scrap and rejection levels also were reduced with the help of
preventive maintenance and better manufacturing operations after the
"TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" training took place.

These results were

achieved using various teams in charge of special priority projects to
accomplish the expected reductions in the scrap and rejection levels.
Nissan also awarded the organization with the ·zero Defects·
recognition afterwards. The organization also is interested in continuously
improving its quality and work toward the achievement of newer
recognition as a reliable supplier for the whole automotive industry.
The awards and recognition that the firm is currently working to
achieve in the future are the uFull Approval" by Nissan and the "TQ-1 • by
Ford Motor Company.
The materials and vivid exercises done during the training sessions
and in the workshop have been shown to have a direct real-life analogy to
the products manufactured and sold by the organization, thus helping top
management to improve all its decision-making process in a simulated or
laboratory environment that will lead the organization to improve in general
all its operations' quality and productivity. Managers also commented that
information now flows smoother and responsibilities are better delegated
because managers are more eager to trust their employees and
collaborators.
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Quality circles also were started in the firm to continuously help the
organization improve the quality of its products after the "TQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEw· sensitizing efforts took place in Technik-Air Group.

Circles are still operating.

The

In general, the work and ali the activities

required to manufacture the products that the Technik-Air Group currently
sales were simplified in all areas of the organization.
5.5.

INSTITUTO

SUPERIORES

DE

TECNOLOGICO

MONTERREY,

Y

DE

GRADUATE

ESTUDIOS
SCHOOL

IN

ADMINISTRATION AT MEXICO CITY CAMPUS. Descriptlon of
Activities Performed and Achieved Results.
The application of the uconsumers and Users Needs Evaluation
Workshop• in the Graduate School of Business Administration at the
Mexico City Campus of the Instituto Tecnologico y de Estudios Superiores
de Monterrey was part of a UTotal Quality Management Strategic
Operations System" and ustatistical Process Control" course that the
different participants took as part of their academic curricula to obtain the
Master's Degree in Business Administration.
The participants at the time of the training program were part-time
students at the institute and held different executive positions in the
organizations in which they worked full-time.

When the courses and

learning simulation efforts were offered, the participants did not have close
relationships with the subject I explained to them, the reasons why the
course would include these theories and methodologies and their intended
applications for the graduate school. Also, students lacked adequate
team-work initiatives and common objectives definition to work with
because of their different personal interests. The size of the group was
seven persons.
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During the sensitization and training portíons of the course students
were introduced to MEsquezofreniaM and the MTotal Quality Circuit.

M

These

topics form part of the required MTQM-SOSM methodology curricula.
During the class program there were also analyzed current Modern Quality
theories and with appropriate utilization allow them to improve daily
operations on a continuous basis.
1 also made all the students participate in the

·e-u

NEWM where

they worked with different scale models of automobiles to be studied with
the help of the complete workshop's methodology as the products required
for their training sessíon.
After participating in the sensitization and training portions of the

MC-U NEWM methodology I requested the students to run it on their own
again as a special homework assignment. This second time the students
were to consider the products and services that the Graduate School is
offering to its students, in order to get their feedback as direct consumers
and users of such products and services, and also to obtain possible ideas
for their own school's improvement, which would result in improvement
projects to be later pursued by the school.
The duration of the training sessions were close to 40 hours of
direct facilitator contact per participant, including basic statistical process
control tools. The idea was to promote their unconditional involvement,
participation, understanding, and learning of the presented materials and
tools.

Direct verbal customer needs knowledge was stressed as the

topmost important objective that modern firms must plan to understand
and try to meet on a continuous basis.
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The idea of having the students learn and participate in the
methodologies was to evaluate how those tools can be taught, usad and
improved.

Student feedback is important considering their level of

education and that most of them are managers, as well as show that the
application of the methodology can serve to improve the quality of the
products and services offered by the school, after adequate knowledge
and understanding of its consumers' and users' real needs.
Students were asked to fill out two different questionnaires after
their participation in both workshops; the first as: MStudents· and the
second one as ·consumers and Users. •

In both exercises students

commented about the merits and applicability of the methodologies.
Participants' personal and organizational results are presented next.
The answers given by the students will be divided in two sections.
The first set corresponds to their. participation as "StudentsM of the MTQM-

sos•

and

·e-u

NEw· methodologies and the second set was obtained

after I instructed them to follow the MC-U NEWM methodology, role playing
the part as ·consumers and UsersM of the products and services currently
offered by the Business Graduate School.
5.5.1. Objectives Achieved in INSTITUTO TECNOLOGICO y de
ESTUDIOS SUPERIORES de MONTERREY at the GRADUATE
SCHOOL in ADMINISTRATION at MEXICO CITY CAMPUS.

The following questionnaire answers were given by the NMBA· graduate
students after participating in the NC-U NEW· Workshop far the first time.
The principal idea was to ask them to think about the merits of the
methodology while solving the questions, its possible enhancements, and
the applications of the presented techniques in their own organizations.
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MBA students, answered the questionnaire to evaluate the achievement of
ªTQM-sos· and

·e-u NEWN objectives as follows:

1) Define the appropriate steps required to use and implement
"TOM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" methodologies in any organlzatlon
(Manufacturing or Service Industries applicability):
NThe workshop helped us to understand the importance of
identifying consumers' and users' needs.

Also helped us to

improve diagnosis, evaluation and afterwards design of the product.
The workshop allows better inter-group comm unication and
freedom of expression at the same level, and this, creates aclimate
for confidence and plurality. Larger capability of analysis regarding
customer service was achieved also.

Also helped to identify

primary and secondary needs. •
·The methodology can be applied regardless of the product or
service to identify customer needs. •
NI

feel the workshop is very interesting, and can be applied to the

development of any product, good or service. lt :;an be favorably
employed in quality improvement processes, for development
plans, oras part of total quality management to identify customers
needs and compromises. Now a days many consulting firms limit
their activities to diagnosis stages and to interview executives, or, in
other cases, only to observe and make suppositions of what is
really happening in the organization. The way to know what our
customers need is directly asking them and ourselves playing the
role of consumers and users of the products or services delivered
to them:
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·we needed first to know the product and then we proceeded to
prepare two lists of users and consumers. Having these lists ready,
we preparad a list of their needs in special matrix forms. •
·rhe dynamic done, made the group see the practica! application
that the methodologies' concept has in its principal basis: the
understanding of the needs of others; fact that normally is not
perceived.•
·1 think that the first idea from now on that will be popping out in the
heads of the participants is: What are the needs of the customers?
Afterwards, it will be required to get familiarizad with the customers
to satisfy their needs. Each of the participants knows his or her
organization, now, each of us has available a tool that can be used
to work with the required orientation to satisfy their consumersusers expectations. u
·rhe toy used in the workshop is excellent. lt is possible to look for
adequate products depending of the organization. The one actually
manufacturad by the organization can be left as homework for the
participants. N
HDuring the workshop we saw that it was necessary to modify sorne
of the specifications of the product. Change a bit the package,
modify the model, change sorne of the clauses of the guarantee
contract, etc..

In general, it is necessary to do all those

modifications. •
"Recommendations included that materials, packaging, guarantee
conditions, dimensions of the product, mechanical resistance,
specifications clearness and product functionality will be reviewed.
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Also, modify the characteristics of the product and its package to
satisfy consumers and users expectations.

The package could

have the scale of the model printed outside and with larger type
size the recommended age for the assembler of such particular
model.

Feedback from customers is important.

With it, it is

possible to improve the product and attain re-purchases.

The

guarantee clauses must be more real. Add more information in the
externa! part of the package. lt is important for everybody in the
organization to know what are the needs of the customers. •
·For future production runs of ·model cars· it is necessary to verify
the models and do sampling studies of assembly with different
parts.N
·stick to customers requirements. Customer's specifications are
the specifications that products must cover.

More than being

contradictory, specifications described in the package will serve as
a marketing element. Verifying that 'we accomplish compromises'
will allow purchase repetition.·
·rhe effort still must be generated. With it we will know where the
organization is going and what the offered products or services
must accomplish. This last meaning: The needs those products or
services must cover to satisfy our customers and also help us to be
ready far the future. N
·1n relation to the manufacturers of the •cargo van to assemble· we
used in the workshop: Definitively they did not pursue an effort to
develop better products, because I doubt that they ever stepped in
the shoes of their customers as we did. lf they would have done it,
they would not have dared to manufacture such garbage. lt would
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be necessary to modify the general conditions of the production line
and of the raw materials required to obtain better products.

•1t will be necessary that the people of the firm participate in the
workshop for real life product-services changas.•
ªAfter being involved in the workshop, participants must follow
planning and implementation processes of correctiva measures to
reduce the gap between what is expected from the product and
what is currently being obtained."

2)

Students commented that the sought objective of

lmproving the current Strategic Operativa System Planning Process
of organizations can be achieved with the utilization of the
methodologies presentad in this thesis, which are recommended to

lmprove and help the organization to continuously improve its
quallty and productivity.
Participants answered each of the question regarding the majar teaching
and learning objectives intended with the strategic usage of the "TQM-

sos• and "C-U NEW" methodologies as follows:
a) Can the "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" methodologies help
organizations define: Who are the main current and future customers
(consumers and users) of the firm?
11

ln my work it is very important to know the needs of my customer

to be able to offer him an adequate product or service. 1 market
different products and services far the foundry industry and as I see
things, it is very important to know the needs of my customers, as
users or consumers."
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·1 will use the methodology to start evaluating projects of products
or services that I want to understand soon. The methodology will
give me a broader vision about the needs of consumers and users
of the suggested product. •
b) Students participating in the workshop commented in relation to
their customers' expressed current or future needs and expectations in
regard to the products and services currently offered by the organization
that:
·Knowing the needs of the consumer and user we can also know
which of the products or services currently satisfy their
requirements.

We, all in the organization, must know what the

customer needs, and to know it, we must be continuously informed
about it.

We also require to know the needs of the interna!

customers and merge them with the ones of our externa!
customers."
·we realized the importance of knowing what consumers and users
need. To me it became clear that first I require to know the needs
of my customer to be able to offer a good product or service."
·1 do offer products to the foundry industry and must know the
needs of the foundry men to offer them the appropriate product. lt
is a shame that I or our sales area, do not always know which are
all our customer needs. This is about what we really need to work.
The opinion of the customer is important."
•rhe workshop and the material there used can be employed to
build the needs matrix for consumers and users.
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The matrix

resulting can be used then in any study or research of any product
or service.•
ªWhen we the participants role played as consumers and users we
got involved and thought about the importance of defining their
needs.•
e) Students answered the question: What and how should the
products and services that organizations generate be offered in the
marketplace to better satisfy their customer's current or future needs?:
•A product or service must satisfy customer needs. •
ªWhen you start putting together the toy, you feel the need of telling
the manufacturer that his product is detective, that you need
additional materials to assemble it, and that the offered guarantee
is not redeemable. •
·rhe importance of identifying the needs of our customers to offer
them what they need is vital. Why suppose what they really need?
Why see them only as idiots that what they only do is buy and or
use?·
d) The participants responded to the question: How will those
expected products and services be generated to satisfy their current or
future customers and their needs?, with the following very important
arguments:
·1 will use the methodology in two forms: 1) To practically apply the
importance of identifying the needs of our customers to satisfy their
expectations, that I learned in the workshop. 2) As a dynamic with
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the personnel close to my area to transmit them the learning
described aboveu.
·uncterstand the consumer and user and the importance of dGfining
the their needs before designing and manufacturing the productor
service.•
·rhe product worked with during the workshop in itself demands the
change of its manufacturing process. The article worked within the
workshop can be considered as low quality. Only few of its parts
satisfy the customers' wishes.

In the case of being able to

implement the required changes, those changes will be principally
done in the design of the product and in the characteristics of the
plastic materia Is that the product is manufacturad of. •
e) In relation to what steps will the students take for improving or
implementing new programming and control mechanisms in their
organizations, or to assure continuous customer satisfaction, and the
required leve! of motivation and flexibility, to culturally change the firm in
creativa ways, and to improve also its current levels of quality and
productivity, the given answers were:

Nlt serves to define a practica! methodology to evaluate customer
satisfaction due to the fact that being a qualitative procedure andan
instrument which gives important frequencies measurements, it can
be used for planning and control activities."
·ouring the exercise we role played the person that uses or
consumes the product for any other objective. This allows us to
obtain the needs of the direct customer, and this, will result in a
better service or product. •
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ªIn a real-life organization, after the workshop, it is expected to
modify favorably the specifications of products and services offered,
and also, it will be needed to perform an in depth study of those
characteristics that seem to be out of specifications. •
f) To changa for the better the organization's culture and relatad
structure to achieve more efficiently its expected corporate objectives, it is
necessary to completely understand the current and futura Mission of the
organization. Participants argued that:
·The methodology is useful to help me concentrate my attention in
my daily work towards fulfilling the main reason of my activities•.
•After participating in the workshop, 1 think the group will move
toward

a further

integration

process

with

communication, where compromises are clearer.

more direct
Also, move

toward achievement of results and quantitative goals to fully satisfy
the needs of the people which will receive 'my' work. •
·we all are users and consumers of determinad products or
services. In the case of our organization (Metro) the consumar is
also the user and is our mission to satisfy their needs of fast, sure
and efficient transportation means at an adequate cost. •
The MBA students argued that the applicability of the ·raM-sos·
and

·e-u NEw· methodologies to promote organizational cultural changa

is adequate and that:
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·we achieved a change in our attitude: Generate a positive attitude
toward the customer, consumer and user. Try to be closer to them
and feel empathy for them too. N
·we achieved gradual comprehension of the importance of
accomplishing our customers expectations.

Somebody in our

group pointed out that the establishment of the customers needs
must be done with the participation of the consumers-users and not
only by sitting in the desk or design table alone. There was open
communication and we used the storm of ideas within the group of
participants. Afterwards, we discarded each of the not accepted
ideas and reached consensus.

We did not recognize a formal

group leader. Leadership was shared as required. Each person
was responsible of the assigned tasks due to their participation in
the workshop. •
·with the workshop the participants began to know more each
other. We now realize how we work individually and how as part of
a team. lf we work more as a team, our results will improve, too.
Considering communication we are starting to know who talks
more, who less, who gives more ideas, who polishes them, who is
more creative and who organizes the activities."
Personal attitude change, personal gro·ir.1th, and job satisfaction
must be achieved to consider satisfactorily implemented NTQM-Sos· in an
organization. Participants were asked if the methodologies that they were
taught helped them to achieve important personal objectives:
·rhe workshop also allows you to be sensitized and gain
conscience about your personal work and the importance that
satisfying consumer and user needs has for your organization.•
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ªThe most important thing was the enforcement of the required
attitude with practica.•

·1t helps you to achieve the required attitude changa, mainly for the
enes offering products and services. Also, more favorable attitudes
toward consumers and users. •
ªMy strategies to follow next will be: 1) On a personal level, do a
list of my possible consumers (employers, boy friend, friend,
teachers, customers) and determine their needs. 2) Try as much
as possible to find equilibrium when satisfying their and my needs.
3) On a work level: do a list of users and consumers, of their needs
and establish adequate procedures to be followed continuously to
detect their satisfaction, actual and latent needs, and wishes of
changa. 4) Establish adequate controls. •
·ro integrate the concepts seen in the ·raM-SOSN class, with the
enes worked in the workshop, 1 continuously practica what I just
mentioned, and rationalize, that products and services must satisfy
consumar and user needs. 1can apply it myself, to my person, as a
product, and perform the exercise. •

·t

will try to improve personally in aspects such as leadership,

communication, delegation of responsibilities, tasks definition, and
accomplish compromises."
g) One of the principal objectives of the methodologies under study
is to help top management define its current or future customers' and
users' needs and then translate these expressed expectations in interna!
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specifications that will help them strategically improve the design and the
delivery of products and services offered by the organization.
lf the organization knows what these needs are, it can then organiza all
operativa activities of the firm in ali involved areas including
manufacturing, production areas and service generating departments to
design, manufacture, build, construct, service, promote, market, sale, and
deliver the products and or services currently required by their customers
or users in a more productiva and efficient way.
Participating students commented in regard to this important
objective that:
"I will use the methodology to do an evaluation, together with my
sales force, about their knowledge of the needs of our customers.
This study will be used to define projects for the different products
that we have. Also, to transmit them, the technical, sales, logistics,
purchasing, administrative and quality personnel, the implications of
those customers' needs. •
•After we applied the methodology learned in the workshop with our
salesmen, we observed that they did not completely know before
their customers. The strategy that we followed after was to try to
involve more the salesmen in the knowledge of the needs of their
customers with the usage of questionnaires and more support from
the sales manager to achieve appropriate knowledge of our
customers. Having done the last we were able then to classify the
needs and define clear forms to address each need in the most
adequate way. •
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11

First we played the role of the consumar and the usar. We thought

as they would do, paid the asked price as them, and evaluated the
satisfaction of their expectations.
·we were able to understand what was the objective or purpose of
the product in relation to customer satisfaction. •
ªThe exercise, as I said, was applied only in our sales area. lt
resultad in a good exercise for our firm, because in the
questionnaire we developed, not only participated the sales area
but also the sales manager, and also the technical area. We were
able to have communication.

The communication we achieved

among us was through a dynamic storm of ideas session we had.
With this we were able to realiza which points the salesmen, the
sales manager, or the technical people, made more emphasis on,
and with that, we were able to know more each of our coworkers
and also our consumers and users. 11
11

The people who develops and sells the product are now in closer

contact with consumers and users, the environment, and the
organization.

Communication is more dynamic and harmonic.

When empathy improves toward consumers and users, better
communication will be achieved and also the interest in satisfying
their actual and future needs. •
·we were able to better evaluate the quality standards that carne
out after the definition of the product was stated, and also from
prioritizing the related needs. These needs, defined and fixed the
expected parameters by the consumers and users:
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h) Management intends to improve its Operations Management

Process.
Top Management requires also to have a clear picture of what ·raM-

sos·

and

·e-u NEw·

methodologies are or can do for them or their

organizations, what is or should be the top manager's principal role when
pursuing such quality or excellence objectives, how its complete enterprise
must be structured, and participants be evaluated, recognized, and
compensated for ali their continuous efforts done to achieve ·rotal
Customer Satisfaction. •
Students argued in reference to these objectives and leadership
development and promotion that:
·11 the director of my previous job would have taken this exercise he
would have seen many of the wrong things being done in his
organization and could have had started the promotion of favorable
changes in his organization. •
·rhe group was abie to integrate better. Knowledge of each of the
participants improved.

Responsibilities among members of the

team were more precisely defined. Better organization and more
effective team-work effort was realized.

There was information

knowledge and tasks leadership observed:
In relation to Team-Work and Brain-Storming development, MBA
students of the

'TOM-sos·

and

·e-u NEw·

methodologies commented

that:
•rhis workshop is extremely practica! and useful because it involves
people, makes them think and genera te ideas.•
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ªFor me the methodology was good because it involved ali the
persons participating in the course and everybody had the chance
to give something. •
ªBefore I almost never worked as part of a team in my work.
Always my boss said what we were supposed to do. Now, 1 realiza
what means to work in a team:
"lt took us sorne time to start playing our roles."

An important objective sought with the questionnaire given to
participant students was to evaluate if the "TQM-sos· and uc-u NEW1
methodologies can be considerad as appropriate training tools for real-life
development and applicability in different organizations.

lnterviewed

participants commented that:
"The methods used by the instructor-professor are excellent
because you learn by doing, having fun, involving yourself, thinking,
and even without you noticing it. The workshop must be done by
the participants on a continuous way."
uwe received first an explanation of the methodology and
afterwards the information was complementad with the support of
the instructor. u
"The instructions for the workshop, the user and consumar
concepts, and the restrictions for the required activities were well
understood."
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·rhe material was presented giving the required information in a
clear and precise way. 1 will keep the notes of the workshop for
futura reference. •
·rhe presentation was clear.

We received the rules of the

methodology and we were given adequate explanations of the roles
we were required to play.·
·rhe toy used is adequate to work. lt may be changed for other
products such as the one offered by the competitors or the own one
manufactured by the organization."
·From the support material it was required to prepare a list of users
and consumers to study their needs in relation to a product that was
given to work with afterwards."
·1 learned the difference that exists between consumer and user
and the importance of team-work towards the identification of needs
with the help of the storm of ideas and the methodology proposed
in the workshop. •
·1t is very important to comment the suggested recommendations
for the improvement of the products to the real manufacturer of the
studied product. •
·Maybe we as a team, lacked enough organization during the storm
of ideas part of the methodology."

i) Can ·raM-SOS" and

·e-u NEW" methodologies be considerad

as appropriate tools to improve in general all the organization's quality and
productivity results, its general efficiency, and its communications process
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to better satisfy its current and futura potential consumers and users?
Participants considerad with respect to the mentioned questions and about
the required organizational growth that:
·rhe workshop presents a tool and methodology that helps us
learn. lts principal purpose is to know my customer and his or her
needs as a consumar or user. lt promotes team work and better
communication. With this last you know better the people that
works in the organization, and encourages us to work as a team,
beca use it is satisfactory to accomplish objectives in a group. 11
3) One of "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" methodologies main
objectives is to generate of "Auto purchase Decision" by most of the
organizations employees.

MBA participating students considered that:
11

When you play the role of the consumer-user you understand with

more accuracy their possible needs and his or her priorities. 11
11

ln the actual delivery of our service I now continuously play the role

of my consumers and users to understand what they might feel in a
particular moment of time. 11
•use conscious about the importance of putting yourself in the shoes
of the consumar and user and think about their most important
needs. 11
11

The strategies followed required from us to re-think and role play

the person that acquires or receives the product. This signifies that
the group activities made us move towards a search of basic
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expectations about what the product must be and must
accomplish:
ªUnderstanding that we are always consumers and users.
Somebody mentioned: ·1 would not try to sell something that not
even I would buy.• (lt is a reminder of •auto purchase· teaching
previously received from J. Neuman):

4 and 5) To satisfactorily lmplement "TQM-SOS" and "C-U
NEW" methodologies In an organization lt will be needed to mlnimlze
existent "Change Resistance."
Everybody in the organization must be assured that the main purpose of
·1aM-sos· implementation process is the achievement of the firm's
interna! or externa! customers' needs satisfaction with adequately offered
products and services. Products and services will be especially designad
and generated respectively with the participation of all the involved
departments of the organization and with a ·auality-Productivity•
continuous improvement cultural approach in their minds.
Participants will be invited to offer ideas and creative problem
solutions as part of top management's responsibility of promoting
continuous improvement and uspc• Tools Usage Promotion in ali areas of
the organization.

Participants recommended that during futura

management participation in the ·raM-sos· and

·e-u

NEWª

methodologies sensitizing and training activities it is required to:
ªPeriodically do this type of workshop with different products. Think
of our work as a game (a serious game). Think and act looking for
continuous improvement:
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ªThere were changas of vision regarding the product. lt made us
go back to the basic requirements that the product being studied
must fulfill.ª
6)

Is the methodology good for real-life representatlon

through small-scale slmulatlon for real-life organizations?:
•1 commented the methodology I learned in the workshop with the
sales manager of my organization.

He said that we could do a

sample trial of the methodology with our salesmen about their
knowledge of their customers.

Then, we applied the sama

methodology with our salesmen to obtain the lists of consumers
and users and their potential needs:
5.5.2

Comments About

11

TQM-SOS" and

11

C-U NEW"

Objectlves Achieved at ITESM-EGA-CCM with MBA Students learning
the Methodologies:
In this case the application of the NTQM-sos· and Ne-u NEw·
methodologies was part of the normal course work of the Total Quality
Management training program developed for the graduate students
currently working on their Master's Degree in Business Administration.
The workshop helped the different participants to grasp the
importance of identifying, understanding, and satisfying consumar and
user needs.

·1t also allowed to effectively change the vision of the

participants regarding the product being studied and made them
reconsider the basic requirements that products and services must fulfill:
This will allow them to better design, manufacture, deliver, and
service the required products or services to their current or potential
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customers.

The participants said the methodology is applicable for

products or services offered by different organizations and that the
methodologies are also applicable in strategic quality improvement
planning processes for different organizations. Sorne of them even started
similar training and implementation efforts in their own organizations.
Thorough work with the methodologies allows participants to define
adequate changes of specifications related to product design, model
characteristics needed, the package required, the mechanical resistance
of the materials employed, and even within the guarantee terms the
organization currently offers to its customers. The workshop invites the
participants to •walk in the shoes· of the organization's customers so that
they can better understand their needs.
lf managers of different firms are invited to participate in the training
dynamics, real-lite productor services changes will be achieved. After the
workshop is finished, participants must define adequate planning and
implementation processes to reduce the gap between what is expected
from the product and what is actually being obtained.
lt was important to find in one of the interviews comments, of one of
the participants involved in a foundry industry, currently working in the
sales and distribution area, that he successfully applied all the
methodologies' concepts to his füm after participating in the sensitization
and training exercises. Other student also applied in a satisfactory way
the concepts taught to him during Total Quality Management class in the
service area he manages in the computer distribution office he works for.
lt is important for the organization to understand its interna! or
externa! customers needs, in regard to the products or services offered,
because with this information available, it will be possible to define if the
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products or services actually measure up to those expectations and if
correctiva steps or improvement efforts can be programmed. lt also was
stated that ªfirst it is required to know the needs of the customers to be
able to offer a good product or service to satisfy him or her.•
The methodologies present practica! steps that can be used in reallife situations by the participants in their own daily activities. lt also helps
to identify consumar and user needs to satisfy their expectations later on
and can be used as a training tool to transmit the subject matters and
quality improvement concepts learned there.
The conclusions achieved after the workshop allows the
participants to set definite plans and controls for product or service
improvement in their organizations. With the help of such defined goals
and objectives, firms can plan the usage of team-work efforts, which are
also reviewed in the workshop, to start priority projects which will help the
organization improve all its quality and productivity results. As one of the
participants commented: "The live workshop is extremely practica! and
useful because it involves people, makes them think and generate ideas.
You learn by doing, having fun, and thinking, even without you noticing it.ª
The level and degree of effective communications improved also
within the group of participants in the workshop.

The attitude of the

participants toward the customer also became more positiva.

The

integration of the group members was enhanced dueto their participation
in the different exercises required during the workshop.
The impact of the methodologies also was felt on a personal basis
due to the fact that many participants decided to changa their personal
attitudes toward work and their own productivity. These last points are
important because sorne of the students did not know each other befare
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the training and workshop. They also carne from different backgrounds,
industries, and organizations and have held various responsibilities and
position levels within their particular organizational structures.
One of the most important facts that the methodologies are
intending to help organizations achieve and that was clearly shown was
that: ªlf you play the role of the consumer-user, you can understand with
more accuracy their possible needs, and thus, can do a better priority
analysis of those needs in order to satisfy and meet them, • as the
participants themselves argued during the interviews.
5.5.3 Students as 11 Consumers-Users" of the Graduate School
in Business Administration (EGA); Comments after their participation
In the special "C-U NEW" Workshop:

This application of the "TQM-SOS" and

·e-u

NEW" methodologies had

the purpose of analyzing and obtaining direct information from the
students of the Master's Degree in Business Administration Program at the
Graduate School of the ITESM to define if a majar "TQM-SOS" effort to
improve the quality of the products and services currently offered to the
graduate students of the school was required.
The answers to the questions were used to develop a practica!
·school-Firm Workshop• project that had as the main objective to develop
a ªTQM-SOS" plan to be used for real-life implementation in the EGACCM School.

1) Can the "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" methodologies be
adequately used to define the appropriate steps required to
implementa 11 TQM-SOS 11 culture in any organization (Manufacturing
or Service Industries applicability)?
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Consumers and users of the products and services offered at the EGACCM School answered to this question as follows:
·rhe methodology can be used as a first stage in the restructuring
of a service organization. •
·Education service• is a concept that we, students of the master's
degree at the EGA, are already involved with. •
"The service analyzed is: the offering of an academic program that
pursues the formation of excellence professionals in an extremely
competitive environment. 1 am part of the academic personnel in
charge of offering such types of programs, and the results achieved
with the analysis, can be extremely useful. •
·The material required was clear. We only needed to know the
"product" to work with and the general guidelines of the workshop
to define the consumers and users, and afterwards be able to
identify their needs. H
·we developed an executive report summary which will be
presented to the ITESM-EGA director with decision powers about
the recommendations there presented. After the presentation of
the report, an in depth study of the problems reviewed was
authorized and a consulting project to define proper guidelines for
"TQM-sos· development for implementation at our graduate
school followed. •
"We had different stages in the exercise to define consumers and
users of the graduate school. In one, we involved ourselves as
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users and had a storm of ideas session where we all talked about
who we were and what we needed. Regarding this stage there was
a lot of team work. We ali talked of what we expect from the EGA
(graduate school of business). In other stage of the workshop we
talked and defined the consumar and we put there those persons or
organizations that pay our tuition in the Masters Degree Program
and we thought about all that they were expecting to gain and what
was convenient for them in regard to our studies. Communications
were free and healthy. The subject not revealed or talked about
was:

What I am expecting from my company? When the time

carne to discus the student problems at our school, it was clear that
there are many disagreements with the EGA-CCM system, and that
it does not seem to be in sight the desire or determination to correct
them. We all felt that we have problems and that our complaints as
customers are not heard. •
2) The main objectives sought by organizations implementing
Total Quality Management Strategic Operativa System Plannlng
Process requires its top managers to answer various questions.
The important questions to ask participants are worded to know if the
utilization of the methodologies presented in this thesis are recommended
to help improve the organization, its current Mission Statement, and its
complete Strategic Operative System. Real-life consumers and users of
the Graduate School of Business Administration program answered the
next questions with the following comments:
a) Who are the main current and future customers (consumers and
users) of the organization?
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·we needed to prepare a consumers-users matrix related to the
Graduate School of Business Administration (EGA). Such activity
helped me to differentiate between consumar and usar and their
own needs. 1 also understood the importance of determining the
primary needs of the customers. •
b} What are tha organization's customers expressed current or
futura needs and expectations in regard to the products and services
currently offered by the organization?
·c1osing the gap between us and our customers to identify their
needs, obtaining feedback and offering them what they really need
is better done.•
·rhis is one of the more significant impacts I got from my
participation in the workshop: 'Discovering that there are different
types of customers' and that they have different needs, forces us to
differentiate and to act in these cases accordingly. •
·1n relation to the Masters degree at ·EGA· the service is important.
From the matrix we can determine ali the users and consumers of
the service and later be able to satisfy their needs. •
·rhe application is directed toward a first evaluation of the service
currently provided at the EGA. •
·we cannot continua to be from now on indifferent to the
differences that exist among customers. •
·setter attention and service of the needs expressed by consumers
and users can be achieved.u
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·1 will principally use the concepts learned in a better definition of
the user and of the consumer needs. 1 have realized that my user
is a high school student, somebody that needs to be informed and
developed to a certain level and, that his parents are persons that
expect from us that their sons or daughters will come out from high
school being the best prepared as possible. •
c) What and how should the products and services that
organizations generate be offered in the marketplace to better satisfy their
customer's current or future needs?
·Review current products specifications and adjust them to what the
real needs of the customer are. 'Make as much changes as the
customer requires.' At the end, the product is to be his or hers. lt is
suggested to use a feedback system to monitor what our customers
expect and satisfy them. N
•1n regard to the Graduate School of Business Administration
doubt that currently there exists a functional Total Quality
Management improvement program, but if it does exist, it is done
without the participation of the managers of the school and due to
this last, such program have large probabilities of not having
practica! application.

To change things it is required more

personnel motivation and better information support systems which
will offer effective services to the students, professors and users in
general. Better professors are also needed (sometimes the quality
of sorne of them is not what it is expected), a better and up to date
library is also required. More participation in simulations or real
projects that will help with the development of the personal abilities
of the graduate students must be programmed. lncreased flexibility
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in the activities of the students, which will mean, more creativity
development are also suggested. •
d) How will those expected products and services be generated to
satisfy their current or futura customers and their needs?
·sefore designing the product it is necessary to identify the needs
of the customers to be able to satisfy their expectations. •
·rhe methodology is conducive to take correctiva measures relatad
to the design of the product and its conformance qualities. The
changas might be related to a changa in attitude toward the
customer and better structural or bureaucratic problem solving•
·oetine education standards. Observe the education level desired
for the high school studef!tS. In relation to the workshop applied for
our EGA school it is important to see: What is needed by a student
of the graduate school. •
e) What programming and control mechanisms will be implementad
in the organization to assure continuous customer satisfaction as well as
the required motivation and flexibility to changa in creativa ways to
improve producJivity continuously?
·1 will program a visit to our administrativa and operativa units in our
organization to play the role of consumar and user. •
ªlmprovement of the service can be expected with:

1) The

integration of tools and materials that would be able to really
develop professional graduates with high degrees of adaptability
and creativity. 2) Better attention of customers by administrativa
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personnel.

3) lmprovement of the interna! and externa!

communication and information systems of the schoo1.·
f)

How can the organization's culture and relatad structure be

changad to achieve more efficiently all its expected corporate objectives?
Regarding understanding the Mission of the organization, consumers and
users answered:
• At the time we do our job generating a product or service,
everyone has customers who need to be satisfied. •
·Put more interest in trying to discover whom I am serving, in
discovering their needs, and in serving consumers and users as
they deserve.

1 am more efficient when not spending energy

repeating my work. •
·The most radical change will be given when we start defining the
expected level of education of a high school student, and in the
search for better solutions to be offered to him or her during his or
her stay as a Monterrey Tec student.•
With respect to organizational cultural change, real customers
answered that:
·The product and its specifications must be relatad to real customer
needs and not only in the beliefs by the producer. Up to this point
in time, it has not been proposed this way, but it can be possible. •
In relation to personal attitude change, participants commented:
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·rhe second time we participated in the exercise reaffirmed the
changa of attitude in the participants regarding the needs of
consumers and users. They were better sensitized towards the
consumer's and user's needs and showed better involvement
because we are the real users and consumers of the products and
services offered by the EGA.·
·Personally I think that the definition of the customer (consumeruser) has made me changa radically. 1 hope to be able to transmit
to my director at my normal job, what this great discovery made for
myself. In fact, 1do not sea equal any more a student or a parent in
my part time teaching job. •
Considering personal growth and job satisfaction EGA's consumers
and users commented that:
·1 believe that knowing the difference between consumers and
users will allow me to know better my customers.

This

methodology will be helpful to me in my personal development, in
better serving my customers according to their real needs and in
general to be a more efficient person. •
·rhe participants of the group enlarged the vision they had about
the master's degree off e red at the EGA. •
·Participating a second time in the workshop helped us to grow and
mature. Not only allowed us to reaffirm the taught concepts but
also allowed the participants to play adequately the usersconsumers role. We identified the importance of considering the
needs of the customer and had a dynamic communication among
us.

Participants valued the priorities' aspects of planing and
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designing of products but considering the expectations of the
customers. Better communication, considering more involvement,
and compromise, can be achieved among team participants:
g)

How is it possible to improve

the design and delivery of

products and services offered by the organization? How can we help top
management define its current or future customers' and users' needs and
then translate these expressed expectations in interna! specifications that
will help strategically organize all operative activities of the firm and all
involved areas of the organization besides manufacturing or production
areas or service generating departments?

How design, manufacture,

build, construct, service, promete, market, sale, and deliver the products
and or services currently required by their customers or users in a more
productive and efficient way?
•1 plan to apply what I learned in the workshop to achieve a better
definition of the customer and I will do more efforts to know the
students of the high school (users) and their parents (consumers).·
h) What recommendations do you have for the organization to
improve its current Operations Management Process to continuously
achieve ªTotal Customer Satisfactionª?
In relation to leadership development and promotion, consumers and
users commented that:
ªThe way we worked was direct. We did not need a firm leader.
We all knew where to go. The assigned homework among us, the
participants, were almost equal and their delivery time was in
general the same.

Maybe the only distinction we made in the
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homework assignments was the person who was supposed to type
jt, •

·we expect better communication between users-consumers and
administrative-academic personnel of the EGA school. We clarified
needs never thought about them before. •
·communication must be more open because the methodology
encourages it. There are sorne areas that require improvement.
Sorne recommendations to be followed are: Better services such
as available phones, free owned parking lot, working elevator and
audiovisual projectors. In regard to ex-alumni, better services and
special privileges should be provided for them too. Better current
students information delivery systems. Make small study rooms
available for students.

Give better service and treatment to

students by directives and personnel of the school. Why tuition is
increasing that much if inflation has been controlled and low? Offer
scholarships (not loans) to distinguished students. lncrease the
academic level of the professors with better learning-teaching
methods, actualizad material, usage of dynamics as the ones used
by J. Neuman. Also, not only try to give grades, but instead help
the students to really learn, innovate, and offer creativa solutions to
real problems. Know the needs of the interna! or externa! EGA
consumers and users.

lnvolve more the directivas of the EGA

school with the students, know them more, attend to their needs
and offer reasonable solutions to their problems and needs.•
·rhe analysis we did was related to the EGA school, as part of our
total quality management class, but for things to really improve, top
managers there working must do their work. Only with this last, the
academ ic excellence being sought by the institution will be
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achieved. In the case of the collective transport system I work in,
we just passed for a pseudo-total-quality-managementimplementation-stage and great barriers exist within the personnel
to establish action roads leading to true Total Quality Management
in the organization. What we can do for the time being is develop
work plans to be pursued within the operativa unit over which I do
have control and jurisdiction. •
Team-work and Brain-storming development was achieved dueto:
·rhe methodology was simple to apply in the analyzed case
because we had the experience of the previous work. The activities
were more complete and better structured than in my first
participation in the workshop. •
·rhe mental exercise of trying to f ind the needs and to whom they
are relatad and to whom are not, allows us to search more about
whom do we serve and why. The simple mental exercise by itself is
positive.•
·we became sensitized toward the consumers and users needs. In
this last repetition of the exercise, we ourselves are consumers and
users of the service provided by the ITESM-EGA institution as
students, and I noted that there was larger involvement by all
participants. •
•we were able to see points of view not thought about before. A lot
of information was shared. We had discussions during the storm of
ideas in which we participated and when we preparad the report
documents and requested data for this work. •
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ªBetter efficiency was basically achieved in our team-work effort.
Toe division of responsibilities was better achieved. •
ªAfter the workshop I think there is more compromise between the
involved parties and a shared preoccupation about assigned
activities to the group.

The group will follow its consolidation

process supported on shared work and joint decisions. •
ªThe discussion of the subject was very beneficia! to integrate a
good team. 1 think that the team of the total quality management
class is a good one. This last based on the great amount of work
we have done together and the size of the group (7 persons). •

uc-u

NEw· appropriate training tools for
futura understanding, development, and applicability in different
organizations?
Are ·raM-sos· and

·rhe methodology is very good because you practica first with one
product and afterwards with another in which all the participants are
currently involved as actual users and consumers of it (the
education service we are receiving from the school) and also
because you finish with the required reports and its evaluation.•
·rhe methodology followed showed better efficiency in the team
activities to define groups of consumers and users and their needs.
Also more quickly achieved than the first time we participated in the
workshop.•
•1 think that the methodology is very good. Maybe, discuss and
feedback more about the consumers-users needs matrix when
turnad in.•
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·rhe changes observed can be really appreciated in the
participants. Outside the class or in relation to the persons not
involved in the workshop like at the EGA school or in the ·Metro•
system, everybody keeps doing things the same as befare. 1 have
to notice that the practice of the methodology allowed me to
develop the capability of appreciating and identifying people that
poses the qualities of considering the needs of their customers
when doing their activities (even without having participated in the
workshop). The dynamic used is excellent. The questionnaire and
the executive report complement the methodology very well. •
·1 hope this could really be applied to our school, it would be a
personal pleasure to participate in the improvement process of the
services offered at this school. 1 feel that this first approach to
quality improvement should become a real-life project for the
school. •
i)

How is it possible to improve, in general, the organization's

quality and productivity results, its general efficiency, and its
communications process to better satisfy its current and futura potential
consumers and users?
In relation to organizational growth, consumers and users answered:
•oifferentiate between consumers and users to know and identify
their needs.

Be personally conscious about the need of

participating in this type of methodology with my fellow coworkers to
help us define where we are now, and where are we currently
going, and also to define where we really want to go, and see if
there are differences among such objectives. •
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3) Partlclpants were asked to evaluate lf generation of "Auto
purchase Declslon" was achleved.
The answers obtained from participants after being involved in the
different ·raM-sos· and

·e-u

NEw· training and sensitizing activities

were:
·rhink and feel as a customer. Changa of roles: Convert yourself
totally in customer to fully experiment what he or she wants. •
·walk in the shoes of your customer. Do surveys for customer
opinion diagnosis.•
·rhe methodology is very good because it makes us feel in our own
flesh the needs that exist as producers or customers (consumeruser). At a theoretic level, defining who will use the product and in
which situations, made us be more conscious in searching for the
satisfaction of certain needs."

4) Was
partlclpants?

11

Change Resistance Reduction" achieved among

Regarding continuous improvement promotion actual consumers and
users answered:
"lf we follow an appropriate detection route to define different areas
prona for improvement, we will be able to make well founded
suggestions to the school, and with these, it will be possible to
achieve improvements in the offered services:
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5)

SPC Continuous Tools Usage Promotion.

(No answers

were Reported).

6) Regarding the need of evaluating lf the "TQM-SOS" and "CU NEW" methodologles can convey the particlpants sorne
applicability Ideas through real life representation with small scale
simulations the participants commented that:
·rhe service studied (Master's degree at the EGA) has a lot more
relationship with the activities we develop in the collective
transportation system ·Metro· 1actually work. Both offer services to
the community: Education and Transportation respectively. In both,
we have direct contact with the customer, and in these particular
cases, the product is being used at the same time it is being
produced or generated. •
·rhe same is sought with the methodology as in our daily work.
The service is similar but on a different level of studies
(Undergraduate school). Basic needs are the same. Probably
the prioritizing of needs will be the same. The similitude that 1
found was the existence of unsatisfied customers in the graduate
school where I study and in the high school where I teach part time.
The needs of a graduate student and the ones of a high school
student are very different, but the service that we offer them
(education and formation) must have certain similar characteristics.
Dueto this last, the workshop that we participated in, is very much
related to the needs that I have to satisfy as a worker in the
education service areas:
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ªThe analysis can help me because it allowed me to identify that the
methodology can be satisfactorily applicable in service
organizations to identify and satisfy the needs of our customers. •

Comments About "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW"
ObJectives Achleved at ITESM-EGA-CCM with Students Playlng the
Role of CONSUMERS-USERS of the Products and Servlces Offered
by thelr own Graduate School:

5.5.4

In this case the application of the ·raM-sos· and

·e-u

NEWª

methodologies was performed immediately after the normal course work
of the Total Quality Management training program I developed for the
same graduate students that previously took the course, and are currently
working on their Master's Degrees in Business Administration. The idea
was for them to apply the methodology they previously learned and use it
to evaluate as direct consumers and users of the products and services
offered to them by the Graduate School.
After this exercise, the students were asked to present their
comments and recommendations to actually improve the products and
services offered to them, as they saw fit, with the sole purpose of
satisfying their education needs.

The results are equivalent to an

organization's customer survey and diagnosis about the products and
services currently offered by the graduate school in the marketplace.
As expected, the participants commented that the application of the
methodologies is possible in service industries. lt can be part of the first
stage required to define and perform a changa of structure towards
improving the organization performance.
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In the case of the Graduate School the final conclusions and
suggestions after the development of the workshop were presented to the
dean of the graduate school and included recommendations for a futura
ªTQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEWª implementation effort after thorough

considerations of the presented report would be finished by the principal
directivas of the Business School.

A special task force was then

authorized for in-depth study of the recommendations and about the
possibilities of ·raM-sos· and

·e-u NEWª future

implementation in the

Graduate Business School.
Severa! of the participants that were directly involved in superior
education institutions commented that the methodologies and the results
achieved with them can be successfully applied in their own service
organizations.

They participated also and role played the parts of

consumers and users of the services offered by the graduate school and
were able to see and feel differences between what students expect to
receive and what actually is being delivered to them by the school.
Consideration also was given to all possible consumers and users
of the services offered by the graduate school, including the different
organizations that pay the tuition of the students they are currently
sustaining in the graduate school programs.
The workshop also ailowed customers (students) to express their
feelings about the school and all the supporting services they were
receiving form it besides the education they were expecting to obtain.
These commentaries can help organizations, as they helped the graduate
school to start a ªTQM-sos· planning effort to improve the current quality
levels of the products or services offered to its consumers and users. The
methodologies can also help ·ciose the gap between the organization and
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ali its customers by identifying their needs and afterwards offering them
what they really need and expect to obtain. •
Organizations also can realiza that ·there are different types of
customers (consumers-users) with different needs and that this forces the
organization to act accordingly. • lt is important to note that at the end the
productor service will be owned by the consumer-user, so why not deliver
the products or services as the customer expects them to be delivered or
used?
To offer an adequate product or service it will be necessary to
design, manufacture, and deliver the products and services as the
customer verbally expressed that requires them.
The participants also commented that they personally applied the
different concepts and ideas learned during their participation in the
workshop in their job environments that they thought will lead to improve
quality and productivity in their own organizations. ·rhe simple mental
exercise by itself is positive: Defining who will use the product or service
and in which situations or environments, made the participants become
more conscious in the adequate process of searching the actual
satisfaction of certain needs and expectations expressed by the
customers.•
As participants uwalked in the shoes• of the consumers and users
and changed roles to convert themselves to customers of the products
and services offered by the organization, the lack of satisfaction was
immediately perceived, thus prompting the generation of improvement
suggestions and recommendations, as the ·Auto Purchase• philosophy
suggests.
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The ·raM-sos· and

·e-u NEw· methodologies are conducive to

think, plan, decide, and perform evaluative, corrective, preventive, and
improvement activities related to the current levels of service, quality, and
productivity of the organization.

The changes that must follow the

learning, sensitizing, and implementation process requires the involvement
of management and also a meaningful changa in their attitudes.
Understanding the differences between the consumer and user
definitions helps participants better understand and satisfy their current or
future customer needs. The students that participated in the workshop
offered important and valid suggestions to improve the products and
services they needed from their own Graduate School of Business
Administration.
5.6 Content Analysis of Obtained Answers.
In this section, the content analysis performed on the different answers
given to the open-ended questions obtained after interviewing the
participants to the "C-U NEW" workshop and the "TQM-SOS" training
activities will be presented. The content analysis included the answers
given by the interviewed participants of the firms where the methodologies
were applied.
As mentioned before, sorne of the participants were interviewed
four and three years after being directly involved in "C-U NEWª workshop
and the ·raM-SOSu training activities (Ford and T echnik-Air respectively)
and other participants immediately after such activities concluded (EGA
exercises). These last ones were the MBA students that received the
workshop and ·raM-SOS" training as part of their course-work activities
at the ITESM-CCM graduate school.
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The number of people that participated in the three different
exercises that are reported in this thesis were:
FORO MOTOR COMPANY DE MEXICO:

40 PARTICIPANTS.

TECHNIK-AIR CORPORATION

30 PARTICIPANTS.

CCM-ITESM-EGA (TRAINING)

6 PARTICIPANTS.

CCM-ITESM-EGA (CUSTOMERS)

6 PABIICIPANTS.

TOTAL

82 PARTICIPANTS.

The number of participants interviewed after the three different
exercises were:
FORO MOTOR COMPANY DE MEXICO:

5 PARTICIPANTS.

TECHNIK-AIR CORPORATION

4 PARTICIPANTS.

CCM-ITESM-EGA (TRAINING)

3 PARTICIPANTS.

CCM-ITESM-EGA (CUSTOMERS)

4 PARTICIPANTS,

TOTAL

16 PARTICIPANTS.

The total percentage of participants per company was:

CCM-ITESM-EGA (TRAINING)

12.50 o/o
13.33 o/o
50.00 %.

CCM-ITESM-EGA (CUSTOMERS)

66.66 %.

FORO MOTOR COMPANY DE MEXICO :
TECHNIK-AIR CORPORATION

TOTAL PERCENTAGE
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19.04 %.

The general participant data obtained during the interviews (Figures
18 and 19) shows that:
a) The job seniority (cumulative time worked for the organization)
of the majority of the interviewed participants in the

·e-u NEw· workshop

and in the ªTQM-Sos· training activities is more than 12.5 years with an
average of 11. 73 years. (Figures 19 and 20).
b)

The position seniority (cumulative time worked for the

organization in the position, when interviewed) of all the interviewed
participants in the "C-U NEW" workshop and in the ·raM-SOS 11 training
activities is more than 1.75 years with an average of 4.5 years. (Figures
19 and 21).
e) The age distribution of all the participants interviewed after their
participation in the "C-U NEW" workshop and the ªTQM-Sos· training
activities is more than 27.5 years with an average of 38.5 years. The ages
of the majority of the participants were between 27.5 and 41.5 years of
age. (Figures 19 and 22).
Analyzing in depth the answers obtained during the interviews, it is
also possible to argue that:
d) The current activities of the participants interviewed after their
participation in the "C-U NEW" workshop and in the "TQM-Sos· training
activities is somehow relatad to decision making, managerial, supervisory,
and operativa tasks. Also, most of the participants hold a professional
degree and sorne of them are currently involved in higher degree levels of
education. Participants have a proven record in their firms and to a larga
extent have assumed important responsibilities. (Figures 18, 19, 20, 21,
and 22).
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e) The types of answers obtained do not changa significantly even
though the questionnaires were applied four or three years after managers
participated in the workshop or immediately after participants were
involved in the

·e-u

NEWª workshop and the ªTQM-sos· training

activities. The answers are very consistent over time after participating in
the

·e-u NEWª and ·raM-sos· exercises.

The methodologies appear to

have induced a positiva effect on participant attitude toward continuous
improvement and changa.
f) lmplementation in large and established organizations of new
systems or methodologies may cause resistance to changa by ·old-timers·
and different managers. The answers obtained showed that such effect
was minimized in the case of the

·e-u

NEw· and the ªTQM-sos·

methodologies and that the participants got personally involved with the
·raM-sos· philosophy, and also in the organization's products and
services continuous improvement.
g) Participants also made positiva comments about how the ·e-U
NEW· and the ·raM-sos· methodologies and its application helped them
personally and their organizations to improve the quality and productivity
levels of their areas, products, and services.
h) The principal objectives that both the

·e-u NEw· and the ·raM-

sos· methodologies were expected to achieve were previously stated in
sections 3.4 and 4.1. The content analysis of all the answers given by the
interviewed participants, show that more or less all of the important
objectives that the 11 C-U NEw· and the ·raM-sos· methodologies were
expected to achieve were actually attained.
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The general objectives that were achieved by participants and their
organizations after being involved in the

·e-u

NEw· workshop and the

ªTQM-SOSª training activities (expressed in order of importance by the
number of positive comments observad in the answered questionnaires),
for each of the two sections 3.4 and 4. 1 are:
For Section 3.4., the general ·raM-sos· and the "C-U NEWª
expected objectives were realized in the following order:
1. Present an improved methodology to enhance ªTQMª
implementation process in interested organizations, regardless of
the product or service offered in the marketplace.
2. Offer an appropriate methodology for understanding customer
(consumer-user) needs.
3. Help organizations to become more productiva and better satisfy
their customers (consumers and userst (Figures 23 and 24).
For Section 4. 1 (Figures 23, and 24), the expected objectives were
achieved in the following order:
1. lmprove the Strategic Operativa System Planning Process: The
utilization of the methodologies presented here is recommended as
a means of evaluating and improving an organization's current
Mission Statement and Strategic Operativa System.
2. Define the appropriate steps required to use and implement

u

·c-

NEW" and ªTQM-sos· methodologies in any particular

organization (Applicability in Manufacturing or Service Industries).
3. Real Life Representation through Small Scale Simulation: Each
participant works during

·e-u

NEWª workshop with products and

services that are similar to those that he/she currently manufactures
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and delivers within their daily operations for training and practica
purposes.
4.

Generation of •Auto Purchase Decision• = Total Customer

Satisfaction = Total Quality-Productivity Cultural Attitude in the
Organization.
5. Change Resistance Reduction.
6. SPC Continuous Tools Usage Promotion.
In regard to the particular objectives sought with the development
and application of the

·e-u NEWª and the ·TQM-sos· methodologies in

different organizations, help them to implement the ·TQM-sos·
methodology, and also to improve the Strategic Operative System
Planning Process, participants commented that they achieved in arder of
importan ce:
For the first objective (Figures 23 and 25): ·1mprove the Strategic
Operativa System Planning Process·, participants commented that the
strategic sub-objectives that they felt were better achieved by them and
their firms were (in arder of importance):

1.

Help the organization to lmprove Operations Management

Process: Clarify ·raM-sos· and

·e-u NEw· methodologies to top

management and what it can do for them and the firm.
Furthermore, clarify what is or should be a top manager's principal
role in an organization pursuing such quality or excellence
objectives. Then how its complete organization must be structured
and its people evaluated, recognized and compensated for ali their
efforts done in achieving ·rotal Customer Satisfaction. •
The different factors expected in this point (1) were achieved in the
following order (Figures 23 and 26):
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a.

Good training tool for ·raM-sos· and

·e-u

NEWª futura

understanding development and applicability in the firm.
b. Team-work and Brain-storming development.
c. Leadership: Development and Promotion.
2. Define changes that are necessary for the betterment of the
organization's culture and structure. This would allow it to achieve
more efficiently all its expected corporate objectives.
The different factors asked in this point (2) were achieved in the
following arder (Figures 23 and 27):
a. Personal growth and Job Satisfaction.

b. Organizational Cultural change.
c. Personal attitude change.
d. Understanding the Mission of the organization.
3. Definition of what are customers' expressed current or futura
needs and expectations in regards to the product and service
currently offered by the organization.
4. Help them to improve in general all the organization's quality and
productivity results. Also investigate its general efficiency and its
communications process to better satisfy consumers and users.
This last point is accomplished if adequately trained leaders are
allowed to work with the tools mentioned in the methodologies here
being studied. One prime objective sought here is organizational
growth.
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5.

Definition of what and how the products and services that

organizations generate should be offered in the marketplace to
better satisfy their customer's current or future needs.
6. Definition of how those expected products and services will be
generated to satisfy their current or future customer's needs.
6.

Help them to improve design and delivery of products and

services. After top management defines their current and futura
consumers', and users' needs, help them translate such expressed
expectations in interna! specifications that will help strategically
organiza all operativa activities of the firm.

AII areas must be

organized in a more productiva and efficient way, including areas in
charge of designing, manufacturing, building, constructing,
providing service, promoting, marketing, selling and delivering the
products and services currently being required by the customer.
7. Definition of who are the main current and future customers
(consumers and users) of the organization.
7. Definition of what programming and control mechanisms will be
implementad in the organization to assure continuous customer
satisfaction as well as the required motivation and flexibility to
change in creative ways to improve productivity continuously.
For the objective ranked second in importance (Figures 23 and 25):
"Define the appropriate steps required to use and implement "TQM-Sos·
and uc-U NEWu methodologies in any organization (Manufacturing and
Service Industries applicability)W, participants commented that the
methodologies represent an appropriate tool to evaluate current or futura
consumer and user needs and to implement newer approaches to develop
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·raM· in interested organizations. This is important if we consider that
today there exist not well proven tools applicable for traditional •raM·
implementing purposes.
i)

Participants in the workshop and training activities also

commented that the main contributions these types of new methodologies
can offer to their organizations (Figures 23 and 28) are:
1. Considering the following important objectives that the ·raM-

sos· and •e-U NEW" methodologies were expected to achieve:
a.

lmprove the Strategic Operative System Planning Process:

including the definitión of who are the main current and future
customers (consumers and users) of the organization and of what
are the customers' expressed current or future needs and
expectations in regards to the product and service currently offered
by the organization.
b.

Generation of ·Auto Purchase Decision• = Total Customer

Satisfaction = Total Quality-Productivity Cultural Attitude in the
Organization.
lt was identified that these important objectives were approached in
a very different way or not even considered by other researchers. This
last means that for these types of objectives the ·raM-SOS" and

·e-u

NEw· methodologies contain a complete different approach to asses and
define customer needs. Then "TQM-SOS" and ·e-u NEW" methodologies
can be carefully thought about as a completely new approach to generate
this type of knowledge.
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2. The ·raM-sos· and

·e-u NEw· methodologies use a different

approach to evaluate the most important part of the organization; ªThe
customer (consumer-user)9. These methodologies helped management to
identify who are the current and future interna! and externa! customers of
the firm. They also helped participant organizations to understand their
current or future consumers and users needs and expectations. Also, they
established how to define and obtain such customer needs in a clear way.
3.

·raM-SOS" and

·e-u

NEW" methodologies are appropriate

tools to promete organizational culture change. The exercises done with
both methodologies help organizations to develop better team work efforts
to improve job satisfaction and improved employees' communication. The
workshop, as participants themselves commented, helped them to grow
personally, professionally, and in the organization.
4. When the organizations focus their strategic activities toward the
customer (interna! and externa!) and his or her needs, interna! growth and
market results were attained by participants individually and their firms.
5.

The methodologies encourage participating people to think

about two different roles: The consumer and the user of the products and
services being studied and their potential different needs.
Figures 23 and 28 highlight these results in comparison of "TQMSOS" and "C-U NEW" methodologies with other approaches.
j) Figure 29 shows other objectives that various researchers have
stressed as important, but that were considered as unrelated to the
objectives that were studied for the "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEWª
methodologies.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

6.1

11

TQM-SOS" and 11 C-U NEW" Final Justifications.

·Everything is possible, but only if you desire it• (Tapie, 1986).

To implement in a satisfactory way the ·TQM-Sos· and successfully apply
its

·e-U

NEWª methodology in an organization, there needs to be a real

requirement to do so. To obtain the expected results it will be required
continuous managerial support and leadership to achieve it.

To attain these objectives, well thought out and developed training
tools are required.

In this thesis, 1 argued and showed, after actual

practica! applications, that the ·TQM-sos· and

·e-u NEw· methodologies

presentad and proven in this research effort can be satisfactorily used to
achieve those important corporate objectives and that both techniques can
be considered good training tools for these important purposes.
One of the most important points that also is addressed in this
thesis is the applicability of the methodologies as appropriate learning

1 want to add that even tough the methodologies have been
satisfactorily used in different organizations, modifications can be required
if continuous improvement is sincerely sought by top management in their

tools.

organizations.
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Achievement of all the mentioned principal organizational objectives
can be efficiently attained using the ·TQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEw·

methodologies. The techniques proposed can be appropriate tools for the
achievement of the expected results as I showed in the results section.
Such affirmation was confirmad after reviewing the objectives achieved by
participant organizations, which were expressed in the interviews
performed for such reason.
1 also argued that the "TQM-sos· and

·e-u NEw· methodologies

can be also used to directly address all the important strategic planning
factors pertaining to the organization.

Top management will have an

easier time in the development of the improved process of strategic
operations system planning implementation if real life implementation of
the "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" processes is supported.
Sorne of the objectives' accomplishments will require the
organization to develop better team-work capabilities and use all the
efforts invested by these groups to continuously improve the organization's
performance level. Today's tough competition, requires that organizations
consider that team-work is a must, and it must be practicad by all
departments and areas of the firm.
Teamwork will be accomplished and enhanced by integrating
interdisciplinary teams at all corporate and organizational levels to achieve
better quality-productivity results and with all these improved consumeruser satisfaction. To achieve an efficient "TQM-SOS" implementation in
any organization personal attitude changes, ethical personal growth
intentions, and increased job satisfaction will be required. One of the most
difficult tasks, or challenges, faced when intending to accomplish a
satisfactory "TQM-SOS" implementation is a change in the attitudes of its
participants and in those of the organizational culture.
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The application of ªTOM-sos· and

·e-u

NEWª methodologies,

using their different tools and dynamics, will allow organizations to improve
probabilities of succeeding in their implementation efforts through proper
cultural changas.

Results showed that the organizations that were

subjected to particular sensitizing, training, and implementation efforts in
which both ªTQM-sos· and

·e-u NEWª methodologies were used, clearly

improved and that the managers that participated in such efforts improved
as well.
In general it is mandatory today to improve the organization's
quality and productivity results, its general efficiency, and its used
communications process to better satisfy its current and future consumers
and users. This will be achieved only if managerial leaders are allowed to

work with the tools mentioned in the ·TQM-SOSª and

•e-U NEW•

methodologies and become adequately trained.
Priority projects will first be recommended and defined, and later
on, solved by special groups or teams formed with people of the different
areas involved to continuously improve the quality of the products and
services offered by the organization. These priority projects will initially
offer management short-term applications and small-size results to the
firm.

The initial scale or size of the first priority projects will be a

manageable one, while managers are learning and achieving the required
beginner's level of experience and expertise with all ·TQM-sos· and

·e-U

NEWª required tools.
1 hope that all the findings presented in Chapter 5, will motívate the
people managing and working in different firms to concentrate their efforts
and use their energies and intelligence in the required activities to define,
design, build, manufacture, and offer specialized products or services that
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will better satisfy those customers' or users' current or expected needs.
Proper tools also are offered for top management to accomplish the
intended strategic operativa system strategy.
In this thesis, 1 have shown that the ·TQM-SOS· and

·e-U

NEW·

methodologies can help organizations obtain the required commitment
and involvement by top management when strategically planned to
achieve the expected survival and growth of the enterprise. Remember
that ·For successful leadership to occur there has to be a fusion between
positiva self-regard and optimism about a desired outcome• (Bennis &
Nanus, 1985).
The organization should take advantage of the opportunity to
improve the quality leve! of its products and services. lf the firm does not
consciously believes that it is somewhat endangered by its actual status
and level of operational conditions in such a way that the organization
prometes a self-generated pressure to change, the organization will not be
able to define the expected new objectives and processes. Objectives
must be part of the required future strategic operative systematic planning
that is indispensable to achieve improved quality and productivity results
and goals.
1 believe that modern organizations must understand what their
customers' needs are to generate the "TQM-Sos· planning efforts. lf
organizations know these needs, it will be easier to help the enterprise be
in the competitiva position of offering the required products or seNices that
directly derive from these consumar or user needs.

lf organizations

continue to forget, as has happened many times, that only the customer
can evaluate the quality of the offered productor service, economic results
will continua to be erratic.
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lt also was shown that those organizations that have even partially

used the ·TQM-SOS" and

·e-u

NEW" methodologies, with the sole

purpose of improving the quality of their products or services, are much
better off today. lf more organizations would plan special implementation
efforts of the ·TaM-sos· and

·e-u

NEw· obtained results and

experiences, 1 am sure they could improve, too, and further related
research and improvements of the methodologies would be feasible.
Regarding the requirement for top management involvement and
participation suggested in the ·TQM-sos· and "C-U NEW" methodologies
as well as in other different implementation efforts of various quality and
productivity improvement systems, Tapie (1986), commented:
A boss is not only the one that gives the orders but the one that
preaches with the example.

Knows to listen to everybody and

knows how to be heard by everybody.

Any organizational

philosophy that does not consider the human factor as its most
valuable capital, condemns itself sooner or later, to a sure
decadence (Tapie, 1986).
Bennis and Nanus (1985) add that in a successful real-life
organization that they have dealt with, disguised in their book with the
pseudonym of •Jordan Manufacturing,• actually operates with the following
strategic guidelines embedded in daily operations:

1) Competitive Strategy is based on Quality and Service.
2) Build trust between employees and owners.
3) Formal explicit organization philosophy statement:
\

a. People want to do a good job and be associated with
success!
b. People will do a good job if:
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* They understand the needl
* They are provided with:
- Facilities and equipment.
- Procedures.
- Material
- Know-how.
- Management that leads.
* Their efforts are recognized and appreciated.
* We attach no blame to "failure•.
* Everybody assumes responsibility for the product.
* We leave workers alone and allow them flexibility.

lt is important to remark that "TQM-SOS" and

·e-u

NEw·

methodologies cannot be just another set of efforts that stand alone or in
isolation but principal guidelines of the new expected cultural philosophy of
the complete organization. "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" methodologies
are deliberately designed to influence all the various ways of currently
doing business and operating from now on and more so in the futura of
modern organizations (see Figure 1). This last therefore enforces and
compromises the future of modern organizations and requires managers'
continuous commitment and involvement, it also obliges top management
to review the scope of the current mission statement of the organization in
arder to redefine and state adequate corporate policies.

The mission

statement can be written similarly to:
The organization must always offer the intended value to its
Consumers-Users, with Products-Services done right at the first
time, which are supplied at the adequate price level that can satisfy
the current and future needs of the actual or potential customers
(consumers-users), while achieving adequate benefits for all the
personnel (interna! customers) and all participants and stakeholders
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(internal-external) involved in an efficient and profitable operation of
the organization (Operational definition given in section 1.2).
Remember that by adequate price level, we mean a price that gives
the manufacturer, or service provider, a profitable level of business and to
the purchaser it will represent a cost that will be equivalent to the value
that he or she will receive for the amount of money originally paid for the
productor service involved during all its expected usage and service life.
The proposed general mission statement reviewed above is the one
supported and recommended throughout this thesis as having a possible
clear format, which I expect will be useful for different organizations in
manufacturing or service industries. lt can also be used as a possible
benchmark for various organizations to establish their own mission
statement at the required moment in time.
For this purpose the interested firm will only need to expressly
define the exact types of products, services, participants, consumers, and
users involved in its current daily operations or in the future ones to be
performed, to be completely composed and implemented.
1 think that it is also important to review here, for clarification, an
example of the mission statement and corporate guidelines behind the
strategic intent of a particular successful Mexican organization, the Simbo
Organization. The purpose behind this review is to show the similarities of
sorne of the points in both statements and to confirm that such intent might
lead to appropriate organizational results. Simbo is internationally well
known, regarded and considerad by most of its consumers and users as
doing a good job in satisfying their needs and that has been a known fact
since it was founded, when the organization began offering quality
products and services in the Mexican consumar market:
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lf somebody would ask me to state in a few words the vital
objectives that led and motivated our actions, 1 would say that were
and still are, our products, our customers and our personnel. The
constant cara for the product in the organization is a daily
obsession. The fight for quality and freshness is a continuous fight.
Production is a fundamental activity in our enterprise and we dearly
love our trade and the products we manufacture. 1 have selected
tour indispensable elements to achieve excellency: Productivity,
Quality, Participation and New Technologies.
The customer - we have said that many times - is the true boss of
the organization (Servitje, President of the Management Board of
Organización Bimba, 1985}.
The idea of presenting such an enlightening statement lies in the
fact that today it is still required to have similar mission statements to
properly guide the majar strategic steps required to achieve the important
objectives of any organization.

Such a mission statement is needed

providing the organization intends to be successful in the futura, and also,
to note the operational similarities that this statement has with the mission
statement operationally suggested in this thesis.
The globalization of the business world pushes even more now
than ever organizations to open their eyes to various challenges and
opportunities needing immediate consideration.
Management can improve also its current normal or traditional
·raM· implementation process if proper reviewing and studying of the
·TQM-SQS· and

·e-U

NEW· approaches and methodologies are done.

After this important task is completad, the organization might decide to
consider its possible implementation as other enterprises and managers
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have decided to pursue including all the required efforts and continuous
involvement.
1 feel that the ·raM-sos· and

·e-u NEw· methodologies can

be

an important choice to help managers that plan to follow more productively
any of the available guidelines for traditional ·raM· implementation.
·raM-sos· and

·e-u

NEw· are methodologies that top

management can follow to better design, manufacture, market, and deliver
improved products or services to its current or potential customers,
consumers, or users, considering that their needs are already known.
After such activities are accomplished the expressed consumer and user
needs are principally utilized to redefine the new mission statement of the
enterprise and with it, ali its required complete strategic operation system
planning effort to achieve it.
Such needs, 1contend, can be satisfactorily defined with the usage
of the

·e-u

NEw· methodology presented in this thesis.

methodologies known here as ·raM-sos· and

·e-u

The

NEw· can also be

used too as adequate tools that will improve the quality of the information
inputs required, even before the ·aFo· technique is employed to translate
customer needs to technical working specifications for engineering and
manufacturing purposes.
The important results obtained after different organizations such as
Ford Motor Company, Technik-Air and MBA students from the Graduate
School of Business Administration of the ITESM participated in the "TQMSOS" and "C-U NEW" activities allows me to recommend these
methodologies for other real-lite applications in different organizations.
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Organizations and top managers that have had the opportunity to
be directly exposed to sharing and using ªTQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEWª

ideas with their own particular traditional "TQM" implementation plans,
also improved significantly both personally and organizationally.

6.2 Major lmplications.

"TQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEW" guidelines were originally developed to be

part of a suggested process to achieve improved "TQM's" Philosophy
training and implementation in any organization.
In this dissertation I intend to show, suggest, and recommend that
both "TQM-SOS" and the "C-U NEW" methodologies can and must be
used as guiding tools for any organization wanting to offer better products
and services to its current or potential customers. The organization needs
to learn how to obtain and use the "Consumer-User Needs" information at
the beginning, during, and after the process of implementation of the
"TQM-SOS" is employed to help management achieve "Total ConsumerUser Satisfaction:
Current and reliable information about consumers' and users' needs
helps review the basic reasons for being in business and update
accordingly the organization's future Vision and Mission statements.
The prepared materials and vivid exercises performed during the
"TQM-SOS" and the "C-U NEW" sensitizing and training sessions must
have a real-life analogy to the products currently manufactured and sold
by the organization, thus helping top management to improve its decision-

making process in a simulated or laboratory type of environment which will
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lead the organization to improve its operation's quality and productivity
levels.
To enhance the effectiveness of

·e-u

NEWª sessions, selected

personnel participation is required. In these activities, actual consumers
and users of the firm can participate, or even principal organizations'
suppliers, can be invitad to concur.

Done this it will be possible to

completely redefine the required new products, services, objectives, goals,
policies, rules, and procedures conforming to its new ªTQM-sos· strategic
plan, which will be required to productively operate the firm now and in the
future.
The organization also can use any additional complementary
information gathered from other surveys.

This information can be

obtained from special focus groups or ·NGTª applications for customer
needs assessment. The reason behind the utilization of these exercises
also can be the improvement of the firm's current products and services.
1 do not want to say that ali these other types of needs research
methodologies, besides ·raM-sos· and

·e-u NEW: are something new

for existing firms to consider or use, but only that many firms have also
forgotten the application of these tools to review their basic reason for
existing and only have confounded their strategic goals with •making
money.•
1 believe that the best way of making money today is through
continuous customer satisfaction, and that this major objective requires
the delivery of continuously improved products and services that meet
customer's expressed needs. ªTQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEW· techniques

have been shown to be appropriate tools to achieve improved customer
satisfaction.
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To manufacture and deliver the required products or services
organizations must first change their cultural attitudes and behaviors and
want to listen to what their customers express as actually needing and

lf this is
thoroughly prometed on a continuous basis by top management and
supported by all the collaborators of the organization, the delivery of such
goods or services will be a never ending design, purchasing,
understanding what customers really expect to receive.

manufacturing, sales, marketing, service, and post sales service set of
interrelated exercises. Do not forget that such activities must be done with
the required level of efficiency, excellence and quality right on the first time
as the main organizational strategic and operativa top priorities.
Having accomplished this, decisions can be made and actions may
be taken to better satisfy consumer's and user's current and future needs.
This can be fulfilled using the principal guidelines discussed that must be
included as part of the organization's new general Strategic "TQM-sos·
intended way of continuously operating to achieve "Total Consumer-User
Satisfaction. • The described NTQM-sos· and uc-u NEw· methodologies
also can be applicable for any kind of entrepreneurial activities and new
business developments as suggested while preparing its new business
operations plan.
Strategic operations system planning can require proper Mission
Statements revision and modifications when deemed necessary.
Corporate objectives can then be better developed and the required plans
preparad to achieve them. Operative and strategic plans can be set in
place to be worked on by appropriate teams of people directly involved in
the complete ·TQM-sos· process. After the organization's objectives are
defined, the related priority projects can be developed for their immediate
establishment in the organization.
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With a definition of the ·consumer and User verbally expressed
needs" accomplished within the workshop, a list of the required product's
or service's main attributes and characteristics will be available. lt is also
recommend that a similar approach, using teamwork efforts with the
participation of various area managers.

Knowing consumer and user

needs will help the organization describe the activities that will follow. This
information will help management with the process of improving all
administrativa and operative steps required to manufacture better products
or services, respectively.
Using the directly expressed requirements, attributes, expectations,
and product's or service's characteristics which can be freely verbalized by
their current or potential consumers and users, allows the organization to
increase its market share and customer satisfaction results.
Organizational Marketing and Management objectives will then be
better accomplished if the people of those concerned areas directly and
continuously participate with all the other involved sections of the
organization and are motivated to work as a team.

Proper teamwork

efforts will lead the firm to achieve an improved "Organizational Quality
and Productivity Culture for Total Consumer-User Satisfaction." Voluntary
participation in different teams and teamwork must be continuously
encouraged, promoted, supported, and recognized by top management.
One of the major impacts that I expect the "TQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEW" approaches will have in an organization that wants to offer better
products and services to its consumers and users is the improvement of
the general communication process and its required information
distribution channels.
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lf the ·raM-sos· recommended implementation steps are followed
by everyone in the organization, including top managers that must function
as the guiding force in the implementation process, 1 expect that all the
stepping stones of the Vision and Mission statements of any modern
organization will be better satisfied. These leading top organizational
objectives and guiding principies, known as the Vision and Mission
statements of the firm, will surely enhance the opportunities of Total
Quality Management and Excellence achievement. Remember that the
mission statement must always be worded and expressed on similar terms
to the statement presented in section 1.2 and at the beginning of this
chapter.
In the different teamwork exercises used during the

·e-u

NEW:

which also must be followed step-by-step to completely define current and
futura needs of the consumer-users of the product and or service,
participants will try to define their future needs and expectations. This
must be done within sorne accepted margins of error, to better state future
corporate strategy and the strategic goals to be followed by the
organization.
The defined consumer and user expressed needs should be used
later on far long-term planning of the corporation and the tools (·TQMsos· and MC-U NEWM) will help better achieve these important
organizational objectives. With this most important objective attained by
the organization (the definition of customers' expressed needs), top
management will hopefully be closer to the achievement of the required
customer satisfaction objectives and in the continuous road to Quality,
Productivity, and Profitability improvement that is expected by all
stakeholders of the organization.
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lt's important to remind the interested managers that ªThe
Marketing Concept• proposed by professor Kotler and other marketing
experts, also will be better satisfied and accomplished if proper generation
of products and services is achieved by the organization. Also, recall that
ªNeedsª were operationally defined as: ªExpressed and verbalized wants
or expectations by the current or future customers of the organization• in
section 1.2. Kottler (1984) defined the Marketing Conceptas:
The key to achieving organizational goals consists in determining
the needs and wants of target markets and delivering the desired
satisfactions more effectively and efficiently than competitors.
Kotler, also argued that:
The Marketing Concept starts with the company's target customers
and their needs and wants; the company integrates and
coordinates ali the activities that will affect customer satisfaction;
and the company achieves its profits through creating and
maintaining customer satisfaction.
1 truly believe that the time has come when an organization's top
management can be more receptive to the different ideas here presented
for actual implementation in their fields of activity without any additional
cost to the interested reader.
1 also feel that total customer satisfaction actually begins the

moment we approach them and sincerely ask the following simple
question (but difficult later to perform activity): ªWhat is it that you really
want or need in a product or service? and afterwards we open our ears to
listen to what he or she really has to say and start designing exactly what
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consumers and users said they expect to receive in the futura from the
organizationlª

Next, adequate procedures and techniques are used to analyze all
the actual answers that were given by the customers (consumers-users)
and the obtained information is better utilizad to design, support,
manufacture, and lastly offer products or services that will match these not
very often remembered customers' requests, businesses will be better off
as well as its stakeholders and participants. This last point, will guarantee
at the end: Appropriate Total Consumer-User Satisfaction, Corporate
Mission

Achievement

and

Organizational

Survival

First,

and

Organizational Potential Growth Afterwards.
With the improved procedures described for successful ·raM-sos·
and

·e-u NEw· implementation, the probabilities that any organization will

be able to better meet its quality and productivity objectives and goals can
be significantly increased.

6.3 Methodological Considerations.

6.3.1. Strengths:

The successful application in various industries, or organizations offering
different products or services, of the NC-U NEWN methodology and all the
principal guidelines that the ·raM-sos· procedures, has been
demonstrated.
These important results were achieved after severa! organizations
were exposed to the methodologies described here and had learned from
previous organizational experiences.
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This allows me to state the

importance of the merits, their real-lite applicability, and the potential
magnitude of the principal results that can be achieved with the adequate
utilization of the ·raM-Sos· and the

·e-u NEWª methodologies.

lt is important to state that the combined knowledge achieved by
reading scholarly related materials, participating in various traditional
·raM· implementation efforts and thinking about the problem of how to
improve ·TQM's· implementation guidelines, supported and encouraged
the development of the two methodologies that were presented as ·TQMsos· and

·e-u

NEW. •

Although the three practica! applications

presented here cannot be considered statistically valid, the purpose of this
thesis was to document the methodologies and their merits.
The organizations where the implementation and utilization of the
methodologies occurred have a majority of Mexican workers and can be
considered as traditional Mexican enterprises. Ford Motor Company de
Mexico is an international firm that has manufactured ca:"s in Mexico for
many years, but its operative structure is controlled and managed by its
international policies and guidelines.

The objectives pursued by the

methodologies were in general satisfactorily achieved in the assembly
plant of Ford Motor Company de Mexico; nevertheless, more time and
research will be required to completely confirm this statement.
The Technik-Air Group also is a conglomerate of different Mexican
firms, where most of its current customers are automobile manufacturers
such as Ford, Chrysler, General Motors, Nissan, and Volkswagen, and 1
can also argue that the results, including the

·a-1 • quality

recognition

received in the organizations after applying the ·raM-sos· and
NEWª methodologies are significant.

·e-u

More research and posterior

auditing and questionnaires to evaluate future results can be used to
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confirm the long-term application and implementation of the
methodologies in the firm.
The modest results achieved at the EGA-CCM-ITESM Graduate
School are still not clear, even though the approved consulting priority
project to develop the Graduates School's Total Quality Management
Strategic Operations System is still going on.

6.3.2 Weaknesses:
Sometimes it is stated in different articles that the time required to fully
implement traditionally known ªTQMª approaches in an organization will
depend on its size, actual structure, product, service, resistance to
change, top management involvement, and participation in the complete

lt is also mentioned that top management's
leadership and communicatioris skills are continuously required by
managers and supervisors as well to attain quality and productivity
objectives.
implementation process.

AII this can be taught to management and programmed after
appropriate implementation efforts are performed, but if the customer and
his or her needs are forgotten, traditional MTQM'sª implementation will be
more like a dream than a reality fer the organization.
That is one of the main reasons I have to urgently recommend top
managers to define first consumers' and users' needs and afterwards
proceed to do their required jobs: ªAight from the first time and according
to those expressed as specified and expected consumer and user needs. •
Each organization, after its own consumers' and users' needs are
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completely understood, defined, and specified, will set an appropriate
pace in the right direction in order to achieve the expected results.
No specific time trames or clear cut rules were found in the
literature review for an in-depth implementation recommendation, but only
sorne general guidelines as the one presented by the Construction
lndustry lnstitute. These time trames were obtained after the Construction
lndustry lnstitute reviewed various construction industries' implementation
efforts and observed the actual results achieved by sorne of its
organizational members (THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY INSTITUTE,
1990).
lt also was mentioned in various referenced papers that cookbook
recipes are not offered as available for a better ·TQM· implementation due
to the variability of organizations that exist in the real world. Still, many
references offer useful guidelines to help business people achieve those
intended goals (Slater, 1991 ).

The problem with those suggested

procedures is that sorne are not complete or adequate for Mexican
enterprises that will require them to adapt to their Mexican culture and
appropriate speed of implementation.
lt also is important to remember that the ·TQM-SOSN and

·e-u

NEW· techniques mainly develop and employ various ·reamwork
Processes· during the sensitizing, training, and application stages, which
also supports its possible recommended usage in
organizations. The ·TQM-SOSN and

·e-u

interested

NEWN methodologies can be

used in any organization expecting to achieve Total Quality-Productivity
for Consumer-User Satisfaction, regardless of the type of organization.
These suggested applications are solely based on personal
comments or on the ones expressed by the different participants to the
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·e-u NEw· techniques' training efforts.

lt
is important to mention that participants were working in the involved
organizations or in all kinds of industries and service providing
organizations while studying their MBA Master's Degree. Thus ·raMsos· and the ·e-u NEw· methodologies can be properly recommended
specialized ·raM-sos· and the

to top management to effectively define and afterwards satisfy,
consumers' and users' needs for practica! utilization in their organizations.
·raM-sos· methodology's activities will surely also help top
management from various organizations in their quest to improve their
current corporate strategic position in the marketplace and help them
establish adequate organizational plans to achieve the intended
organizational objectives and goals after the required results attained
during the participation in the

·e-u

NEW· are available for their in-depth

review.
Top management also. must participate in the analysis and
definition of consumers' and users' expressed need, making it possible to
continua the development of the complete strategic-planning process for
the entire organization.
As mentioned, HQFD" technique's tools can be only used afterwards
to define the required complete engineering specifications for operations
or manufacturing purposes of the different processes needed to
manufacture or generate the expected products or services. Product's
and service's specifications required far adequate customer satisfaction
will be better met if a preventiva versus correctiva type of attitude is
prometed and allowed to exist in the organization. This requires a
complete organizational culture change within the minds of all its
participants and collaborators.
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6.4

Recommendations

for

Future

Research

and

for

lmprovement of the "'TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" Methodologles:

Considering the results observed in the content analysis performed to the
data obtained in the questionnaires, further study and research must be
programmed to improve the objectives that were not clearly achieved with
the previous applications of the

·raM-sos·

and

·e-u

NEWª

methodologies (Figures 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27):
1. lmprove the process of defining and specifying the expected
products and services for future generation and manufacturing to properly
satisfy their current or future customer's needs. This is mainly related to
the translation of needs into products' or services' specifications process.
2. lmprove the definition process of what and how the products and
services must be offered in the marketplace to better satisfy their
customer's current or future needs.
3. Help management improve the design and delivery of products
and services processes. After top management defines current and future
consumers', and users' needs, help managers translate such expressed
expectations in interna! specifications that will help strategically organiza
all operative activities of the firm. AII areas must be invited to work in a
more productiva and efficient way, including areas in charge of designing,
manufacturing, building, constructing, providing service, promoting,
marketing, selling, and delivering the products and services required by
the customer.
4. lmprove the definition process of who are the main current and
future customers (consumers and users) of the organization.
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5. lmprove the definition process of what programming and control
mechanisms will be implemented in the organization to assure continuous
customer satisfaction, as well as the required motivation and flexibility to
changa the organization in creativa ways to continuously improve
productivity.
The last questions that need to be studied and researched further
are:
6.

Are the ideas behind the ·TQM-SOS" and

·e-u

NEw·

methodologies appropriate to improve the implementation process of the
traditional Total Quality Management work system in any type of existing,
ora new organization, or should they be enhanced even more?
This question must be answered only after applying and using the
·TQM-SOS" and

·e-u

NEW" methodologies in a larger sample of

organizations than in the present study.
7. How would I preve the improved process to implement the Total
Quality Management Strategic Operativa System is usable across various
organizations without large modifications?
The answer to this research question will come only after
application of the methodologies to more interested organizations is done
and the results achieved are properly researched and analyzed.
8. What enhancements are still possible to the "C-U NEW" and
"TQM-SOS" methodologies to make them even better management tools?
lf more applications are performed of the "TQM-SOS" and "C-U
NEW" methodologies in other organizations, improvements and
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recommendations for their enhancement will be available.

Such

improvements will come only after performing the following activities:
a)

Relate and compare the methodologies 1 results to

information gathered with other research tools, such as Focus Groups, to
obtain better and broader results.
b) Compare the lists of needs given by consumers and users

·e-u

NEw· methodology with the results obtained after
doing a larger survey of consumer and user needs where using a massive
obtained with the

instrument that gives a broader picture of a larger population in which the
determination and identification of similar lists of needs are intended. The
combination of both types of research results will give a more consistent
and richer definition of the customers• actual and future needs in the
marketplace.
c)

Before computing the final priorities of the obtained

expressed needs using the ·e-U NEW· workshop use a broader survey
instrument for market research and then finalize the preparation of the
needs versus consumer-user matrixes. Perform an exhaustive analysis of
both types of obtained results to verify the exact order of needs (priorities)
expressed and observed from the studies performed. This can be done
applying the Pareto Principie methodology.

9. Are the methodologies here described useful as planning and
training tools for various new enterprises development?
An interesting research project can be developed if a new
organization is planned and started since its beginning, from scratch, with
the ·TQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEW" methodologies· culture embedded in its

corporate and management officers.
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lt is also my belief that many other organizations from different
industries can also use or enhance the ªTQM-sos· and "C-U NEWª
methodologies already described above according to their particular
culture and their interna! or externa! customers' needs, and be more
effective and successful in their own intentions of also implementing the
·raM-sos·.
1O. Compare the effectiveness of the "C-U NEW" approach by
evaluating its results (description of consumers' and users' needs) with
those that other research tools provide with similar samples of current and
potential consumers and users.
In general, both "TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW" methodologies can
still be improved after further research and enough applications are
programmed and performed with them.

6.5. Epilogue: Final Comments.

ªWhy do people who don't have time far quality always find the time
to do their work over again?" George Ellington

The "TQM-SOSº and "C-U NEWº methodologies presentad here address
those Mexican (personal or organizational) traits and characteristics that
are important to observe in arder to achieve a successful Mexican ºTQMSOS" implementation process.
Sorne of those same particular characteristics also exist in many
other people and organizations around the world.
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The usage of the

models studied in this dissertation, besides their applicability in Mexico,
can be tried also in other organizations in different countries wishing to
consider them as possible tools or guidelines to implement ·TQM-SOSª for
Total Customer Satisfaction in their regional environments. This objective
can be achieved if local cultural traits are also adequately considered and
then appropriately modified or enhanced ·TQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEW·

methodologies are employed.
lnternational quality and productivity experts, well known
consultants, service business's related scholars, and ·TQM· professors,
recommend and suggest to top management the usage of various
personal tools and techniques to analyze, develop, and control operations,
processes, and activities, to prevent or minimize implementation errors
and mistakes, hopefully leading to improve the organization's current
levels of quality or productivity of the manufacturad and distributed firm's
products and services to all types of customers.
With ali these vast sources of available data, information, and
recommendations, top management gets confused when trying to develop
its special and adequate implementation rnap to achieve quality, and
productivity within the firm. This confusion sometimes arises because
cookbook recipes are not available, or recommended, to achieve such
palatable goals and also that each organization is quite different.
The number of sources for information or research that top
managers must evaluate and study is enormous and is getting lar,:--er. Al!
those sources seem to hold an important part of the truth.

Their

references and examples also offer advice and important guidelines
accordingly. Sorne of them even offer adequate cost-benefit analysis of
the importance for our industries (manufacturing or service) to achieve
international levels of quality and productivity that are acceptable and
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viable.

Other sources just seem to repeat endlessly what others said

before.
With all this knowledge presentad, studied, reviewed, analyzed,
considerad, weighted, and assimilated by top management, it should be
easier and possible that corporations would be able, without many
problems or complications, to implement the adequate measures, controls,
procedures, and steps to offer its customers the products or services
expected and needed by them.
This should be accomplished by top management in an adequate
span of time, after implementation is first economically justified and duly
authorized by the organization's stockholders.

Then, it must be

personally driven by the top executive of the firm. Lack of managerial
support, as the different quality and productivity experts argue, becomes a
central limiting factor for the achievement of the quality objectives of the
organization (see various tables summarizing different theories and
philosophies in the appendixes).
lt is also important to offer top management the appropriate tools to
manage and lead the improved "TQM" implementation process in an
adequate form since the beginning of these meritorious efforts.
Sometimes the time or effort required to achieve customer
satisfaction is not planned for or completely considered by top
management because of all the possible problems of involvement and
other difficulties that will surely arise when trying to change the minds of
top, middle, or bottom-level executives to get them involved in the
continuous process of improvement. More so, if the organization is a
traditional one, or shows great inclination toward the bureaucratic model of
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work, the implementation process can be heroically resisted by many
•collaborators• of the firm.

lt is also necessary to offer advice to top management about
recommended actions on those occasions when the expected objectives
or results start not coming as quickly as the experts would like to happen.
Please do not allow impatience to become the pusher for more efforts that
are not yet required and may hindH at the end the overall process of
implementation. On such occasions, it seems it is easier to forget the
implementation efforts.
Top management knows from its daily interaction with the
customer, the supplier, and all its interna! operativa people, if they are
adequately performing their jobs, that sometimes the term •quality• or
even •customer needsª or ·expectations· are difficult to define in an
understandable way, or even state them exactly. Then other •quality9
experts come along and recommend to •ask and listen to the customer
about what he or she really wants, • in order to exactly program ali the
organization's activities to do all that is required regarding current products
or services.
How then is it possible to control the achievement of special results
that cannot be fully or clearly defined or to do it in places where no teamwork efforts are continuously seen in action or lack of adequate
communication exists?
lt is then required, as suggested in this thesis, the immediate usage
of special techniques, methodologies, and tools that will efficiently help top
managers in the process of defining in the most exact possible way what
their customers want or need.
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Also, top management was provided in this thesis with techniques
to help his or her organization improve the quality of its products or
services, and in the process of defining, designing, and manufacturing or
delivering to its current or futura consumers and users, those products or
services they are actually looking for or expecting to receive to satisfy their
needs in the market.

lt might be argued that these two suggested models and
methodologies {"TQM-SOS" and "C-U NEW") will become part of the vast
useless academic traditional "TQM" literatura, which sometimes is
accused of lacking any real-life applicability. In these particular cases 1
can comment that I do not plan to say that such remarks are not false or
true. 1 will prefer that time and followers show the potential merits of the
methodologies presentad in this thesis.
The tools introduced here and reviewed for any managers' use,
were presented in a step-by-step, simple to follow pattern that should help
top management in its efforts to implement Quality-Productivity for Total
Customer Satisfaction in their organizations. 1think that "TQM-SOS" and

·e-u NEW" are adequate tools and are exercises that top managers must
follow in their efforts to generate more customer satisfaction and obtain
better "quality-productivityu results for the organization.
The methodologies studied in this thesis will help managers
understand, as any teaching aid intends to do, what is expected from them
at the end and how they should get involved in the complete "TQM-SOS"
development and implementation processes in order to guarantee better
organizational results. Also, management will have available adequate
tools that in simple and applicable terms explains to them all the nuts and
bolts of the "TQM-SOS" implementation process, that other experts make
sound magical or mystical.
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ªTQM-SOS" and "C-U NEWu techniques will also be useful for top
managers in the process of inviting, involving, coordinating, and selecting
the appropriate people to help them guide all the required efforts to
implement ªTQM-Sos· within their organizations. lf these objectives are
realized, it will be possible to achieve faster the expected organizational
level of Quality-Productivity for Total Customer Satisfaction and, at the
same time, rejuvenate the org2.;nization.

This will relp management

realize the improvements that would insure first the firrn's survival under
tough international competition and then attain the desired growth in those
same areas.
Last but not least, top managers that use these methodologies will
become ªTotal Quality Management Strategic Operations System far Total
Customer Satisfaction" experts and nobody in or out of the organization,
would be able to fool them about what are the most important
requirements needed now, or in the future, in the products or services to
be offered by the organization to achieve a recognized international quality
level.
1 believe that if a better approach is developed to improve the
current "TQM" implementation process, such as the one presented in this
thesis, the "Total Quality Management Strategic Operations System,• a lot
of frustration and resources will be saved.

This also will help top

management in its efforts to increase productivity levels faster while
achieving higher personnel commitment and participation.
1 see in the long run a place for organizations where the ·TQMsos· working system operation is effectively performing, a place where
job enrichment, quality-productivity, Sociotechnical systems, and teamwork building and participatory environment are concepts that work
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together for the benefit of the organization's stakeholders and are mainly
directed at the customers (interna! and externa!) of the organization, who
for a while, were almost relegated to a second class status by many
enterprises that now are no longer in business.
Competitors are not idle and time is not waiting for anyone to catch
upl

So whether you like it or not, the ·TQM-SOSª and •e-U NEWª

methodologies can help your organizations improve.

Such important

goals can be achieved by using the simple and logical techniques as
proposed, or after enhancement or improvement is done by the interested
parties.
Organizations today need to improve the quality and productivity of
their numerous operations, products or services to stay in business.
lnformation overflow regarding quality products or services, or
productivity's importance for the firm, and the way to achieving them is
occurring on a large scale.
Many of the current definitions in the references and their
suggested applications or the lack of classification or organization of such
enormous amounts of data, may not help top management in the short or
long run in defining the appropriate process to achieve the required levels
of quality or productivity or what are the best appropriate steps
recommended to do it. Decision making by top management about NTQM·
implementation procedures is nota simple task to address.
To conclude, 1will argue that if organizations follow the "TQM-Sos·
and NC-U NEWM methodologies and processes presentad here, they will
greatly enhance their procedure to define the different alternatives
available to them to manufacture or deliver goods (products or services) to
their actual or future customers. This last suggestion is based on the
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comments and results already achieved by those organizations that tried
these ideas and their related methodologies and implemented them along
with other tools.

Such efforts helped those organizations achieve

important industrial and customer recognition and awards, sales growth,
and improved quality levels.
These tools should be considered priceless.

And I feel that

consumer-user needs evaluation is the necessary step that any company
should begin with and follow, without any delays, to develop faster its Total
Quality Management Strategic Operations System.
Remember that the last Strategic Operativa System part of the
name of the methodology, or appended designation, was suggested in this

work for two principal reasons: First, it is important to consider for an
efficient operation of the firm the interrelationship between strategic and
operative issues. Secondly, the capitals S. O. S. should remind us the
urgency of doing and implementing ·TQM-sos· and

·e-u

NEW" in the

organization as soon as possible!
Top management is, then, cornered to make vital strategic
decisions regarding which points or tools or techniques would be suitable
for their particular type of business or market or people, how or when to
use them and how to train its people to do exactly what everybody is
preaching as foolproof or effective for them.
1 mention this last because I feel that even corporations that have
achieved Global Quality level standards, regardless of the procedure used
to evaluate the quality of their products and services, still can and m ust
also continue improving their operations and activities to offer even better
products and services, as the true spirit of the "Total Quality Management
System• addresses oras the renown quality experts they currently employ
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as consultants, are teaching them. This objective will be accomplished if
organizations consider the application of the simple tools and ideas
reviewed and presentad in this thesis.
This is also based on the many current debates and arguments
that: ªThe Malcom Baldridge National Quality Award Criteria has been
arousing lately by various scholars, people and •gurus· like Philip Crosby
(Placek, 1991 ). • Placek argued that Crosby commented:

The award requires self nomination, meaning that an entry calls for
a lot of time and money. 'We should let the customer nominate
those whom they feel have served them well.' Those nominated
can then supply objective information {Placek, 1991 ).
Even though the same Placek, argued that:
Much of the criticism was aimed more at Cadillac's winning one of
the 1990 awards and to how General Motors used the award in its
advertising rather than at the award itself ...
and that,
Perhaps the most telling evidence for the widespread acceptance of
the award are the number of companies adopting its criteria as a
template for interna! quality process evaluation and review
independent of the award itself. In fact, sorne firms have applied for
the award primarily to get an evaluation of their quality systems
(Placek, 1992).
Cyndee Miller also comments that Phill Crosby argued also that:
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1 don't see companies delivering defect-free products or services

100% of the time. They should be working on that instead of trying
to win an award.
Miller also adds that Hammond, co-author of the book

MBeyond

Quality, • once commented that:
The irony of the award is that it was necessary to get companies to
do what they should have been doing any way (Miller, 1992).
The same feelings are currently felt by the 1990 winners of the
Malcom Baldridge Award.

Through representatives of sorne of those

organizations they agreed that winning the award:
Is a step along the way--a giant step and one that gives a huge
motivational push to the winners to keep going, to reach higher in
pursuing the elusive goal of total quality in their products, services
and overall business practices-- but still, only a step (King, 1992).
The GAO report ["The Conference Board, lnc., New York, 1990.

GAO, "U. S. Companies lmprove Performance Through Quality Efforts"
(General Accounting Office, 1991 )"] that I discussed in Chapter Two, even
mentioned and discussed that:
Senior quality executives from 12 U. S. companies recognized for
the excellence of their products and services, interviewed by The
Conference Board, lnc., New York, a business research group, had
consensus on the following points:

1. Total Quality is the ustrategy of choice· for assuring the
economic position of the U. S. firms in the global marketplace.
2. Quality improvement is a long-term process.
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3. At many companies, concerns remain over the lack of top-level

involvement in quality programs.
lt has been established empirically that the same people performing
direct tasks or activities of any type, administrativa or operational, know
better than anybody within the organization, if the product-service or even
the operation in itself is free of errors or by the contrary, what are the
involved principal problems with such products-services or all their
involved processes. lf this is so, then why not organize the people around
the problematic area and ali their required activities in such a way that
their suggestions are welcomed, their participation to salve problems is
motivated, permitted, allowed and rewarded accordingly afterwards.
Many of the ideas presented Chapter Two, seemed complete and
self-supported, but improvements about the definition of customer needs
were still required and I proceeded to include these definitions in the
Chapter One under the section of operational definitions (see Table 2).
The improved methodologies to define such consumar and user needs an
be able to use them later on to implement Total Quality Management
Strategic Operations System planning in an organization were also
presentad and discussed there.
The workshop presentad too: the NCustomer-User Needs
Evaluation Workshop, • in which I showed the merits of the application in
real-life settings of a suggested and established procedure to improve the
development of the understanding and definition of these needs and their
possible evaluation measures were also reviewed. 1 did it with a specified
methodology that will help top management in its strategic intent to
improve the normal or traditional ·TQMN development and implementation.
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1also showed in Chapter Five that the ªTQM-sos· and

·e-u NEWª

methodologies explained will also help top managers achieve the main
objectives of the ªTQM-SOSN system to improve the organizations'
performance, and at the same time, achieve the objectives mentioned
earlier in this section. lt may seem repetitiva but it is and must be clearly
stated ali its importance and that it will be of great usage for top
management's future Strategic Planning exercises and for the Chief
Quality Officers in charge of implementing ·raM-sos· in their
organizations.
In this thesis I discussed the ·raM-sos· and the

·e-u

NEw·

techniques which were designed for and empirically validated in different
Mexican organizations.
The procedures presentad here helped top managers achieve the
significant quality and productivity results their organizations intend to
attain and do it more efficiently than other firms.
The literatura review showed that despite the modest improvements
achieved in sorne industries, in general, ·Although consumers believe
product quality has improved since 1991, they are not necessarily more
satisfied. • This last remark was obtained when different •customers• were
surveyed by ·auality Strategies, • and the results obtained were published
in the Quality Management Forum Newsletter (1992); also, researchers
reported that •American-made automobiles, auto repair and maintenance,
hotels/motels and frozen food items product or service quality has
increased, • but those same consumers, as reported in the survey, said:
·only 46% of consumers that purchased American-made household
appliances in the 12-month period, perceived improvement in quality,
down from 52% last

year:
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In general, there is still a lot to do to improve the current status of
most of the organizations currently operating in Mexico and in the world.
MTQM-SOSM and

uc-u

NEWM techniques are available for this

purpose. For interested organizations, 1 summarize here the objectives
that these methodologies can offer interested organizations.
The order in which the following MTQM-SOSª expected objectives
are stated representa recommended sequence of achievement and is the
result of a special priorities analysis. lt is required that all of them will be

A successful MTQM-SOSª
implementation requires the appropriate achievement of the following
objectives within the organization:
sought and achieved in due time.

1. Top Management involvement and participation in the complete
development process, including sensitization stages of the ªTQMSOSM methodology. Appropriate leadership and example is
continuously required.
2. Complete elimination of "ESQUEZOFRENIAN type of attitude in
ali kinds of persons and organizations (Neuman, 1988).
3. lnteriorization of the importance of internal-external consumeruser satisfaction of their expressed needs with the expected
generated products-services.

Application of the NC-U NEWª

methodology.
4. Comprehensive strategic review, and diagnostic of the
organization status. This requires thorough review of the Mission
and Vision statements of the organization. Continuous strategic
operations systems planing is needed to do things only one time,
the first time.
5. Development of team-work environment culture considered in the

"TQM-sos· philosophy. Creativity promotion.
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6. Continuous analysis and improvement of problematic areas.
(Use appropriate Statistical Process Control tools).
7. Economic justification of planned investments to solve ali kinds of
problematic situations with specialized priority projects.
8. lmplementation of a prevention culture versus a correctiva one.
9. Continuous participant sensitizing, training, motivation and efforts
recognition. (Use the required technical and administrativa modern
too Is).
10. Continuous improvement of ·ouality-Productivity levels.·
11. Organizational flexibility promotion by never ending challenge of
the "status-quo" and the "current leve! of success· of the
organization.
12. Good Luck.

THANKS!
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ENVIRONMENT

MATERIAL

QUALITY
PROBLEMS

MACHINERY

METHODS

CAUSES

--------~

EFFECT

FIGURE 9: ISHIKAWA'S DIAGRAM (CAUSE-EFFECT)
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FROMDATE:

COOE

TO DATE:

NUMBEROF
OBSERVATIONS

FACTOR

TOTAL

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
TOTAL

RGURE 10: SAMPUNG CHART
...
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DATE:
PAGE:

DEPAATMENT / AREA :
PROBLEM:

• 1

caE
( CI)

• 1
FACTOR

N8
OBSERVATIONS
( FI )

%RELAT1VE

%REL.ATIVE

(100 FI/T )

ACCUM.11.ATEO

Cl.ASSFICATlON:
(A); (8) 0A (C)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1O
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
(T) TOTAL

*1 COOESANDFACTORS
ALREADY ORDERED
FROM GREAT TO LON
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS

A: UP TO 65-75%
B:
C:

75-90 %
>90%

FIGURE 11: RELATIVE ACCUMULATED FREQUENCY ANAL YSIS
t.
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%R

100

1

1
1
ACCUMULA TED
RELATIVE FREQUENCY

70

1
60

1

1

1

50

40
30

18

20

15
10

10

7
6

4

C1

1(

'I

c2

C4

C3

"A"

o

ll

"

C5

·e·

C7

,.ll

Ca

·e·

86

63

% R- % REALTIVE
% RA- REALTIVE ACCUMULATED

e&

FIGURE 12: PARETO 1S DIAGRAM
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1

•
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Quality Problem.
And out I theíe Is any c:olTillallon belween malntenance tralnlng hours lor 10 groups ol plant malntenance personnel and lhe hours oC machlne down time per week In the producllon ania
1 = Traloo¡¡ Hours, y= t.lachlne Down

tme pe, Week, n ~ Sa,11)le Slze = 10

Commenl: The r value lndlcales a Slrong lnver.ie correlallon belween lhe tralni'lg hours and machlne down time. lhe modal y .. -1.15152 1 + 14.2848 can then be uaad lo prlldlcl 1h11 vartable -y• In terma oC "x" wlhln lhe
ranga ol values considerad.

FIGURE 13: CORRELATION ANO REGRESSION CHART
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A recap of the six-step model
Positive Environment
Development

Key Variables
ldentification

Standards
Development/Revision

-

Specialized Training
& Communication

--

--

~

-

~

Statistical Monitoring

Statistical Diagnostics

FIGURE 15: INTEGRATED PROCESS MANAGEMENT
\..

Refarance: Rogar Slatar; McGraw HMI; 1991
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STRATEGIES FOR QU.ALITY IMPROVEMENT

Theoretic and Practica!
Sensitizing and Training
" TQM-SOS " Activities

Strategic Operations System
Data Gathering, Analysis and
Planning Activities

Priority Projects Definition
and " TOM-SOS " Real Life
lmplementation Actlvities.

1.· Preliminary Organizational
Diagnosis.

2.· Sonsitizing and Basic
Training:
• " TOM - SOS " Philosophical
Sensitization.
• " C-U NEW " Training.
• Basic ·spc• Tools.
3.- Sensitizing and lntermediate
Training:
• lntermediate • SPC • Tools.
• Teamwork Development
Training.
0 Leadership Training.

4.- "TQM-SOS" in depth lntemal
Organizational Diagnosis
• Interna! " C-U NEW. "
• " TQM-SOS " Detailed
Corporate Status Diagnosis and
lnformation Analysis.

5.- "TQM-SOS" Objectives Definition
and Strategic Operations System
Planning Activities.

6.- • TQM-SOS • Priority Projects
Development.

7.- " TQM-SOS " Required
Organization Structural and
Operativa Changas.

e.-· TQM-SOS • lmplementation.
• • SPC • lmplementation.
• Priority Projects lmplementation.

~o.-· TQM-SOS • Sensitizing

9.- "TQM-SOS "Continuous
lmprovement (Go to 10 and 4).

and Avanced Training.
• Advanced Oporations
Management Training.
• Advanced Marketing
Management Training.
• Advanced • SPC • Tools
Utilization Workshop.
• Advanced Topics in Business
Administration.
0
Advanced Topics in
"TOM-SOS .•
Thinking, Planning and
Deciding Phase.

Thinking Phase.

FIGURE 16:

11

TQM-SOS

II

Thinking, Planning, Deciding, and
Acting Phase.

TRAINING, PLANNING, AND IMPLEMENTATION STAGES.
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r
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FIRST PHASE: " THINKING ANO ANAL YSIS •"
~

"'"

'

,

"

SECOND PHASE: • USER SIMULATION .•

""

~

,'

,

,,

THIRO PHASE: "ACTUAL MARKENTING ANO SALES SIMULATION OF THE 'PRODUCT-SERVICE.'"
~

""

'

r

FOURTH PHASE: " REVIEW OF RESUL TS ACHIEVED BY THE MARKETING ANO PURCHASING
DIRECTORS • CONCLUSIONS ANO SUGGESTIONS ••

"
~

""
,'
r

""

"111

FIFTH PHASE: "DEFINE TENTATIVE PRIORITARY IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS AFTER
REVIEWING RESUL TS ACHIEVED BY CONSUMERS-USERS, THE SUGGESTIONS GIVEN BY
EXTERNAL AOVISORS ANO OBSERVING MARKETING ANO PURCHASING DIRECTORS
PERFORMANCE . •

~

1 '

r

"'I

SIXTH PHASE:" OUESTIONNAIRE OF PARTICIPATION IN THE WORKSHOP ."
~

\..

'
r
SEVENTH PHASE: "PERIODIC CUESTIONNAIRE ANO INTERVIEW OF PARTICIPANTS TO EVALUATE
THEIR APPLICA TION OF THE "C-U NEW" METHODOLOGY PRESENTE O IN THE WORKSHOP."

~

"-.

FIGURE 17:

""

"

11

C-U NEW

II

PHASES CHART
~

1106

CONTENT ANAL YSIS
a:oe
PAATOPANT <:nlPNN

DEPARTAMENT

POSITON

LEVEL

..OS SENOAITY

POSfTIOj SENORITY

N3E

F1•

Fon!

Assembly Plan1

A.ssembly Manager

Management

15

2

41

F2•

Fon!

OualHy Englneertng

Quallty Superlmendet

Management

15

2

Not reponed

F3•

Ford

Manufaciurlng Englneerlng

Englne Manufacturing Manager

Management

14

2

36

F4•

Fon!

Materlal9 Handling

Materials Handling Manager

Management

18

3,5

42

Fs•

Fon!

Manufaciurlng

Operations Manager: Paimure

Management

14

2

Not reponed

Management

9

9

61

• Thl9 dala was oblalned tour yaars alter lhe respondenls panicipated in the workshop

T1 ••

Technlk Alr Dlrectlon

General Manager

r2··

Technik Alr Produd Englneering

Manager Product Engineering

Managemenl

7

5

37

T3 ..

Technlk Alr Cosl and Budgetlng

Manager

Management

10

9

43

T4 ..

Technlk Alr Management

Manager

Management

13

7

55

-Thls dala was oblatned lhrea years alter lhe respondents participaled In lhe worbhop

~

-..J

E1 ***§

ITESM

Management

Sludent

E2 ... §

ITESM

Student

E3•••§

ITESM

Mechanlcal and Hydraullc

29

Managemenl
Unil Manager

Managemenl

28
7

4

30

Facllhles

A1 ... §

ITE5M

Sludenl

Management

29

A2 ... §

ITESM

Sludent

Management

28

A3*•*§

IVIETR)

Mechanlcal and Hydraullc

Unit Manager

Management

7

4

30

Producl Manager

Management

1,5

0,5

28

Facllltles

A4•••§

R'.HD'.)

Techinlcal Departament

•••TI,e quesllonalre was fllled lnmedlally alter particlpailing In lhe workshop
§ Thls group

wu

formad whh students of lhe ITESM-CCM-EGA. When lhey answered lhe questionalre, all of lhem were holding management posillons.

Untounenty, nol aR of them reponed lhelr actual organizatlonal lewl.

FIGURE 18: GENERAL DATA OF INTERVIEWED PARTICIPANTS

CONTENT ANALVSIS

Averages*

Job seniority
15
15

Position seniority

Age

2
2

41

14

18
14
9
7
1O
13
7
7
1,5

2
3,5
2
9
5
9
7
4
4
0,5

11, 73

4,50

36
42
61
37
43
55
29
28
30
29
28
30
28
38,25

*In the analysis of the job and position seniority data, there were not
included the values of 1.5 and 0.5 years, because those participants were
considered as offering not representative data.

FIGURE 19: DATA SUMMARY OF AGE, JOB ANO
POSITION SENIORITY OF THE RESPONDENTS
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CONTENT ANAL YSIS

4t
3

L

2

t-

4

3
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

6.5

9.5

12.5

3

Frecuency
~I

1

1

1

1

1-

~//

1

15.5

~

1

18.5

Years

Average = 11 .73 years

Job Seniority of the majority of the respondents is larger than 12.5 years.

FIGURE 20: JOB SENIORITY HISTOGRAM

CONTENT ANAL YSIS

•
5

5 -4 -Frecuency

L

1

1

2 L

1

1

3

3

-~
-~
.)

1

2

1

1

~

-//

1

1

1

1.75

3.75

5.75

1

7.75

1

9.75

•

Years

Average = 4.5 years
Position Seniority of the majority of the respondents is smaller than 5.75 years.

FIGURE 21: POSITION SENIORITY HISTOGRAM

CONTENT ANALYSIS

•
7
7 -6 --

Frecuency

~I

5 .,_

:[

1

1

3
2

2 --

1

1

r

1

i.-/1I

27.5

34.5

41.5

48.5

56.5

62.5

Average= 38.25 years
The ages of the majority of the respondents is between 27 .5 and 41.5 years.

FIGURE 22: AGE HISTOGRAM

Years

CONTENT ANAL YSIS

,neXICO L1ty C11mpus_or t
ITESM (Instituto T«nolÓ&K9
de Estudios Superions d
Monterny ). Genenll result
achieved after applying "TQM
SOS" AND "C-U !'liEW'
melhodolgies in the gradual
school ol business in the Muic:
city campus of the ITESM.

.,o.

Total

~

.....
;\.)

1

Del me the appropnate steps
1n¡u1red to use and implement
"C-U NEW" and "TQM-SOS'
11,cthodologies
in
any
urganiz.ation (Manufacturing OI
Savice Industries aoolicability).

4

9

15

6

34

~

l 111prove Strateg1c Operat1ve
S)sl<m Planning Process: Toe
la.:turs recommended to be
rntproved are:

52

60

53

42

207

•)

w ro are the ma.in curre ni
and
future
customers
( consumers a.nd users) of the
or~a.niz.ation?

2

2

2

2

8

h)

w r a.t are their customers
expressed curren! or futurc
nuds and cxpecta.tions in
rega.rd to the products and
services currently offered
by thc or~aniz.ation?

5

4

5

6

20

.: ) w hal. and how lhe products

2

4

3

2

11

and
services
thal
orga.niz.ations genera.te must
be
offered
in
the
mar ketpla.ce to better satisfy
1heir customer's curren! 01
fu1ure nee<ls.

FIGURE 23: NUMBER OF POSITIVE COMMENTS PER OBJECTIVE

CONTENT ANAL YSIS

1

d)

tlow w11l those expected
products and services be
generated to satisfy their
curren! or future customer.,
and their needs?

1

3

3

3

JO

e)

vvnat programmrng and
control mechanism., will be
implemented
in
the
orgaoizatioo to assure
continuous
customer
satisfactioo as well as the
required motivation and
flexibility to change in
creati ve
ways
the
orgaoization to improv1
oroductivity continuously7

1

2

3

2

8

f)

Lhange for tne better th1
orgaoization's culture anc
related structure to achiev1
more efficiently ali iti
expected
corporat1
objecti ves:
Understandrng the M1ss101
of the organization .

3

1

3

3

10

•

Urgamzat1onal
Cliange.

5

5

3

1

14

•

t'ersonal altltude Lhange .

4

3

4

2

13

•

t'ersonal lirowth and Jot
Satisfaction.

10

1

2

3

16

•

Organ1za1tona1 (Juallly
Productivity Goals .

22

10

12

9

53

~

w

•

:Sublotal (l)

Lultura

FIGURE 23: NUMBER OF POSITIVE COMMENTS PER OBJECTIVE

CONTENT ANAL YSIS

g)

lmprove
Ues1gn
and
De li very of Products and
Services.
Help
top
maoagement define thei1
current or future custorners
and usen' necds aod thea
translate such expressed
expectations in interna
specifications thal will heli
strategically organize al
operative activities of the
ftrm and ali invo]ved area~
of the orga.nizalion beside5
manufacturing or productioa
areu or servicc generating
deparlments to design
manufacture,
build
construct, service, promole
markct, sale a.nd deliver the
producu and or service!
currently required by thei1
customers or usen in a more
productive and efficienl

7

2

1

10

way.

_¡:.
......
_¡:.
h)

.

lmprove
Uperat1on!
Management
Process
Clarify to top ma.nagemenl
wha1 "TQM-SOS" and "C-L
NEW" methodologies are 01
can do for Lhem or thei1
firms, wha1 is or should be
the top manager's principa
role
in
organizationi
pursuing such quality 01
excellency objectives, ho\\
1ts complete organizatioa
must be structured and it!
eva]uated
people
and
re cog ni zed
compensated for ali thei1
effons shown and done ia
continuously achieving
"Total
Custome1
Satisfaction."
Leadersh1p: Ucvelopmen
aod Promotioo.

1'

3

4

2

4

13

FIGURE 23: NUMBER OF POSITIVE COMMENTS PER OBJECTIVE

CONTENT ANALYSIS
•

leam-Work and Brain
Sronning Development.

3

7

4

7

21

•

l,ood truning 1001 (OI
"TQM -SOS" and "C-l
NEW" future undentandin1
development
an <
applicability in the rann.

6

12

11

5

34

12

23

17

16

68

lmprove in general ali m«
organization·, quality anc
produc:tivity re,uh1, it~
general efric:ienc:y and it~
c:ommunic:atiou proc:eu to
better 1ati!fy iu c:urrent and
future potential c:on,umer1
and usen: Thi, will be
ac:co:,lished if adequat,
traine leaden are allowed
to work with the tooh
th,
mentioned
in
methodologies here bein~
studied:
urgamzallonal vrowth .

3

6

1

1

11

2

6

Suixow (1)

5

12

1

1

19

52

60

53

42

207

5

J

9

:SubtoCal (h)

1)

~
V,

•

Toíal (2)
J.

ueneratJon or "Auto Purc:hue
Dec:ision z: Total Custome,
Satisfaction = Total Quality
Productivity." (Neuman, 1988)"
This effect wu previousl)
defined u : "If the peopl,
individuaíly or u • teun work.in@
in the organization are wi lling te
use (paying for it or even free
the product/service the)
themaelve, generate, then w«
can ,ay that the produc:t 01
service hu the reqwred qualit1
on the eye, of the C\lllomer •m

J

8

user."

FIGURE 23: NUMBER OF POSITIVE COMMENTS PER OBJECTIVE

CONTENT ANAL YSIS
4.

·c. 11ange Res1stance Reduct1on
lf everybody in lM organ.iution
is assured thal the mai n purp<.l!e
ni "TQM-SOS" implemcnlation
prucus is the ach1evemen1 ol
1he1r inlernal or Clllernal
customers satiJfaction with
atlequate producu or servicei
wh1ch are especially designed
and generated with thc
participati011 of ali the involved
<lepanmenu with a "Qulity
l'roductivity"
CODlÍDUOUl
1mprovement cultural approad
in lheir minds ali the time, and
everybody is invited to offe1
ideu aod creative problerr
solutions, the results will bt
.sign.ificant and very useful fo1
1he orgaoization aod ali ill
panicipanu, providing adequatt
cvalualion aod recognillot
polic1e., have already been abe
111iviemcnted:
ConllDUOUI 1mprovemcn1
promolion.

.
....

~

.

°'

•
5.

Part1c1pat1on
lnvolvement.

i2

2

3

1

1

5

3

1

1

7

2

1

and

Total (4)

"SPC Continuolll Tools Usag,

Promotion": With regard to lhii
,uuject, "SPC" group traininl!
senions
are
speciall)
programmed in which thc
iocipient teanu jusi organiz.ec
are taugbt how to aoalyz.e anc
solvc particular practica
problcnu with the help of thc
has1c and advaoced "SPC" Tools
Thc vivid simulatiou aoc
practica! e11erci1e1 developec
íor training purpose., will alse
hclp the parlicipanu te
understaod and better apply thc
cllplained and taughl concepU te
ali lheir daily a.ctivitie.,.

2

3

FIGURE 23: NUMBER OF POSITIVE COMMENTS PER OBJECTIVE

CONTENT -ANAL YSIS

6.

1Keal Life Repre~entation throu¡!t
Small Scale Simulation: Thi
sensitizing and tra.ining activitie,
oí the "TQM-Sos·· and the "C-ll
NEW" methodologies musl be
planned and done with product:
and services rhal are directlJ
related to the producu o
services currently offered by lhc

2

4

1

3

10

61

78

76

55

270

firm.
h is importan! to remember tha
lhe learoing
and
actua
application process of the "C-l
NEW" methodology's results wil
help the organizalion achieve th,
following crucial objectives (C~

IV PP: 22):
•

Definition of internal-e•tema
conaumer-UAer.
Definition of conoumer-use,
verbally e•pressed needs.
•
Definition of adequate produc~
aod 1ervices e.pected by th,
con1umer-user to setisfy his/hei
npressed needa.
•
Definitioo
of
quality
productivity problema due t<
curreol e•istence of difference,
between whal lhe consumer-usei
e•pecla lo receive and wha
he/she actuall y recei ves.
•
Defioilion
of
PriorilJ
improvement projects to solvc
existing quality-productivitJ
problema .
•
Definilioo of adequate Strategi,
Operations System planing
which will help review curren
organizalional and m0nagemen
culture. personnel altitudes
operetions
quality
0n<
produclivity, marketing 0n<
sales slretegies end ali th,
required
activilies
t,
conliouously echieve tola
customer selisfaction 0nd with i
appropriale
busines,
_pr_o_filabililJ.
•

~
-..J

FIGURE 23: NUMBER OF POSITIVE COMMENTS PER OBJECTIVE

CONTENT ANAL YSIS

250

1. Define the appropriate steps required to use
and implement C-U NEW" and TQM-SOS
methodologies in any organization (Manufacturing
or Service Industries applicability).
11

200

11

2. lmprove Strategic Operative System Planning
Process.

150

3. Generation of "Auto Purchase Decision" = Total
Customer Satisfaction = Total Quality-Productivlty.
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11
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4. "Change Resistance Reduction
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5. SPC Continuous Tools Usage Promotion
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6. Real Lite Representation through Small Scale
Simulation.
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1. Define who are the main current and futura customers
(consumers and users) of the organization.
2. Define what are their customers' expressed current or
futura needs and expectations in regard to the
products and services currently offered by the
organization.
3. Define what and how the products and services that
organizations generate must be offered in the
marketplace to better satisfy their customer's
current or futura needs.
4. Define how will those expected products and services
be generated to satisfy their current or future
customers and their needs.
5. Define what programming and control mechanisms
will be implementad in the organization to assure
continuous customer satisfaction as well as the
required motivation and flexibility to changa in
creativa ways the organization to improve
productivity continuously.
6. Changa for the better the organization's
culture and relatad structure to achieve
more efficiently
all its expected corporate objective.
7. lmprove Design and Delivery of Products and Services.
8. lmprove Operations Management Process.
9. lmprove in general all the organization's quality and
productivity results, its general efficiency and its
communications process to better satisfy its
current and futura potential consumers and users.

FIGURE 25: IMPROVE STRATEGIC OPERATIVE SYSTEM PLANNING PROCESS
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1. Leadership: Development and Promotion.
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3.Good training tool for TQM-SOS and C-,U NEW
future understanding development and applicability
in the firm.
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FIGURE 26: IMPROVE OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT PROCESS
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1. Understanding the Mission of the organization.
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2. Organizational Cultural Change.
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3. Personal attitude Change.
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4. Personal Growth and Job Satisfaction.

4
5. Organizational Quality-Productivity Goals.
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FIGURE 27: CHANGE THE ORGANIZATION CULTURE
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1
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GAU
objttlln•

Un1K8W8

objttllvn

•

1>el, ne 11,e appnipnarc Slep, rec¡uirec
tu u,, .,, .. 1 1mplemcn1 "C-U NEW"
anu "Tl,,J."'1-SOS" methodologies in
any ,,r¡;.n,z.a lion (Manufacturing or
Srrv1c< lnduslIÍCI applicabilily).

tmpn,v e !>tra1eg1c Upera11ve !>yaterr
Planll\11~ Proceu: The factorr
rc-comme rnkd lo be improvcd are:
a)
VI hu are Ute nwo current and
fulurc cuuomera (coo,umer,
J n. 1 uscrs) of thc orunizlllioo?
~ llal
O)
are tne,r cuuomera
t xprcs,cd curreot or futuro
Dt"t:lli
aod cxpectation, in
re¡;ard to thc product, and
serv,ces CWTeDliy offered by !he
urr:aniz.atioo?
v. llal aaa now !he proauct, •
C)
and scrvicca lhal organiZJ1tions
ge neraie mua! be offered in !he •
markelplace to bcttcr utisfy
l!l<lf cuSloma- 1 ClffCDI ot futlD'e

.

U.wald and Burall

Vean and ISowen

ob,leellvH

ob_jttll't'H

trN¡uency
ol p,»illve

an1•c-r,

, nere
no
un1ver1a1
11
"cookbook"
approach
although there is a genera
sequeace of implementalion
phasu which scem to produce
the best resulu.
Thc progrcss or specd of TQM
implementatioo is ellhaoccd il
syatematic proccuc, are
cstablished and iotegrated in
the organizatioo to foater
continuoia improvement. E&C
companies have lcaroed from
other industry compaoiC1 who
"wcnt befare," but only b)
meaos of informal and
fragmentary rescarch. Thcsc
auisl
guidclinc&
should
additional orgaoizationa to
implemcnt TQM even mor,
cfficicntly.

~4

J.U/

11

iu

uood marlcl 101orma1too l!
rcceived more quick.ly.
Sales routCI expand.

11

0

llt"t.'dS.

0)

tno1e c1pcctca •
,crv1cea be
g<ncralcd to s.alisfy their curreol •
ur 1u1ure cuatomer, and their

lluw

WIII

pr uducts

need.s?

aod

New-product developmeo
specds up and improvCI .
Products of world beatio¡
qualil y can be rr11de.

.

urcater Customer :Sat1s1act1or
was accomplished . ºMan)
compaoics havc changed thei1
tradiliooal view that qualit)
involves merely mectin¡
technical spccificatiooa. Thci
now recogaize that quality i,
defiocd by thc customer and
that companics must focua oo
meeting customcr needs and
expectalions.
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e)

\'V nal prograrfim¡¡jp. and control
mechanism•
will
be
implemenled in the organi1.ation

1.1<,an and Bowrn ( l '194 ) ar¡tue
lhat traclitional "Toral Quahty"
con,ists of lhree
mejor

to ªª"ure con1inuou11 cu11tomer

principlts:
"Customrr Focus
C'onti nuous lmprovemrnl an t

ABti•faclion ao well el the
required
motivelion and
nexibility to chenge in creative
ways the orsanization lo
improve
productivity
continuou1ly?

~

Teamwork. ''
They al<1
comment that two of !he
principal area, rr<1uired by !he
Baldridge Quality Awari1
evaluetion,

"'Cuslomer

focu~

and Management of the Qualitv
Process are .. Jdom covered in
Menegemeot litereture ." The~
gane to mentioo that:
"lt i• difficult to identify ani
majar organizatioo in whict
quality isau" are not in thei1
agenda.
Furthermore , man~
leeden of lht!e organization,
have begun to que.lion wh
manegement ruearch ao,
cducation
havc
not
ye
incorporated TQ to any 1rea
degree (Robin1on et al.. 1991).,
Given ilA irnportance in pn,ctice
we risk losin¡¡ our credibility a,
management
theoriata
b}
i¡¡noring TQ in our resurch."
_iDean and Bowen, 1994).
11)

t

u.)

•
•

Change ror lite beller me
organizalion 'a culture and
related 1tructure to achieve more
efficiently ali ita Cllpected
corporate objectivea:
Underst.andinjj the Miuion ol
the or_g_anization .
Cullura11 •
Urgan,zatronat
Change.

•

Penonal att1lude Lllange .
Per.-onif----ufow""Th - ano
Satisfaction.

1 (1

The corporate culture ,.
improved.
The organization becomes
trusted.
People begi n lo 1peak a
common
languase
and
understand each other bencr.

Senior management penonally
and persistenlly leads the
building of Qualily values intc
!he company's operations. (This
,ingle finding eclipse, ali lhe
rest. lf this does not happen
Qualily lmprovement doe, no
happen).

14

LI
Joh

~omewhat beller employe,
relations
were realized
Employee1 in the cornpanie1
GAO reviewed nperienced
increase job sali!faction and
improved attendance; employee
turnover also dtcreased . Olhet
facton also studied were: saf,t
and health and. number o
suggeslion1 made to improve
quality and/or lower costs
which showed improvem,n
too.
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Organizational
Productivity Goal•.

g)

t_¡:.

Quality

SuNotal (f)
lmprove Ocs,gn and Dellvery oll •
ProduclS and Services. Heli
top mana11ement define tbei,
curren! or future Cllltomen' ancl •
use¡¡' ncedJ and lhen tranallllc
such expr<Ued e1pectation1 i1
interna] specifical.iona tha1 will •
help ,tra1egically or11anize al
operative activitiea of the fim
and ali involved areu of lhd •
organization
beside1
manufacturina or productionl •
areao or service ¡eneratin¡
dcpanments
to
de1i¡n
manufacture, build, conatrucU •
service, promote, market. sale
and deliver !he products and 01
services currenlly re,quircd byt •
their customen or usen in 1
more productive and efficienl
way.

l{eí,ahillfyancrcases,conl"ídencd •
in the products improves and
customc.-'s tru5l is obtained.
Total Costs decrease. Unit cosl.51 •
improve, and value-added
productivity increases.
Rescarch and developmenl is
speeded up and made more
effective.
Rescarch nvestment bccome,
more rational.
Plan! and equipmenl repair and
expansion
can be
don,
rationally according to priority.
Quality (in its narrow sense) is
raised, and !he number ol
defective producu decre.ases.
Quality becomes more uniform
and !he number of complaints
decre.ases. Complaints are deall
more quickly, and effective
action i1 taken to prevent theirl •
recurren ce.
Wasteful work disappears
rework decrcases and efficiency
improves.
lnspection and testin¡ cost.s
decrcase.

•

Employees are suitably traincd
empowered, and involved in
continuou,Iy
improvin@
Quality and reducing costs.
TQM is truly a bouom-lin,
i&sue. Tht orgaoizat1on-~
"shareholder value" il enhance,;
by the improvement of it,
procease1. Allows improvec
customer satisfaction, reducec
cycle times, cost saving, anc
more &at.islied work forces.

Corporale attcotion was focused' •
on
meetin¡
custome,
requirements.
Companies lhat adopted qualit)
management
practice1
experienced
an
overal
improvement in corporatc
performance. In nearly ali cases
companies that used Tota
Quality Management practice1
achieved beller employec
relations, higher productivity
greater customer 1atisfaction
increased markct sharc, anc
improved profitability. Thc
principal indicators that werc
used to define a company'1
performance were: Employei
relations, Operating proccdures
Customer satisfaction anc
Financial performance.
In regards to Operatin¡
Proccdure1 !he report shows:
lmproved quality and lowe,
cost were attained. Companiei
increased !he reliability and on
time delivery of lheir product 01
service and reduced errors
product lead time, and lheir cos
of quality.
Sorne expert,
estimated that manufacturin¡
costs could be reduced by ove,
30
percent
simply
b:
eliminating scrap and reworl
that occurs from corrcclin¡
defects in thc manufaclurin¡
proccss. The other factor,
studied under lhis section alsc
included:
Order processin¡
time and lnvento_ry turnover.

Corporate--aficnhon il locuscc
on
mcctina
cuatomen,
re,quircmenta.
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1 m pro ve
upe r a t Ion,
Managemenl Process: Clarify te
top managemenl whal "TQM
sos· and "C-U NEW"
methodologies are or can do fo,
lhem or their firms. whal is o,
should be the top manager',
principal role in organization,
pursuing such quality 01
excellency o~jectives, how ilt
complete organtZAtion musl b,
struclured and its peoph
evalualed, recognizec:I ene
compensated for all their effort,
1hown
and
done
ir
continuou1ly achieving "Tata
Customer Satisfaction. •
Lea<1ersn1p: ueveropment anc
Promotion.

•

•

1eam-worl( ano ura1n-:>mrm10~ •
Development.

•

uooa trBIDIDll 1001 1or 11,JM- •
sos· and "C-U NEW" futuri
understanding developmen
and applicability in the firm.

t

Vl
•

:sentar management ,cu me wai •
in building quality values inte
company operations.

:sentar management personall}
and persistently leads th,
building of Qualily valuea int,
the company'• o~ralions. (Thi,
single finding eclipses all th,
res!. lf thi• does no! happen
Qualily lmprovement does no
happen).

Ketat1onsn1ps an<l tne 110w ol
informalion
within
th,
orRanization become smoother.
1ne wnote ot tne company can
be rationalized. and departmen1
managers, section managers
supervisora, and foremar
become able to work mor,
errecti vel y.
Technology is esteblished
engineers can be employed ir
their true capacity, anc
technology improves. Ways ol
employing people, particularlJ

1J

L

1

J4

crnzinctTs ~come more rational.

1)

:>U0I0l.81 (n)
1mprove ID generar a11 tn, •
organization's qualily ane
productivity results, its genera
efficiency
and
it,
communications proceu le
beller satisfy its curren! ene
fulllre potenlial consumers ene
usen:
This
will
b,
accomplished if adequat,
trained leaders are allowed le
work with the loola mentionec
in !he methodologies her,
being ellldied:

~

Ka1tonaltzat1on ol ali aspects ol •
lhe organi7.alion's manegement.

Systcmaltc processes wer, •
integreted throughout th,
organizalion
to
foslei
continuouo
improvement."
(General Accounting Office
1991 ).

:,trotegtc lmpt,cattons 01
TQM:
a. Survivel in en increesinglJ
competitive world.
b. Belter service lo it,
customers.
c.
Enhancemenl of th,
organization•• "shareholdei
value."
d. lmprovemenl o[ !he overa!
quality and safety of ou,
facilities.
e. Reduced project duration ane
costs.
f, Better utilization of the talent,
of its people.
1.
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•

UrganwilJooal urowm.

•

Coosumers.
employees •
(includrng top managemeot),
and sharebolders proiit."

Ali employees were su1tabl)
trained, empowered , aoc
involved
in
efforts
te
continuously improve qualitJ
and reduce costs.

K

1

\
.1.

4.

f3
O\

\ 111>1 ..1,J 11)
l•rncrallon 01 ·Auto l'urchase
llc c15io n = Total Custome,
Sa11>íaclioo = Total Quality
Pruduc1ivity . • (Neumao, 1988)":
·nm effect wu previously defioec
.. • lf lhe people iodividually or L!
a lcam workiog in lhe organizatioo
are w1Jhng to use (payio¡ for it 01
evc11 free) lhe product/1Crvice lhe)
11,emselvc:s ¡cocrale, lhen we can 58)
lhar lhe product or 1ervice hu lhe
re4uired quality oo lhe eyc:s of lhe
CU!!.l U ITl('f aDd \J,¡et'. •
l r,ange Rc:s11tance Keauct.100·:
11
ev<rybody in lhe or¡anizalion is
ausured that lhe maio purpoac ol
"T(.)M-SOS" implemeotation process
is 1hc achievemeot o( thtir intern.al 01
«1crual customcn aatilfaction willl
...i«¡ua1e producla or oa-vices which
are e,pccially de1igoed aoc
~cncrated wilh lile part.icipation ol
ali Ll1c involved departments wilh •
"(.)uality-Productivity" cootiouou,
1111¡,rovement cultural approach ir
tl1C1r miad, ali lhe time. aoc
n·crybody i1 invitcd to offer idea.,
,.nJ ,,cati ve problem solutions, lhe
results wiU be ,i¡nificaol aod Ver)
w.cl ul Cor lhe orga.nization aod al I it,
pa.íl1c1panl1, providing adequate
cvaluat100 aod reco¡nition policie,
have ..Jready beeD abo implemeOled:
•

l ont 1nuou1
promotioo.

•

l'arut1pal100 aod Involvemeot

¡
9
Y

•

•
•
•

1mprovemeo •

•

cmployee1
bumao,ty 1s
reapected,
personnel
devclopment
becomes
pouible, and workplaces
become more chcaiul.
Human relalioos improve . and
barriera betwecn department,
are brokcn dowo.
People be.come able lo t.alk
fraolcly aod openly.
Meeting¡; go more 1moolhly.

uecmon matuna 15 speede<f
up, aod policy deployment
and mana¡ement by objectivu
improves.

J.

:,

The eolire company work,
togelher, aod a system o
cooperat.ion ia esuobli.shed.

!~ali~
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·:;pe Conhnuous Tools Usagcl •
Promotion":
With regard to thi,
subject, "SPC" group trainini
sessions are specially programmed inl •
which the incipient teams jusi
organized are taught how to analyz,
and sulve particular practica
problems with the help of the basid •
and advanced "SPC" Toola. Th,
vivid simulations and practica
exercises developed for trainin¡
purpose1 will alao help th,
participant1 to undentand an~ bette
apply the explained and laugh
concepta to ali their dai_i)' activities.
1Real Lífe Repreaentatíon througl
Small Scale Simulatioo: Th,
aenaitizing and trainin11 activitiea o
the 'TQM-SOS" and the "C-U NEW"
methodologiea mllll be plaoned anc
done with produc!I and aervice1 tha1
are directly related to the producta O!
servicea cummtly offered by the firm

1 alent-srotling
!iecome.
pos.sible, and people are ahle te
exercise lheir full capacities.
A quality assurance syslem is
e-,Lablished, and lhe trust of
consurne'f'S and customers is
ohtai ncd.
Ali departmentK undersland the
idea of dispersion and becomes
able to ulilize QC techniques.

-'

1O

lt i• importan! to remember lha! th,

t

-...J

learnin11 and actual applicatior
proceu of the "C-U NEW"
methodolon'• reaulll will help lh,
organizBlion achieve the followin¡
crucial objectives (CH IV PP: 22 ):
•
Denollton o( tntern1l-ei:1ern1
coramnn-aaer.
Deftnltlan of camamor-aoer ftrbollJ
cq,reued ooedl.
Deflnldoo of adcqauc prodacll 111<
1trvloe1 eJ1.pec1ed by tbe comomer
o..er 10 11thty hh/her eJ.pre1ae1
DCcdo.
Definlllon of qa11lty-prodact1'111
prohleml doe 10 cu~ol eJ1.i11ence o
dJ ffereoce1 be1ween wbal ttM

comamn-aarr e•pecta

10

~ceh•

IDd whll he/abe ldaaUy Rce:IYel.

Deflaltlan of Prlorlly lmprove1DCn
projecla to 1olw ex.J11iog qoallty

bc't;~!ty .;r~~~.~.. S1ra1cgl,

Opcnllon1 Sy11<m planlng, wblcl
will
help
revlew
curren
orgaoiza1lon1I aod m1naKemen
collore,
penonnel
1t1itude1
opcndom quatuy and productl'11y
markelln1 1nd Hiel 1tr1tegie1 ani
111 lhe- requlred 1c1ivllle1 11
cont1nuou1ly 1ctdeve total caa1ome
11tlar1ctloo and wllll ll appropr111,
busloeu ll'Ofll>bllltv.

[Tola]
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ot>¡ectlves

caen o, me compames
studled
developed
lts
practicas In an unlque
environmenl with 11s own
opponunities and problems .
.l. Many amerem Kmas o •
companles benetlted trorr
~utting specillc Total Qualtt)
anagement practicas Ir
place. However, nona o
these companies reapec
those benellts lmmedlatety
Allowing sulflclent llrrie 101
resuns to be achleved wai
as Importan! as lnlllatlng ¡¡
quatlty
managemen
program.
r. Improvea Mar11e1 :,nare •
and
Prolllablllty
were
attalned. As measured b)
several rallos wldely usad Ir
llnanclal
analysls, the
lmpact ol an organlzallon'i
quallty
managemen
practicas was: lmprovec
prolllablllty,
Sales peI
employee, return on asseti
and relum on sales, lhal alsc
lncreased In general lor the
sample belng sludled.'
(General Accounllng Ofllce
1991).
1ne aIvers11y 01 companiei
studled showed that qualll}
management Is uselul 101
small companles (500 01
fewer employees) as well ai
larga and for servlce as wel
as manulacturers. ThE
campantes GAO revlewec
bagan to locus on quatny Ir
the mld-1980s; lhelr qualll)
elforts are stlll evolvlng
Nevertheless,
these
companles lmproved thelI
performance on average Ir
aboul
2
1/2
years
M~ernent allowed enougt
time or resuns rather thar
short-lerrr
emphaslzlng
~ns." ~General Accounlln¡;
Ice, 1 91).

u,owa1a ana t:1ura11
objectlvn

...... an ana Howen
objecllvH

¿

l,0mpanies mus, lnSIIIUIE
TQM
or
be come
noncompetltive
In
lhe
national and lnternatlona
constructlon and englneerill!;
markets in the next llve te
ten years." (The Constructlor
lndustry lnstltute, 1990).

1raa11IonaI
reserva11om
aboul lh:J'.racllcablllty o
TQM In I
englneering anc
conslructlon actlvltles are
lnvalld.

l-'roauc11on
votume!
lncrease, and 11 becorrie!
posst>le lo ~apare ratlona
produc:tlon p ns .
vomrac,s wnn supp11ers
subcontractors,
anc
consumers
can
be
ratlonallzed.
,ne company ana 11!
factorles cease to ISSUE
false dela.
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APPENDIX A: "Esquezofrenia."
(Short English Abstract (Neuman, 1988)).

In the Mexican environment, 1 found that there are two crucial problems
that should be addressed first and solved afterwards, befare even starting
to think about the steps required to improve the implementation process of
the Total Quality Management Strategic Operativa System in any
organization.
• Education:

We Mexicans, despite our strong efforts to improve our

knowledge level, still have a rickety average educational level
accumulated in our great country.
This meager education level has generated a terrible and very
contagious sickness that has already reached an epidemic status that 1
discovered sorne time ago and called:
• Esquezofrenia: ·For us Mexicans it is easier to give an excuse than
salve orbe responsible of solving any problem or situation. Also, we are
always unattached to our activities or responsibilities. We are here only
surviving as sacrificed and victimized observers. The thesis I support, in
arder to improve the implementation process of gTQM-SOSN and with it
continuously improve our current Quality-Productivity results is:
Nlf I can help people to improve their educational level, make people
forget excuses, and get responsibly involved in their daily work, they
themselves can become and will be better persons, have more job
satisfaction, and will grow mentally and economically, their families will be
able to lead a better life and everyone will improve their level of general
satisfaction with their lives.

At the same time, the organization will
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increase its market share, be more profitable and be able to better satisfy
all the requirements drawn upon her by the environment , its customers,
and users. Also, the country will be able to achieve the developed status it
de serves to have in the long run. •
Up to this day many Mexican enterprises have left in the hands of
the government the responsibility of educating and training workers,
without directly helping or participating in a more interested way in the
training process, and, this position has led to general stagnation in the
productive processes and national underdevelopment. lf organizations
want to achieve an international competitive status regarding ·auality and
Productivity,• and in general, attain the expected economical growth, it is
required that education and training, besides being focused in eliminating
all excuses, will be taken as sole responsibility of the organization, without
excuse or more loss of valuable time.
AII the above mentioned requires drastic changas in organizational
and personal attitudes and culture, but as I see it, there is no other choice
or time to waste anymore. We have been for ages accustomed to wait for
ªFather-Governmenr to provide us with everything we cared for. This
Utopia is not possible or acceptable any more. The word has changed
outside. lf we want to progress we require to change also from within
(Toffler, 1971 ).

·we need to 'learn how to

learn' in a better way. We need to be

more productive and use our creativity in better thought, planned,
organized, decided, and executed ways to improve, first, personally our
quality of work, and only after that, our familias will get for sure the
benefits of these new attitudes, then, our corporations, and finally, our
country will receive the results of such process of personal or group
change of behavior too.•
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APPENDIX 8: "QUESTIONNAIRES. 11
CUESTIONARIO ENTREVISTA. (QUESTIONNAIRE INTERVIEW).

EVALUACION POSTERIOR PERIODICA (PERIODIC-POSTERIOR EVALUATION)

El cuestionario que a continuación presentamos nos servirá para
guiar las entrevistas que efectuaremos con aquellos ejecutivos que hayan
participado en el ªTaller: Conozca las necesidades de sus ConsumidoresUsuarios•. El objetivo del mismo es el de evaluar el grado de asimilación
de la metodología presentada y empleada en el taller y además, registrar
el impacto que la utilización de dicha herramienta ha tenido
posteriormente en la organización.
El cuestionario se llenará con algunos breves comentarios
personales de los participantes en el taller. Éstos se mantendran
confidenciales.
(The questionnaire here presentad will help guiding the interviews
we with executives that already participated in the "Consumers-Users
Needs Evaluation Workshop. •

The main objective of filling the

questionnaire is to evaluate the degree of personal assimilation achieved
of the methodology presented and used in the workshop, and register the
impact that the utilization of such tools had in the organization.
The questionnaire will be filled with brief personal comments of the
participants to the workshop. These comments will be maintained
confidential).
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l. Evaluación de la Metodología.
(Methodology Evaluation):
A) Entendimiento y claridad.
(Understanding and Clearness).

1. ¿Considera que el material se presentó en forma clara (Explique
brevemente)?
Do you consider that the supporting material was presented in a
clear form (Briefly explain)?

2. ¿Qué entendió usted sobre el contenido del material de apoyo
del taller?
What did you understand about the contents of the material to
support the workshop?

3. Comente o sugiera algo sobre la metodología que se emplea en
el taller.
Comment or suggest something about the methodology employed
in the workshop.

B) Aplicabilidad.
Applicability.
4. Comente usted sobre la aplicación practica que creyó usted que
tenía el material visto en la dinámica en su trabajo cotidiano (Cómo creyo
que lo podría haber usado).
Comment about the practica! application that you thought that the
material seen in the workshop had in your dayly work (How did you think
at that time that you could have used it).

5. Comente que aplicaciónes dió usted en la realidad al material
visto en el taller (Cómo lo usó o para qué le sirvió en su trabajo real).
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Comment what applications you did in reality to the material seen in
the workshop (How did you use or how you utilized it in your real life
work).

C) Relación con el producto/servicio ofrecido por la empresa.
Relationship with the produc/service offered by the
organization.

6. ¿El producto o servicio que usted analizó en el taller tiene
realción o similitud con el producto o servicio que actualmente ofrecen en
la empresa. (Explique brevemente por qué la tiene)?
The product or service that you analizad in the workshop has
relationship or similarities with the product or service that your
organization is currently offering (Briefly explain why it has it)?

7. ¿En que consiste la similitud observada y cómo le ayudó ésta
para mejorar su trabajo cotidiano?
In what consists such similarity and how such similarity helped you
to improve your dayly work?

D) Comentarios y sugerencias adicionales con respecto a la
metodología empleada en el taller.
Additional commentaries and suggestions regarding the
methodology used in the workshop.

8. Comentarios.
Commentaries.

9. Sugerencias.
Suggestions:
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11. Impacto de la utilización de la metodología en la

organización,

lmpact In the organization after using he methodology.
A) Cambio de actitud (interna y hacia el consumidor-usuario
externo).
Attitude change (inner and towards the externa! consumeruser).
10a) ¿Se logró un cambio de actitud de los participantes con
respecto a la forma en que deberan de ser considerados y tratados los
consumidores-usuarios en el futuro?
Did an attitude change was achieved among the participants in
relation to the form in which must be considerad and dealt with the
consumers-users in the future?

1Ob) ¿En que consistieron estos cambios?
What were those changes?

1Oc) ¿Qué estartegias se siguieron posteriormente (Explique
brevemente)?
What strategies were followed afterwards (Briefly explain)?

11a). ¿Se logró una mejor comunicación y entendimiento con los
usuarios-consumidores de la empresa?
Was a better communication and understanding with organization·s
conumers and users achieved?

11 b). ¿Cómo se logró ésto (Explique brevemente)?
How was this achieved (Briefly explain)?
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B) Cambios observados en el trabajo de grupo.
Observed changes In the way the group works.
12. ¿Cuáles fueron los cambios de comportamiento y desempeño
del grupo que usted notó durante el desarrollo del taller y después de
éste. (Comente someramente sobre detalles de comunicación, liderazgo,
delegación de responsabilidades, definición de tareas o proyectos,
cumplimiento de compromisos, etc.)?
Which were the behavior and performance changes in the group
that you noticed during and after your participation in the workshop
(Briefly comment about details related to communication, leadership,
responsibilities delegation, tasks and projects definition, delivery of
objectives, etc.)?

13. Después del taller, ¿Cómo se ha venido desempeñando el
trabajo de grupo y la colaboración entre los participantes?. (Explique
brevemente sobre detalles como: comunicación, liderazgo, delegación de
responsabilidades, definición de tareas o proyectos, cumplimiento de
compromisos).
After the workshop, how has been performing or been the teamwork performance and the colaboration in between participants to the
workshop (Briefly comment about details related to communication,
leadership, responsibilities delegation, tasks and projects definition,
delivery of objectives, etc.)?

C) Modificación de especificaciones del Producto-Servicio.
Product-Service specification changes.
14a) ¿Se modificaron las especificaciones de los productosservicios que ofrece la empresa a raíz de los resultados y las
conclusiones logradas durante el taller (Comente brevemente)?
Did Products-SeNices specifications change dueto the results and
conclusion rea~hed during the workshop (Briefly comment)?

14b) ¿En que consistieron estos cambios y como se emplearon
posteriormente? (Explique a continuación).
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What were those changes and how did they were applied later
(Explain next)?

O) Modificaciones efectuadas al Producto-Servicio.
Product-Service Modificatios done.

15. ¿En que consistieron estos cambios y como se implementaron
posteriormente?
What were those changes and how were implemented?

16. ¿Hubo algun esfuerzo conjunto para desarrollar algunos
proyectos de mejora de la calidad-productividad de tipo prioritario y cómo
se coordinó éste?
Was there a group effort to develop quality-productivity
improvement priority projects and how was this effort coordinated?

E) Cambios en el Proceso de Manufactura (Servcio).
Changes in the manufacturing process (Service).

17. ¿Se modificaron los procesos para la obtención de los
productos-servicios que ofrece la empresa a raíz de los resultados y las
conclusiones logradas durante el taller? (Comente en que consistieron
estos cambios).
Were the processes required to obtain the products-services
offered by the organization modified due to the results and conclusions
achieved during the workshop?

F) Revisión de los resultados periodicos de logrados en la
operación. (Mejorías o Retrocesos observados).
Periodic review of achieved operational results (lmprovements or
decreases observed)?
18. Comente que resultados globales ha percibido usted en la
gente, departamentos, áreas y empresa después de que se participó en el
taller. (Explique por favor).
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Comment about the global results that you have perceived in the
people, departments, areas and in the whole organization after the
workshop (Please explain).

G) Comentarios generales. (Sobre el taller, el instructor y el
cuestionario) (Gracias).
General comments and recommendation of the Workshop(About
the workshop, the facilitator and the questionnaire) (Thanksl).

F) Participant Data:

Participant number:___ Participant code: _ _ __
Nombre (Name): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date lnterview: _ __
Date Participation:_____
Edad (Age) {__). Telefono: _ _ _ _ __
Empresa(Organization): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Departamento: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Puesto (Position): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Antiguedad en la empresa:
(Seniority in the organization) _ _ _ _ (años/years).
Antiguedad en el puesto:
(Seniority in the position) _ _ _ _ _ _ (años/years).
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TABLE 1.
IMPORTANT TRAITS ANO CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MEXICAN
WORKER

Reference
(Aodriguez and
Aamirez, 1992).

Principal Traits Found in the Mexican Workforce
Mexican workers posses and show the next positiva
characteristics:
1) Superior emotional security due to social forces, family
cohesiveness, religious beliefs and friends availability.
2) Tranquillity, happiness, satisfaction for life, love, affection and
confidence, supported by their family, customs and Mexican
traditions.
3) Readiness to be of service, cooperativa and to off er material or
spiritual support, providing he or she is properly recognized and
rewarded and is considered useful, important and having special
value for the organization in which he participates.
4) Favors harmony and cordiality in his relations.
5) Good sense of humor, social, friendly, ingenious and creativa.
6) Proud of being Mexican.
Mexican workers posses and show the next positiva fundamental
values:
1) Liberty.
2) Religion.
3) Equality.
4) Family.
5) Human development.
6) T echnical development.

(Alducin,
1989).

The most importan! factors that Mexicans believe are required to
attain achievement needs are:
1) Education.
2) lntelligence.
3) Hard Work.

(Kras,
1989).

Mexican people and managers posses next traits:
1) Tradition of family business.
2) Paternalistic and autocratic.
3) Relaxed, slow-moving and peaceable.
4) Stress and tension for Mexico City inhabitants.
5) Loyal.
6) Deep and concealed sense of national and cultural identity
based on firm attachment to cultural values.
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TABLE 2a:
OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS SUGGESTED IN THIS WORK BY THE AUTHOR.
Terms:

Detinltlons:

Values

"Set of beliefs and thoughts that influence the creation of accepted and expected norms and modes of behavior allowed to exist

Culture

within organizations or society, which regulate and define how people or groups are allowed to behave and act to enable them to
satisfy their current or future needs on an individual or within a given group or organization, in a particular moment of time."
"Set of values and accumulated information, knowledge, technical and manual skitls and abilities. and gathered technology, that
allows an individual, group or an organization to define and use all the available resources and means at a particular moment in time
to perform ali the required activities or operations to satisfy their and those of their consumers and users, current and future
needs."

Vision

"Projection, forecast or preview of the expected futura needs, that directly depend on the forecasted and expected changas in
values and culture, that individuals, groups or organizations will have in the same future time span considerad . that can be satisfy
able, with the available or easily achievable also (in the same span of time) culture and relatad technology level, that an individual,
group or organization will have in such future moment of time."
First Note: lf development of culture and technology levels required to satisfy futura needs, takes longer to be achieved than the
actual materialization or realization of consumer's or user·s needs, which would be already requiring or expecting to satisfy, those
futurely expressed needs in such particular time span, organizations will not be able to satisfy them for real, and, we will be only in
the domains of science fiction, because of lack of the required knowledge or technology level to satisfy such expressed needs.
The same happens in the case when available technology would have been used to develop products or services that are not yet
needed or expressed as required in the minds or actions of the potential consumers or users, mainly because the values or culture
that will be needed to support such products' or services' applications or particular usage would have not yet been achieved or
attained. This last is required so those products or services would be really needed and seen as already appropriate for their
marketing, sales, usage or consumption culturally and socially.

t
Mission

Customers
Consumers
Users

Second Note: lt is interesting to comment that we must forecast and project simultaneously the culture and its relatad values
advancement or changas, with the futurely expected needs that such changes will create or originate in the future potential
consumers or users of the products or services that would be required in such forecasted time span by them, as expected to
satisfy their futura needs. We must project also the level of technology that would be required to generate the products or services
that would be needed in such same time span as well.
"The principal reason for being or existing of the organization is: Satisfy the current and futura verbally expressed as expected
needs of its actual or potential customers with adequate products or services done right at the first time without any excuses, and
at a productiva, efficient and competitiva level of cost for the organization manufacturing or generating them, and, that also offers
value and satisfaction (at the adequate price level) to the direct or indirect consumers and or users of such products or services for
an adequate paid price, while at the sama time recognizing all the efforts and satisfying ali the personal needs and delivering
appropriate benefits to all !he collaborators, employees, participants and stakeholders of the organization that continuously strive
to ifr4'.)rove their work, products and services in productiva and honest ways."
Third Note: The real authorization to operate and to be or stay continuously in business that an organization receives from the
environment, is conveyed and obtained through the monetary deposits made by its satisfied customers, in the arks of the
corporation, each time they purchase and repurchase the organization ·s products and services and atterwards fully satisfy their
needs using them as expected.
"The person or organization that can behave as a consumar, usar or both, of the product or service that is required to satisfy
exoressed needs."
"The one that pays for the product, good or service being considerad, and enjoys or sutters the particular physical characteristics
the product, Qood or service has, when consuminQ it with the purpose of satisfvinQ his or her expressed needs."
"The ones that use the product or service being considerad and enjoys or suffers the particular physical characteristics the
product, Qood or service has when usinq it in order to satisfv his or her expressed needs."

TABLE 2a:
OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS SUGGESTED IN THIS WORK BY THE AUTHOR.
"Verbalized or expressed wanted and expected requirements in a product or service that wili be sought by a consumer or user to
satisfy lack of satisfaction in regard to sorne want, that must be present in a product or service, that must be received now and also
in the futura, and that will fully satisfy his or her requirements when receiving, consuming and using such products or services now
or in the futura for an adeauate oaid orice."
Satisfaction
"Is achieved by a consumar or user of a product when his or her previously verbalty expressed needs and expectations are met or
even surpassed by the product or service received at the level of price paid to obtain them, without requiring any hassle or
guarantee claims, considering that such products or services can be immediately used after it is acquired or received and that
those aoods (services) will last for all the exoected duration of the service lite of the oroduct or service involved."
To tal Ouality
"Offer your Consumer-User, Products-Services at the adequate price level that wili completely satisfy their current am:~ futura
verbalty expressed needs and expectations, which are done right at the first time without any excuses or delays."
To tal Ouality
"The statistical process of measuring and evaluating if the organization is actualiy offering its Consumer-User, Products-Services
Control
at the adequate price level that wili completely satisfy their current and futura verbaliy expressed needs and expectations, where
everything must controlled to be done right at the first time without any excuses in ali organizational areas involved in the operativa,
administrativa, desiQn, manufacturinQ, and delivery processes."
Total
Ouality "The leadership and managerial process required in an organization to continuously improve ali its processes employing the
Management.
statistical process of measuring and evaluating if the organization is actually otfering its Consumer-User, Products-Services at the
adequate price level which will completely satisfy their current and futura verbaliy expressed needs and expectations, where
everything must controlied to be done right at the first time without any excuses in ali organizational areas involved in the operativa,
administrativa, desiQn, manufacturinQ, and delivery processes."
Total
Ouality "The managerial task of personally be thinking, planning, deciding, and acting to continuously lead, define, promote, participate,
supervise and recognize ali the participants for their utilization of the statistical process tools available for measuring and
Management
Strategic
evaluating if the organization is actually offering its current and futura consumers and users the products or services they verbally
Operations System expressed as needing at the adequate price level that will completely satisfy their current and futura needs and expectations,
where everything must be done right at the first time without any excuses in ali organizational areas involved and even be
(TQM-SOS)
voluntarily wiliing to improve everything on a continuous basis to maintain the organization profitable and productiva at the same
time that respects the norms and values expected by its current and futura context and environment, while appropriately rewarding
and recognizing its employees for their etforts done in the process of delivering such products and services. lncludes as a starting
major task the usage of the "C-U NEW" methodoloov to define such consumers and users needs."
Needs
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TABLÉ 2b:
DEFINITIONS FAOM OTHER REFERENCES.
Terms:

Deflnltlons:

Culture

"Development of the intellect through education and training. lntellectual and artistic taste and refinement. The arts, beliefs,
customs institutions and all other products of human work and thought created by people or groups at a particular time." (The
American Heritage Dictionary, 1988).

Consumers
Customers

"The act of develooinQ by education and training. A particular form or stage of civilization." (Merriam-Webster, 1989).
"One that consumes . A buyer." (The American Heritaqe Dictionarv, 1988).
"One who buys goods or services especialty on a regular basis." (The American Heritage Dictionary, 1988).

Effectiveness

"The person or organization that can behave as a consumer, user or both, of the product or service that is required to satisfy
exoressed needs.• (Operational definition suaaested in this work by the author).
"Having an intended or desired ettect." (The American Heritage Dictionary, 1988).
"How closely an organization's output meets its goal and/or meets customer's requirement." (General Research Corporation,
1988).

Efficiency

"Doing the right things on time , and in the right manner, in terms of goals, objectives, activities, goods, products, services, etc.
Focuses uoon what should be doina and have done. lssue on the output side." (Sink Tuttle and DeVries 1984).
"Ratio of the quantity of resources expected or planned to be consumad in meeting customer requ irements to the resources
actually consumed." (General Research Corporation, 1988).
"The ratio of resources expected to be consumad on the right things to resources actualty consumad . lssue on the input side."
(Sink, Tuttle and DeVries, 1984).

~
Financia!
Performance

Goals

lnnovation

"Acting or producing ettectivety with a mínimum of waste or ettort. The ratio of ettective or useful output to the total input in a
svstem." (The American Heritaqe Dictionarv, 1988).
"The ditterence between revenue received and cost incurred, usually measured in relation to a financia! plan or budget." (General
Research Corporation, 1988).
"A measure or set of measures that asses attributes of financia! resource utilization ." (Sink, Tuttle and DeVries, 1984) .
"Broad statements of desired end-states which, when considerad cumulatively, will lead to mission accomplishment. They should
be Key Results Areas (KRAs) and thus, should collectively embrace all key mission components. Goals set specific directions of
performance, excellence, quality, service and/or cost ettectiveness. Typicalty remain valid over multiple planning periods, although
they should be revisited annually and can be expected to be less stable than the mission and its attendant Key Results Areas."
(General Research Corporation, 1988).
"A desired result or purpose; objective." (The American Heritaqe Dictionarv, 1988).
"The extent to which the organization makes creativa changas as required to meet customer expectation and/or adapt to changes
in the environment." (General Research Corporation, 1988).
"The creativa process of adaptation of product, service, process, structure, etc ., in response to interna! as well as externa!
pressures, demands, changAs. needs, etc. Ettective implementation of a creativa new idea." (Sink, Tuttle and DeVries, 1984).

lnvention or
Creation

"The introduction of something new. A new idea, method or device." (Merriam-Webster, 1989).
"To create or produce for the first time. A device, contrivance, or process originated after study and experiment." (MerriamWebster, 1989).

TABLE 2b:
DEFINITIONS FROM OTHER REFERENCES.
Managernent

Marketing
Concept
Mission

Needs
Objectives

Organization
Performance
Standards.
(lndicators)

!

Ou tputs
Process
Productivity

"Management involves the coordination of human and material resources toward objective accomplishment. lts basic elements can
be identified as: (1) Toward objectives, (2) through people, (3) via techniques, and (4) in an organization. Is the process of planning,
organizing and controlling activities. Is the primary force within organizations which coordinates the activities of the subsystems
and relates them to the environment." (Kast and Rosenzweia, 1974).
"The key to achieving organizational goals consists in determining the needs and wants of target markets and delivering the desired
satisfactions more effectively and efficientlv than competitors." (Kotler, 1984).
"Describes the reason for existence of an organization (and of an activity). Broad and expected to remain in effect for an extended
period of time . Often accompanied by an overarching philosophy or strategic purpose intended to convey a vision of the futura and
awareness of challenges from top-level perspectiva. Even if the organization has well-established written procedures, there should
be a comprehensiva and fresh look at the entire mission and operation of the organization." (General Research Corooration 1988).
"A lack of something required or desirable. Necessity. Something required or wanted ; requisita." (The American Heritage
Dictionarv, 1988).
"Specific as to what, how much and when . Are verifiable commitrnents to results toward which resources will be allocated during a
given period of time . They derive from goals and, when accomplished will move activities toward goal attainment. Provide a basis for
setting performance indicator standards or targets. • (General Research Corporation, 1988).
"The purpose of a specific action. Serving as the goal of a course of action . Something worked or striven for." (The American
Heritaae Dictionarv, 1988).
"Measure the degree of accomplishment of objective and, thus, quantify progress toward the attainment of goals within KRAs.
lndicators themselves are formulas - precise specifications of the types and sources of numbers and calculations used to derive
the relevant measurement. • (General Research Corporation, 1988).
"Statement that quantifies and describes the desired level of quality, timeliness and etficiency of services to be provided by an
organization. • (Reagan, 1988).
"Products or services delivered to the oublic." (Reaaan, 1988).
"A series of steps, actions, or operations used to bring about a desired result. A series of natural changas by which something
passes from one condition to another." (The American Heritage Dictionary, 1988).
"Ratio of outputs produced (or service transactions) to inputs required for production/completion. Productivity is an expected
outcome of quality and a necessary companion to improving service." (General Research Corporation, 1988).
"Is the efficiency with which resources are used to produce a government service or product at specified levels of quality and
timeliness." (Reagan, 1988).
"Ratio of quantities of output (goods and services from an organizational system over a period of time to quantities of input
resources consumad by that organizational system far that period of time ; or, the ratio of quantity at the desired quality level to
resources actually consurned. lt is an issue on both the input and output sidas. lntegrates effectiveness, etficiency and quality in
one dimension." (Sink, Tuttle and DeVries, 1984).

Productivity
lmprovement
Products
Quality

"The rate of total true useful output produced per actual unit of total resources expended-simply put, the ratio of output to input."
(Townsend and Gebhardt, 1990) .
A decrease in the unit costs of products or services delivered to the public, while maintaining specified standards of quality and
timeliness." (Reaqan, 1988).
"Somethina oroduced naturally or by labor." (The American Heritaae Dictionarv, 1988).
"A combination of Quality in Fact and Quality in Perception. High Quality rneans defect free , in conformance to requirements and
doing it right the first time- nothing less is expected." (Townsend and Gebhardt, 1990).
'

1

"Peculiar and essential character . Degree of excellence." (Merriam-Webster, 1989).
"The essential character of somethina. A characteristic or attribute; orooertv." (The American Heritaae Dictionarv, 1988).

TABLE 2b:
DEFINITIONS FROM OTHER REFERENCES.

Quality in
Fact

"The extent to which products and services produced conform to customer requirements. Customers can be internal as well as
externa! to the organizational system." (General Research Corporation, 1988).
"Productivity means counting the beans. Quality means making sure the bean plants grow well . But productivity is not quality.
Quality incorporates productivity." (Townsend and Gebhardl, 1990).
"'Conformance to requirements.' (Crosby, 1979)." (Townsend and Gebhardt, 1990).
"'Fitness for use.' (Juran, 1990)." (Townsend and Gebhardt, 1990).

Ouality in
Perception

"Conformance to specifications, fitness for use." (Sink, Tuttle and DeVries, 1984).
"The subjective quality as the customer sees it. Meets the customer's expectations. lt means being believed to be as good as, or
better than, the customer expects." (Townsend and Gebhardl, 1990).
"Quality is what the customer perceives when he feels the product meets his needs and lives up to his expectations." (Thurston,
1985).

~

Quality
lmorovement
Quality Master Plan

Ouality of
Work
Lite.
(QWL)

"lf vou want it bad, vou get it bad." (Collins, 1987).
"An increase in the conformance of a productor service to requirements or specification, and thus in the capability of a productor a
service to meet customer expectations." (Reaqan 1988).
"The quality master plan is the management system for the integration of quality principies and quality management tools into the
organization. Just as quality must be built into a product or service, so must the quality process be built into the management
structure and day-to-day activities. The quality improvement process is a continuous, never-ending series of actions based on
new business principies that will result in a competitiva business and/or organization. The quality improvement process means
evervone workinQ together to consistently provide the best value to his or her customer(s)." Russell (1990].
"The extent to which the organizational culture provides employees with information, knowledge, authority and rewards to enable
them to perform safely and etfectively, be compensated equitably and maintain a sense of human dignity." (General Research
Corporation, 1988).
"Human beings affective response/reaction to working and living in organizational systems." (Sink, Tuttle and DeVries, 1984).
"Live neither in the past or in the futura , but let each day's work absorb all your interest, energy and enthusiasm. The best
preparation for tomorrow is to do today's work superbly well. Sir William Osler.• (Collins, 1987).
"lt's a funny thing about life ... if you refuse to accept anything but !he best, you often get it. Somerset Maugham.• (Collins, 1987).
"The six "P'S": People, policy, procedures, practica, persistence and patience." (Collins, 1987).

Satisfaction
Services

"QWL in its broadest sense encompass: a) Adequate and fair rewards. b) Safe, healthy and agreeable environment. e) Opportunity
to use and develop human capacities. d) Feedback. e) Social integration. f) Decision-making opportun ities . g) Promotion
opportunities. h) Learning opportunities. i) Recognition and appreciation for work well done. j) Equity. k) Absence of stressful work.
1) Prestige ol the organization." (Holanda, 1993).
"Pavment throuqh penance ol punishment. Reparation of an insult. Settlement ol a claim." (Merriam-Webster, 1989).
"To act in a particular capacity. The act or means of serving. Duties performed as an occupation. lnstall~tion. maintenance, or
repairs provided or guaranteed by a dealer or manufacturar." (The American Heritage Dictionarv, 1988).

TABLE 2b:
DEFINITIONS FROM OTHER REFERENCES.
Scientific
Management

Timeliness

~

"The new duties of management are summarized from Taylor's Book of Principies of Scientific Management (1919), by Buffa and
Sarin {1987), and are:
1. The development of a science for each element of human work to replace the old rule-of-thumb methods.
2. The scientific selection, training, and development of workers instead of the old practica of allowing workers to choose their own
tasks and train themselves as best they could.
3. The development of a spirit of hearty cooperation between workers and management to ensure that work would be carried out in
accordance with scientific procedures.
4. The division of work between workers and management in almost equal shares, each group taking ovar the work for which it was
best fitted, instead of the formar condition in which most of the work and responsibility tell on the workers.•
"The primary emphasis was on planning, standardizing, and improving human etfort at the operativa level in order to maximiza
outout with minimum input. Management must plan orqanize and control task performance." (Kast and Rosenzweio. 1974).
"Occurring ata suitable or opportune moment." (The American Heritage Dictionary, 1988).

"The promptness with which quality products and services are delivered, relativa to customer expectations." (General Research
Corporation, 1988).
Totéil Ouality
"Total Ouality is Total Dedication to Continuous Customer Satisfaction." (Dan Ciampa, 1992).
Total Quality
"Etfective system of the etforts of various group within an organization for the integration of the development, maintenance and
Control
improvement of quality, with the objective of making possible marketing, engineering, manufacturing and service, for total
satisfaction of the customer at the most economical level. • (Feiqenbaum, 1987).
Total
Quality U.S. Defensa Department official definition: "Total Quality Management is both a philosophy and a set of guiding principies that
Management.
represent the foundation of a continuous improving organization. TQM is the application of quantitative methods and human
resources to improve the material and services supplied to an organization, all the processes within an organization and the degree
to which the needs of the customer are met, now and in the futura. Provides a comprehensiva way to il'll)rove quality by examining
the way work gets done in a systematic, integrated, consistent, organization-wide perspectiva.• (Scott, 1990).
• Japanese Quality Control is a revolution of the way management thinks. Practicing Quality Control is develop, design,
manufacture and maintain a quality product that is the most economic, the most useful and always satisfactory for the customer."
(lshikawa, 1986).
Mexican Secretary of Commerce and lndustry definition: "Quality Management determines and implements the quality policy which

Users
Values

includes strategic planning. Also the assignment of resourses and other systematic actions in the quality field such as quality
planning, development of operativa activities and of evaluation relatad to quality." (SECOFI - DGN NOM-CC-1-1990).
"One that uses." (The American Heritage Dictionarv, 1988).
"The standards or principies by which the worth of something is judged." (Rosnow and Rosenthal, 1984).
"Are objectives, meaning, that they maintain their real form above our appreciations. Appear as ideal qualities of objects, which

Value

help them to be located outside of time or space. Have polarity, thus the possibility of being positiva or negativa exists and a
hierarchic order, makinq them different amonq them." (Espasa Encyclopedic Dictionary, 1979).
"The assessment by the customer of his satisfaction with the degree of excellence and the fair return he or she receives in
products or services for his or her payments to and relatlonships with the corporation providlng such products or services."
(T ownsend and Gebhardt, 1990).
"A fair equivalent return for something, as goods or services. Monetary or material worth. Worth as measured in usefulness or

importance. Merit. A principie, standard, or quality considerad inherently worthwhile or desirable."
Dictionary, 1988).

(The American Heritage

"Degree of utility or ability of things, to satisty needs or otfer well being or delight. Quality or trait of things, basad on which money
or equivalent is qiven in exchanqe to the current owner to possess them." (Espasa Encyclopedic Dictionarv, 1979).

TABLE 2b:
DEFINITIONS FROM OTHER REFERENCES.
Vision

"ldentifies the purpose of the organiiatíon -and tfie required things that must be done to remain cornpetitive in the future. Needs to
focus on continuous improvement of its products and services." (General Research Corporation, 1988).
"Unusual foresight. A mental image produced by imagination. • (The American Heritage Dictionary, 1988).
"Un usual wisdom In foreseeing what is going to happen. • (Merriam-Webster, 1989).
"A mental image of a possible and desirable futura state of the organization. May be as vague as a dream or as precise as a goal or
mission statement." (Bennis anº l'llé!!ll!SL_198fü.

t

TABLE 3.
IMPORTANT TRAITS ANO CHARACTERISTICS REQUIRED BY
SUPERVISOR$ IN ORDER TO IMPLEMENT POLICIES OR SYSTEMS

REFERENCE: (Beyer and Trice, 1978)

PRINCIPAL TRAITS REQUIRED IN SUPERVISOR$:
A. Individual Characteristics:

1. Demographic characteristics yield mixed results.
2. Attitudes toward work also produced mixed results. The major
positiva effects of job involvement are in the supervisor's readiness to use
the policy, as evidenced by policy-supportive attitudes, and not in the
earlier diffusion stage or the later use stage. The most important attitude
in predicting implementation of the policies by supervisors is clearly their
attitude toward change. As in the case of job involvement, the impact of
this variable is primarily in the receptivity stage.
3. In any case, the results indicate that support of certain types of
organizational members cannot be taken for granted when contemplating
change efforts.
B. Role Characteristics:

1. Number of years in the position, tenure, is positively relatad to
both perceived need and past use of alcoholism policy and negatively
related to training topics and administrative emphasis for this policy.
Managerial experience may lead to greater appreciation of need for these
policies.
2. The results for work overload and skill level of the participants
are mixed.
3. For both policies, the emphasis on performance for promotion is
positively related to expected use, while emphasis in seniority in promotion
is negatively related to expected policy use in the futura. AII together, the
consistency of these findings suggest that the reward structure has effects
on the implementation of changes in these federal organizations.
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CONTINUATION TABLE 3:
C. Organlzational Characteristics:

1. Supervisors in larger installations are consistently more likely to
implement the policies.
_
2. The presence of a union within the installation produces mixed
effects.
3. The average span of control of supervisors, measured as the
percentage of supervision, is generally positively related to implementation
of both policies, although results are somewhat mixed.
4. Expected use of the policy is not higher when centralization is
higher.
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TABLE 4.
PRINCIPAL POINTS AND REQUIREMENTS OFFERED BY DEMING.
REFERENCES: (Deming, 1982), (Walton, 1986), (Neuman, 1993~

•auality is not produced by inspection but through the improvement of the
process.·
A. Central Philosophical Thoughts:

wwe trust God. AII the rest must use data.•
·Toe consumer is the piece most important in the production line. What is
needed by the customer? How can we serve him/her? What he/she
thinks that he/she needs? Can he/she pay it? Nobody has all the
answers. Luckily, it is not necessary to have all the answer to manage
correctly.·

·1t is necessary to transform Management in America. This does not
mean only a reconstruction or a revision. A completely new structure is
required, from the base to the top.•
·rhe fundamental cause for the sickness of American industry and its
related unemployment is management failure, that does not manage. One
that can not sell can not buy.
M

·Management has new tasks to perform. The answer is not in each one
doing the best he/she knows. First it is necessary that persons know what
must be done:
·in Japan, the principal objective of consumer research consists in
understanding needs and wants of the consumers, and with them design
the product or service that offers a better lite in the futura.•
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CONTINUATION TABLE 4:
B. Deming's 14 points for Management Quality lmprovement:

1. Create continuous improvement of the products and services.
2. Adopt a new philosophy. We can't live longer with the commonly
accepted levels of delays, errors, materials and manufacturing full of
defects.
3. Eliminate the dependency on massive inspection.

lnstead, request

statistical evidence of quality improvement.

4. Finish with the established custom of doing business based only on
price.
5. Continuously improve the production or services systems.

Finding

problems, working on the system, is the responsibility of management.
6. lmplement modern training methods in the workplace.
7. lmplement leadership.

lmplement modern methods of production

worker supervision. Responsibility of supervisors must be changed from
quantities to quality.
8. Eliminate fear, such that all workers can perform satisfactorily and
efficiently for the organization.
9. Tear down all walls and obstacles that exist between existing
departments.
10. Eliminate numerical goals, posters and slogans for the work force that
ask for higher levels of productivity without providing adequate methods to
ach leve them.
11. Eliminate work standards for the work force prescribing numerical
goals without providing adequate methods to achieve them.
12. Eliminate obstacles that stand between the worker and his/her rights to
be proud of a work well done.
13. lmplement a vigorous retraining and education plan.
14. Create a special structure in the top management level to promete the
previous points everyday thus achieving the transformation.
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CONTINUATION TABLE 4:
C. 7 Tools for Quality lmprovement:
1. Cause and effect diagram (lshikawa's Fish-bone diagram).
2. Flow charts.
3. Pareto diagram.
4. Tendency charts.
5. Histograms.
6. Control charts.
7. Scatter diagram.

D. 7 Deadly lllnesses
1. Lack of constancy of purpose.
2. Short term profits emphasis.
3. Performance appraisal and personnel classification based on annual
merit analysis.
4. Excessive top management mobility.

5. Manage the company only considering visible numbers (counting the
money).
6. Excessive medical costs.
7. Excessive guarantee costs.
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TABLE 5.
PRINCIPAL POINTS ANO REQUIREMENTS OFFERED BY JURAN:

REFERENCES: (Juran, 1988), (Neuman, 1993).

A. Juran ·s Central Philosophical Thoughts:
"Many businesses have to suffer large losses and scrap that are mainly
due to deficiencies in the process of Planning far Quality. The principal
observed losses have been: 1) Sales decreases. 2) High quality costs. 3)
endangerment of society:
·1t is important to create consciousness about the quality crisis, and the
role Planning for Quality plays in that crisis and the need to review the
current focus of Planning for Quality:
·There are interna! as well as externa! customers in any organization.
Customers are all the persons that can get affected by our processes and
products.
·1t is important to discover current needs in customers and afterwards
translate from their language to our language those needs. With these
last establish measurement units that define those needs. (For more
details reter to Juran 's (1988), Road Map about Planning for Quality).ª

B. General Guide Lines for Quality Planning:

1. Create general consciousness about the quality crisis, and the role
Planning for Quality plays in the future of the organization.
2. Establish a new purpose for Planning for Qualíty.
3. Offer training about the new way of doing Planning for Quality.
4. Help organization personnel to review current planning of processes
with deficiencies of quality that are unacceptable.
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C. Gulde Llnes for Quality lmprovement:
1. ldentify who are the customers?
2. Define what are the needs of the customers?
a. Own point of view manifestad needs.
b. Perceived needs:
b. 1 Related to the product
b.2 Related to cultural aspects.
c. Needs related to the unintended use of the product.
3. Processes to detect customers needs:
a. Be the customer.
b. Be in touch with customers. Communicate with them.
b.1. Communication started by the customer.
b.2. Communication started by supplier.
b.3. Communication by human behavior.
b.4. Surveys and sampling.
c. Simulate usage as customers.
4. Organize needs according to a logic system of needs:
a. Primary needs.
b. Secondary needs.
c. Tertiary needs.
5. Translate needs:
a. G lossary of term s.
b. Samples.
c. Special organization for translation purposes.
d. Normalization.
e. "Products· or ·objectives" for management (interna! customers):
e. 1. Policies.
e.2. Objectives.
e.3. Plans.
e.4. Organization Structure.
e.5. Orders.
e.6. Councils.
e.7. Incentives.
e.a. Audits.
f. Measures.
6. Define customer needs in measurable units.
7. Establish measurement methods:
a. Apply measurement sensors.
b. Sensors variation.
c. Sensors functions.
d. Precision, accuracy and maintenance of sensors.
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8. Development of the product.
a. Product characteristics.
a.1. Satisfy customer needs
a.2. Satisfy our needs.
b. Competitiveness.
c. Costs optimization.
d. Process characteristics.
e. Analysis of possible failures in the product or process.
f. Val ue analysis.
9. Optimization of the product design.
1O. Development of the process.
a. Define what is the process.
b. Define responsibility of planning the process.
c. Process capability.
d. Process variation.
e. Process design:
e.1. How will the process be used?
e.2. Environmental condition were the process will be used.
e.3. Analysis of the process design.
e.4. Process anatomy.
e.5. Tasks for process design:
- Establish relationship between process variables
and product results.
- Supply measurement capacity.
- Establish adjustment capacity.
- Transfer process to operations.
e.6. Plan process control.
- Auto control.
- Control objectives.
- Responsibility of planning process controls.
- Process control analysis chart.
• Operation control.
* Product control.
* lnstallations control.
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D. Juran's 10 Polnts to achieve Quality lmprovement:
1. Construct tha consciousness about tha nead and opportunity for
improvemant.
2. Establish goals for improvement.
3. Organiza tha achievement of objective5'
a. Establish a quality council.
b. ldentify quality problems.
c. Select projects.
d. Set teams.
a. Designate participants.
4. Offer proper training.
5. Realiza projects to salve problems.
6. lnform about achieved progress.
7. Offar recognition to participants.
8. Communicate results achieved.
9. Maintain a record.
1O. Maintain the effort of achieving annual improvements as part of the
organization •s strategy.
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TABLE 6.
PRINCIPAL POINTS AND REQUIREMENTS OFFERED BY ISHIKAWA:
REFERENCES: (lshikawa, 1986), (lshikawa, 1989), (Neuman, 1993).

·1t we employ the following ideas, each of us will give the best of himself or
herself and quality will be controlled without inspection from the wok place.
This is respectful management of the human being. •
"OC starts and ends with education. •
A. Central Philosophical Thoughts:

1. ·Modern Quality Control constitutes a revolution in management
thinking, and implementing it company wide can dramatically improve a
company's corporate culture. This revolution implies a positive evolution
of the individuals, the organizations where these individuals work, the
country in which these organizations are and the world in general. Thus,
global peace will be achieved. u
2. ·Education must be started and given from the President of the
Corporation all the way down to the workers and everybody must practica
it by following clear policies about it and lines of authority and
responsibility equally clear. u
3. ·auality Control requires continuous education to be implemented and
maintained, it is not a miraculous drug. The education given, will reflect
magnificent financia! results in the long term, providing quality results are
obtained from the beginning. u
4. • As industry advances and society modernizes, quality control
becomes more and more important. •
5. ·1t every nation plays its part in promoting quality control, the world will
find peace, and its people will be able to live together harmoniously and
happily.•
6. ·we should all strive to create a lively, cheerful atmosphere within our
companies and to build happy lives for our countries and the world. •
7. ªAII around the world the consumer needs satisfaction and all the
individuals are able to work in their level to offer it. •
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CONTINUATION TABLE 6:
B. General Guida Llnes for Quality lmprovement:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ªPut ourselves in the role of the consumar and try to satisfy ourselves."
ªKnow the requirements of the consumar.•
ªKnow what the consumar will purchase. •
·Relate cost with quality (What Ido give Vs. What Ido receive).•
•Anticipa te potential defects and complaints. •

C. Operativa Guide Unes for Quallty lmprovement:

1. •auality Control achievement must be assured with facts. •
2. •auality Control is always achieved with objective and continuously
done measurements.·
3. ·Measurement is statistical and also from opinions (this last is measured
by the degree of purchase and repurchase of our products). •
4. ·we sell products or services and not prices. •
5. ·auality Control must be equally applied to Machining, 'Maquilas,'
Purchasing, Marketing or any other areas involved in the generation of the
products or services off ered by the organization. •
D. Principal Objectlves Sought with Quality Control:

1. Strengthen a country's economic base by making it possible to export
high-quality, reasonably-priced products in large volumes.
2. Secura a salid economic foundation for the futura.
3. Enable companies to share their profits fairly among consumers,
employees and company investment and raise their nation's standard of
living.
E. The Four Principal Aspects of Quallty:

·ralk of making good-quality products is often misunderstood as making
products of the best possible quality. However, when we talk about quality
in quality control, we are talking about designing, manufacturing, and
selling products of a quality that will actually satisfy the consumar in use.
In other words, 'góod quality' means the best quality that a company can
produce with its present production technology and process capability, and
that will satisfy the consumer's needs, in terms of factors such as cost and
intended use.•
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CONTINUATION TABLE 6:
•we wish to produce good quality for the consumer; we must therefore
decide in advance what quality of product to plan, design, produce, control
and se11.•

·a· -

1.
Quality: Quality Characteristics in their narrow sense.
2. "C· - Cost.
3.
Delivery: Delivery Characteristics related to quantities and lead
times.
4. ·s· - Service: Problems that can arise after products have been
shipped.

·o· -

F. Evaluation Checklist for the Deming Prize Application:
1. Policies and Objectives:
a. Policies related to management, quality and quality control.
b. Methods used to determine policies and objectives.
c. Correction and consistency of the content of objectives.
d. Utilization of statistical methods.
e. Diffusíon and comprehension of objectives.
f. Verification of objectives and its execution.
g. Relation between long and short term plans.
2. The Organization and its Operation:
a. Clear division of responsibilities.
b. Appropriate power delegation.
c. Cooperation of divisions.
d. Committees activities.
e. Utilization by top management.
f. Utilization of Quality Circles in the organization.
g. Quality Control audits. (Quality Assurance).
3. Education and its diffusion:
a. Executive plan and its practica! implementation.
b. Awareness and understanding of quality and quality control.
c. Education about quality concepts and statistical methods.
d. Ability to understand effects of education process.
e. Supplier and vendors education programs.
f. Quality Circles activities.
g. Suggestions System.
4. lnformation gathering, Usage and its Diffusion:
a. Outside information gathering.
b. Diffusion of information between divisions.
c. lnformation diffusion velocity (Computers support).
d. Statistical Analysis of the information and its utilization.
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5. Analysis:
a. Problems and important subjects selection.
b. Analytical Method convenience.
c. Statistical Methods utilization.
d. Relation with its own engineering techniques.
e. Quality and Process Analysis.
f. Usage of analysis results.
g. Positiva improvement suggestions.
6. Standardization:
a. Norms and Standards System.
b. Methods to establish, review and discard norms.
c. Content of the standards employed.
d. Utilization of statistical methods.
e. Technology enhancement.
f. Norms utilization.
7. Control:
a. Control System for quality and other areas comparad to costs
and quantity.
b. Quality points and control lines.
c. Utilization of the control charts and general acceptance of
statistical criteria.
.
d. Contribution of Quality Circles activities.
e. Current state of control activities.
f. Current state of control system.
8. Quality Guarantee:
a. Procedures to develop new products.
b. Quality development (analysis of quality function), confidence
and review of designs.
c. Security measures and prevention of the legal liabilities.
d. Control and improvement of the process.
e. Process capability
f. Measurement and inspection.
g. lnstallations and equipment, subcontractors, suppliers,
purchases, services, etc., control.
h. Quality guarantee systems and its review.
i. Utilization of statistical methods.
j. Evaluation and review of quality.
k. Practica! status of the quality guarantee.
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9. Effects:
a. Effects measurements.
b. Visible effects such as: quality, service conditions, delivery
dates, costs, profits, security, environment, etc.
c. Invisible effects.
d. Compatibility between predicted and real effects.
1O. Future Plans:
a. Actual conditions understanding and its precision.
b. Policies adopted to correct mistakes.
c. Future promotion plans.
d. Relationship with the organization's long term plans.

G. Obstacles to lmprovement:
•progress and development only occur when various types of
improvement, starting with quality improvement, are implemented. In
times of rapid technological innovation and economic change, such as
today, maintaining the status quo and failing to carry out innovative
improvement actually means slipping back. The history of the rise and fall
of companies proves that an organization will drop out of the race if it
continuas to adopt the outmoded approach of either acting recklessly
('crossing a stone bridge without checking it') or over cautiously ('checking
a stone bridge, then not crossing it'). In this day and age, a more apt
approach would be, NHow quickly can we act with caution?· or ·How
quickly can we check the stone bridge then cross it?·
·why, then, are active improvements and advances not implemented? The
main enemy of improvement is people, and sorne of the barriers they erect
are:
1. Negative attitudes on the part of those in authority, starting with
company presidents and going down through operations department
directors, factory managers, and sales directors to section managers. This
is actually the crux of the problem, but we cango in further detail.
2. Believing that everything is hunky-dory and no problems exist.
3. Believing that things are going better in one's own preserve than
anywhere else.
4. Believing that ·the way it's been done• is easiest and best; trusting only
one's own experience and nobody else's.
5. Being satisfied with the status quo.
6. Thinking of oneself and one's own area of responsibility; being unable to
listen to the views of others.
7. The absence of stimuli from outside the department or company.
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8. Resignation, jealous, envy.
9. Bad judgment on the part of superiors and directors; fear of losing tace.
1O. Sectionalism.
11. Cutting others out in pursuit of one's own ambitions.
12. lnadequate technical and statistical knowledge, intellect,
resourcefulness, originality, judgment. and practica! ability.
13. Doing nothing through fear of failure, since mistakes often occur when
things are changed.
14. The practica of superiors always criticizing their subordinates·
mistakes and never praising them far their successes.
15. The attitudes of those engaged in office work, and in workplaces and
labor unions that lack understanding, since these can be the most old
fashioned of all.
·rhese are just sorne of the many obstacles standing in the way of the
desire to carry out improvement, and most of them are erected by people.
To break through these barriers requires self-confidence, courage, a spirit
of cooperation, an ardent pioneering spirit, and the motivation to make
breakthroughs, together with the right tactics, strategy, and techniques,
and unceasing effart. •
·rhe greatest obstacles to new products, new methods and other
improvements are within your companyl Without overcoming this 'fifth
column,' progress is impossible.N
H. The Basic Conditions far lmprovement.

1. Managers must take the lead and demonstrate their desire for
improvement. They must communicate basic policy (company policy, etc.)
and specific goals and imbue the entire company with an atmosphere
charged with zealous pioneering spirit and an eagerness to achieve
improvements and breakthroughs.
2. The right people must be placed in the right jobs, and authority should
be extensively delegated.
3. Those in positions of authority must take the lead in the drive far
improvement, constantly searching for better things and better methods,
and superiors must take responsibility far their charge's mistakes. The
'protruding nail will be pounded down' type of atmosphere must also be
eliminated.
4. Systems for actively recording and carefully investigating complaints
and problems from both within and outside the company should be set up.
andan atmosphere that encourages this must be created.
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5. People should be receptiva to stimuli from outside sources as free
competition, a recession, liberalization of trade or capital, the appointment
of outside directors, audits and advice by consultants, consumar
complaints, or showing things to staff or people from other departments
and getting their views.
6. A suggestion system should be started, creativity and ingenuity
encouraged, standards revised, and brainstorming sessions held.
7. Personnel should period 1cally be reshuffled and organizations improved.
8. Systems of reward and punishment, especially awards systems, should
be clarified.
9. People should be given the chance to experience the spirit of
cooperation and teamwork.
10. Education must be carried out, especially thorough education in
Quality Control thinking and methods.
•1n short, all the employees of our company, or if that is impossible, at
least everyone in our workplace, should be filled with tireless fighting spirit
and creativa dissatisfaction with the status quo. They must be driven by a
pioneering spirit that keeps them moving forward, putting constant
pressure on heir superiors to break out of the mold. New-product
development, process control, and improvement all depend on people.
Unless people change the way they think and feel, there will be no
continua! improvement and progress. However, although attitudes are
important, motivation campaigns alone are not enough; you cannot expect
to win a battle without putting up a fight. So, as discussed below, proper
technology and statistical methods must be used for process analysis so
that improvements can be implemented scientifically based on accurate
grasp of the facts. •
•saying that OC won't work in our industry because we're different from
the rest is just an excuse for lack of motivation."
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TABLE 7.
PRINCIPAL POINTS ANO REQUIREMENTS OFFERED BY CROSBY:
REFERENCES: (Crosby, 1979), (Crosby, 1984), (Neuman, 1993).
ªGood things only happen when planned; bad things happen on their
own:

A.

lntegrity System Support Legs: "Quality Management is a

systematic way of guaranteeing that organized activities happen the
way they are planned and it must start at the top."
1. Management Participation and Attitude.
2. Professional Quality Management.
3. Original Programs.
4. Recognition.
B. Corporate Quality Program lntegrity Systems:
1. Quality Control.
2. Reliability.
3. Quality Engineering.
4. Supplier Quality.
5. lnspection.
6. Product Qualification.
7. Training.
8. Testing.
9. Consumer Affairs.
1O. Quality lmprovement
11. Metrology.
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C. The Quality Absolutes:

1. The First Absoluta: Tha Definition of Quality is conformance to
raquirements, not elegance.
2. The Second Absoluta: The System of Quality is Pravention. Thara is no
such thing as economics of quality; it is always cheaper to do tha job right
the first time.
3. The Third Absoluta: The Performance Standard is Zero Defacts.
4. The Fourth Absoluta: The Measurement of Quality is the Prica of Non
conformanca.
D. The Fourteen Steps for Ouality lmprovement lmplementation:

1. Managament Commitment with Quality.
2. Quality lmprovament Teams must be amployed.
3. Quality Measurement. Define where the current or potential quality
problems are.
4. Cost of Quality Evaluation.
5. Quality Awarenass.
6. Correctiva Action.
7. Zero Defects Planning.
8. Suparvisors and Employees Education and Training.
9. Zero Defects Day Celebration is established so employees understand
a change has happenad.
1O. lmprovement Goals Setting.
11. Error-Cause removal. Promote employees communications of
obstacles found to achieve improvement goals.
12. Thank and Recognize participants.
13. Quality Councils.
14. Do lt Over Again.
E. The Quality phases an organization can move on:

1. Uncertainty: Wa don't know why we have problems with quality.
2. Awakening: Is it absolutely necessary to always have problams with
quality?
3. Enlightenment: Through management commitmant and quality
improvement we are identifying and resolving our problems.
4. Wisdom: Defect prevention is a routine part of our operation.
5. Certainty: We know why we do not have problems with quality!
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F. Management Style Checklist:

1. Listening.
2. Cooperating.
3. Helping.
4. Transmitting.
5. Creating.
6. lmplementing.
7. Learning.
8. Leading.
9. Following.
1O. Pretending.
G. Management Character:

1. lntegrity.
2. Compassion.
3. Determination.
4. Education.
H. Quality lmprovement Self Evaluation:

1. ·oo I really understand the cause of the defects that occur?·
2. "What are the most frequent defects occurring in my area?·
3. ·what defects occurring are the most expensive to repair?"
4. "Do I feel that any of them are the fault of my people or myself?• "lf so,
which ones?" ·1t not, who do I feel is responsible•
5. Have I talked with the other departments involved about the defects that
concern to me?· ·what was their reaction?"
6. ·1t I could eliminate three problems, what would they be?·
7. ·oo I feel that I am personally responsible for causing these three
problems?"

l. Problem Analysis Review:
1. ·How do I know the problem exists?·
2. • What is the apparent cause of the problem?"
3. ·what do the other people involved say the apparent cause is? (Does it
agree with yours?)!
4. "Have I asked anyone not directly involved to look at it?" "What did this
person say?•
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J. The Profile of a Quality-Troubled company (Questionnaire):
1. Our services and/or products normally contain waivers, deviations, and
other indications of their not conforming to requirements?
a. That's us all the way
{_ _ }.
b. Sorne is true
(_ _ }.
c. We're not like that
{_ _ }.
2. We have a ·tix-W-oriented field service and/or dealer organization?
a. That's us all the way
{_ _ }.
b. Sorne is true
(_ _ }.
c. We're not like that
{_ _ }.
3. Our employees do not know what management wants from them
concerning quality?
a. That's us all the way
(_ _ }.
b. Sorne is true
{_ _ }.
c. We're not like that
(_ _ }.
4. Management does not know what the price of non conformance really
is?
a. That's us all the way
{_ _ }.
b. Sorne is true
(
).
c. We're not like that
(_ _ }.
5. Management believes that quality is a problem caused by something
other than management action?
a. That's us all the way
(_ _ }.
b. Sorne is true
(_ _ }.
c. We're not like that
{_ _ }.
K. Expected Results of Suggested Actions:
1. lntegrity:
a. ·rhe chief executive officer is dedicated to having the customer
receive what was promised, believes that the company will prosper only
when employees feel the same way, and is determined that neither
customer nor employees will be hassled. •
b. ·chief operating officer believes that management performance
is a complete function requiring that quality be ·tirst among equalsªschedule and cost.·
c. ·rhe senior executives, who report to those in A and B above,
take requirements so seriously that they can't stand deviations. •
d. ·rhe managers who work for the senior executives know that the
futura rests with their ability to get things done through people- right the
first time:
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e. •rhe professional employees know that the accuracy and
completeness of their work determines the effectiveness of the entire work
force.•
f. ·rhe employees as a whole recognize that their individual
commitment to the integrity of requirements is what makes the company
sound.·
2. Systems:
a. ·rhe quality management function is dedicated to measuring
conformance to requirements and reporting any differences accurately.•
b. "The Quality Education System (QES) ensures that all
employees of the company have a common language of quality and
understand their personal role in causing quality to be routine. •
c. ·rhe financia! method of measuring non conformance and
conforman ce costs is used to evaluate processes. •
d. "The use of the company's services or products by customers is
measured and reported in a manner that causes corrective action to
occur.•
e. ·rhe company wide emphasis on defect prevention serves as a
base for continua! review and planning that utilizes current and past
experience to keep the past from repeating itselt.•
3. Communications:
a. •1ntormation about the progress of quality improvement and
achievement actions is continually supplied to all employees."
b. ·Recognition programs applicable to all levels of responsibility
are a part of normal operations."
c. ·Each person in the company can, with very little effort, identify
error, waste, opportunity, or any other concern to top management quickly
and receive an immediate answer."
d. "Each management status meeting begins with a factual and
financia! review of quality."
4. Operations:
a. "Suppliers are educated and supported in arder to ensure that
they will deliver services and products that are dependable and on time.•
b. "Procedures, products, and systems are equally qualified and
preven prior to implementation and then continually examined and
officially modified when an opportunity far improvement is seen.·
c. "Training is a routine activity for all tasks and is particularly
integrated into new processes or procedures. •
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5. Pollcy:
a. "The policies on quality are clear and unambiguous. •
1
b. The quality function reports on the same level as those functions
that are being measured and has complete freedom of activity:
1
c. Advertising and all externa! communications must be completely
in compliance with the requirements that the products and services must
meet.•
'Quality has much in common with sex. Everyone is for it. (Under
certain conditions, of course.) Everyone feels they understand it. (Even
though they wouldn't want to explain it.) Everyone thinks execution is only
a matter of following natural inclinations. (After all, we do get along
somehow.) And, of course, most people feel that all problems in these
areas are caused by other people. (lf only they would take time to do
things right.) In a world where half marriages end in divorce or separation,
such assumptions are open to question. •
"Operating managers interest in Quality is proportional to the
amount of profit-deterioration situations they are experiencing at that exact
moment.·
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TABLE 8.
RECOMMENDED WORK GROUP PROCESSES:
A. BRAINSTORMING:
REFERENCES: (J. P. Russell, 1990), (P. R. Scholtes, 1991 ).
1. Purpose:
a. Generate without any restrictions all kind of creative ideas within
a work group environment trying to solve a problem.
2. Rules:
a. Everyone is motivated and gets to participate.
b. Everyone can comment during their turn or later.
c. As many ideas as possible are given.
d. No arguing, criticism, or evaluation during the ideas presenting
session.
e. AII the given ideas are ranked and sorted (category, importance,
priority, benefits, cost, impact, time, etc.) using a big chart paper to work
on or a large board.
·
3. Methodology:
a. Review the subject, defining the scope of the brainstorming
activity that will follow. Ask all kind of questions.
b. Allow one or two minutes to think about the question and its
possible answer.
c. Invite each of the participants to present their ideas.
d. Write all the ideas in the paper in front of everybody. Verify their
accuracy.
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B. NOMINAL GROUP TECHNIOUE (NGT):
REFERENCE: (P. R. Scholtes,1991).
1. Purpose:
a. lt is a more structured process to generate a list of ideas from a
group trying to solve a problem than the brainstorming approach.
b. lt is called ªNominalª because during the session the group does
not interact as muchas a usual or typical real work group.
c. lt is recommended when participants do not know each other. lt
is also appropriate when the topic creates sorne controversy or when
disagreement between the participants can be expected.
2. Rules and Methodology:
a. First Part: ªA formalized brainstorming session· to obtain a list of
ideas will follow:
a.1. Define the activity in terms of a question as in a brainstorming
session would be done.
a.2. Describe the purpose of the session and its rules and
procedures.
a.3. Present, write on the board and clarify the question. With this
everybody can refer to the question at any moment during the session.
a.4. Generate ideas. The most important step of the technique. ·A11
the participants must write their answers in silence and individually. •
Experience has shown that this is the best way to obtain good ideas. No
distractions of any kind are allowed during this stage. Participants that
finish first must wait until the rest finish too.
a.5. Prepare a list with all the ideas when everybody is finished.
Each of the participants around the table must read one of his/her ideas.
Write each of the ideas on the board. Taking turns complete the reading
of all the ideas of all the participants or until time allows. In this part of the
session is very important not to allow any discussions, not even questions
to clarify what has been written is allowed also.
a.6. Clarify and discuss all the ideas. AII charts must be seen by all
the participants. Ask if anybody has any question about any of the
subjects on the list in front. The supplier of the idea must answer the
question asked, but anybody can participate in the discussion to help
define and focus the idea's presentation. Only the facilitator of the session
can modify the edition of the idea, but only, when the person that gave the
idea agrees to do so.
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a.7. When no more ideas or questions would be available, the
facilitator will condense the list of ideas. Combination of ideas is possible
but only if the persons that offered them agree to do so.
b. Second Part: ·selecting from the list· to reduce the options and
select the preferences of the group will fallow:
b.1. lf the list has more than fifty (50) subjects, it is mandatory to
reduce it to that number or less if possible. Multiple rounds of voting can
be employed to accomplish such purpose. Participants can delete the
less important ones that way. Nobody can take away any idea from the
list unless the person that offered it agrees to do that.
b.2. Give 4, 6 or 8 cards to each of the participants. (4 if the number
of ideas is up to 20, 6 from 21 to 34 ideas and 8 if the number of ideas
goes from 35-50).
b.3. The participants to the exercise select on an individual basis
the ideas they consider as more important from the list on the board
without any pressure from other participants. (They pick one idea and
write it in a card. An idea per card only).
b.4. The participants will give a grade point to each of the ideas
selected and written on the cards. The highest point value will be given to
the most important idea he has. selected. lf the number of cards given to
each person is eight (8) far example, then the highest value to be given to
the most important idea will be 8. The second idea in importance far the
participant would get then a 7 in the respective card. The least valued
idea in the list will be given a one point grade. No ties are allowed in this
grading point system.
b.5. After each participant has assigned their personal grade to
each of the selected ideas, the cards are collected by the facilitator and
the votes are counted and the grades are added. The counting and
adding can be done on the list that is on the board. After the votes are
counted and grades added the ideas with the highest number of votes and
with the higher total sum of added grades will be known. Consideration as
the most important idea must be given to the idea that obtained the
highest total grade value as the topmost important selected by the group.
b.6. The group then reviews the results achieved and discusses
them. lf there is time a Pareto Chart is used to show the results of the
exercise.
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b. 7. lf agreement or consensus is achieved by the participants
about the most important idea, then the group needs to decide what to do
about such result. !f there is no agreement yet, then the group can
concentrate its efforL to decide about defining the most important idea
and next activities among the three most important ideas in the Pareto
Chart analysis just accomplished.

C. QUALITY CIRCLES:
REFERENCES: (P. C. Thompson, 1982), (R. Barra, 1983).
1. Purpose:
a. lncrease the morale in the organization trough recognition of the
intellectual potential of the employees and personal growth.
b. Enhance the loyalty of the work force to the organization.
c. Create an environment of team-work and participation among
workers where creativity is allowed and promoted by top management.
d. Reduce the motives for complaints, lost time, accidents, fights,
frictions, absenteeism and lateness.
e. Solve problems related to their work area. ·rhe people that do a
job everyday know more about it than anybody else•.
f. Study techniques to improve quality and productivity of their work.
g. Save money.

2. Rules:
a. The group is voluntarily integrated by a small number of people
working in the same shop or area. Usually from 4 to 15 members can
participate in the circle. The norm is 8 people. Voluntarily means that
whoever wants to join or not a circle can do so. They also can delay their
entrance, drop it or rejoin the circle whenever they want.
b. Ali the members work under the command of the same
supervisor that also participates in the circle.
c. Generally but not always the supervisor is the leader of the circle.
As leader of the circle sorne of his or her responsibilities are to moderate
the discussions and try to reach consensus without giving orders or
making decisions, which are finally made by all the members of the circle.
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d. The circles meet usually once a week during paid work hours and
receive remuneration for such activities. The meeting place is a especially
prepared room for such purposes away from their work area.
e. The members of the circle receive special training about the rules
of their involvement in a quality circle, the mechanics of the development
of meetings and the way of doing presentations to management about all
their activities. Training also covers techniques to solve problems in a
group setting such as brainstorming, cause-effect analysis, flow-charts
and Paretto analysis among others.
f. The members of the group are the ones that select the problem or
project they want to work with and not management.
g. The circle gathers all the required information and receive all
necessary support to analyze the problem and obtain a solution.
h. Technical experts and management offer their help with
information and expertise when circle members do ask them to do so.
i. The circle is advised and oriented by a special advisor that assists
to all the circle meetings but that is not considered as a member of the
circle.
j. In the presentations to management are present managers and
technical experts that usually have the authority to decide about a
proposal offered.
k. The existence of the circles depends on the purpose of its
members to voluntarily meet. Members can declare themselves in recess
or continua their activities. They can meet once, for a month or two, for
years, to solve one problem, two or hundreds.
3. Methodology:
a. ldentify problems, in depth study of the different techniques to
improve quality-productivity and the design of solutions.
b. Explain, in a presentation to management, the proposed solution,
so managers and technical experts related to the subject matter can
decide if its implementation can be done practically.
c. The organization must be in charge of the general execution of
the solution.
d. Evaluation of the success achieved by the implementation of the
solution presented by the circle. This evaluation is done by the circle and
the organization too.
e. An interna! office in charge of coordinating the circle efforts must be
organizationally defined and supported. A facilitator to coordinate the
efforts needs to be selected and empowered.
f. Recognition must be off e red to circle members that achieve the
sought results.
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D. FOCUS GROUP:
REFERENCE: (R. C. Whiteley, 1991).
1. Purpose:
a. Collect information from customers about their expectations,
perceptions of what they receive, and suggestions for improvement.
b. Find out from customers which outputs of your work unit have the
greatest need for improvement.
c. Understand how your customer thinks.
d. Obtain constructive criticism, ideas and feedback.
2. Rules
a. A group of twelve or fewer externa! or interna! customers led by a
moderator in a group-interview format gathers to work.
b. Discussion may be recorded.
3. Methodology:
a. Prepare questions or discussion guide and distribute it ahead of
time to people participating.
b. Determine how many and which customers to invite, based on
the total customer group, to ensure accurate, fair representation.
c. Design and plan for analyzing the results.
d. Assemble the group, conduct the discussion, organize input, and
report results.
E. DELPHI TECHNIQUE:
REFERENCES: (B. Brocka and S. Brocka, 1992), (J. Neuman personal
applications):
1. Purpose:
·The Delphi technique is an iterative approach to arrive at a consensus of
a group of experts. Getting experts to agree is a difficult task, especially
when they are in the same room. lt is not a technique to combine expert
opinion.•
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2. lmportant conslderatlons:
a. Particularly useful in eliminating personality clashes in technical

areas.
b. Useful whenever powerful personalities are likely to dominate the
discussions.
3. Rules and Methodology:
a. Prepare a dossier including all pertinent data about the subject to
be discussed about.
b. Deliver information to identified experts for their study and review.
c. Define the task to be accomplished by experts.
d. Establish selection criteria.
e. Summon experts for exercise.
f. Perform rounds of evaluation and qualification of factors on
special process control tables.
g. Obtain consensus about decisions to be made.
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TABLE 9.
PRINCIPAL GUIDELINES ANO CHARACTERISTICS REQUIRED BY
"THE QUALITY MASTER PLAN 11 TO ACHIEVE QUALITY
IMPROVEMENT.
REFERENCE: (J. P. Russell, 1990).
A. Advantages:
1. Requires low investment to be started. Has low business risk, yet high
return. Leads to growth and prosperity.
2. Requires no previous experience or special expertise.
3. Can be applied to any kind of organization.
4. Secures and improves competitive position and provides new market
opportunities.
5. Has proven record of success.
6. Eliminates waste and rework.
7. Builds customer confidence.

B. Keys to Quality lmprovement:
1. Continuous customer focus and satisfaction.
2. Total management commitment and support.
3. The building of trust and team spirit.
4. lmplementation of systems for prevention, measurement, and
elimination of problems.
C. Goals, Strategies and Activities: (Note: To achieve the goals, the
usage of all the previously mentioned 1-4 11 Keys 11 is required).
1. lntegrate and promote quality management:
a. Commit to a quality policy.
a.1 Evaluate policies of other companies.
a.2 Define requirements for a quality policy.
a.3 Draft and circulate quality policy.
a.4 Publish the quality policy to demonstrate to all employees
that upper management is committed to the process.
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b. Market total quality and team concepts within the organization
and in the marketplace.
b.1 ldentify promotional opportunities.
b.2 Select promotional media.
c. Demonstrate management commitment.
c.1 Complete all quality education.
c.2 Take a leadership role in the quality teams.
c.3 Advocate quality and support champions.
d. lnvolve all levels.
d.1 Define criteria for involvement in the organization quality plan.
d.2 Conduct periodic assessment of employee involvement.
2. Build an organization responsiva to customer needs and wants.
a. lntegrate quality into the business organization.
a.1 Appoint a quality coordinator or director.
a.2 Establish a quality management team.
a.3 Form a quality business team.
a.4 Organiza quality action teams.
b. Educate the organization in quality concepts and methods.
b.1 Plan and develop education strategies.
b.2 Quality management seminar
b.3 Quality awareness education.
b.4 Quality action skills education.
b.5 Quality process implementation education.
3. Consistently previda value to the customer.
a. Build a foundation for improvement.
a.1 lnitialize the process.
a.2 Develop an action item list.
a.3 Publish an quality action plan.
a.4 ldentify customers/suppliers and their requirements.
a.5 Develop a supply/demand outreach program.
a.6 Customer ComplainVProblem/Response (CPR) program.
b. Apply quality techniques and tools for prevention.
b.1 Problem solving technique (PMSA):
* Problem definition (stating the problem).
* Measurement focus (gathering information and defining
root causes).
* Solution (preventing recurrence).
* Action (lmplementing solutions to satisfy the customer).
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c. lmplement statistical quality control methods.
c.1 Selecta Statistical Quality Control (SQC) method.
c.2 Select and implement a pilot SQC process.
c.3 Expand SQC to remaining operations.
c.4 Bring process in control and make it capable.
c.5 Qualify suppliers:
* Steps for qualification:
l. Asses requirements and wants.
11. Have supplier complete customer information
survey and specification verification.
111. Review the supplier's past performance.
IV. Test the supplier's systems, materials,
products, or services. Customer on site visit.
V. Establish interna! customer systems for
monitoring and certification. Product certification.
VI. Review (audit) the supplier's quality management
system(s).
* Key performance outputs:
l. Quality materials, supplies, and services that
are uniform, consistent, in control, and capable.
11. On-time delivery/performance.
111. Accurate invoice/billing.
IV. Timely market information.
V. Opportunities (ideas) for cost savings.
4. Achieve continuous improvement.
a. Establish a quality education system.
b. Form audit systems.
c. lntegrate total prevention.
c.1 Be proactive and use special problem prevention technique
(DEVSA):
* Define.
* Evaluate.
* Validate.
* Systematize.
* Act.
d. lntegrate total quality management.
d.1 Organization structure.
d.2 Job description/performance.
d.3 Feedback.
d.4 Procedures and standards.
d.5 Quality management plan.
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TABLE 10.
PRINCIPAL GUIDEUNES FOR DEVELOPING A PROCESS
IMPROVEMENT PLAN.
REFERENCE: (P. R. Scholtes, 1991).
A. Advantages:
1. Uses teamwork to develop an improvement plan and to identify the
required information and resources needed in the project.
2. Helps define goals and specific needs of the plan with strategies
especially designad for such purpose. Each strategy has various activities
that will be followed to achieve the objectives and goals stated.
3. The methodology here included is supported by the established rules of
the Scientific Method.
B. Crucial activities In the lmprovement effort:
1. Maintain communications.
2. Fix the obvious problems first now. Don't wait till the end.
3. Observe and question previous stages in the process.
4. Document the improvements achieved and the problems met.
5. Monitor and observe changas.
C. Goals, Strategles and Actlvltles: "Baslc strategles of the Sclentlflc
Method."
1. Collect useful data.
2. ldentify fundamental causes of the problems.
3. Develop appropriate solutions to achieve expected objetives.
4. Plan and execute changas. Look forward and anticipate required
resources and training for a successful project.
5. Define a project:
a. Prepare and define the mission of the project group problem to
be solved. lt is important that the problem will be of interest to the
participants and to the organization.
b. ldentify needs for improvements:
b.1 Brainstorming, Multiple Voting or Nominal Group Technique.
b.2 ldentify Needs and expectation of customers.
b.3 Study the usage of time in the different areas.
b.4 Localiza recurrent problems.
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D. Flve Stages Plan for Process lmprovement:
1. Understand the Process:
a. Describe the process:
a.1 How does the process work?
a.2 Achieve consensus about the problem to be studied.
a.3 Eliminate inconsistencies.
b. ldentify needs and expectations of the customer.
c. Develop a standard process.
2. Eliminate errors:
a. Design a process robust to errors.
3. Suppress the unnecessary:
a. Develop an eff icient process.
4. Reduce variation:
a. Reduce variation in the measurement systems. (Useful
information is required).
b. Bring the measurement process into Statistical Process Control.
c. Reduce process variation.
d. Bring the process into Statistical Process Control.
e. lmprove the design of the product or service.
5. Develop Continuous lmprovement Plan:
a. Plan surveillance or observation of changes.
b. Execute surveillance.
c. Verify results.
d. Act to promote continuous improvement.
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TABLE 11.
A MODEL FOR IMPLEMENTING TQM IN PURCHASING ANO QUALITY
FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT (QFD).

REFERENCE: (J. F. Call, 1993), (Houser and Clauslng, 1991).
The American Supplier lnstitute defines QFD as:

ªA system for translating consumer/customer requirements into
appropriate company requirements at each stage, from research and
product development, to engineering and manufacturing, to marketing/sale
and distribution. •
A. Advantages:
1. ªThe modal is focused on meeting the needs of purchasing customersboth requisitioners and suppliers. •
2. ·uses a quality tool, Quality Function Deployment (QFD), to determine
those customer's requirements.•
3. •1t is only a guida and is to be applied with traditional management
approaches, such as quality awareness and employee involvement.•
B. The Seven Basic steps:
1. Establish the Management Environment:
a. Establishing Purchasing Leadership.
b. Establishing Vision for Purchasing.
c. Obtaining and Demonstrating Long-Term Commitment.
d. Using Disciplinad Methodologies.
2. Understand Purchasing Customers and their needs:
a. Define Purchasing Customers:
a.1 The interna! customer is: Requisitioner.
a.2 The externa! customer is: Supplier.
b. Phase 1: Build Quality Table 1. ldentify Critica! Voice of the
Customer (VOC):
b.1 Step No.1: The What, or Voice of the Customer, is identified.
b.2 Step No.2: The VOC is prioritized.
b.3 Step No.3: VOC performance is evaluated by the customer.
b.4 Step No.4: VOC Targets are established.
b.5 Step No.5: Each voc·s degree of implementation difficulty is
determined.
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b.6 Step No.6: Critica! VOCs are identified.
c. Phase 11: ldentify Actions to meet VOC.
c.1 Expedite Suppliers.
c.2 Visit Suppliers.
c.3 Update computer system.
d. Phase 111: Build Quality Table 2. ldentify Purchasing Strategies.
d.1 Step No.1: Determine the importance of each action to its own,
or primary, VOC.
d.2 Step No.2: Examine the impact of each action on other VOCs.
d.3 Step No.3: Determine the most critica! actions necessary in
relation to the total impact of each action.
d.4 Step No.4: ldentify Potential Purchasing Strategies.
d.5 Step No.5: Compare the impact of each Potential Strategy to
each Critica! Action.
d.6 Step No.6: Select appropriate Purchasing Strategies.
3. Determine Purchasing Strategies:
a. Develop Strategic Relationships/Partnerships.
b. Reduce the Supplier base/sole Source.
c. lmplement Supplier Certification.
d. Practica Just-ln-Time Purchasing.
e. Reduce Variability.
f. lmprove Cash Management.
g. Benchmarking.
h. lnvolve Suppliers in Design (Concurrent Engineering).
i. Back to Basics of good buying: ªThese include understanding the
requirements, understanding the abilities of the suppliers, and establishing
good working relationshipsN.
4. Determine Training Needs:
a. Select the Education/Training Approach.
b. ldentify Education/Training Needs for Purchasing Organization.
c. ldentify Education/Training for the Supplier Community.
5. Establish and Train lmprovement Teams (These are not equal to
Quality Circles):
a. Team Type/Structure.
b. Team Leaders.
c. Team Members.
d. Team Process.
e. Use of Facilitators.
f. Train Teams after they are formed.
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6.
a.
b.
7.

Develop lmplementation Plans:
ldentify opportunities and develop •mini• plans.
Develop and Establish Measurements.
lmplement, Monitor and Make Adjustments.
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TABLE 12.
TQM IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES.
REFERENCE: (Scott, 1990).
1. Focus on the customer or user of a productor service, ensuring that his
needs and expectations are consistently satisfied. Customers may be
inside an organization or outside, but every person-from the chief
executive to the janitor has customers who receive and depend upon that
individual's •product. •
2. ·suilding in• quality during the early phases of a job, rather than
•inspecting our defects near the end. This precept concentrates on
problem prevention instead of correction as a cost-saving, more efficient
program. For management or team leaders, building-in quality means
providing the resources and time to plan, design and produce products
and services with high yields. They also must recognize the capabilities
and limitations of the manufacturing or service process. Everybody in the
organization strives to develop designs and plans that are ·robusrimmune to variations in manufacturing or operational use.
3. Recognizing the importance of people in the total process. lmproved
quality and high productivity can be achieved by tapping the inherent
potentiai of a work force, enabling employees to do their job right the first
time. Creating a positive, pleasant and safe working environment,
emphasizing teamwork over individual efforts and providing an abundance
of training. Worker's ideas and expertise are actively sought and
rewarded through extrinsic and intrinsic methods. Management motivates
its people through positive incentives rather than fear. Creating an
environment (or culture) that values every employee and ensures all
members voluntarily cooperate to achieve the groups objectives.
Management generates ideas and goals and actively encourages the flow
of ideas up through the organization.
4. Pursuing a strategy of continuous improvement by focusing on and
understanding all the elements of existing tasks. Over time a series of
incremental but continuous advances and improvements in products,
processes and services will enable an organization to leapfrog competitors
who rely on periodic breakthroughs to keep them in the game.
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5. Establishing structured problem-solving methodologies that can identify
opportunities for improvement. These are applied to every work activity
input, output and critica! point within the process. Brainstorming,
experimentation or cause-effect analysis techniques are used to find
solutions or alternativas.
6. Using statistical tools to reduce variations in a process. ·Robust·
designs that reduce the number of parts, for example, eliminating
opportunities for tolerance stacking and make the system less sensitiva to
manufacturing variations.
7. Reducing •chronic• waste in material, people's time, lost sales and
expended capital with no measurable return. Obvious examples include
scrap material, excess inventory, inspection equipment, over-and underspecification and wasted energy resources. However, less apparent
chronic waste-often accepted as the normal cost of doing business-can
include inetficient meetings, reworking failed components, poor customer
service and deficient engineering. Capital is wasted through poor
investments, the cost of warranties and liability claims, idle equipment and
depreciation.
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TABLE 13.
TQM IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS: THREE STEPS TO CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT.
REFERENCES: (Tenner and DeToro, 1992), (David Garvin, 1987),
(Berry, Parasuraman and Zeithaml, 1985).
A. Advantages:

·c1early, any of the internally focused approaches to marketing described
by Kotler or the internally focused definitions reported on by Garvin cause
the organization to be unaware of changes in the marketplace
requirements and thereby render its products or service, over time,
ineffective. Paying close attention to the needs of the externa! customers
and meeting those needs is a route to achieving increasing success in the
marketplace. •
B. Steps to Continuous Quality lmprovement:
1. Objective: Continuous lmprovement.

•auality is defined by the customer and meeting the customer's needs and
expectations is the strategic goal of TOM. u
2. Quality Principies:

a. Customer Focus: Ouality is based on the concept that everyone
has a customer and that the requirements, needs, and expectations of that
customer must be met every time if the organization as a whole is going to
meet the needs of the externa! customer. This concept requires a
thorough collection and analysis of customer requirements, and when
these requirements are understood and accepted, they must be met.
b. Process lmprovement: Work is the result of a series of
interrelated steps and activities that result in an output. Continuous
attention to each of these steps in the work process is necessary to
reduce variability of the output and improve the reliability of the process.
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c. Total lnvolvement: This approach begins with the active
leadership of senior management and includes efforts that utiliza the
talents of ali employees in the organization to gain a competitiva
advantage in the marketplace. Employees at all levels are empowered to
improve their outputs by coming together in new and flexible structures to
solve
problems, improve processes, and satisfy customers. Suppliers are also
included and, ovar time, become partners by working with empowered
employees to the benefit of the organization.
3. Supporting Elements:

a. Leadership: Senior management must lead this effort by
example, by applying the tools and language, by requiring the use of data,
and by recognizing those who successfully apply the concepts of TQM.
b. Education and Training.
c. Supportive Structure.
d. Communications.
e. Reward and Recognition.
f. Measurement.
C. Understanding Customer Expectations:

1. Eight Dimensions of Quality (David Garvin, 1987):
a. Performance.
b. Features.
c. Reliability.
d. Conformance,
e. Durability.
f. Serviceability.
g. Aesthetics.
h. Perceived Quality.
2. Ten Determinants of Service Quality (Berry, Parasuraman and
Zeithaml, 1985):
a. Reliability
b. Responsiveness.
c. Competence
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d. Access.
e. Courtesy.
f. Communication.
g. Credibility.
h. Security.
i. Understanding the customer.
j. Tangibles.

D. Process Management:
1. lc!entify key processes impacting on success.
2. Assign ownership.
3. Plan approach to define and document process.
4. Measure performance against customer's expectations.
5. Control process to assure predictable performance.
6. lmprove capability to meet customers, expectations.
7. Optimize efficiency and productivity.

E. Process lmprovement Model:
1. Define problem:
a. ldentify the output.
b. ldentify the customers.
c. Define the customer's requirements.
d. ldentify the process producing these outputs.
e. ldentify the owner(s) of the process.
2. ldentify and document process.
3. Measure performance.
4. Understand why?
5. Develop and test ideas.
6. lmplement solutions and evaluate.
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TABLE 14.
TQM: A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO IMPLEMENTATION.
REFERENCE: (Weaver, 1991).
A. Maln Barrlers:

·Toe main barriers to improving quality and increasing organizational
effectiveness is the absence of a simple, step-by-step procedure which
permits the systematic implementation of existing knowledge on this
subject. •
B. Key concerns to be addressed:

1. The procedure must provide managers with frequent and reliable
information.
2. lnformation about the state of quality and effectiveness go beyond the
measures available from accounting and engineering. Many important
measures of quality and effectiveness, such as customer satisfaction and
timeliness, cannot be directly assessed with dollars and man-hours.
3. Managers know it is senseless to suggest that there is one best way to
initiate improvement in organizations. They understand that the specific
techniques needed to improve organizations are not rigidly determinad. lt
is always incorrect, therefore, to try to duplicate the approaches to
improvement used by currently successful companies. To be successful,
an implementation approach should be adaptive enough to reflect unique
features of the organization using it.
4. A procedure for company wide improvement should also be capable of
promoting the application of any specific quality improvement approach or,
more likely, any combination of approaches.
5. Prioritize the significance of problems. Define critica! ones.
6. Obtain short and long term results as well.
7. Minimiza outside help with employment of interna! facilitators.
8. Focus on teams, not individuals.
9. Everybody must be involved in the undertaking.
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C. Suggested steps:
1. Preparations to begin:
a. The key role of the CEO.
b. Selection of facilitators.
c. Selection of target organizations where the implementation will
begin.
d. Define Blue Team
d.1 Target organization's manager.
d.2 Manager's superior.
d.3 lmmediate subordinates.
d.4 Customers and suppliers representatives.
e. Define Gold Team
e. 1 Work center supervisor
e.2 Key workers (Opinion leaders among the workers of target
organization).
f. Select Participants for the Teams.
g. Define Facilities and Materials.

2. Review:
a. Mission Statements.
b. Define who are the customers.
c. Define who are the suppliers.
d. lnput-output Analysis.
e. Customer ldentification. (NGT Technique utilization).
e.1 Gather information about their needs. uDespite the
complexities involved in identifying customers, the essential
contribution of asking the question Who is the customer? is that it
provides a vehicle by which facilitators can get Blue Teams
meaningfully involved in a number of issues related to the
importance of the customers. The desired result of thisdiscussion
and the next step in the process (actually identifying the customers
of the target orgar.ization) is not to obtain a definite list of
customers, but to change or deepen attitudes about the customer's
importance:
3. Develop Key Result Areas (KRAs). (NGT Technique utilization).
4. Develop lndicators. (NGT Technique utilization).
5. Develop Feedback Charts. (NGT Technique utilization).
6. Roll up Feedback Charts.
7. lmproving Leadership with TQM/MGEEM (Methodology for Generating
Efficiency and Effectiveness Measures explained by the author referred
here).
8. Processes and lmprovement.
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TABLE 15.
GUIDEUNES FOR IMPLEMENTING TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT
IN THE ENGINEERING ANO CONSTRUCTION (E&C) INDUSTRV.

REFERENCE: (Oswald and Burati, 1992).
A. TQM: A Strategic Necessity.
·companies must institute TQM or become noncompetitive in the national
and international construction and engineering markets in the next five to
ten years. • (The Construction lndustry lnstitute, 1990).

1. Strategic lmplications of TQM:
a. Survival in an increasingly competitive world.
b. Better service to its customers.
c. Enhancement of the organization 's ·shareholder value.•
d. lmprovement of the overall quality and safety of our facilities.
e. Reduced project duration and costs.
f. Better utilization of the talents of its people.
2. Major findlngs of the research (17 Major companies involved in
E&C lndustry):
a. There is no universal, Mcookbooku approach, although there is a
general sequence of implementation phases which seem to produce the
best results.
b. The common features of successful TQM systems are:
b.1 Corporate attention is focused on meeting customers'
requirements.
b.2 Senior management personally and persistently leads the
building of Quality values into the company's operations. (This
single finding eclipses all the rest. lf this does not happen, Quality
lmprovement does not happen).
b.3 Employees are suitably trained, empowered, and involved in
continuously improving Quality and reducing costs.
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b.4 The progress or speed of TQM implementation is enhanced if
systematic processes are established and integrated in the
organization to foster continuous improvement. E&C companies
have learned from other industry companies who •went before, •
but only by means of informal and fragmentary research. These
guidelines should assist additional organizations to implement
TQM even more efficiently.
b.5 Traditional reservations about the practicability of TQM in
field engineering and construction activities are invalid.
b.6 TQM is truly a bottom-line issue. The organization·s
Mshareholder value" is enhanced by the improvement of its
processes. Allows improved customer satisfaction, reduced cycle
times, cost savings and more satisfied work forces.

3. Comprehensive TQM guideline for the Engineering and
Construction lndustry: The road map that follows is a composite
sequence of highly successful practices, perhaps "best practices.
(15 out of the 17 companies interviewed combined practices)."
4. Phases of the TQM Journey:
a. Exploration and Commitment:
a.1 Perceived need for change.
a.2 lnvestigation of approaches.
a.3 Engagement of consultant.
a.4 Top Management basic training.
a.5 Confirmation of TQM commitment.
b. Planning and Preparation:
b.1 Strategic Quality Deployment Process.
b.2 lnitial development of Quality infrastructure.
b.3 Expansion of training:
* More people.
* More subjects.
* Management Role Modeling.
c. lmplementation:
c.1 Management oversight structure.
c.2 Realignment of reward system.
c.3 Formation of teams.
c.4 Team skills training.
c.5 Pilot lmprovement Projects.
c.6 lmplementation of results.
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c. 7 Company-wide expansion.

e.a Vendor/Supplier process.

d. Sustaining:
d.1 Absorption of TQM infrastructure into regular management
system.
d.2 Long ranga planning.
d.3 Focus on processes and customers.
d.4 Ongoing training.
d.5 Ongoing improvement efforts.
d.6 Management for Continuous lmprovement.
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TABLE 16.
PARTNERING FOR TOTAL OUALITY (TO): EXECUTIVE'S
IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINE.
REFERENCE: (SEMATECH, VOL. 9, 1992).
A. TO: DEFINITION:

•A business management methodology that aligns the activities of all
employees in an organization with a common focus of customer
satisfaction through continuous improvement in the quality of the activities,
goods and services. •
B. Environment f or TQ:

·Ta is a process with long-term benefits that frequently involves no less
than a cultural change in the way business is conducted. This requires
constancy and consistency of top management's attention. 'Cultural shift,'
'paradigm shift,' and even 'Total Quality' appear to be overused,
misapplied, and misunderstood expressions. While these words describe
a desired outcome, it is something that 'happens' because individual
actions and behaviors, followed by more and more individuals until there is
a shift in group consciousness. The shift then becomes the normal state
or institutionalized. •
C. TO: An lmplementation Process:
1. Total Quality Snapshot:
a. Management Commitment:
a.1 Become aware of TQ potential.
a.2 Establish Company ValuesNision/Mission.
a.3 Develop TQ Goals and Objectives.
a.4 Obtain Top Management Enrollment.
a.5 Select TQ Champion.
a.6 Select TQ Steering Committee.
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2. Detailed Organizatlonal Assessment:
a. Employee Perceptions:
a.1 Develop Preliminary Priority List.
a.2 ldentify Possible Focus Areas.
a.3 Establish Validation lssues.
a.4 lnitiate Process Mapping.
a.5 Conduct Employee Feedback.
3. Jolnt Assessment:
a. Customer Validation:
a. 1 Refine Priority List.
a.2 Validate Focus Areas.
a.3 Recommended Near-Term Actions.
4. Action Plan:
a. Launch lmprovements:
a.1 Develop Short list.
a.2 Charter Teams.
a.3 Allocate Resources.
a.4 Establish Milestones and Time Tables.
5. Apply for PFTQ (Partnering For TQ) Award:
6. Continuous lmprovement (Shewhart Cycle):
a. PLAN-O0-CHEK-ACT:
a. 1 Refine Strategic Plan.
a.2 Expand Critica! Business lssues.
a.3 lmprove Business Processes.
a.4 lmprove Human Resource Plan.
a.5 Develop Customer and Supplier Partnering
Relationships.
a.6 Refine Performance lndicators ReassessNalidate
Progress.
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TABLE 17.
WELL FUNCTIONING TEAMS.
REFERENCE: Shonk, 1982.
Well-Functioning Teams

Poorly Functioning Teama

Envlronmenlal lnlluences

Envlronmenlal lnlluences

1. Team members are In close
physlcal proxlmlty and able to meel regularly.
2. The appropriale skJUs are representad on the team.
3. The approprlale levels of or¡¡anlzatlonal author1ty are presenl
wtlhln the team.

1. Physlcal separatlon prevenls members lrom meeting
lrequently.
2. Team Is nol ¡¡lven adequate resources to do !he Job.
3. There Is no recognltlon ol team ellort.
4. There Is a lack ol reco¡¡nltlon by lhe organlzatlon or Hs
leaders thal a team exists.
Goals

Goals
1. Team members are lnvolved In the setting of objedlves.
2. Objedlves are undlerslood by aU members.
3. Ali lndivlduals agree with objectives.
4. Objedlves are sel and mal within reallsllc time lrames.

1. Members do nol participale In seHin¡¡ goals.
2. Goals are undear.
3. Goals are not communicaled.
4. Eve,yone is doing his own thing without aHentlon to tearn
goals.
Re lal ionshlps

Relalionships
1. There Is team ldent lty or esprb de corps and prlde.
2. There Is tolerance lor conllid, wtth an emphasis upon
rasolution.
3. Conlllcl Is openly dlscussed, olten resulling In growth or

leamlng.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Member.; are unwllllng to be ldentttled wlth the learn.
There Is covert conllid belween member.;.
There are severa personality conllicts.
Relalionshlfi!S are compelitlve.
Members are defensiva.

4. Members enjoy each other.
5. Team members suppor1 each olher.
Roles

Roles
1. Roles are dearty delined and do not over1ap.
2. Team members and their leader know their assignments.
3. Roles are undlerstood by ali and are supported.
4. There Is slrong, etteclive leadership with clearly delined
responslbUities.
5. Mernber.; and lhe leaders are accessble to help each other.

1. Responsbilities are poorty dellned.
2. No clear leader Is ldentttied.
3. There Is buck-passing of responslbility.
4. Member.; engage in power plays lor aulhority and conlrol.
5. Member.; refuse lo recognlze lhelr lnterdependlence andad
as tt they were lndependent.

Procedures
Procedures
1. Declslons are made by consenSl!$.
2. Meetings are etticient and task-lrrprovement orientad.
3. Emphasls Is on solvlng problems, versus blaming lhe
Individual responsble lor lhe problem.
4. Ali members participate in discussions and meetings.
5. Minutes ol meetings are promptly dislribuled.
6. Member.; Msten well.
7. There Is lrequenl lee<llack lo lndivlduals regarding
performance.
8. Ali member.; are kepl Informad.
9. Deadlines ano mUestones are clear1y established and agreed
tobyteam.
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1. Decislons are always a crisis slluatlon.
2. Decision making is domlnaled by one person.
3. Communlcalions are one way -lrom top clown- and chameled
ttvough the leader.
4. Minor polnts are debated endlessly.
5. Meetings are unproductive wllh lhe lssues urvesolved.
6. Meelings cover trivla, versus si!¡nHicant lssues.
7. Actions are taken wllhout planmng.
8. Member.; work lndivldually and Ignore each other.
9. Member.; are lale lor meetings or do nol anend.
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